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Lifting the lid on Mark Levinson Audio
Systems' No 20.5 mono-block power
amplifier: along with aNo 26 pre-amp and
No 25 phono section, apair of No 20.5s
provides the company's ultimate amplifier
system, which is reviewed by Martin
Colloms in this month's High End, page
50. Photography by Tony Petch. Sharing
the cover is Christopher Hogwood, who
talks about Haydn on page 95.
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of the acclaimed 3000 model, complete
with its own dedicated stands
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Duncan describes. UCM, the Universal
Control Module, which provides remote
control for audiophiles!
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Ken Kessler reports from the Sahara and
Mirage hotels, venues of the 1990 Winter
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desert of mass-market electronics
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101
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123
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130
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Starting on page 43: the fifth edition of
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45 HIGH-END NEWS
47 BASIS DEBUT turntable and
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veryhody has his own idea of what
constitutes a ` fair review' of a hi-fi
product: but the indispensable starting-point is that the sample examined
must be identical to those on sale. To
guarantee this, the magazine would have
to obtain each review sample from a
dealer hut, instead, magazines rely on
manufacturers' loans for test and, surprising as it may seem, most of the time this is
satisfactory. Specialist companies will
have no qualms about taking a unit
straight out of stock and sending it off for
review — although they can hardly be
blamed if they double-check it first.
In reality, problems of review sample
integrity tend to he due, not to sample
variation, doctoring, or special selection,
hut to last-minute design changes or
modifications. And as long as magazines
compete for ` first' or ' exclusive' reviews of
products which are being developed and
launched on tight schedules, discrepancies are almost inevitable.
As a matter of policy. HFN/RR expects
manufacturers to provide full production
samples for review. If space has been
committed to areview and, despite every
effort, only a pre-production sample is
available, then it will be described as such.
Unfortunately for us, certain manufacturers seem to suffer from chronic overoptimism with regard to delivery dates;
others seem to have avery flexible view of
what constitutes ' production'.
In one instance, we were pressed by the
distributor to carry a review of a fairly
ambitious pre-/power combination from a
UK ' cottage industry' company of chequered history; we reluctantly agreed.
After comprehensive lab and listening
tests the conclusion was that the product
was nothing special — in fact rather an
outdated design. 1
lowever, in an irate
telephone call, the manufacturer stated
that the pre- amp was not typical of
current production, and the distributor
had been specifically told that this sample
should not he reviewed. The review was
put on ' hold' pending the arrival of
another sample. When this eventually
arrived, it sounded much the same: opening the case to inspect the interior, the
reviewer was greeted by the stench of
stale tobacco, and much evidence of
recent soldering! Since the product had
no real market significance and was of
such doubtful consistency, we shelved the
review for good.
More serious was the episode in which
aUK speaker company, of excellent reputation, decided to launch an integrated
amplifier. We committed ourselves to
review in aparticular issue, but despite all
assurances a production sample was not
made available in time. We made reference to the pre-production status of the
sample, reserving final judgement. Unfortunately, many weeks passed with no
evidence that the product was on sale
anywhere, and eventually the news came
that the whole project had been cancel -
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led. The review which we had published
had been a complete waste of space.
In contrast to these PR disasters, the
publicity build-up for Musical Fidelity's
BI amplifier was correctly timed, the
dealers were enthused before the start of
the autumn season, and the product was
delivered on schedule. An innovative first
announcement indicated that alarge pilot
batch of amplifiers ( later described by MI:
as prototypes ) was being circulated to the
trade and to the Press for evaluation, and
MF took pains to ensure that all interested
parties had a chance to audition an
amplifier from this batch. Martin Colloms'
'Pot Pourri' preview ( Sept ' 89 ) was based
on one of the early units, and quite clearly
said so. ( Musical Fidelity's quotation from
this preview in its literature and advertisements, unfortunately omitting any such
qualification, was not authorized by
HFN/RR or by MC.)
A full- production sample was delivered
in time ( just) for our ' first official' review
(November). It contained Taiwanese
components and circuit board specified
for volume production, and thus differed
physically from the early samples,
although the design was essentially
unchanged. Leaving aside the subjective
findings of CB and MC ( who, by the way,
took part in the later listening too), the
story of the BI tends to confirm the view
that magazines should wait until the
production lines are well and truly rolling
before delivering their verdict.

Next month
Look for the free In- Car Entertainment
special, produced in conjunction with
Which CD: all you need to know about
choosing and installing in-car equipment,
articles on theft-prevention and RDS, plus
a superb free- entry competition to win
the system of your dreams. In HFN/RR
itself, we'll be presenting aspeaker group
test plus summarized lab and listening
results on 100 loudspeakers. Equipment
reviews will feature a brand-new Koetsu
cartridge, the Solen Tiger valve amplifier
from France and the long-awaited Quad
CD player. The April issue goes on sale on
Friday, 16 March. -1
4
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There you are. You've settlec down with aglass

it sprang from Mozart's muse? Well, um, no you

So adistressing proportion of the musician's talent

of Muscadet and adish of olives. You've just spent a

don't. Not unless you've been wise enough to invest

is muffled by the inadequacy of the engineer's

painful chunk of your hard-earned salary on your very

in the genius of Harman Kardon

first compact disc player.

Because the ironic truth is that the conventional

Which means that the second violin may as well
have stayed in the pub. Or the harpist might have beei

You switch on. You sit back. And what do you get?

compact disc player delivers compact sound. It just

washing her hair. Or Bill Wyman could be snuggled

Souno so sensational it pins you against the

doesn't have the technical ability to truly separate

up at home with Mandy.

Parker Knoll? Every note as sharp and shattering as

out every individual note as it was recorded_

But the Harman Kat don player represents amac(

leap in CD science. The mumbo-jumbo behind it is

musical authenticity that'll send shivers through your

something called Bit- Stream Technology, its all about

ear- lobes. The second is that Harman Kardon is the,

aunique process fur converting every single piece of

unchallenged ieader

the digital information on the (Esc into the analogue
signal that reaches the speaker.
Luckily. there are just two things you need to
understand. The first is that Bit- Stream delivers a

the field.

Sc if you want to buy a compact disc blayer,
don't waste money on acorrpact sound. Unless of
course you're heavily into the Medici String Trio,
Wet Wet - or the Incredible Shrinking Band.

harman kardon
Err further information, plea&e write ta
Harman UK Ltd MID Street, Slough. Berkshite SL2 500
Tel ( 07531 76911
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Absolute Sounds is acautious company — and rightly
so. Only by taking the time to understand and fully
appreciate aproduct can Absolute Sounds present it to
the most discerning Hi-fi clientele. That's why Absolute
Sounds always 'gets it right'.
Finally after many years of auditioning all the likely
candidates, Absolute Sounds has found an Electrostatic
loudspeaker which meets its high standards. Martin
Logan has developed the electrostatic principle to a
level of refinement which offers the kind of
transparency, coherence and bass extension necessary
to fulfill the Absolute Sounds criteria. The ( LS II and
the 'entry level' Sequel II speaker systems have proven
to be perfect matches for Audio Research's valve
electronics while the flagship model — the statement —
could redefine the state-of-the-art.
Write or phone for perceptive advice
and details of nearest dealer

ABSOLUTE SOUNDS
318 Warple Road, Wimbledon,
London SW20 8011
Tel: 947 5047 telex: 894800 Absol G
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California Audio Laboratories . Counterpoint . Davidson- Roth
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PS Audio•Sonus Faber • Well Tempered Lab
Wilson Audio•Win Research Group

'I have the simplest of tastes...
Iom always satisfied with the best'
Oscar Wilde

COMPETITION
You've read the review — now hear the speaker. Following
HFN/
Rffs exclusive review (Jan '90) we are now able to
offer Celestion's new ribbon technology speakers as first
and second prizes in this exciting competition. The
illustrious Celestion name first appeared on aloudspeaker
in 1924, and the company has been at the forefront of
speaker design in Britain for over six decades. Landmarks
in Celestion's recent history, like the introduction of the
original SL6 model in 1981, and the still-controversial
SL700 launched in November'87. The application of new
technologies and materials played alarge part in the
launch of its Acoustic Ribbon Series at the end of last year.
This new range comprises the
7000 and 5000 in American walnut real wood veneer, and the
3000 as a variant of the 5000 in
simulated black ash. Celestion
believes it is important to make
use of the latest materials and
technologies ( as when Aerolam, a
lightweight honeycomb material,
had been introduced from aerospace technology for cabinet use in
the 'SI.' series). All three Acoustic
Ribbon models aim to give the
best of ribbon technology, coupled with moving-coil systems.
Celestion designed a ribbon to
work in asealed enclosure, cutting
out the rear radiation by absorption — thus allowing the units to be
used near the wall.

FIRST PRIZE
A pair of Celestion 7000s, worth
£1200 and finished in real wood
veneer, are just waiting to be
delivered to your door. In this
design the Celestion aluminium
mid/treble unit is linked, via crossovers, to twin 8in polyolefine cone
drivers, while Transfer Bass Loading means the dual bass drivers

IN!
CELESTION'S
RIBBONS

each have their own separate enclosures to prevent interaction.
l'he ribbon is mounted at a 45
degree angle and set in aseparate
sealed enclosure, strengthened
with its own figure-of-den brace.
The ' corner' positioning of the unit
means that the ribbon is 'fooled'
into believing the baffle is bigger
than it really is, reducing edge
defraction effects.

SECOND PRIZE
Enjoy

the

very

best

of your

musical taste through a pair of
Celestion 3000s in simulated
black ash veneer. These speakers.
which including their matching ' K'
stands retail at £860. could be
yours. The speaker is bi-wireable
through gold-plated terminals.
while the unique silicon rubber
suspension system not only centres the ribbon, but provides compensation for heat expansion.

RUNNERS-UP
Each of the 10 runners-up will
receive acopy of the HFN/RR Test
CD II, worth £ 11.95.

THE QUESTIONS
I In what year was the Celestion name first used!
a) 1927
6)1981
c) 1987
d) 1924
2): What is the difference between the Celestion 3000 and
5000 designs?

a the finish
b) length of ribbon
c) frequency response
d) cabinet size
3): Why is the Celestion ' IC' speaker stand so called!

a, it is shaped like a
b)'K' stands for thousand series
c) it was the eleventh design considered
d) it is the initial of the designer

2

Simply select which answer you believe to be most appropriate
and write its letter in the corresponding box on the coupon.
Complete your name and address and send your entry to us to
arrive by 30 March 1990. Entries should be marked 'Celestion
competition' and posted to HiFi News & Record Review, Link
House, Dingwall Avenue, Croydon, Surrey CR9 2TA. Please
include adaytime telephone number where possible. The
winners' names, together with the answers will be published in
the July issue of HFN/
RR.
The Rules
1) .111e competition

is men to lK readers only. All ern WSMust he on the entry form
provided: photocopies will he accepted hut only one entry per reader will he
considered

4): What is unique about the Celestion's Acoustic Ribbon
Technology?

a) it uses an aluminium ribbon
b) is bi-wireable via gold-plated sockets
c) it uses rare earth magnets
d) it is mounted in asealed enclosure
5):

4

No other correspondence must he included with entries.

2)There
ill he no cash or other alternative to any of the prizes offered. The
winners v, II he the first correct entries opened.
3 ) Emplis re. of Link House Magazines or associated companies, or of Celestion or
its agent> will not be eligible'.
)Alt entries must be received l'y first post on 30th Starch. 1990, when judging will
he carried out. Thc: Editor's decision will be final and binding: no correspondence of
any kind will he entered into regarding the competition.
)The prise winners will be notified by post and the results will be published in the

employed in the ' SU speaker series?

,luly 1990 edition of 11EVRR.
() Entry to the competition is taken to indicate acceptance of the rules.

a) Pyrostl
b) Pyrex
c) Polyolefine
d) Aerolam

Name and Address

What lightweight aerospace material has Celestion

6): How is the Celestion ribbon supported?

a) foam knuckles
b) stretched silicon rubber belts on small pillars
c) ball bearings
d) tension springs
HUH NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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You don't buy Marantz hiji to hear

music. You buy it to listen. To appre-

ciate every aspect,

every subtle

nuance of sound in amusical piece.

Thirty years ago Saul Marantz said,

for us the realistic reproduction of

music is the essential premise'.

These words set the standard that

continues

to this

day.

That's why Marant: still uses its

own custom components and tech-

MARANTZ.

nologies throughout the entire hifi

range. Because it's still the only way

NOT

FOR

THE

CASUAL

to achieve pure hivh .fidelity. After

all, there is just one ultimate test of

musical perfection — listening.

LISTENER.

rim 4ur albeit nun
PURE

HIGH

FIDELITY

SD 50 Fullfeatured, Dolby B.C.
HXPRO audiophile cassette deck.

MARANTI AUDIO UK LTD UNIT 15 16 SAXON WAY IND ESTATE MOOR LANE HARMON DSWORTH U87 OLW ENGLAND

VIEWS
Answers please
Dear Sir, In the November issue, Iasked
Martin Colloms for an answer to aspecific
question. Irepeat this request.
The question, briefly, asked how the
various vices, which he says the Quad 606
amplifier has, can possibly be genuinely
present in view of the demonstrable fact
that if arrangements are made to listen,
with enhanced subjective
discrimination, to all the sound
imperfections of a606, or any other
'first-rate' amplifier, while it is handling a
normal music signal, then it is found that
no imperfections can be heard.
Martin, and very many others, assert
that these imperfections can be heard
under conditions where masking by the
loud volume of the music makes sensitive
discrimination much more difficult.
That masking of distortion by music
does occur is very evident if anulling test
is done on atop-grade analogue tape
system, by doing amono recording at, say,
10dB different levels on the two tracks of
astereo recorder and subtracting the
suitably-scaled outputs. The
imperfections are indeed then very easily
audible and sound quite nasty, and yet on
normal listening to the recording it may
be judged to be asuperbly good one. This
proves that good amplifiers are vastly
better than the very best professional
analogue tape recorders.
Peter Baxandall, Malvern

Bigger differences
Dear Sir, In his review of the Quad 606,
Martin Colloms once again states that
there is adifference in power amplifier
sound, and he is almost shy about it. Now,
audiophiles know this, of course.
However, my experience is that the
difference in pre-amps is even greater. I
can live with my transistor power
amplifier, but not with atransistor preamplifier. True, Ihave not heard every
pre-amp on the market, but the solid-state
ones Ihave heard are somewhat
'mechanical' sounding, rather harsh,
compressed — they seem to be holding
some of the signal back.
Per Abrahamsen of Electrocompaniet
once told me that everybody could make
adecent power amplifier, but that a
pre- amplifier was adifferent matter. There
will be alot of people protesting at this.
All Ican say is that Ihope that they will
listen objectively if they get achance.
Ingar Berg, Fredrikstad, Norway

measurement, the intelligent application
of Ohm's Law. Martin's demonstration at
the AES showed that two dissimilar
amplifiers were audibly distinguishable,
but only just. This is hardly asurprising
result. Classical measurement techniques
would have shown not only that they
were different but which ( if either) was
competently designed.
Martin seems deliberately to have
missed the point on subjective tests. As
well he knows, if proper precautions are
taken, subjective tests will yield valid
results, in which case the results must be
the same whenever the test is repeated
with different but equally experienced
observers. If the test conditions are not
sufficiently rigorous, the results may vary,
and then by definition they are matters of
opinion since they cannot be fact.
It is reasonably certain that Martin's
subjective tests will not stand up to the
scrutiny of repeatability, if only because it
takes agreat deal of time to conduct
subjective tests properly, and time is a
luxury denied to reviewers.
That is surely the crux of the problem.
Hi-fi reviewing is so badly paid that Martin
is obliged to review multitudes of product
each month and at the same time act as a
consultant to anumber of manufacturers
in order to make areasonable living.
There simply is not time to run listening
tests under properly controlled, double
blind, conditions.
The answer is obvious and if publishers
doubt that manufacturers will pay the
increased advertising rates that would be
necessary, they might at least ask us.
Ross Walker, Quad Electroacoustics

Martin Colloms replies:
I
would like to point out that the two

Cable controversy

amplifiers which were shown to be
audibly distinguishable ( if only just) at the
AES meeting were identified there by a
largely unskilled audience under the most
difficult, albeit carefully controlled,
listening conditions. Moreover, both
amplifiers were subjected to rigorous
classic measurement both before and after
test, to ensure that none of the usual
design aberrations which could so easily
be held responsible for the observed
differences, were in fact present. None
were. These included stability, output
impedance, amplitude frequency
response, output level, peak current,
absolute level and channel matching, plus
of course, linearity. Ross may recall that
the experimental technique included the
use of independent AES scrutineers, and

Dear Sir, It most certainly is not, as Martin
Colloms states in his letter in November's
'Views', amatter of record that results for
cable, passive components and complete
amplifier do show audible differences
which are not directly attributable to
their characteristics, as defined by classic
technical measurement. Ido not know of
asingle paper that supports such aview, if
we mean by classical technical

that Idid not personally take part in the
procedure or the subsequent analysis of
results. Loudspeakers with an essentially
purely resistive load were chosen to avoid
the common errors such as cableamplifier-speaker mismatching. For the
record, Iwould like to point out that the
AES panels did show apreference for one
model over the other which confirmed
my own opinion. Secondly, the quality
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difference observed under my own
relaxed listening environment was much
greater than that shown under the
stressful conditions of the controlled
blind test undertaken in public.
Ross may also recall the private tests
initiated by Quad, where Iwas challenged
by Peter Walker and Tony Albinson to
identify correctly two amplifiers of their
choosing which had been extensively
pre- tested in the Quad labs. Under Quadcontrolled circumstances, but working in
my own listening room. Iachieved
consistently high scores for correct
identification which Iremember caused
some consternation.
Remember also the Audiolab episode
where under blind black box conditions I,
and my co- listener Paul Crook, were able
to hear the addition of asingle well- sized
good quality film capacitor to the input
terminals of arespectable middle-priced
power amplifier. Without foreknowledge
we had noticed achange in sound quality
in successive examples of the amplifier,
the original listening spaced over amonth
and not A/B. Audiolab deliberately set us
up with more amplifiers, factory sealed
and apparently identical, and challenged
us to separate them on the basis of sound
quality alone. This we did and Audiolab
subsequently admitted that it had added
only ahigh quality film input capacitor
with a — 3dB point below 3Hz, which they
had expected to be inaudible.
Under good relaxed listening
conditions, it is not all that difficult to hear
performance differences between single
I00ohm resistors used as the input
loading for afine moving coil cartridge. I
say again, if asingle passive component
can be asource of sound quality
differences, then how can acomplex
assembly of different components as
represented by acomplete amplifier ever
be expected to sound the same as
another, of different design, even if the lab
tests are passed by both?
Ican quote one further example where
Iwas asked to audition aseries of
nominally identical amplifiers which had
been carefully pre- tested and auditioned
for consistency. Once checked, a
I1
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Imagine the sound of speaker
perfection. Capturing the essence of
every

recording,

meeting

every

criteria you care to impose, whilst
looking every inch the part. More
than able to manage the diverse
dynamic range of today's digital
recordings.
This is the very basis of the new
Celestion DL Series. Performance
related, built from quality components, without compromise.
The result of years of research
and development. The very evocation of sound perfection.
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Celeslion International Limited
Ipswich IP3 8JP, England. Tel 0473 723131
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seemingly insignificant change was made
to some of the units without my
knowledge and Iwas asked to judge the
consequences independently. The
observed differences included the
subjective treble brilliance, sweetness,
grain and vocal sibilance and, finally, the
transparency of the amplifiers. The
variations in score were around 8% of the
mean. Later.¡ enquired as to the nature of
the so called minor changes. The only
component involved was a33pF film
capacitor in the overall feedback loop,
tried in two types of polystyrene — two of
polypropylene and one of mica.
Ichallenge Ross, using Ohm's Law, to
show how such nearly perfect passive
components could result in the observed
differences. It turned out that my results
agreed closely with the manufacturer's
own findings, where in disbelief he had
decided to enlist asecond opinion.
Martin Colloms

Calling aspade aspade
Dear Sin Have you all gone bananas? All I
ever hear about are bananas, bananas and
more bananas! Whatever happened to the
humble spade connector?
The new, highly fashionable, banana
plugs involve stuffing copious amounts of
bare speaker cable into tiny holes and
then keeping the whole assembly
together whilst tightening everything up
in situ!, the finished product leaving bare
wires happily oxidizing and fatiguing as
they sway in the wind; the manufacturers
then proclaiming wondrous things about
these complicated, ill-conceived devices.
Now, take the good old-fashioned and
very cheap spade connector, attach the
cable by crimping and agood soldered
joint, apply some colour- coded heatshrink sleeving and then clamp down
securely under the binding posts and
that's that! So how about some superior
gold-plated spade connectors and colourcoded heat-shrink in the otherwise
excellent accessories club?
R Bates, Solihull, W Midlands

Ben Duncan on batteries
Everyone is free to use batteries if they
wish. Even so. Ibelieve it would be
irresponsible to introduce unnecessarily
equipment operating from nickelcadmium ( Nicad ) cells into production.
Across the population, recycling is likely
to be too much bother; considering the
cells' small size and cost, it's more
tempting to bin worn ones. Modern
(sealed) lead- acid types are generally
excellent, and bulky ( and costly ) enough
to make one feel they're ultimately worth
taking to ascrap metal merchant for a
tenner. Still, to make sense of their ultralow impedance, the batteries will need to
be located within afew millimetres of the
ICs they're feeding. Then to maintain
ADEQ's standards of inter-stage and interchannel isolation, you'll still need six
individual sets. One regulator pair will
need to be retained and adapted for
charging. When fully charged, anominal
±18V set ( comprising say 6V+ 12V
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batteries) will reach 20.5V, so one less
cell will be required, to avoid hurting the
ICs. As 16V lead- acid batteries are rare ( if
they exist), you'll need to build each set
from acombination of abattery and extra
cells. The cost ( far more than six
regulator stages) and sheer bulk
(assuming readily available 2Amperehour cells are used ) means chemical
power isn't arealistic option in the
context of a IL enclosure with affordable
innards, even if it were restricted to the
disc amplifier's front end.
Isympathise with Mr Wright's
comments on the standards adopted in
biological research. Turntable
manufacturers who expect their wares to
be fitted with m-ccartridges would learn a
lot from engineers who struggle to
resolve the tiny signals emanating from
living things. Alas, Isuspect that Mr
Wright has misinterpreted the reason for
devolved powering. ADEQ's supply rail
current draw is normally constant,
regardless of whether the input is
balanced or not. The current draw can
only become ' non constant' if the IC's
output currents try to swing beyond the
class A limits, cg if ADEQ's output is
driven very hard into an abnormal load,
below lk. So yes: it seems we shouldn't
need to power stages individually. The
trouble is, some microscopic current
variations are almost inevitably present
with music signals. due in part to reactive
coupling. Furthermore, there's agood
deal of 'subjective' evidence that the
mutual isolation of critical audio stages
sharpens detail. Smoothing chokes are
frequently described in glowing terms in
text books. Designing areal one which
doesn't add too much to the resonant
mess already present in the simplest
smoothed and unregulated PSU circuit, is
another matter.
Iwish Stan Curtis luck with cancelling
supply garbage using NFB. I'd rather not
see it in aDIY project, because some kind
of tweaking would inevitably be required
for best rejection at VIF, which is tricky
unless builders have access to reasonably
sophisticated instruments. One of Texas
Instrument application guides mentioned
is surely cited in my reading list. The
point about 'These days it's assumed ...' is
well taken; Icited Getreu's ' Modelling the
Bipolar Transistor' as an illustration of the
difficulties and sheer uncertainties
involved when it comes to precisely
pinning-down even ' simple'
semiconductors.
Ben Duncan

Case dismissed
Dear Sir, Irefer to the letter from Nimbus
Records in your January 1990 issue in
which Iam charged with dismissing the
new Prima Voce CD series as ' mere
museum pieces'. Reference to my letter
will show that Iclaim no such thing. The
status of the acoustic replay system used —
an Expert Horn Gramophone employing a
thorn needle — is one that is
contemporary with some of the
recordings issued, is technically in

advance of others and, in the case of
electrical recordings, technically behind.
What can be claimed for the acoustic
replay system used by Nimbus is that up
to the end of the acoustic era, in
contemporary terms, it provided some of
the very best replay of acoustic discs
obtainable anywhere. Nimbus have also
added the bonus of an ambience
pertaining to agrand room — abonus
indeed for those of us forced to live in less
mansion- like houses.
Even though the Expert Horn
Gramophone was the best of its time,1
must admit Iwould be unwilling to play
my one and only Caruso Blue Zonophone
on such amachine, with its heavy acoustic
sound box and areplay arm of more
stiffness than compliance, and employing
athorn needle which continually
deteriorates and sheds particles of itself
from the moment it is put into the groove
of a'8disc.
Also, to claim as does Nimbus that ' until
well into the 1930s the preferred replay
system was the acoustic horn gramphone'
is to fly in the face of the facts. Electrical
recording and replay came about in 1925
and at once the audible frequency range
was dramatically expanded adding an
extra octave at each end of the audio
listening spectrum while for the first time
bass could be heard below 15011z. To
claim, therefore, that awhole decade later
acoustic replay was still the preferred
method is entirely false. Even that
recording dinosaur, Thomas A Edison, had
adopted electrical recording and replay
by 1927.
The maximizing of the performances of
great artists that Nimbus claims for its
approach can hardly be achieved by
employing areplay system that cannot
realize — certainly insofar as 78 electrical
recordings— the full frequency range that
is inherent in such discs.
Joe PengeLly, Plymouth, Devon

Practical joker?
Dear Sir, Home Constructors perhaps
view the CD/vinyl debate from amore
practical stance than the RevelationistAbsolutist school. For astart, we wouln't
hassle ourselves making our own gear if
we didn't perceive some of the
performance- limiting constraints forced
upon the manufacturers. ( Their religion is
called Safe l'iliversalism ).
We built aminimalist pre- amp ( the
philosophy being extended to
semiconductor junctions as well as
components, connections and switches —
we used three 3-transistor differential
stages) and gave it awell-smoothed,
bypassed, filtered dual channel power
supply. We avoided electrolytic
capacitors and used relay switching to
avoid much in the way of signal cables.
Separate channel signal earthing was also
implemented.
!laving established that, in the system it
was designed for, this amp gave rivetting
clarity and detail from vinyl discs ( in fact
it was abit merciless towards some
badly- engineered pop track.s ), we tried a
13
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Aragon 4004: When you're finished with compromising.
The 4004's midrange skill is something to behold. At its price point, though, Ican
name nothing which even comes close.
Ken Kessler HiFi News & Record Review, June 1988
That's the kind of design it is: it sounds right from the very first note. More correctly,
it doesn't really sound much at all.
Alvin Gold HiFi Answers, December 1988
For further details please contact
PATH PREMIER
PATH PREMIER, UNIT 2, DESBOROUGH INDUSTRIAL PARK, DESBOROUGH PARK ROAD, HIGH WYCOMBE, BUCKS, HP12 3BG.
TEL: 0494 441736, FAX: 0494 461209.
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reputable Denon CD in direct comparison
using largely the same recordings. We had
tried the output stage on tuner and tape
and confirmed that it was asuperior amp
that would not let CD down.
The result was that CD sounded clean
and detailed hut oh, so very ordinary! All
the excitement, the little frissons of joy
we'd experienced, the hairs-on- the- backof- neck-standing- up moments, they just
didn't happen.
Draw your own conclusions - you will
anyway! Was analogue adding something
or was digital taking something away? We
really don't care. We're satisfied that vinyl
via decent but alibrdable gear ( notably
the MCI OS cartridge) is much more
dynamic and involving than CD. But we
like the convenience and durability of CD
too, although we're worried about the
implications for the recording side of the
process.
Valves have refused to die. Perhaps
analogue recording can make acomeback
too?
R Leach, Bilston, W Midlands

CD master plan
Dear Si,, Being aconfirmed cynic Iam
writing to see if other readers have
experienced this phenomenon, or if it is
just afigment of my imagination!
Iam the proud owner of alarge
collection of vinyl discs, to which Ilisten
on aI.P12/Ittok/ATF5/NAC32-5 Denon
P0A4400/TDI. Studio 2setup. Several of
the discs were in need of replacement due
to excessive listening, and full price
replacements were obtained. listening to
these replacements has left me very
disappointed, and not alittle angry with
the record companies.
The discs sound stilted, compressed,
and very quiet compared to the original
pressings that Ihave, and comparing the
two the new items are indeed from
different masters to the originals, with
visibly reduced groove modulation, and a
greatly reduced cut area of disc. If this had
been the work of just one company I
could have understood the possibility of
Friday afternoon/junior cutting engineer!
'oh it's only back catalogue' type drop-off,
but all the majors? It is my belief that it is
all part of amaster plan to ' ensure' that CD
sounds better than LP, by making the I.P
sound dreadful ( the last resort, all other
arguments having been lost! ), and
therefore ensuring increased sales of CD
players. Idid say lwas acynic!
Iwould be very interested to hear if
other LP buyers have had similar
experiences, and if so. what can we
collectively do to stop this mutilation of
LP masters?
Christopher Cooper, Slough, Berks

Top that
Dear Sir: Irecently purchased sixteen
'Toppers from your Accessories Club and
thought you might be interested in my
findings.
Just for the record. my equipment
(starting from the top of the pile ) is
comprised of aThorens 160 record deck
111-11 51V, i. et 515051)
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(tweaked with their upgrading kit of
'stick-on' panels ) with aRega 350B ( the
£99 one) and an Ortofon MC20 Super
cartridge. My Cl) player is an Arcam Delta
70 linked to the Black Box. Next comes
the Cyrus 2 ( old type ) and PSX. My
speakers are Ileybrook111335 on spiked
stands.
All of these items are housed in a
Pioneer systems cabinet - asort of ` do-ityourself MR affair - which is pretty rigid,
but obviously not as rigid as aspiked
stand. Therefore each of the shelves are
partnered by an Isoplat upon which stand
the bits and pieces. My tuner and tape
deck are at the bottom of the cabinet, but
as yet are not 'platted ( anew hi-fi term?),
but I'm working on it. ( I'm taking out a
mortgage to pay for the Isoplats!)
No doubt scores of hi-fi dealers have
their hands to their faces screaming, ' Why
hasn't he got aSinn londeck ?' Never
mind. What you want is my opinion on
the "rip Tops'. So far, I've placed them
under the record deck, the Black Box, and
the CD player. Imight be changing the
amp pretty soon, so the remaining four
cones are waiting for that day. The
Isoplats are still in use.
Starting with the record deck. Ihave
noticed one extremely good
improvement. For the first time. Ihave
been able to pinpoint exactly the position
of the ( in- )famous Telarc bass drum on
the I.P ' Macho Marches' ( third plaster
duck on the left ). Previously it had been a
diffused ' whack'.1Quack? Ed' This
wonderful new phenomenon applies to
other I.Ps also. I've now got almost 500
'new' I.Ps to listen to - now see what
you've done? Turning to the CD side of
the system, the cones certainly tighten up
the bass end, in asimilar fashion to the
record deck. In other words your
reviewer was certainly right in his article.
Iexperimented without the Isoplats, but
found that, especially with the record
deck, the ' muddiness' returned slightly.
but even so was agreat improvement on
"l'opless'. The 8mm height cleared the
feet of the equipment quite easily,
therefore eliminating the need for their
removal - afactor to be considered if ever
part- exchanging equipment.
All in all then, the " roppers' have, for
me, been agreat success. My system
sounds most musical, with great 3D depth
and clarity, without being ' clinical'. My
hi-fi friends have always been impressed
with the sound, hut now Ican say to them,
You ain't heard nothing yet! It's tip-top
now!'
WF Sibbey, Brighton, ESussex

... and Ambisonics
nearsh: It was with great

pleasure that I
read in your November editorial
comment that the //TV RR Ambisonics
demonstrations at The I
IiFi Show were
such asuccess. Ihope that those who
were impressed by what they heard will
realize that Ambisonics has been in astate
of deadlock tbr quite afew years. Stereo
may be too small and fiat but. whilst it
sells, most companies will see no reason

to be involved with Ambisonics.
From our point of view as listeners and
enthusiasts, the situation may be quite
different. No-one's listening room can be
large enough to re-create with stereo
anything like the concert hall experience,
and even if one's room is very large, one
will start to have a 'hole in the middle'
effect with stereo if the angle approaches
90 ° from the listener to the stereo
speakers.
Ambisonics is the way to get areally big
and seamless soundstage even in asmall
listening room, because it is not about
distances between speakers but about
angles. Even curiously-proportioned
rooms can be compensated for.
The manufacturing companies are
waiting for evidence that the public are
interested and members of the public
who know about Ambisonics have been
waiting for some action.
Fellow enthusiasts, please take my word
for it: if you want Ambisonics to succeed,
you must actively ask for it. Write afew
letters or even just make some 'phone
calls. Ask the BBC to broadcast some lit'
encoded concerts ( which make superb
stereo for those without decoders ).
Stereo radio plays are startling via an
Ambisonic system, so Ambisonics should
be agreat success for videos and cinema.
Ambisonic sound tracks would be much
better than Dolby for video.
It is good that we have amail order
company making excellent decoders, but
they can only manage anecessarily
limited number. We need acompany to
mass produce high quality decoders for
sale in audio shops. Perhaps the decoders
can be reduced to chips for installation in
pre- amplifiers.
In short, if we want Ambisonics we
must say so and we must be persistent
about it.
Charles Cater, East Grinstead

Still no more cables
nearSh; Thank you tin publishing my
letter in your December 1988 issue of
/WV'« under the heading \Xlv no
cables'? At the bottom your comment
read: ' More cable reviews are promised
soon, covering the latest developments'.
I. nless Iam mistaken, you have not yet
issued this report. The last review of
cables was in the June 198 - edition: anew
review is surely needed as soon as
possible.
Martyne Airey, Blackburn
We're sorry it wasn't ' soon', as promised, but we
are planning another large-scale cable report for
/990- Ed.
Readers' Letters
Letters for publication should be addressed to the
Editor and must contain no other material or
enquiries. We reserve the right to edit or shorten
readers' letters. Letters seeking advice on technical
matters will be answered, resources permitting, at
our discretion but we regret that we are unable to
answer questions on buying specific items of hi-fi
and cannot answer queries over the telephone.
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INTEGRATED
AMPLIFIER
Our goal is perfection and many advances have
been made since the original Audiolab 8000A.
But there are two things we wouldn't change, the
model number and the enthusiastic reviews...
even with the most delicate signals there is awonderful
musical harmony... something only afew audiophile
pre-amps can improve on ... the more Ithink about it,
the more Irealise Inever heard a better integrated
amplifier. Ulrich Michalik, Hi Fi exclusiv 11/89...
The 8000A is immaculately constructed. This is avery
competent design technically. Via CD ... proves areal
winner. HiFi Choice Sep 89 ... aready ability to
deliver high power levels without any suggestion of
strain, it works efficiently and with near ideal control and
resolution deep into the bass... the phono input is of
comparably

high

standard ... Alvin

Gold,

Hi Fi

Answers Aug 89 . . .
Call or write for information and details of your Audiolab dealer:
Cambridge

Systems

Technology

Limited,

26 Roman Way Industrial Estate, Godmanchester,
Huntingdon, Cambs PE 18 8LN. Tel. 0480 52521.
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FBA REWARDS BRITS

AGFA TO CONCENTRATE ON
CONSUMER MARKET
One of the world's leading suppliers
of professional recording tape is
striving to gain new ground in the
consumer sector. Agfa Gavaert AG,
which supplies major concerns
such as the BBC with ' , in tape, has
announced acomplete new range
of up-market, high quality, blank
audio cassettes. Launched at the
International Audio and Video Fair
in Berlin, the range has just become
available in Britain backed by a
major advertising campaign.
In acompletely re-vamped
product line-up, every aspect has
been attend to including the brand
name ( which will now become
plain Agfa) along with the
registered red rhombus. New tape,
incorporating anew magnetic
particle with exceptional recording
properties to guarantee ' perfect
acoustic imaging' across all
performance parameters, is

FOLLOWING THAT WELL-KNOWN MAXIM
Appealing to the mass speaker
market, Goodmans has introduced,
at under £ 130, the first of two new
ranges of loudspeaker: the
Bookshelf Series. Designed and
manufactured at the company's new
factory in Havant, this series
comprises three models, the M100.
M300. and M500 rear- firing reflex
ported bass systems.
First seen in Chicago last year, the
models have acosmetic and
technical family resemblance

which the company hopes will
follow the success of the Maxim 2
design. A Goodmans-manufactured
soft-dome treble unit is consistent
throughout the series and offers
power handling of 75W rms on the
smallest model, the £80 MI00, to
100W rms on the £ 130 M500.
Another complete range. the High
Impact Monitor Series, is planned
for later in the year. Goodmans
Loudspeakers, 1 & 3Ridgeway.
Havant, Hampshire P09 1JS.

After slating tape is wound on 5000m pans akes
combined with anew housing
design and special mechanical
features. These are said to produce
exact, regular tape running with
rigid housings, stable at high
temperatures to ensure extremely
low vibration as well as reducing
phase and azimuth errors.
Agfa has also taken the
opportunity to simplify its product
identification coding. The new
'standard' Ferro range boasts aclear
housing and comprises three tapes:
basic HR, improved HR-Sand HRXS. The Chrome category includes
SR, SR-Sand SR-XS.
These latest products are said to
be the result of much intensive
research at the Agfa laboratories in
Germany, which on IIR-S has
extended the modulation range for
low and high frequencies so that
distortions remain low even with a
high playback level. Precise tape
guidance is akey element in the
top-of- the-range Ferric IIR-XS. In
the new Chrome range, the highcoercivity magnetic particles are
said to contribute to an improved
tonal quality, while the stable
precision housing combined with
the robust tape handling
mechanism strengthens it against
shocks: it is thus ideal for small
studio recording work and mobile
use. Yet to be launched in Britain,
though already on sale in the
German home market, are Agfa's
metal-powder digital audio tapes.

In an effort to gain more
recognition, the Federation of
British Audio has this year decided
to make alterations in its Annual
Awards process. Making the
announcement at its AGM, the
Federation said it was to dispense
with the Accessory category ( much
to the annoyance of members
involved in this sector) in order to
include ' Digital Audio'.
Admitting that last year the
Awards were abit nail', the FBA
committee issued new instructions.
Only one product from any
member company may be included
in each category, and each company
would have one vote in the initial
selection process. It was decided
that items from non-members
would not be eligible.
A problem encountered in the
past was that equipment was
submitted before it came into
production, thus making it difficult
to obtain examples in time for the
awards ceremony — an area some
members thought should be
improved. This rule didn't seem to
apply to Quad though as its CD
player had a ' pre production' sticker
clearly fixed to the underside!
Other companies to submit
'current' models included Creek's
tO integrated, Talmo', Series 90,
Slordaunt Short 3.10, (;) rus Tuner,
Meridian 206, I.inn 'Caber and
Arcam Delta 60 integrated
amplifier. The FBA Awards for 1990
will be presented at the traditional
FBA charity dinner in London on
26th April. 'Voting form P901

PRS HONOURS PMc C

TALISMAN ARRIVES
Previewed at The Hi-Fi Show last September, Ruark Acoustics' new
£579 floor-standing loudspeaker is now available. The two-way
Talisman is a bass reflex design with an angled front baffle to time
align the drive units and position the sound stage for the seated
listener. Overall dimensions are 810X 220 x310mm ( hwd ).
Solid wood mouldings have been fitted around the veneered
wooden front of the cabinet to give the impression that it is very
shallow. The Talisman drive units are unique to Ruark: its metal
dome tweeter is a dual chamber design, while the bass- mid unit
features a rigid cast alloy chassis with a large motor assembly and
a paper

cone

intended

to

damp

any

unwanted

resonances.

Available in a range of finishes including ash, rosewood, and
black. Further details from Ruark Acoustics, Unit 7 Annwood
Lodge Industrial Estate, Arterial Road. Rayleigh, Essex SS6 711A.

Breaking with tradition, the Performing Rights Society has honoured an individual member for
what it calls his unique achievement in popular music. The presentation

was

made

to

Paul

McCartney at Claridges, during
the

climax

of

the

PRS

75th

Anniversary celebrations; the singer had interrupted his world tour
to

return

to the London venue for

the event.
The

Society

looks

after

the

interests of thousands of songwriters and publishers, ensuring they
receive payment for

the public

performance of their music. Paul
McCartney has been a PRS memFormulation of the magnesr iris yuer ' colour'
coating was the her to Agfa's new tapes

ber for over 25 years and is pictured receiving his award from
PRS president Vivian Ellis CBE.
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"...sound as good as I've heard

"The Aura VA40's special

'A very involving sound which

from any sub-£200 amp.

qualities never get in the way of

Ifound hard really to fault.

It looks like it sounds: sleek and

the music. This amp looks and

The VA40 could form the basis

elegant. Certainly it demands

sounds honest and attractive.

of avery nice 'purist'set-up...

to go on the budget amplifier

Its price is an additional

warrants apretty confident

shopping list. Very affordable.

incentive."

recommendation."

Very approachable."

CD REVIEW
N REVIEW

Aura

AURA DESIGNS LTD

MARLBOROUGH ROAD

LANCING WEST SUSSEX BN15 8TR TEL ( 0903) 750750

GRAMOPHONE

NEWS
WHICH? MAGAZINE IN U-TURN
Do not expect good sound quality
from ahi-fi rack system — that's the
conclusion of the latest Consumers' Association investigation into
midi systems. The equipment
examined ranged from £400 to
£500, units which take a large
slice of the market and, in the past,
have merited Which? magazine
'Best Buys'. However the January
report could not find a single

more equipment later'. The Buying
Guide recommendation is to steer
well clear of midis and ' if you're
seriously interested in sound qual-

system which qualified for this

systems. saying now: 'Getting so
many features at areasonable price

able of more than a few flashing
lights and fancy buttons. If the
million or so readers of Which?
heed the advice of the magazine. it
could substantially alter buying
habits and raise the profile of

may seem like a bargain, but the
sound quality is often poor — even

genuine hi-fi.
Many of the ' features' found on

when using the CD player'. The
magazine now suggests mixing
brands for the best quality and
value': a philosophy supported by

the systems tested were dismissed
as a waste of time — a motorized
volume knob is regarded as a

recommendation.
In this report, Which? seems to
have changed its position on midi.

HFN/RR for many years.
The CA's panel found that separates systems sounded far better
than the ready-made packages, and
suggests ' if sound quality's your
main objective ... buy a CDplaying separates system, then add

ity .... listen to separates'.
This stand by the country's most
influential consumer pressure
group, which operates outside the
commercial sphere, is clear indication that the public is looking for a
value for money hi-fi system cap-

'gimmick', similarly bass boost
control is no more than a 'gimmick', the same being felt about a
spectrum analyser facility. The
report reminds buyers that every
pound spent on extra features is a
pound less spent towards gaining a
high sound quality.

DCP100 'Portable' CD Player for it weighs almost 700g and has
overall dimensions of 136 x37.5 x167mm

hd). UK distributor

Hayden Labs explains that Denon has not pursued smallness of
size at the expense of sound quality, firm in the belief that few CD
players are actually 'walked'.
Two 16- bit Denon super linear DACs and an 8-times oversampiing filter are at the heart of the design. which is housed in agrey

TOWARDS THE PERFECT SPEAKER
The Institute of Sound and
Vibration Research is currently
studying the perceptible difference
in mid- range drivers in an
endeavour to achieve abetter
understanding of the path to the
perfect monitoring environment.
Conscious of the fact that many
identify a 'horn' sound, Philip
Newell and Keith Holland are
impulse testing loudspeaker/room
combinations by Fast Fourier
Transform to give agraphic
representation of the actual, overall
steady-state response of the whole
monitor combination.
The two have spent two years in a
bid to discover what factors, if any,
give rise to an archetypal 'horn
sound'. They are examining non.
linearity, amplitude and phase.
What is it that gives aloudspeaker
its individual fingerprint, the two
scientists are asking?
Experiments conducted in
Southampton University's large
anechoic chamber have involved 20
drive units, many of which have

DENON GOES PORTABLE?
Transportable is perhaps abetter terni to describe the new Denon

case that is said to resist shock and vibration particularly well.

been used in studio monitoring
systems. Tests concentrated on the
crucial mid-range area of I-6kHz.
Various industry's ' experts' as well
as laymen were used in blind
testing over many weeks.
Listening to date has shown that
while most units sound very similar
on signals with ahighly tuned
content ( resonant drums), not one
like-sounding pair was found when
listening to white noise or a
waterfall. In fact, the more accurate
aunit, the wider the differences.
Although the results of the
project are still being analysed, the
two scientists strongly recommend
that step function fingerprints and
their Fast Fourier Transform
derived phase and frequency/
amplitude graphs should become
the accepted reference standard for
all speaker and speaker/room
combinations intended for accurate
monitoring. The general
technological advance, they feel,
should be towards faithful
reproduction of step functions.

Special attention has been paid to the power supply too. Overall
power consumption is low, while two battery compartments are
fitted, the optional second cell thus extending playing time to
over four hours on one charge. At £249.95 the package includes
battery, charger/mains unit and mini-jack/phono lead. For further
details, contact Hayden Labs, Chiltern Hill, Chalfont St Peter,
Bucks SI.9 9UG. Tel (0"5i) 88844".

'100 CDs' WINNER
Winners have been picked for our

disci tram the CBS catalogue. Mr

November competition, in the spe-

Barlow successfully identified the

cial RocklPopqazz on CD' sup-

correct answers as: 1.b; 2.a; 3.c;

plement which taxed the brain on

4.c; 5.b; 6.c; 7.a; and 8.c. Our ten

generations of pop knowledge.

runners-up will each receive a

First prize winner, Mr C Barlow

copy of the new HFN/RR Test

of Cheltenham, will receive a CD II. Congratulations to all our
Sony CDP970 CD player and his winners and many thanks to
personal choice of 100 compact

everyone who entered.

BRIEFING
AMP 02 supplier, Audio Synthesis,

GOODMANS has launched a

electronics. An official

KEBSCHULL monoblocks are

which handles the worldwide

fully-remote CD player to add to its

announcement is expected shortly.

German, not Swedish as we

distribution of Ben Duncan's

hi-fi separates. The GCD 530,

JPW Loudspeakers has announced a

wrongly stated in our Briefing item

HFN/RR designs, has opened a

finished in black, offers 3in disc

derivation of the award-winning

in January. It is Kebschull's

full-time sales office in Manchester,

compatibility, shuffle play, skip

Sonata in the shape of the Sonata

distributor, Kent Nilsson, who is

while the present Nottingham base

and search facility, 20-track

Plus. At £129, it incorporates a

based in Sweden. He may be

will concentrate on customizing and

memory and repeat function. The

one-piece aluminium dome tweeter

contacted on (010 46)477 11270.

technical questions. All sales

retail price is £139.99 including

and abiwiring option. Also from

JIM ROGERS, cabinet maker and

enquiries should be addressed to 99

remote. Goodmans, 3Ridgeway,

Lapwing Lane, Manchester, M20

Havant, Hampshire, P09 1,7S.

finished in black ash vinyl on all six

Glenview Close, Barley Lane,

OUT, Tel 061-434 0126 (24-hrs).

H.ARBETH ACOUSTICS,

sides. jPW, Ocean Quay,

Hastings, East Sussex,

AUDIO REFLECTIONS, based in

loudspeaker designer and

Richmond Walk, Plymouth,

TN35 5DZ.

Leeds, has been appointed sole West

manufacturer, is to place its

Devon, PL 14LL.

Yorkshire agent for ATC monitor

monitors in the new studio complex

loudspeakers and Sumo electronics

being built by Television South plc

in its endeavour to expand its range

in Southampton.

of agencies. Audio Reflections, 12

HAYDEN LABS looks set to gain

Hawks hill, Leeds, LS.7 4NX, Tel

the UK distribution rights of the

(0532)698037.

Sherwood range of ` budget'
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PW is the new £79 Minim,

speaker designer, has moved to 5
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NEWS
BI-WIRING CONTROVERSY

EVENTS

Following legal action by Toshiba
to enforce its bi-ssiring patent of

21 FEBRUARY 1990 Zeus
Audio Musical Evening at 7.30:

19 - 6 ( ' News', Oct .89). several UK
speaker manufacturers have met
Toshiba representatives in Japan to
try to settle the dispute. A copy of

Drumkeen Hotel, Upper
Galtvally, Belfast. Call (0232)
332522 for tickets.

an Acoustic Research AR- 3 crossover dating back to 1968 was
produced but, although illustrating
hi-wiring in principle, this showed

7 MARCH 1990 Alphason
Evening at Drumkeen Hotel,
Belfast. Call Zeus Audio on

the bass and mid/HF crossover
with common negative. Toshiba

(0232) 332522 for tickets.

says that because in its design the
crossovers are totally separate. its
patent stands.
So far, the t7K companies have
been hampered by vagueness of
the available translations of the
Japanese documents. But unless
written evidence can be found to
illustrate that bi-wiring was in
practice before 24th June 1976
(the date of Toshiba's application )

Engineering Society's 88th

it is likely that a royalty will have
to be paid for each and every
bi-wired speaker sold in Japan.
Harbeth Acoustics of Has-wards
Heath, whose HI.5 and HI. Compact were voted the top two Components of the Year' in Japan, says
it is preparing to pay as it can see
no way round the problem. Meanwhile A&R Cambridge. whose
ARCAM Two design is in question.
is most reluctant to give in to what
has been called ' this blackmail'.
Barry Fox investigates the background to this story in ' Technology' this month — Ed]

13-16 MARCH 1990 Audio
Convention, Montreux. Details
from AES 010 322 345 7971.

WHAT'S IN ANAME?
For some rock ' n' roll groups of the
'60s and ' 70s, the comeback trail
includes agig in the courtroom, in
a bid to reclaim their household
names. Line-ups have changed as
founder members have retired,
died or gone solo. In some cases, a
'super group' reunion has entailed
lawyers pouring over dusty files to
establish the group's name.
Members of the British group
Yes who emerged in the 19"Os
have just fought a lengthy legal
battle to decide who has the right
to use the name, while another
well known group, Pink Floyd,
suffered similar tribulations. In the
States. the Byrds ( pictured) had to
reunite temporarily for three California concerts in order to lay
renewed claim to the name when

three different groups, all fragments of the original. were calling
themselves the Byrds.
Patrick Isherwood is a music
industry legal expert with the London firm of Frere Cholmeley that
represents the Beatles. He says that
a lot of acts are getting back
together again and touring, so the
name is absolutely crucial. ' In a
sense that's the passport to making
money', he said.
'The name counts for a lot.
That's why, according to Brian
Howard from Russells ( the London
lawyers who represent Roger
Waters) Pink Floyd had its battle
with the artist. ' At the end of the
day if you've got agood name you
sell albums before people have
even listened to them'.

24-26 MARCH 1990 journées
de la Haute Fidelité at Hotels
SofitellNikko Paris. Call 010
331 45 57 3048 for details.
25 MARCH 1990 10am-6pm,
Audio Designers open day in
Chesterfield. Call (0246)200096.
11 APRIL 1990 Yamaha
surround sound demo by Zeus
Audio at Drumkeen Hotel, Upper
Galwally, Belfast at 7.30.
Tickets from (0323)332522.
11 APRIL 1990 Cambridge
Audio evening by Aston Audio at
Stanneylands Hotel, Wilmslow.
Tel: (0625) 582704 for tickets.
27-29 APRIL 1990 Stereophile
HiFi Show, New York.
Contact: (0101)505 982-2366.

SIDELINES
IASI .MONTH Iended with ahint that
apparent differences in the stereo
behaviour of amplifiers might be
an illusion arising from the vicissitudes of loudspeaker listening. I
argued that since achannel separation of 50dB will retain the full
stage width ( of which more next
month). all that is needed beyond
this are closely matched 1/11 parameters and the ability to reproduce waveforms accurately down
to levels of around — 80dB. Whatever its other deficiencies, any
des- ice which satifies these criteria
(and neither distorts nor modulates such crosstalk as there may
be) cannot degrade stereo
information per se. One can of
course resort to tricks, such as
listening to ppp passages at mf by
turning up the gain and using
headphones. when low-level channel differences may become audible on some Cl) players. But I'm
concerned with normal usage.
This being so. Isuggest that we
should look elsewhere for an
explanation of the degradations in
stereo staging or focus sometimes
attributed to amplifiers — which
brings me to loudspeakers. Here,
we commonly accept variations in
stereo imaging which would be
I
111.F1 NENVS & RE(:ORI) REVIE‘C'

regarded as very striking if heard
on a switched amplifier comparison. I'm referring particularly to
the changes produced by small
shifts in listening stance, as when
one relaxes from an upright to
leaning position, or inclines one's
head slightly to one side. This was
brought home to me recently
when Ihad occasion to move my
'stereo seat' to Hoover the carpet.
The chair went to a slightly different position. which Ididn't notice
at first. Mono sources had shifted
and defocused.
Intrigued that only afew inches
had been involved, Ithen tried a
variety of head positions. noting
how a notionally central image
changed its location and character
as lmoved. The differences were
quite marked. so I contrived to
switch the signal on and off
between moves, thereby simulating an amplifier comparison, and
suddenly realized just how
extraordinary such changes would
seem if actually heard from hi- ti
amplifiers. While the spatial distortions generated by small head
movements are much more
obvious with a central voice or
instrument than with a broad
orchestral spread, the latter ( plus
MARC' I19911

Is ambient frame) nevertheless
also suffers audible inner
defocusing.
Now, when assessing amplifiers.
do reviewers make a point of
always holding their head in
exactly the same position when
making comparisons? And if
there's adelay while speaker leads
are reconnected, are they certain
beyond all reasonable doubt that
the images they remember are
true and accurate enough for them
to be sure about judgements
regarding differences? And whatever the response to these inches,
do they also ensure that ss lien the
switch is operated or the leads are
reconnected, they remain ignorant
of which model is being heard?
Isuspect that an honest answer
to all these questions would be
'no' for most non- institutional
reviewers. In consequence, when
we read that one amplifier or Cl)
player gises a narrower soundstage than another, is less revealing
of the studio's far boundaries, or
pr )vides a poorer stereo focus, I
suggest that we should make the
charitable assumption that while
these impressions may be genuine,
they probably arose from changes
in listening position and were

rationalized into statements about
amplifier or player performance.
With the best will in the world,
human beings are inclined to
accommodate perceptions to preconceptions. Lean forward a little
in order to listen to x, relax back in
the chair for
cock an ear for z.
These and similar reactions ( or an
entirely different seat Iwill modify
what is heard, and with a whiff of
unconscious selection added to
the mix, even completely identical
signals could end up several percentage points apart on an arbitrary subjective scale — especially
as high- end audiophiles are notoriously predisposed to hear differences if they possibly can.
This may seem far-fetched, but
such ascenario strikes me as more
economical ( àh Ockham's Razor )
than the acceptance of barely
credible ratings which would
probably evaporate if subjected to
careful scientific scrutiny. Als)),
stereo performance apart, with
amplifiers many other red-herrings
could be avoided simply by comparing the output with the input
(the ideal test); hut such points
has-e now resurfaced in connection with the Quad 606 review, so
Irest my case.
John Crabbe
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studio 1

The Studio 1offers copious amounts of rich, solid bass which swings up and down
the scale with the grace that the source signal requires. The surprise for those who
expected either quantity or quality, but not both, especially at realistic prices, is that
TDL manages to endow this small system with both. The Studio 1provides the
sheer weight and mass which similarly dimensioned systems lack, yet at the same
time offers control and damping almost on apar with the sealed enclosure systems
against which this must compete.

The TDL has been designed for the music lover who knows just what the role of the
bass notes is relative to the easier-to-obtain midband and treble.
What we have with the Studio 1is aspeaker within reach of awide sector of the hi-fi
community which provides the scale and scope of four-figure systems.
HiFi News

TDL
ELECTRONICS

transmission line speakers

Transducer Developments Limited
PO Box 98 High Wycombe Bucks HP13 6LN England

Tel: ( 0494) 441191

652 Glenbrook Road Stamford Connecticut CT 06906 USA

Fax ( 0494) 461803

Tel: ( 203) 324 7269

Fax: ( 203) 324 7027

TECHNOLOGY
'ears ago. Iused to write a column
for 111-X 'RR on new patents. Istop-

simply add or subtract 88.
Incidentally, because the Emperor did

ped because 1got sick and tired of
writing about new loudspeaker patents.

not conveniently expire at midnight on
New Year's Eve, the first few patents

all claiming perfection at last. Ialso grew
tired of writing about surround sound

published in 1989 will he year- dated 6-1
and the remainder year- dated I.
The Toshiba patent is in fitct a ' utility

patents stuffed to the gills with unbelievably boring coding and decoding matrix
equations. Recently, however, there were
a couple of patent happenings of above
average interest.
European and North American electronics companies selling hi- ti loudspeakers
in Japan went into a flat spin. They
received a letter from lbshilia's lawyers,
claiming that they are infringing one of
Toshiba's patents and must urgently

model' or so-called ' pretty patent'. It was
applied for in June 197'6 and published in
March 1983. Japanese utility patents last
for ten years from the date of publication,
with a maximum of fifteen years from the
filing date. So the Toshiba patent runs
until 1991.
Iam not taking sides on this, but if any
company under attack from Toshiba
would like to get in touch with me. Iwill

Toshiba's

put them in touch with others in the sanie

patent is only available in Japanese text so
the Western manufacturers must all now

boat — just as Iwas happy to do when CBS
tried to hold loudspeaker manufacturers
to ransom over plastic loudspeaker cones.
At the Chicago Consumer Electronics
Show. Sony was demonstrating TV sets

negotiate

for

a licence.

But

spend money on a translation to find out
what it is they are supposed to be doing
wrong. Several companies are already in
the same boat, and may poi)! resources to
share translation and legal expenses.
'Me circuit diagrams that come with
Toshiba's patent give ageneral indication
of the technology .Toshiba claims to own.
It is the system commonly called hiwiring.
Conventional loudspeakers contain

with the ' revolutionary SRS system'. l'his
was said to ' create anew dimension in Tv
audio by incorporating technology
developed by Ilughes Aircraft'. In the tiA,
eley en models in the 1989 Sony TV range
ici porate the SRS system.
'Ibis is an exceptional audio enhancement

feature'.

said

Sony. ' We

arc
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a stage) but poor at reproducing the
indirect sound heard from the walls of a
concert hall. Conversely, an omnidirectional loudspeaker, which produces
a wide beam of sound, is good at reproducing indirect sound but ineffective with
direct sound. " Ilw trick. says Ilughes, is to
use the two types of loudspeaker
together, each doing what they do hest.
Their sound- fields then combine in the air
to give the hest of both worlds.
An ordinary stereo signal. with left and

extremely pleased with this association
with Sony', said Ilughes Aircraft.
So what is SRS and why is the Ilughcs

right channel information, is fed to a
circuit which produces asum signal ( +

Aircraft Company developing
enhancement circuitry?

audio

R ) and two difference signals ( I. + R ) and
(R — I.). The sum signal represents the

pairs of wires from the amplifier. One 'Al
of terminals feeds a filter which routes

Sony's American press release talks only
vaguely about ' audio enhancement cir-

direct sound, for instance a solo vocalist
centre stage. The difference signals repre-

high frequency treble sound to a small

cuitry that

speaker unit, and the other set of terminals connects with another filter which
routes low frequency, or bass sound. to a

ambience and dynamic range... retrieving and restoring the spatial information
that is present in all acoustic limitations...
(and ) eliminating the need for aviewer or
listener to be positioned in the sweet

sent reverberant sound heard from the
side walls of the hall.
The sum signal is fed to a directional

separate bass and treble speaker units, but
have one pair of terminals on the rear
which connects with the amplifier by one
pair of wires. Bi wired speakers have tw
sets of terminals which connect with t

large speaker. Splitting the signals in this
way . is claimed to give better sound
because there is no mutual interference.
If lbshilia's claim to monopoly on the
idea is upheld, the company can claim
royalties on all hi- wired loudspeakers sold
in Japan. Western manufacturers.
however, believe that the technique had

re-creates live performance

I' ) t. between two loudspeakers where
the stereo effect is optimal'.
llopefully Sony UK will come up with
rather more coherent technical information if SRS is launched in Britain. In the

loudspeaker with produces sound in atight
be:u .
n, no wider than 60 degrees. ' Ille
difference signals are fed to two separate
omnidirectional loudspeakers which produce sound in beams wider than

120u.

The loudspeakers can be arranged in
various positions. but the effect is always
the same.
The sum and difference sounds mix in

been tried long before Toshiba filed for a

meantime, however, anyone interested in
finding out SRS works, need look no

patent. and thus the Toshiba patent is

further than the patent application (

invalid. But they now have to prove it.
Here the situation gets almost hilariously confusing. Japanese patent number-

89 802 ) that

ing starts at 1with the beginnning of each

home hi-fi, in-car or public cinema, supposedly to give amore realistic replica of

right and left.
According to Hughes. ' It has not been

a natural sound- field. The s‘ stem could
also be used for military or aerospace
simulation training, which is perhaps why
Hughes is interested.

previously recognized that direct field
sound and reverberant field sound can be
separately . projected from speaker systems respectivel optimized kw the par-

In areal life situation, an audience hears
sound not just from the stage, but as
reflections from the walls and ceiling.
Two loudspeakers in asmall room cannot

ticular type of sound and acoustically
recombined in space and transmitted to
the ear- brain system of the listener'.
The result. says Hughes. is a more

normally simulate this effect. Hughes says
that a simple discovery, hitherto over-

for listeners in all

year, and the year is not numbered in
Western fashion. Instead it is tied to the
reign of the Emperor. When Hirohito
came to the throne in 1926, the Showa era
and patent calendar began at year I. When
Hirohito died in .Ia.utary 1989. the Showa
calendar ended at year 64. Akihito then
took over, and a new patent calendar
called Ileisci started with the remainder
of 1989 numbered as year I again.
There's a simple trick for converting

Hughes Aircraft

has filed

round the world.
"Ilw system can be used either with a

Western years and vice-versa: just add or
subtract 25: es; Showa 58 becomes West-

looked, changes the rules of the game.
Hughes found that any loudspeaker
which produces a narrow - or directional

ern year 1983. To convert between Hebei
numbering and the Western calendar

beam of sound is good at reproducing
direct sound ( the sound heard direct from

the years printed on Japanese patents to
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the room and, by simple algebra, produce
pure left and right sounds: ( I.- R ) + ( I.+ R )
= 21. and ( R-1.) + ( I.+ R ) = 2R.
The listener hears a representation of
both direct and reverberant sound, from

realistic re-creation of the orginal sound,
parts of the room.

Previous systems have stifle red from the
disadvantage
tightly

that

defined

listeners must
positions.

The

sit

in

same

approach can be used in cinemas and cars,
even outside in the open air.
23
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RADIO
ew brooms have to sweep clean
but when the controller-designate
of Radio Two Frances Line took it
upon herself to axe famous names from
the 24- hour network, questions were
asked in high places. Was it all apractical
joke? Certainly not by the tone of Ms
Line's letter to Round Midnight presenter
Brian Matthew, who was told politely hut

replacement service, and this may not be
until 1993. While Radio 5 is scheduled to
come on- air in August, the present Radio
4 198klIz LW frequency is destined to
become Radio 6 and used as a ' special
event station'. In a similar vain Pontop
Pike will radiate Radio Ifrom atemporary
transmitter in April and May to cover the
Gateshead Garden Festival.

firmly that there were plans for his slot plans which she felt would be better

Old-timers' companion

enacted by others. This, just days after
fellow presenter Adrian Love was told that

A new publication is likely to appeal to
the nostalgic radio follower: Radio

his weekday tea- time show was to be

Bygones

axed, and replaced by Star Choice chance for celebrities to try their hand at

formerly of Practical Wireless fame. The

broadcasting, and doubtless amove which
will result in many column- inches in the
Press, if not in a loyal audience.
Certainly something has to he done to
set the way forward for Radio Two. At one
time it was suggested that it he nothing
more than a sustaining service for the
string of BBC local radio stations, but
careful management resulted in improved
listening figures and R2 regained credibility as a titre(' in itself
Speaking on Feedback, Frances Line was
cagey about future programming on Radio
'I'wo, saying only that she would be back
in the New Year to tell listeners just what

is

edited

by

Geoff

Arnold.

Christmas edition front- cover depicted a

my fanatic lighting his cigarette with a
soldering iron while surrounded by a
number of potentially dangerous situa-

TREVOR

BUTLER

tions such as fraying cables and wires
pushed into a socket with matches. At
£2.20 per month this is amagazine for the
enthusiast, hut its 3-t- odd pages are

allow the set to be used ill the room.
this is aset intended for the reception

packed with editorial material with hardly
an ad to be found. I'lw second issue
contained a fascinating insight into the

(selectable 9 or 10kIlz for MW) but is

Ilistory of Magnetic Recording,
feature entitled "the Mighty

and a
IIR0'.

well as -76-108M11z - although some
internally generated birdies were noticed

their

around I
. 8M1 Ii and 3.6MIlz. Proving its

Interested parties should contact
newsagents, or ( 0202) 658-C i.

The world's acalling

of broadcast hands, having no SSB facility
and tuning in fixed 5k1 It increments
very good at its job. giving continuous
coverage from 1501:11z to 29.995N11Iz as

worth, the set meant Iwas able to keep an
ear on the happenings in Eastern Europe

'would not be leaving us altogether', hut
she wouldn't elaborate. As to the

Short wave listening is a hobby for many.

over Christmas through the broadcasts of
Radio Bucharest: an occupation which

but how infuriating it is to he dragged

seemed to attract a lot of attention.

announcement that Ken Bruce had been

from the house and the main receiver to
undertake mundane chores such as shopping or visiting relatives ! Auntie Mundane

Up in the air?

was going on. She hoped that Mr Matthew

deprived of his popular slot to take over
the late- night role, this we heard was a
promotion. with the new format being
general entertainment rather than a
purely arts programme.

FM full steam ahead
nw BBC has made Radio One available on
VIII' to

-75%

transmitters
existing
increased

of the population. as new
have

come

on

air

and

temporary stations have
radiated power and adopted

permanent frequencies. VIII' also seems to

and Uncle Chore? - Ed I. especially when
the airwaves are buzzing. In an ethirt to
solve that problem. Sony, produced its
ICF-SW Ipocket receiver, in acase about

listeners could he forgiven for asking
'what's amiss with the BBC Radio satellite
system?' after hearing .
Vine' Lessons and
Carols from Cambridge over Christmas.
Less than two minutes into the festive

the size of a cigarette packet. as part of a
complete package which sold for £250:

programme and we were subjected to
high-level white noise on one channel.

more money than many would dream of.
lbe set itself is now available on its own

quickly followed by a mono feed of the
proceedings. Evidently there were prob-

for £ 150 and earns aRadio column rating

lems with the satellite transponder and an

of good value: ' well- worth considering'.
You don't get the active antenna, auto

alternative was allocated by Brussels.
Ilowever, when Broadca.ting Ilouse tried
to switch polarization the found a piece
of vital equipment missing. There was a
stereo feed from a 11' PCN1 link at

he the way ahead for BBC Local Radio

voltage sensing mains adapter, earphones.

services as stations lose their medium -

or Sony hook of world-wide frequencies:

wave transmitter allocations. The first
BBC station to go solely FM was the
newly-opened Radio Gloucestershire. On
air for just ayear, it lost its temporary MI;

what you do get is a well made, high
quality SW receiver cum clock with builtin speaker which will slip easily into the
pocket and means you need never he

feed' for American outlets, so the BBC
Radio mono reserve had to he used fie the

facility at the end of .January, to be closefi
tbllowed by Hereford Worcester in May.

announcements which, this year. were
being inserted on site.

and Wiltshire Sound in July.
A major campaign is now under way at

without an ear to the rest of the world.
Also thrown in is the ability to receive
stereo ( via headphones ) on the 88- 108
FM hand - a facility not possible even

these and other stations to educate those
who listen to re- tune to the VI WEN

with Sony's - 600 flagship!
Running on just two 1.5V AA size bat-

ber '89). Radio One's audience %vas deprived of the dulcet tones of DJ Mark

frequency and to avoid the loss of listeners - many of whom are probably rather

teries, current consumption of the SW I
appeared low, and battery life was pro-

Goodyear who was scheduled to present a

set in their ways and have never experi-

longed.

memorate the opening of tlle. new Radio I

enced I'M. More difficult may he the task
of persuading people who do not own an

SW ) and direct frequency input from the

FM

I'lw

key pad are possible, while the search
facility looks for strong signals. An alarm

Wales. Such was the confidence in the
new bird in the sky' system that no

BBC's forthcoming local Radio services
will be launched as FM- only, it has now

mode and sleep snooze function are provided together with amodest length whip

reserve circuits were hooked from the
Welsh town. When the system wouldn't

been revealed.
'Ibe BBC is reluctant to relinquish its

antenna, although there is no provision
for an external aerial. 10 pre-set memories

work, Andy Peebles sitting in London had
to step in and concoct a programme,

national MF allocations for Radios 1and 3
until the Government nominates a

are catered for. The optional active
antenna may be located in a window, to

minus the guests
Aberystwyth. +

FM-capable

receiver
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Both manual

tuning ( 5k1 It on

Cambridge, but this was providing a clean

'Ibis was not the only mishap involving
the new satellite unit ( cf .'
Radio' Septem-

live

show

from

transmitter

Abers \\ \ th
at

Blaenplw

VI

lined

to
in

comwest

up

in
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BILLY VEE SOUND SYSTEMS
THE SYSTEM SPECIALISTS
FOR YEARS WE HAVE BEEN MATCHING THE BEST COMPONENTS TO ACHIEVE A BALANCED SOUND
WE HAVE MANY OF THE BEST SYSTEMS ON DEMONSTRATION, SO YOU CAN VISIT US DIRECT FOR A
QUICK LISTEN OR BOOK AN APPOINTMENT IN ONE OF OUR 2STUDIOS, AND SHOULD YOU DECIDE TO
BUY WE HAVE A FLEXIBLE PAYMENT SYSTEM THAT MAKES ACCESS LOOK RIGID - INTEREST FREE
OF COURSE'

THE SUPERB LINN BASIK
TURNTABLE COME IN AND
LISTEN INC ARM £249

WHICH AMP? WE HAVE
THE BEST SO COME AND
LISTEN - WELL MAKE IT EASY

THE EXCELLENT NEW NAD
8225 SPEAKERS - HERE THEM
AGAINST THE REST ONLY £149

FEB/MARCH HIGH FIDELITY READER OFFER
THE NAKAMICHI CR1E CASSETTE MACHINE
THIS EXCITING DOLBY B C DECK OFFERS
NAKAMICHI QUALITY AT A NEW LOW PRICE. OUR
OFFER MAKES IT EVEN MORE AFFORDABLE.
HURRY STOCKS ARE LIMITED

WAS £345
NOW
ONLY £295.00

INC 10 TDK MA90 ( WORTH £30) OR INTEREST FREE CREDIT!
(EXAMPLE) £29.50 DEP. 9PAYMENTS OF £29.50. RING FOR DETAILS

THE NAKAMICHI CR2E CASSETTE MACHINE

IMF

THE SOPHISTICATED CR2E OFFERS
ADDITIONAL OUTPUT CONTROL AND
FINE BIAS. SAME QUALITY WITH
MORE FACILITIES BUT JUST AS
AFFORDABLE. LIMITED QUANTITY

WAS £ 95
NOW
ONLY £ 75.00

INC 15 FREE TDK MA90 ( WORTH £45) OR INTEREST FREE CREDIT!
(EXAMPLE). £37.50 DEPOSIT. 9PAYMENTS OF £37350. RING FOR DETAILS
FREE MAIL ORDER * INTEREST FREE CREDIT PERSONAL CALLERS ONLY CREDIT!

£1000 INTEIRS111FREE CREDIT
AVAILABLE TO PERSONAL CALLERS WITH IDENTIFICATION
PLEASE RING OR WRITE FOR DETAILS TO ADDRESS BELOW

YOUR INVITATION TO:A MUSICAL EVENING WITH EXPOSURE ELECTRONICS AT THE CLARENDON HOTEL ON WED. MARCH 14TH.
MONTPELIER ROW, BLACKHEATH. SE3. 7.30PM - 10.30PM

WHERE EXPOSURE WILL BE LAUNCHING THE NEW MONO 8 40W POWER AMPLIFIERS AND DEMONSTRATING
THEIR FULL RANGE OF ELECTRONICS - ENTRY BY TICKET ONLY.
PLEASE CONTACT IAN RIDGE AT BILLY VEE ON 318 5755 OR WRITE TO THE ADDRESS BELOW

In

248 LEE HIGH ROAD, LEWISHAM, LONDON SE13

PHONE 01 318 5755 OR 852 1321 Mon- Sat 10.00am - 6.30pm ( Closed Thursday)

HEADROOM
raver>: is not a quality Iassociate
with most hi-fi manufacturers.
Usually it means risks', and those
arc things few wish to take in this financial
climate. With this in mind, Ihave to hand
it to JBL for releasing the S119 on the UK
market.
When it comes to buying lifestyle' hi-fi,
the British audiophile is like aMormon in
an off-licence. Yet here we find the
£1000-per-pair SI 19 available for UK
consumption, a speaker created so blatantly with aesthetics as an over-riding
concern that one can only marvel. One
might like to think that ' They're not aimed
at audiophiles', with which I'd not disagree, but who other than an audiophile
spends a thousand smackers on apair of
speakers? The half- million punters who
bought Amstrad systems last year? No:
four- figure hi-fi purchases are still
regarded as hobbyist turf in this country,
which is one of the reasons why ' lifestyle'
has yet to take off on this side of the Pond.
Anyway, the bravery comes into it
because JBL's other efforts include quasiBritish, rock-solid small monitors and a
change in reputation away from the traditional ' West Coast sound' which has hindered JBL's progress in the UK. Some
might argue that the S119 is a recidivist
manoeuvre.
Not that the S119 is abad speaker, or a
had £ 1000 speaker. It's actually very good
because it has sonic virtues which few
other speakers can ape. These virtues,
however, are quite specific and will
appeal only to consumers with anarrowly
defined set of requirements. On the other
hand, similar virtues have kept the Bose
901 in production for over 20 years, so it's
not as if the market is small. Unlbrtunately, that market is the one that spells
'colour' without the ' u'.
The strength which makes the S119
more than just a pretty face is its ' omnidirectionality'. Yes, the S119 is one of
those speakers which sprays the sound as
if it were water from alawn sprinkler, but
the benefits are not to be dismissed
simply because they have no appeal for
purists. With the S119, you can sit anywhere you like and hear a reasonable
approximation of both channels. You can
create awall of sound which — if the S119s
happen to be flanking a38in TV monitor —
will prove positively enthralling.
The S119, which is a 4ffin tall column
with a footprint of only 10in ( 250mm)
square, achieves this spread by positioning atweeter in each corner near the top.
The sound exits via aslot surrounding the
speaker. Below the tweeters and firing
upward ( the sound also forced through
the slot ) is an 8in woofer. As you can see,
there's no trick to achieving this 360 °
degree spread because each column contains enough drivers to create the circular
field. Where it fails, as far as audiophiles
are concerned, is in image specificity and
pin-point positioning.
It's a trade-off, but it is acceptable
HI- F1 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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according to personal tastes/needs. So
why am Inot dismissive of this unacceptably diffuse sound? Because Ican understand how it will hold great appeal for
those whose greatest hi-fi hatred is
reserved for ' hot seat' speakers. True, the
sound is vague as far as physical positioning of the players is concerned, hut this
has to be weighed against sheer size and a
sense of ' mass' as convincing in its own
way as any other speaker's most overwhelming virtue. On certain types of live
music, where even the most hyperbolic of
critics would find it hard to locate the
'third violinist from the left', such vagueness is hardly deemed a curse. Provided
that the sound itself — from wherever it
may emanate — is reasonably natural, it's
easy to forgive the spatial inconclusiveness.
But sound isn't quite why these speakers exist, no matter what JBL's attractive
and intelligent brochure may tell you.
These speakers will find willing purchasers ( Stateside at least) because they are
simply gorgeous. Available in a range of
gloss finishes ( the review pair came in
perfect gloss black), the S119 is a cuckolded audiophile's dream. Even with the
presence of a logo which tells you that
this is ahi-fi product, the SI 19 looks like a
pedestal in some swish Manhattan art
museum, almost begging you to top it off
with a piece of Bugatti or Lalique. I
wouldn't recommend it, because the bass
vibrations would probably shake the Longue to the floor, but you get the idea...
Everyone who saw the S1I9s while I
had them, from hard-core audiophiles to
civilians, fell in love with the looks. More
than a few found the sound better than
merely acceptable'. I'm not suggesting for
amoment that I'd recommend these to a

KEN
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hi-fi enthusiast with agrand to spend, but
they've gone to the top of my list for those
who, whatever their hi-fi affinities, have
house-proud otherhalves who just won't
budge. There aren't many products which
attain perfection in even asingle area, but
the SI 19s have it as far as looks are
concerned if you value ' simple elegance'.
Remember them the next time afriend or
colleague asks for your help with the
proviso that you aren't to recommend a
boring little wooden box with a black
grille and a steel tubing support.

The rag trade
What a hunch of consumerists HFN/RR
readers are turning out to be! In addition
to aflood of Farkas `alternatives', I've been
informed of rivals to the Partington ' Toppers' and now the Canon/Pcntax/
Cremonese ' magic cloth'. Since I first
wrote about it in the September 1989
`Headroom', I've learned that the cloth is
supplied on an OEM basis as alens cleaner
(photographic and eye glasses), acomputer monitor cleaner, and a host of other
uses. Best of all, though, is that the British
firm Calotherm is offering it as well, and at
the lowest prices yet. Before I start
sounding too much like I'm wearing my
'Accessories Club' hat, let me make a
suggestion not unlike that which we used
to assess the Farkas tweaks.
As the various cloths have differing
weaves, it's likely that they may offer
different performance. As far as their
original purpose — cleaning lenses and
other smooth surfaces — is concerned, all
seem worth considering. It's the tweaky
uses, like polishing speaker cabinets and
cones, which has nie confused. I'd like to
hear from anyone who has tried two
different cloths, say Pentax vs Canon, sol
can collate the results. Even if the pecking
order turns out to be quite specific, we've
still decided that the best way to get more
people to try it is by supplying the least
expensive alternative. Turn to this
month's 'Accessories Club' for details on
purchasing the Calotherm version and
think about adeadline of 30 April to tell
me of your exploits, even if you've tried
only one type. +
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ACOUSTIC
ENERGY
SPEAKS
FOR ITSELF.
"As far as I'm concerned, the AEI
re-defines the art of miniature
speaker design"
John Atkinson,
Stereophile, Sep. 1988
"To the author's knowledge, the
most awesomely dynamic and
articulate miniature ever made"
Alvin Gold, HiFi Choice, June
1988
. . . the best looking, most
immaculately turned out stands
I've ever clapped eyes on"
Jonathan Kettle,
New HiFi Sound, July 1989
"The AEI leapfrogs existing
references and sets new
standards of technical and musical
excellence . .
David Prakel,
HiFi Answers, March 1988
HEARING IS BELIEVING

To audition Acoustic Energy
loudspeakers — contad any of the
dealers listed below.
Doug Brady HI-FI
Steve Boxshall Audio
London WC2
Cambridge.
Tel 01-379 4010
Cambridgeshire
(Also at Warrington &
Tel 0223 68305
Liverpool)
Audio Excellence
Grahams HI-FI
Cardiff, Wales
London NI
Tel 0222 228565
Tel 01-226 5500
(also at Gloucester &
Swansea)
KJ Leisure Sound
London W1
Chelston
Tel 01-486 0552
Cheiston, Torquay.
Devon
Le Set
Tel 0803 606863
London SW3
Tel 01-581 3676
Data Sound
Dorking, Surrey
Peter Jones
Tel 0306 882897
London SVV1
Tel 01-730 3434
Wentworth Audio
Dunstable, Beds
The Comflake Shop
Tel 0582 663383
London W1
Tel 01-631 0472
Jeffries HI-FI
Eastbourne, Sussex
The HI-FI Centre
Barrow-in Furness,
Tel 0323 31336
Cumbria (also at Brighton)
Tel 0229 38757
HI-FI Corner
Th e List en i
ng Rooms
Edinburgh, Scotland
London SW5
Tel 031 220 1535
Tel 01-244 7759 (also at Falkirk &
The Audio File
Glasgow)
Bishops Stortford, Herts In HI-FI
Tel 0279 506576
Edinburgh, Scotland
Clairton.
Tel 031 225 8854
Bolton, Lancs
Tel 0204 31423
(also at Manchester)

Lintone Audio
Gateshead. Tyne & Wear
Tel 091 477 4167
(Also at Whitley Bay &
Durham)
Menders
Grimsby. Sth.
Humberside
Tel: 0472 351391
PJ HI-FI
Guildford, Surrey
Tel: 0483 504801
Compact Music
Havant, Hants
Tel 0705 473952
The Sound Gallery
High Wycombe. Bucks
Tel 0494 31682
Audio Prolects
Leeds, Yorks
Tel 0532 304565
The Leicester 141FI Co.
Leicester, Leic.
Tel: 0533 539753
Pure Sound
Liverpool, Merseyside
Tel: 051 645 6690
linnet Products
New Malden, Surrey
Tel 01-942 9567
Audio Insight
Milton Keynes
Northants
Tel 0908 561551

Basically Sound of
Norfolk
Nr Norwich, Norfolk
Tel 0508 70829
Sound Approach
Norwich. Norfolk
Tel 0603 622833
Audio Counsel
Oldham, Lancs
Tel 061 633 2602
Stilton Audio Systems
Peterborough, Cambs.
Tel: 0733 297152
Rayleigh HI-FI
Rayleigh, Essex
Tel: 0268 779762
(also at Chelmsford)
Audio Centre
Sheffield, Yorks.
Tel 0742 737893
Tunbridge 14I-Fl
Tunbridge Wells, Kent
Tel: 0892 24677
Uxbridge Audio
Uxbridge, Middx.
Tel 0895 30404
Acoustic Arts
Watford, Herts.
Tel: 0923 245250
West Midlands Audio
Worcester, Worcs.
Tel: 0905 58046

Acoustic Energy have distributors in the following countries:
Australia
Austria
Canada
Denmark
Eire

Finland
France
Germany
Hong Kong
Italy

Korea
Netherlands
New Zealand
Norway

Portugal
Singapore
Spain
Sweden

ACOUSTIC ENERGY
Acoustic Energy Limited
3A Alexandria Road London W13 ONP
Tel: 01-840 6305
Fax: 01-579 1761 Tlx: 266834

Switzerland
Thailand
Taiwan
U.S.A.

CONSTRUCTIONAL

A STATE

OF THE ART
PREAMPLIFIER:
AMP 02 7

he Universal Control Module
(11CM) is the heart of the MP- 02.
It contains specially adapted
volume and balance controls, which can
be manipulated ( Alice insists it's Womanipulated ) both by hand and remotely.
The remote control can be either with an
IR handset, or with ahard-wired connection. Buffering is optional. In the context
of AMP-02's frame in its full specification
format. UCM's signal path is purely passive. This version is called UCM-P. Thereafter, the signal heads off to () FM ( the
Output Facilities Module, remember?),
which is where it's buffered before it
reaches the outside world. If you're building AMP-02 but you don't want to fit OFM,
or haven't got round to building it, or
otherwise, if you're using UCM on its own
or with other circuitry outside the frame,
an optional line-driving buffer stage can
be stuffed. UCM-A ( 'A' stands for ' Active' )
can drive amplifiers and active crossovers
directly without fretting over equipment
positioning, cable types and lengths, and
source and load impedances. From now
on, an unqualified .UCM' refers to both
the — P and — A variants. ADC ( Automatic
Direct Coupling) is a sub- module that
plugs into UCM. So you can stuff it later or
omit it altogether. For a change, it's a
wholly original idea. Its duty? To govern
UCM's input coupling and provide
unusually inobtrusive DC protection.
UCM retains its versatility if you're keen
to apply it outside of AMP-02's frame. It
can begin as a purely passive module
( — P), with or without the remote control,
to which you can add the output buffering
and the ADC sub- module, in any combination.
Fig 2 reveals UCM in its active and
passive guises simultaneously. I.K.2 & 3
signify the PCB links needed to manifest
the passive version, besides omitting IC. I,
R10,11 and C3. I.K.1 is always fitted if the
ADC is omitted. UCM proper begins with
a volume pot ( VOLla-b). Some of the
mechanical limitations and practical difficulties in securing astereo pot with good
inter-channel tracking together with a
smooth, noise-free and long-lived action
have already been covered, 1'2. . For AMP.
02, there's an added requirement: remote
control. Marlowe leaned back as if studying the intricate plaster mouldings on the
ceiling above, then yawned widely and
rudely. A secluded filing cabinet full of
folders filled with papers concerning gain
111.11 NEWS & RE(
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`Seventhly% continued the professor . . .

Part 4unveils AMP-02's highly
versatile Universal Control
Module ( UCM) with alook at the
remote-control of volume and
stereo balance, followed by an
introduction to automatic direct
coupling, and concluding with
details on AOM
by Ben Duncan
CONTou.rOuS
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Fig I. Tree of gain control elements
control elements had just been opened —
circuits or parts that can he used to
change volume ( or other variables) with
an electrical control signal.

Remote control: the choices
Fig 1 depicts the family tree. All are
imperfect. Of the purely electronic
options, the variable transconductance
type of VCA, and laddered arrays of
special FETs are the closest to being
developable in a sensible timescale to
approach the standards of audio trans-

parency and DIY construction anticipated
by audiophiles over the next five years.
Its a bold statement, tempered by the
possibility of radical new devices or techniques emerging any day. VCAs are superficially attractive, but their use in AMP-02
had to be ruled out on common sense
grounds. From the beginning, the pot is
much simpler and has fewer chaotic error
mechanisms than any circuit which dares
to mimic it. Even if we set out with
determination to make VCA circuits work
for us, the cards are stacked. Their special
qualities are irrevelant to everyday listening. VCA's come into their own in computer- controlled mixing consoles, where
they're called upon to reliably provide
tens of thousands of fade-up/downs, trims,
fast mutes and gating without pausing for
breath or wearing out. As for their explicit
trade-offs ( such as noise, feedthrough and
some irregular, non- monotonic distortion
patterns), the designer is forever striving
to approach asymptotically rather than
supersede, the behaviour of awell made
pot. The last straw is the high cost of the
detailed, adaptive circuitry that's needed
to push VCA transparency to higher levels
than that in most studio automation systems.
The other electronic approaches were
studied. Intuitively one of them had to be
smarter than settling for mechanical
arrangements first devised in the 1890s,
when Japan's state-of-the-art behemoths
were being built on the Tyne by Armstrong. Switching along a precision attenuator ( 'ladder' ) in say 1
/ dB steps with
2
FETs seems harmless enough. Clearly any'
switching should be achieved in logicallycoupled tiers of powers, say binarilv,
otherwise some 120 individual switches
would be needed to span the 0 to — 60dB
29

range needed for domestic replay - and
allowing 50 pence per FET, that's £ 120 in
semiconductors alone. In ladder- mode,
the FET's distortion patterns, like VCA's,
are quite complex, varying with level,
frequency and setting. Once suitable corrective circuitry has been devised, and the
conceptual difficulties in getting arbitrary
sub-6dB decibel fractions to ' perform'
binarily have been mastered ( athin wisp
of acrid brown smoke bursts from the
professor's desk calculator, curling and
dividing in satisfied spirals), and after the
need to test every incoming EFT for
consistency has been accounted for, then
the complexity and cost are once again
setting alarm hells ringing. In the meantime, the designer and the designer's
learned counsel have had to devise a
watertight ' bypass' around someone else's
patented technique. All of a sudden, the
motorized pots that had seemed so inelegant ( having a lineage in common with
the servo-controlled battleship gun turrets pioneered on Tyneside) are now
quite attractive, n'est-ce pas?
Investigations into motorized stereo
pots began with Boums, whose 9/A CP
and 87A laser- trimmed cermet models
have been very well received for AMP-01
and PAS- 01. Still, and despite our badgering, Boums haven't been able to consistently attain the stringent interchannel
balance specs discussed in their data
sheets. With aprimary reject rate as high
as 50%, the remaining, tightly matched
pots ( divided into 'A' and ' B' grade
groups) have cost more than we'd have
liked, but are nonetheless deemed to
represent good value for money ( providing you look upwards. at just how much
more expensive pots can get). Sadly.
Bourns' pots aren't available in motorized
format. In time, we came to focus on a
motorized pot made by Alps. Built to their
highest specification, the model chosen as
the standard gain control element for
UCM is close to the best-sounding CP and
cermet pots, and several cuts above the
motorized pots that routinely appear on
up-market Japanese equipment landed in
the UK. By audiophile standards, it's inexpensive and the mechanics feel good even
if they look dainty. Moreover, it's
achieved something that's generally
unheard-of: its balance stays within ±
/ (.1B down to - 60dB attenuation! This is
2
1
doubly amazing for alogarithmic pot, and
is doubtless attributable to Alps' specially

Balancing active and passive

developed process for screen- printing the
track. For builders intent on gilding the
lily, Audio Synthesis is offering an alternative: UCM can be fitted with the well
known CP rotary pot made in Wales by
Penny & Giles. Compared to the Alps, it's
much more expensive, although less
expensive than any of the other options.
Channel balance isn't so perfect as the
Alps, but Audio Precision tests verify that
it's well above average for a logarithmic
pot, at not more than ± 1dB adrift at
-40dB. Since both pots are log, there's no
need for a law-faking resistor. Still. R3
position offers the facility for builders
needing to fit a linear pot.

The volume pot is followed by UCM's
balance control. Some builders held that
the nifty, one-sided balance control in
AMP-01's DEQ and later in PAS- 01. diffused their image. Or, to put it another
way. Days excellent imaging became
even sharper when the balance preset was
omitted and the part values for both
channels were made identical. It's ironic,
considering how much a one-sided
balancing arrangement improves UR
isolation over the classic balance pot
that's hung between the channels, and
which relies on ahypothetical zero resistance between the track and wiper for
interchannel isolation ... 'I'he lopsided
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Fig 2. UCM circuit
The Alps pot motor requires anominal
+5V. The + VD supply rail ( from APS-02)
provides a suitably isolated supply. The
motor lends itself easily to logic interfacing. It takes 10 seconds to sweep from end
to end, which is ideal for setting levels. A
standard motor-driver chip fits on UCM to
translate the digital commands from the
IR control. The circuit is germane - for
reference, it's in the builders' guidesheet.
P&G's motorized pot has no gearing, so it
requires much more involved and expensive control logic. A control PCB is
planned and will be made available if
there's enough demand. Otherwise it can
he turned by hand. If you're applying
UCM outside AMP-02's frame, the digital
control card might be ruled out on
grounds of shape, size, or atight budget.
Fig 3 shows how to implement handwired remote control, assuming you're
fitting the Alps pot. Dangling a box of
switches on the end of acable may seem
primitive, but it's a highly workable
approach - witness recording studios. It'
serious listening takes place in adefinite
position, it's worth taking the trouble to
place the interconnect discreetly. Adventurous DIY'ers can easily expand the
control box's repertoire to embrace the
other functions. A suitable multicore
cable that's cheap and widely available is
sold for telephone wiring.

arrangement is clearly superior by backof-beer- mat computation, as well as by
measurement, but we can go one step
further. By making the components' configuration symmetrical ( instead of offsetting one side), the inter- channel topology
and gain structure differ only by the
amount of balance applied. Accordingly,
UCM began with a cross-ganged dual
balance pot ( dual pan-pot), across each
channel's volume control wiper. This
works nicely, but had to be abandoned
once it became clear that any balance pot

Fig3.11anhviredrenuneconeol
would need to be of the highest quality, to
avoid degrading transparency. One Alps in
the signal path is fine: two's pushing it a
hit. The cost of asingle P&G is fair enough
for controlling volume, particularly when
it's optional. But requiring builders to pay
£70+ for a mere balance pot when
there's acheaper, and no less transparent.
alternative ... is simply inexcusable ( the
squeal of adebauched Streit comes to an
abrupt halt).
In fig 2, relays RIN. l-6 control the gain
of IC. I. When all the relays are open, gain
is unity ( OdB). Closing the relays individually gives again increment on one or
other channel, ranging up to + 3, 41
/ or
2
6dB, in steps of 1
/ , or 1dB respectively.
2
Looking at table I. the choice of balance
range vs resolution is yours, being determined by the resistor values you fit. If
you're not using AMP- 02's logic control
board, fig.3 shows how the relays can he
operated by arotary switch together with
a switch in series with the + 5V supply,
used to default (' cancer ) to ()dB. RIN.1-6
are wired to positions 6 to I. and RLY.5I111-11 NE1. VS 3/ RE( 051) REVIEW
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56 ( for the RII channel) go to pins 7-12,
so the (IdB position lies between pins 6
and 7, and clockwise movement beyond
midway increases the RII channel's level,
and vice versa. For UCM-P, the passive
mainframe version of fig 2, balance necessarily hinges on selective attenuation,
rather than gain. By making R2 in the P'
version the same value as RIO in the `A'
version, the other resistor values can
remain the same, because the formulae for
gain and Upad attenuation are one and the
same. With 10k in series, the load impedance seen by VOL 1's slider is also high
enough to avoid flattening the log taper.
In turn, UCM-P's source impedance is
moderately high and varies slightly with
the balance and volume setting, between
7k and I2.5k. This is fine inside the
mainframe, with its tightly specified load
capacitance. UCM-P's balance control
logic is essentially the same, except if
you're using a rotary switch, the L/R
channels will need to be physically transposed, so the progressive I.H attenuation
stepping through RIN.1 to 6, is towards
the clockwise end. Then the ' balanced'
channel gets louder instead of quieter! If
you want to use 11CM to provide adirect
output from AMP-02's frame, or by itself,
you can overcome worries about varying
degrees of positioning vs top- end rolloff,
hum and noise pickup ( the stuff of discrete passive controls) by stuffing UCM's
PCB according to the 'A' recipe, as well as
the power supply section in fig 4. For
'outboard' use, 11CM can be fitted with an
output muting relay. It's also desirable in
AMP 02's mainframe if you decide to
forego OFM. Fig 5 shows the mute drive
from the CX.1 line ( so UCM is muted
instantly at switch-off and for a few
seconds after switch-on), as well as the
balance relays' logic interface. Switch
SW- M isn't resident, but shows how
manual muting can he achieved.

New coupling directions
high resolution audio is set to become
increasingly direct- coupled. By dispensing with AC coupling ( alias DC blocking)
capacitors, music signals leading edges are
reproduced more accurately. OK: the
music's leading edges have already been

LH

16

RH

CHANNEL

PARTS

Fig S. UCM relay drives

blunted and blurred on their journey
through the recording process. But why
make it any worse? The fundamental
setback to dispensing with DC blocking
capacitors is that the system's overall
performance depends ( to some extent)
on the DC conditions in all the stages. In
particular, one is gambling on the apparent likelihood that most line sources
don't present appreciable DC on their
outputs, eg anything above a few millivolts. If there's aDC offset voltage present
on any of your line source outputs, it'll
follow the signal into AMP- 02. Broadly
speaking, if the offset is below IV throughout the signal path, it's not directly
harmful to sonics, although it may be
thought a bit alarming. Also, the ' DC
arming' effect will help to overcome
diodic effects in the interconnects. For
builders who've extended direct coupling
into power amplifier( s ), keeping DC
offsets above some 50mV away from the
amplifier's input is paramount. Of course,
most of the time, stray DC is much smaller
and harmless, amounting to an occasional
irritant by creating clicks, pops and cracks
when switches are operated; or crackling
when knobs are turned. These symptoms
are nothing new, and aren't restricted to
direct coupled systems. The electrolytic
coupling capacitors inside ` consumer
goods' still develop leaks, if they have
time to wear out, and many power amplifiers produce DC thumps at switch-on.
Altogether, direct- coupled preamplifiers are open to vagaries of DC
offset voltages. In well designed equipment using modern precision op- amps,
stray DC developed under the covers
should be minimal. DC arriving from
incoming sources should be negligible,
providing the source equipment is AC
coupled. Still, considering how the DC

conditions are the sum of the conditions
in the preceeding stages, multiplied by
the cumulative gain, then the possibility
of several factors combining to produce
enough DC offset to produce irritating
impulsive sounds can't be ruled out. Nor
can an outright fault or accident. The
simplest cure is to add a contrary, pure,
and noisefree DC voltage to cancel the
offset. This approach is suited to doing
away only with offsets that are constant,
or which only vary predictably with ( say)
temperature'. Op-amps' nulling facilities
can be used in a similar way, hut unless
the offset being cancelled is mainly created by the op-amp itself, this approach
constitutes misuse, potentially degrading
sonic quality by defeating baseline thermal stability. Adaptive feedback schemes
can cancel DC which varies randomly.
Circuits of this genre were pioneered by
instrumentation engineers 5,who sought
automated nulling-out of stray DC voltages caused by drift in the direct coupled
'instrumentation' used for monitoring
processes in nuclear power and industrial
plants. They're better known to readers as
the ` DC servo' circuits punted as an easy
`cure all' by US high-end equipment
makers.
While appearing an easy ' fix' for DC
problems, the common servo ( fig.6) has
its vices. It's not bad at containing aslow
drift away from zero, but what about
higher offset voltages, especially when

Fig 6. A common servo circuir
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they're applied suddenly, by switching
sources or functions? If the time constant
is short, for afast response to DC ' events'
occuring out of the blue ( as they often
do), then the lower half of the audio hand
is subjected to high phase shift and group
delay. For whilst there's no capacitor in
the direct signal path, aservo with agiven
time constant brings about the same delay
and phase shift as it would were the signal
passing through a DC blocking capacitor
with the same time constant in the first
place! At the same time, the servo's
actions mustn't be triggered by low bass.
Now let's increase the time constant. The
group delay and phase corner are now
shifted to sub-audio frequencies. Presto!
Any attempt at DC protection is late in
arriving — perhaps too late to save the
31

loudspeakers from frying, assuming you're
using a direct- coupled power amplifier
(and one without effective DC protection). The regular servo also can't easily
cope with offset voltages exceeding its
own ( common ± 15V) supply, at least
without devious, ' case-sensitive' attenuation. To add insult to injury, the standard
circuit feeds small amounts of distorted
and delayed programme ( as well as noise
and VHF garbage) back into the main
signal path. ' BAAI I!' snarled The Toad,
growing purple. 'Seventh
continued
the Professor, biting ascrewdriver while
manhandling the lid off The Toad's latest
and most extravagent purchase. ' more
complex adaptive autonull circuits can
overcome some of the setbacks, hut not
all of them. So you see, the common servo
is best avoided' he concluded, calmly
severing the white wire that was keeping
Jim de Wit's unfortunate misconception
alive.
Figure 7displays for the first time anew
circuit which sidesteps all the servo's
worst qualities. UCM's ADC (
Automatic
Direct coupling) PCB begins with a
network which recognizes incoming DC
from millivolts up to ± 15V ( and beyond,
if needed: see builder's guide), and takes
decisive action within afew milliseconds.
At the same time, it positively ignores
music programme above 1011z. Its action
has few, if any, sonic ill effects. There are
certainly no new devils. ADC will be most
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Fig. 8AOM generic circuit

C1,2. These are Elna ' audio- grade' parts.
Their combined value ( 50µ1F) is enough
to displace the usual delay, phase shift and
rolloff well below the audio band. For the
same space budget, the same couldn't be
said for apolypropylene capacitor, which
will need to be much smaller in value; but
you're welcome to fit one if you prefer.
Then of course C 1 ,C2 are only in the
signal path immediately after switch-on,
or if excess DC is detected. After switchon, and once the DC conditions have been
sized- up and declared sate, the capacitors
are shorted by RY.7, which is the ( by now
familiar) Pickering relay, passim. RI, a
small series resistor prevents capacitative
outrush current ' zapping' the contacts by
limiting peak current to ImA; because the
relays' contact resistance is about 50
milliohms, a mere 50mV across C1.2
would pulse IA through the contacts.

Analogue computers are forever
The remainder of ADC is asmall analogue
computer, isolated from the main signal
path, and used to tell the relay when to
open and close, by reading the conditions
on UCM's input. The high values of R1,2,8
ensure that the loading effects on, and
leakage effects between, the incoming
audio signals are negligible. '1'o ensure
that both channels are identically coupled
at all times, it's convenient and saves
circuitry to sum both channel's DC monitoring. ibis means if DC above threshold
is sensed on either channel, then both
revert to AC coupling. Conversely,
neither will be direct coupled unless both
are safe. ADC doubles as a safety device
that may see infrequent use. so it had
better work properly when called upon.
Harold is 99% certain that when a fault
occurs, there's a 20% chance that the
other channel will develop afault around
the same time. There's also a50% chance
that a second offset will be opposite in

Fig 7. ADC circuit

appreciated by builders using AMP-02
with direct-coupled sources and power
amps. ADC is still valuable, but by no
means essential if you're plugging in
ordinary AC coupled sources and driving
an everyday AC coupled power amp:
knowing that AMP- 02's DC conditions can
he monitored transparently gives peace of
mind if you're new to direct coupled
equipment. ADC's position is governed by
the need to place it after the input sources
have been condensed, to avoid needless
repition. Equally, it has to be placed
before the volume control, to conquer
any scraping sounds! Looking at the top of
fig 7, when ADC is stuffed, I.K. Iis omitted,
so UCM's input is initially AC coupled at
switch on, via back-to-back electrolytics
32

polarity, and a 10% chance that it will be
almost equal in magnitude, so it virtually
cancels the other offset, leaving the analogue computer ( and the humans!) none
the wiser. 'I'he inadvertent cancellation of
'DC fault' signals from either channel is
prevented by passing the outputs of
IC. Ia,2d through full- wave rectifiers
(IC. Ib,2c ). Any DC detected now has an
absolute value, meaning the summation of
the four sources in IC.2a errs on the safe
side. PR. I allows the DC detection
threshold to be adjusted between ± 10
and ± 100mV. IC.2b forms a comparator
with hysteresis, to make it decisive as to
whether it's on or off. When DC is absent,
or below the threshold, the comparator's
output goes to + VARR ( decoupled from
l!CM's regulated supply with a resistor).
TR.1 is then on. RY.7 is closed, UCM is
direct-coupled and LED- 1 is lit. If DC is
detected, the comparator's output goes
negative, which swiftly discharges C6 and
turns RY.7 off. LED. Iis now off, signifying
that UCM is AC coupled, its default state.
Once aDC problem is resolved, recovery
is appropriately circumspect. For a 10V
DC step lasting Is, reversion to directcoupling takes 13 seconds. Recovery
speeds up to under three seconds for a
100m' impulse. As the relay only shorts
the input coupling capacitors when the
DC voltage across them is very small ( by
definition ), ADC's operation is inherently
subtle. Any switching is likely to be
infrequent, and when it happens, you
won't easily hear anything. Moreover,
ADC is intrinsically fail safe, since the
relays open and UCM reverts to AC
coupling if they're deprived of drive or
power. ADC, fig 7, is powered solely from
UCM's left channel supply ( through extra
decoupling, ie R.20,2I on ADC). In this
way, AMP-02's and UCM's 100% isolated
('mono-block standard') grounding and
> — 100dB of stereo separation aren't prejudiced. To help even out the difference
in NU operating conditions seen by
UCM-A, optional bleeder resistors
(R20,21 on tCM) can be strapped across
the right channel supply.

AOM concluded
Returning to last month's tailpiece, the
Auxiliary Output Module's circuitry has
4.
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much in common with I.PM. Turning to
the simplified circuit in fig 8, the resistors
surrounding each op- amp are normally set
for unity gain, so the outputs are at the
normalized level of OdBu. But if the tape
machines or amplifiers you're feeding
require higher or lower levels, gain or
attenuation can be applied by adjusting
RE, or RI) and CA, respectively; the values
are tabulated in the builder's guide. Fig 9
shows AOM's full circuit. l'he consitutent
parts and the factors surrounding AOM's
exemplary signal isolation ( table 2 ) won't
need further elaboration — assuming
you've studied parts 1 & 3 ( Oct ' 89 & Jan
'90). The A1)845 op- amp specified
throughout the project has already been
discussed as again block, but what about
its performancc as a line driver, a role it
takes on in AOM as well as in () FM and in
UCM's 'A' version? Well, the AD845 operates in Class A for peak output currents
below 10mA. If we assume steady sinusoidal signals, this means it can drive peak
levels of + 12dBu ( 3.1v peak ) into loads as
low as Ikwith load capacitiances > 30nF.
If slipping into Class A- B operation is
excused, the maximum sinusoidal output
current can be over four- times greater
(50mA) before crashing, hence over
(30x4) = 120nE can be driven. With a
more normal 20k load, much higher
capacitance loads are acceptable; or with
lower capacitances, it can drive as low as
low as 500 ohms. 'the picture changes
with the superimposition of fast rising
assymetric impulses, caused by dirt or
dust ( when playing vinyl records); or
more generally by static discharges, thunderstorms and impulsive electrical
interference. An assymetric pulse swinging from — 10v to + 10v in 1taS (je
20v/0) notionally needs to see a load
capacitance below 5nF ( assuming a
lumped capacitance and 25k load resistance), to stay within the the A1)8- 5's
50mA peak current limit. Any ill effects
might seem far too short-lived to be
perceived. Except for the thermal repurcussions. The aftermath of step changes in
chip temperature can persist for tens or
thousands of milliseconds, especially if
the cause is repetitive. Altogether ( and
this applies to any line stage), it's agood
move to keep the capacitance of your
interconnects as low as possible, preferably below 2nE ( 2000pF). Nett capacitance is found by multiplying the cable's
unit capacitance ( in pF/m) x length. +
Analogue Jargon
(.1': Conductive Plastic this

is a high quality resistive

element.

AMP
l'CM BALANCE CONTROL VALIT8

Part No.

Value

LR Offset in dit
Passive:
Active:

Option A: AdB balance range
RA
RR
RC
RD
RE
RI'

I
69k
1421: - I
5ikb
- 11
391.2 30k1
- 2' 2
2 # 1,3
- 4,111

Op

▪

1I31,
531#6

2

+2. 2
+ alft

+1 ,
+1 ,2
+2'
+3
+3 , ,
4..1' MK

2

fk

-

2ik..%
1
Iik -

-O

dli

Option C:6dR balance range
Rli
RI)
RE
RI I
RJ
RI.

82k
39k2
2.ikt
16k9
12 - 1:
191:

- I
-2
- 3

+1
+2
+3
+1
+5
+6.4114

-5
- 6dR

AOM: TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION
All AC measurements performed with Audio Precision
System One.
Noise
Referred to Odliu = = average operating level.
Spot figures taken from noise spectra at the unity gain setting
with input(s)
s ) shorted:
- 27'dBu at 3(11z. - I2-dBu at IkHz. - IIAlBu at 16k11,
Interchannel Crosstalk
All ligures at 20kIlz ( worst case condition)
X - between stereo outputs
Any pair of outputs: E- 116dB ( below noistRoor )
Y - across the routing matrix
Any output. unrouted: E - 105dB ( below noisetloor)
Z- between adjacent ttttt puts of one stereo channel:
Any output to an adjacent output: E - 95dB
Any output to any other output: Below flutistharmonic Distortion ( 111D) Vs. Frequency
Measured over SOkIlz bandwidth. Driven I
dB below clip at
+2 I
dBu, with unity gain, into two load impedances. one
tspical. one worst case:
<0.007%, < 1011z to 50kIlz. into 20k + 500pE
<0.007%, < 1011t to 50kIlz, into 2k + 5nE
Intermodulation Distortion ( SMPTE 4:1) Vs. Frequency
Driven as forT111). Typically < 0.002%, < 111111 to > 2111:11/.
Frequency response
Within ± 0.05411 of tabulated response
Power Consumption ( I
Q) )
Typically ± 50mA per stereo channel, all stages stuffed
Output DC offset (
Typically < ± IniV. untrimmed ( see text )

UCM PARTS UST
Abbreviations
II
llolco, N1 KT
polyester; NH:), -- polystyrene SS AlF,
S 1.2 or SI ME or (. 1
,I
non critical ). All electrolytic:. arc
Elna audio- grade
• ; RII channel part No's are + 50. ISiam:risked parts
are required once only.
Part No.

OPTION 2: UCM-A (Active)
112,3
R-1-9 •
RIO
•
R11
•
R12.15 •
R16.1 7
•
RI8,19 •

•

101,11
sec table JIRA Q I
1
ok S
I
Ok dual log. mo tttt ited Alps

OPTION A: Muting IApplies to both - A and
when driving an output socket directly)
1#28
R29
KS tI
1)1 1

versions.

11,
10k
5, sPsa ) adsanced reed
11( ; 2'IS II is

OPTION
Al)( ( part. Sited on I4S1
II )
AIX. can lw fitted to % engine, alter rem. ui,g I.k I 11 AIX. is
fitted tol't Al- P, dut- kit
cr suppl% parts lue
R12-21. CI 41(,. N'R 1.2.1)1-4 I
to bc hued
RI
(.1.2
RV -

looR II.
100µ1., 25, 1111.1 At.
5, SPNO ad, anced reed

AIX: PARTS LIST 1wc ICM led Iiir ablem1.111011,
Part No.
R5.10
I
Rs 9
R".12
1(13
RI
R15
R16
R17
RIK
RI')
R20.21
Pit 1
(.1.2
(.544,12
4.4.9-11

FR I
1)1.2
Di LIP i
R1 -

References and further reading

Robert .

I hen Ihnican.

Press I, (

Ill .:\ RR. .‘ tig 88.

ornit
we table I ( RA...Q)
101,11
C115.11
2214 S
lk62. II
1211411
101,
10k dual log,
•dAlps
43pF. MKS
10µF, 35,
I
00µF, 35v
330µF, 25v
more MKT
100µF(m
suppression )
lOnF ter ( motor suppression I
BC 33 A1)845
Motor contnd IC
IN 41-114
IN 4002

VoLla-b
C3
•
C4.5
•
C6, 7 ,13.16 •
C8-12 •
CIO
•
Cl'
IF1
1111-6
•
1C.2
•
D1.2.5-10 •
D3.4
•
VR.1 ( Reg II •
1.13175T(+1
VR.2(Reg2) •
1:1'ii7 AT
R1.1-6 •
5v SPNO advanced reed relay
One tCM PCB, Inter- channel screen plate, 64 pin DIN # 1612
connector plg+skt. Square pin header, pins.

Type, description, notes

OPTION I: UCM-P ( Passive)
R2
R•# 9
R22 2'
MLLE,

(.1
1014E(
alccoupling)
.18
10nE ( motor dcei umlaut
14.2
Minor
TR.1-6
.
115- 10
IS uI.
8
RY.1-6
•
5, sPN( ad, anced recd
ICM P4.14 Interchanucl screen plate, 1)1S. 11 612 in a is
plg-i-skt. Square pin header. pins.

2

11: 4 ', MR balance range

KM
It(
Kl
RN
RP
Rt.,/

02

Type. description, notes
1001,11
201,5S
101, SS
100k 5.
22k S.1
22k .1,
100i,S
iolt
IN1
10k S
2toR S
IL S
22R
100k, 20 turn cermet
10µF 35, rad
10011F 54, 63% All,1
10µF, 35, rad
IthiFter, class 2
Pram.imou quel Il, 11 I cg
T1.1154 or 1'11058
Precision dual Ili III cg
11052 or 11105"
11(
IS I18
IS
IS
(men ( Vireo ( otipled
5% sPNI( ads.), cl
ccl

Wi/son. /he Illuminati Mawr,
lifornia

\
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PCBs, components, complete kits and background and assembly literature on (' CM and
the modules described in the Oct. Nov .89 and
Jan '90 issues arc available from Audio Synthesis at their new sales address: 99 lewing
Line. Manchester M20 OUF. Tel: 06 l - 434 ( II 26

IiiFifl. /be Ling ttttt of/Wen/f4,5. ;

Send an SAE for details or if overseas, International Reply Coupons.
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MORE
THAN AMIRAGE
A change of venues, lots
of DAT and the return of
the prodigal turntable
made the 1990 Las Vegas
Consumer Electronics
Show one to remember
by Ken Kessler

M

irages and deserts go
hand- in- hand, but none
could have anticipated
the Mirage, a new hotel unlike
any other. The current showpiece for the city, the Mirage complete with a man-made volcano which erupts rather convincingly every 15 minutes took afair share of the exhibitors
who would normally have held
court in the Riviera. The traditional site of the specialist
brands, though, is undergoing
renovation, so show-goers had to
look elsewhere. In addition to
the Mirage ( interior tropical
jungle, lagoon, albino tigers,
etc), the Sahara Hotel also
housed refugees from the
Riviera, and it changed the
whole tone of the show.
But I'm not going to gripe
because the 1990 Winter CES poor attendance and uncomfortable Sahara aside - was chock
full of fascinating goodies, both
worthy and ludicrous, and Iam
sitting here dazzled by the
realization of what I've witnessed these past four days.
Take, for example, the single
most talked about product of the
(specialist hi-fi portion of the)
show. AHL's Tolteque is agigantic, expensive $80,000 monster
of a loudspeaker, one which at
first glance could be yet another
bout of high-end excess. You
recall all of those warnings about
global warming and damage to
the ozone layer and a million
other terrors but you don't really
care. Here is an ionic 'cold
plasma speaker, literally a
'driverless' full- range design and
your audio lust makes you forget
the notion that maybe they
should carry a government
health warning.
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The Tolteques are French,
huge ( 2500x 1450x200mm
hwd), and still in pre-production
form. They seem difficult to
drive. They were far too large for
the hotel room in which they
were displayed. But you don't
care because they actually work
- itself an achievement which
makes all of the cynical wisecracks seem all the more churlish. Electrodes ionize the air
within the frame area, the
charged air - when excited by
electrostatic attraction - vibrating as if it were aplanar driver.
Only this ' plasma' is massless, so
there's no phase rotation, no
ringing or overshoot, no inertia

demise; what ashame the name
'Lazarus' is already in use. l'he
player Isaw, heard, and operated
looked just like the version for
which awake was held, but I'm
told that the software has been
improved now that the company
has aJapanese backer intent on
seeing the thing through to
genuine production. This time,
though, there are no attempts at
making it 'commercial' in the
traditional sense; the pricing
(around £22,000 in the UK) tells
you that this is aimed at public
institutions like record libraries
and broadcasters with shelves
full of irreplaceable LPs. The
more realistic tariff ( somebody

new analogue goodies. Basis
showed its second turntable, the
half-price ( $ 3700) Ovation, and
it's areal honey of adevice as it
manages to accomplish almost
all that its heavier and costlier
predecessor can offer. In addition to the employment of a
lighter platter and simplified
main structure, the Ovation
operates via a less-costly AC
motor. Retained are the fourpoint, fluid-damped suspension
and bearing of the Debut, so this
baby is not 'down-scaled' in the
important areas. The smaller
armboard fixes with the same
ease and method of the Debut's
armboard, adjustments are
accomplished in an identical
manner, and the sound has been
described as only ashade lighter.
SOTA, too, added an inexpensive rather than top- end record
player, the Jewel. Selling for only
$800, the Jewel offers all of the
technology of the dearer SOTAs
save for the hanging spring suspension; the sacrifice involves
only the need to site the deck
with more care than one would
the more room- independent suspended models. The familiar,
finely crafted plinth, sapphire
bearing thrust plate, cast alumi-

nium platter, inverted bearing,
bolt- through armboard and
other features are all retained.
SOTA also showed a new mat,
also to be made available for
non SOTA turntables, which
they've dubbed the Groove
Damper. Made from a proprietary material, this ultra-thin mat
was designed to fill in the minute
gaps between an LP and aplatter,
the result being far better mating
of the two. As abonus, the mat
also offers anti-static properties
and can minimize the attraction
of dust.
Simplyphysics' Dark Star was
I seen in Series Il guise, while
Space & Time showed the
beautifully machined Aura turntà
E able, reminiscent of those overthe- top Japanese high- mass
1
- decks of the early 1980s. Key
ingredients include a massive
platter, twin belt' drive, Michellhas to pay for all that R&D ...)
like subweights, outboard
won't deter the well-heeled
motor/pulley and a finish to
audiophiles with equally chermake your mouth water.
ished, irreplaceable records, so
Ed Meitner showed the latest
maybe, just maybe, this Holy
version of his unipivot tonearm,
Grail for vinyl junkies will finally
now employing cryogenically
reach the shops.
frozen materials said to lower
Which reminds me: the first
resonances by asignificant ' magCES of the last decade of the
nitude', but new arms were thin
20th Century was not short of

e

to overcome. Yes, much work is
still needed, but I think the
design team should be
applauded. And I'll applaud anything which doesn't bow to the
increasing conformity of metal
dome tweeters...
Another pipedream, iny nemesis the Finial '
laser' turntable,
reappeared ayear after its official
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Onyx Signature, the Urushi
could be Sugano's ultimate statement, and Ifeel truly honoured
that Koetsu's global representative, Nakanishi-san, has chosen
Hi Fi News & Record Review for
its first review. And if that
doesn't fire you up for the next
issue, then I'd better regale you
with tales of new CD players.

DAC's the way to do it

And about time too. I was
wondering whether separate CD
:et
transports would catch up with
eN C" • ei¡C'›
the rapidly proliferating out_
board DIA processors, so Iwelcomed with joy the news that
Wadia will be offering its own
CD spinner. Based on the top of
the line TEAC separate transport,
•n
the Wadia features the comQ.
pany's own digital circuitry; aesthetically, it's adark grey version
of the champagne- coloured
.ind the generator employs propTEAC device. Although Wadia
rietary coil winding techniques.
had prepared three prototypes,
The cantilever is an ultra-thin
they were using another comboron rod, tipped with aMicropany's machine for their demonRidge stylus.
strations, amouthwatering piece
Because I don't mind
of sculpture from Barclay
scavenging around for stories, I Digital. This rather large player,
was able to learn of two very
about the size and shape of a
important cartridges, both sharrecord-playing turntable, is a
ing what sounds like next year's
top- loader installed in a cabinet
buzzword: platinum magnets. As
made from Dupont Conan. Dubneither cartridge was accompabed the Cabernet, it will sell for
nied by any literature - they're
$3800.
that new - Ihave no idea what
Our own Cambridge, well
the platinum does, but Ithought
underway with its relaunch
I'd mention it anyway. Lyra,
programme, showed its first twowhose ' Lydian' will be reviewed
box player, which was heard in
in an upcoming cartridge survey,
the Celestion room feeding the
have completed a prototype of
3000 ribbon- hybrid. The pair
the new Parnassus, which is curconsists of the CD3M transportrently undergoing fine-tuning to
only plus the DAC 3 with an
increase its sub-Ortofon output.
attenuator for direct feeding of
The platinum alloy magnets have
amplifiers in a CD-only system.
cores of 99.9% pure iron, while
Mainman Malcolm Blockley was
the coil wire is 99.9% pure
positively aglow with the news
copper. The cantilever is made
that the pair will sell for amere
from fibre-reinforced metal and a £749 the pair in the UK.
60x60 micron ultra- fine- line stylus occupies the frontal position.
A novel feature of the Parnassus
is the use of Dupont Conan ( the
granite- like substance used in
such products as the Wilson
WATT loudspeaker cabinet ) as a
spacer between the pole pieces.
The biggest surprise, amongst
the cartridges, was the appearance of a new, top-of-the- line
Koetsu. Called the Urushi, it has
been described by Sugano-san as
'the best cartridge Iam capable
of making at this time'. The
cartridge employs a boron cantilever and fine line stylus, platinum magnets and ultra-pure ingredients, but the ' signature' of
the cartridge is its bodywork.
Beyond doubt, though. the
The basic chassis is solid alumitransport which really moved
nium, but it's hand- finished in
me was a virtually bespoke
Urushi lacquer ( hence its name ),
device from aJapanese company
a traditional artisan material
called 47 Labs. Picture if you
from the sap of the tree of the
will aCD transport which looks
same name. Its gorgeous mottled
like it was carved from solid
finish, reminiscent of the casing
metal, the styling suggesting a
to fine writing implements, harsilver basis turntable shrunken
dens over the first few months to
down to CD dimensions. It rests
create a shell of uncommon
on a true four-point suspension
rigidity. Designed to replace the
HI- F1 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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with lots of travel, the whole lot
sitting on agorgeous black base.
The neatest touch, for those who
prefer CD players stylistically
reminiscent of record decks, is a
laser mounted on what looks like
aparallel tracking tonearm of the
Air Tangent variety. Price is a
heady $6-$7000 for this directdrive sculpture.
Even this cluster of transports
wasn't enough to shrink the gap,

the Model A ' Modular Digital
Playback System' with upgradeable analogue and digital modules, dual mono architecture,
18-bit eight times oversampiing
Burr- Brown DACs and thirteen
separate power supplies.
Theta has updated all its processors and pre-amp/processors
to feature such niceties as
balance control in the digital
domain and switchable filters

though, because new processors
lurked in the most unlikely
places. PS Audio, whom I
thought was busy enough making high value-for- money preamps and power amps, showed
the rather neat and petite Digital
I.ink with 18-bit Burr- Brown
processors, passive circuitry
after the DACs and afully Class-A
high- input-impedance, FET output, with no distortion-adding
servo mechanism for maintaining DC stability. The Anodyne
Group launched the ADAPT, a
tube hybrid digital processor
with eight times oversampling,
18-bit DACs. bit stream phase
inversion and fixed and variable

(which absolutely transformed
one of the 'demo' CDs Ihad in
my possession). Isosonics
added a new wrinkle to outboard DSP usage by producing
the PCM 44.1, ideal for converting your VCR into adigital tape
recorder. The confidence in this

47 Labs CD coupon

on the ground. Cartridges, on
the other hand, were represented by three very important
models, two of which weren't
even officially on show.
The
kosher' one was
Threshold's Renaissance moving- coil, pegged to sell for
around 81300. Its body is made
from non- resonant resin with
fibreglass reinforcement, the
coils are made from OFC copper

outputs; it will be followed by a
solid-state/FET version. Wadia
added another DSP to its line: an
entry-level model called the
DigiMaster X-32, with a price
under $ 2000. This employs 18bit DACs with 32-times oversampiing instead of the 64- times rate
of its dearer siblings and offers
two coaxial and one optical
input. Musik System showed

RUMOUR MILL
I heard the juiciest news
items in Vegas, all unofficial
and likely to get somebody
in trouble for speaking too
soon. Here are two sneak(y)
previews.
Sansui is rumoured to be
riddled with lunatic fringe
audiophiles wjth enough
tenacity to have instigated a
programme for the release of
... valve gear! Imagine a
straight-line pre-amp, suitable for 19M rack mounting,
with polarity inversion, the
gloss-black styling of the San sui 'Vintage' range, and a
price tag of under $ 1000.
And how about a matching
stereo valve amp rated at 40
or 45W, bridgeable to 80W.
The complement will
include 6550 or EL34 tubes,
the amp will feature controls
and sockets duplicated front
and rear, and the price will
be around $ 1500.
Entec, of sub- woofer
fame, will be releasing acustom-made speaker system
for the June CES featuring
mid/tweeter panels measuring 6 feet tall and 4 feet
wide, with bass towers 7feet
tall, 1foot wide and two feet
deep. It's a ribbon-hybrid
and the price will be ahefty
six figures.
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TGARDEN RECORDS

CHARING CROSS ROAD
LONDON WC2H OJA
Tel: 01-379 7635 7427
Fax: 01-836 1345
Open Mori

Sat 10 00 am

7 30 pm 2 mins from Leicester Sq Tube

THE COMPLETE SERVICE TO ALL MUSIC LOVERS
AT LONDON'S FINEST COMPACT DISC CENTRE—
NEW RELEASES
Classical full price new releases only £9.95 and mid price £ 6.95
per CD for the first 30 days after issue: Decca, DG, Philips, EMI,
CBS, RCA and selected others.

THE ULTIMATE IN
SOUND Al7VICE
QUALITY AUDIO
We stock an excellent range of some of the best audio equipment
and loudspeakers available from famous names such as Arcam,
Audiolab, B&W, Celestion, Cyrus, Denon, Dual, Marantz,
Meridian, Monster Cable, Nakamichi, Phillips, Pioneer, Proac,
Quad, Revox, Rogers, Senheiser, Sony, Technics, van den Hul,
Yamaha, and more.

LISTENING FACILITIES
Not only the cheapest new releases in town but also full
individual listening facilities - listen before you buy.
8,000 CDs IN STOCK
A continually updated and growing stock of the best classical
compact discs.

DELIVERY AND INSTALLATION
Free delivery in the London area on selected Hi Fi systems.
Installation service available. Orders actioned within 24 hours
subject to stock availability.

SECONDHAND
Secondhand CDs bought and sold, on sale from f5.99.

DEMONSTRATION
Two private demonstration rooms to audition your future
purchase. Demonstration room can be prebooked. Please phone
to make an appointment.

TOKEN SCHEME
Unique scheme of one token for each CD you buy ( value £ 10.95
and over) entitles you to a free CD when you have collected ten
to the value of f10.95.

SERVICING
Full up-to-date department for servicing and CD Player specialist
upgrading by qualified technicians.

SPECIALISTS IN CD PLAYERS
Over 45 CD Players in stock and on demonstration.
From f149 to £5,000.

• FULL RANGE of Mission Speakers 761 to 767 in stock and on
demonstration.

• Designed for every type of room and every type of pocket.

▪ 5 YEAR WARRANTY on all MISSION Speakers.

11). Stockists of COMPLETE RANGE of CYRUS audiophile products:
Cyrus One, Two, PSX, Tuner, 781, 782, speakers and the
renowned PCM2 CD Player.

110. Featuring
complete
ACCESSORIES.

range

of

MISSION

and

CYRUS

II> These outstanding products set new standards for reproducing
music as it was performed.
-1

£5

OFF
DISCS

WHEN YOU BUY A
CD PLAYER ( or Audio
Components over £ 500)
this coupon in during
EB MARCH
and get Cl off your next
Ong

50CDs over £6.99 this year
excluded

L_

Valtd oold end of Feb 1990

OFF

ON PURCHASE OF
5 CDs OVER £9.95
84 Charing Cross Road, London WC2
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I-WC 03 90

£1
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ON PURCHASE OF
1 CD OVER £9.95
4 ChdrIng Cross Road, London WC2
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match those loudspeakers- inceramic-urns, so they made a
pre- amp and power amp in ...
ceramic urns. These vertical
cylinders ( complete with ' lids')
contain a 105W stereo amplifier
and a pre-amp with four line
inputs plus m- m and m-c facility
and they are, quite simply, the
ultimate choice for those who

CD ROUND-UP

medium is based on the lower
prices of blank video tapes
(compared to DATs ), the healthy supply of VCRs and the
continued struggle to get DAT
up and running
This, of course, refers to the
software dilemma, which may or
may not be resolved in 1990.
Whatever happens, most of the
major Japanese companies
showed prototype domestic
DAT recorders, while Sony
went so far as to show a whole
range, all of which are ready for
production and bearing the ES
banner found on its premium
models. Sony really did wave the
DAT flag, producing not only the
DAT version of the Sony Classical sampler but on- the-spot
DATs from a live, in-the-display
area, classical ensemble.
Back to more familiar digital
products, California Audio
Labs launched the Aria Mk III
tube hybrid, which took all of 24
hours to earn areputation as one
of the best-sounding CI) players
in the universe. The best news
about this single-chassis machine
is that the innards are all ( AL's
design, showing that the smaller
companies can shed the shackles
of the major OEM suppliers. Also
on show were the beautiful Mark
Brasfield CD players first seen in
the UK at The Hi Fi Show and
now wearing the MSB Technology Corporation logo.
As ever, though. CES was a
feast of amplifiers and loudspeakers, too many to comprehend,
let alone describe in detail. Forgive me if this seems slothful, but
I've no choice other than to
deliver a litany of names and
numbers...
Quicksilver showed a lovely
60W monoblock valve amp called the 8417G after the tube its
using; price is around $ 1600 per
pair. Conrad-Johnson, added a
new line to the family of ranges
(Sonographe. Motif and C-J
itself), the fine-looking Evolution
models including the 20 PreAmp, with genuine stepped attenuators and a mien not unlike
that of a single chassis Premier
Seven; this is to be mated to the
Evolution 2000 2x200W MOSFET power amplifier. EAR
111-11 NEWS & RFC:ORI? REVIEW'

turned up with a new pre-amp,
complete with a see-through
faceplate to reveal the rows of
valves; distribution is through
Kavi Alexander, the man behind
Water I.ily recordings.
YBA, one of France's finest,
showed the long-awaited and
truly affordable Integré inte-

grated amplifier, a 2x50 ( into
8ohms) unit equal to a Line 3
plus amplifier. It offers six inputs
plus phono as well as record-out
facility. Iwas also overjoyed to
see the wonderful Air Tight
tube amps on display. and to be
informed that they'll he followed
by a 100\X' monoblock later this
year. Space And Time showed a
new line of valve electronics
designed by VTL's David Manley,
starting with 807-driven monthlocks rated at 240W ultralinear,
180W tri/tetrode or 100W ClassA. The matching pre- amp,
though, is an in-house design, a
four- valve unit with m- m and
m-c facility.
Gryphon has been prolific,
the company showing a new
power supply for the top-of- theline Pre-Amplifier, thus converting it into the Pre-Amp XT
(=Extended). At long last, the
company has announced a
power amplifier, which should
be ready for the June CES. It will
offer 180, pure Class-A watts.
Even more exciting is agorgeous
pre-power combination shown
only as a photo and which has
been tagged LE' because it's a
limited edition. The structure
consists of four chassis with true
dual mono construction and
digital read-out for playback
levels.
One of the most interesting
launches of all came from a
British company, Pearl and
Oakley's Acoustic Arts division.
It had to cook up something to
MARCI I1990

OK, so maybe that's not all
that witty a heading, but it
does lead nicely into the
Telarc release for the Vegas
CES. Happy Trials (CD80191 ) is sub-titled RoundUp 2 as it's a sequel to the
famous CD of Western film
scores complete with the
sound of a stampede. Highlights of the new disc
include Roy Rogers' Happy
Trails To You', the immortal
'Mule Train' and — but of
course — another stampede.
Sound effects collectors
who'll buy the above for the
animal noises rather than the
music should also check out
Bainbridge Records' Living Sound Effects IV (BCD
2004), with over 140 of
them to torture your system,
such as ' UFO Overhead' and
'Monster Growls'. Two other
new Bainbridge titles,
employing the company's
Colossus recording system,
contain nothing but music.
Percussion 90: Rhapsody in
Gold & Blue features standards such as the Gershwin
classic which inspired the
title as interpreted by the
professional touring percussion ensemble from West
Virginia University. For the
jazz audience, there's John
Handy's Excursion In Blue,
which includes a glorious
take of Irving Berlin's ' How
Deep Is The Ocean'. Order
the percussion epic as
BCD2104 and the Handy
title as Quartet Q-1005CD
from Moth Marketing ITel
(0234) 7411521.
Chesky Records also has
something for Gershwin lovers, a delight in the form of
Earl Wild Plays His Transcriptions of Gershwin (CD
32) and there are two new
titles in Chesky's jazz catalogue, Pasquito D'Rivera's
Tico Tico (HD 34) and
David Chesky's Club De Sol
(JD 33). The latter has
already developed a reputation as a sonic masterpiece,
but Chesky's entry into the
world of demo madness has
to be The Jazz Sampler And
Audiophile Test CD Vol 1
(JD 37), which contains nine
selections from the catalogue and 21 technical tests.
The newest title from the

simply will not own hi-fi which
looks like hi-fi.
Melos, Carver. Counterpoint, Berning. Marantz.
Threshold, Haller_ for an
industry which is supposed to be
in arut, there were an awful lot
of new models on display. Cary
launched itself with a stunning
range of tube products, Ireacall- digital DMP label is
another Bob Mintzer jazz
work, Bob's Diner (CD471), and it should join his
former efforts as among the
label's most appealing ( ie
'musical') efforts. Mobile
Fidelity, the safest of all the
specialist labels because
there are no doubts about
the content, have released a
gold CD of Sting's highly'
regarded solo, The Dream Of
The Blue Turtles (UDCD
528) and The Carpenters' A
Song For You (UDCD 525),
and the label continues to
support glasnost with the
latest of its USA/USSR collaborations, Khachaturian's
Gayane (MFCD 2-901), with
Djansug Kalchidze conducting the USSR Radio and TV
Large Symphony Orchestra.
Perhaps the most notable
of all of the new CDs to
appear in Las Vegas is Reference Recordings' Dick
Hyman Plays Fats Waller
(RR-33CD). This is the first
'direct- to- CD' release, the
digital era's equivalent of a
direct- cut record, as the
recording was made by converting the analogue signal
into a digital bitstream, fed
straight to the CD master.
The label is only manufacturing a limited number of this
historically important
release. Also out is the latest
in Reference's run of outstanding popular music
titles, Eileen Farrell Sings
Rodgers & Hart (RR-32CD).
In addition to new
releases, CES also saw the
launch of a new label. Sony
Classical was announced
with the unveiling of aninetrack sampler on both CD
and DAT, the latter confirming Sony's commitment
to the format with both
hardware ( see main text)
and software. With the kind
of clout that this company
has, it's no wonder that the
disc'n'DAT feature artists of
the stature of the Labeque
sisters, Claudio Abbado and
Zubin Mehta. Sony Classical
will issue releases in both of
the digital formats as well as
LaserVision/CD-V and all
recordings will employ 2().
bit 'enhanced digital' technology. Expect the first
releases to appear in the first
half of this year.
3"
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THE EXCEL

The Goldring Cartridge Range comprises the Excel.
Eroica, 1042, 1022, 1012, Epic II and Elan. If you
would like more technical information, or details of
stockists, please telephone JOHN RUDMAN on
0284-701101 — he will be pleased to hear from you.
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CARTRIDGES DESIGNED AND HAND BUILT
BY BRITISH CRAFTSMEN

DYNAMIC
RESPONSE.

Today most of the known loudspeakers have no problems with
power handling when operated under normal conditions.Yet little
attention has been paid to the dynamic response of speaker
drivers.
Even if the stated power handling of adriver is several hundred
watts peak, the acoustic power is not increasing at the same rate
as the increased input power. Many tweeters, for example, can
convert only about 50 watts into their maximum SPL. When they
receive higher levels, more and more of the power is converted
into heat, and more distortion is produced. The tweeter is now
COMPRESSING. Midranges and woofers start compressing at a
later stage. The frequency response now is dependent on input
power level.
The DYNAMIC RESPONSE of a standard DYNAUDIO tweeter
shows no compression even at 1000 watt peak: the frequency
response is exactly the same at any power level.

DYNAUDIO

Shown curves are measured with TONE BURSTS, signal/break
ratio is 1/100.

DYNAUDIO. Manufacturer of dynamic speakers.
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Milbert Iaward the Keep The
Faith Memorial KT66 for producing the Milbert TC-2 tube
in- car crossover. And if that ain't
dedication to the audiophile
cause. then Idon't know what is.
On second thought. having
seen the volcano erupt in front
of the Mirage and ha\ ing been
ofkred 'l'en cents for acigarette.
buddy?'. I can't imagine such
products appearing anywhere
other than Las Vegas. Or as the
song goes. ' I've been riding
through the desert with a horse
who's insane....+

Please drive carefully.
And or your own safety,
ness stick with mc above all
others. Along with the Finial and
Tolteque dream machines. I
must alert you to two left-field
products unequalled in sheer
audacity. To Mavrick, Itip my
hat for making aphono pre- amp
which stands 119m tall, and to

room just right for IS3
These horns sport gorgeous
woodwork, clever construction
and the dynamic capabilities
which keep Lowther. Klipsch
and Voigt fans committed to this
technology; drivers are courtesy
of JBI.'s pro division.
'I'he Rameses, scooped in our
own High End news pages.
arrived from Australia and
turned out to be serious contenders, while Duntech produced

HERE A TWEAK,
THERE A TWEAK

First Sound passive pre

quainted myself with the dBritton tube products, drooled over
the gorgeous passive control
units from First Sound (talk
about overkill stepped atte
nuators ...). lusted after thu
Jadis 500s. Too many, far too
many. But then again, the
speaker manufacturers mad(
damned certain that there were
enough inputs for their signals.
The novel full- range Highwood planar speakers, seen as
the Sumo Aria, have downsized
into the rather fetching Melior
models from Museatex. Sized
like Apogee Stages or Quad ' 63s.
these are the kind of panel systems which even we in spaceshy Great Britain can house. Less
domestically accommodating
are the four-part, Trevor Leesdesigned Counterpoint
Cadence Standard Model 1towers, six feet tall and 19in wide
and containing a long row of
ribbon modules. Martin-Logan
showed the revised Monolith,
which is now even prettier if you
can believe that.
One of the hottest new speakers was actually a sub-woofer,
the ' affordable' Puppy from Wilson to match the WATTs. Some
reckoned that it was the source
of the best sounds at the show, in

a real terror in the form of the
massive Black Knight. looking
like the expensive and huge
flagship models, the Black Knight
fooled everybody into thinking
that it was afive- figure purchase.
Wrong: the US price is equivalent to the cost of a pair of
Quads. At the other end of the
size scale was the TDL Studio
0.5, a tiny brother to the Studio
One. This must be the smallest
true transmission line available,
and with aprice tag under £ 500,
it could prove to he the most
— bass for the bucks. Then again, I
gsaw only a cutaway of a driver
a. rather than a whole speaker for
.•;: the second of Monitor Audio's
metal-woofered systems, the
forthcoming Studio 20.
the Wilson and Theta rooms.
But two products, because of
Acoustat added anew Spectra
their utter weird and wonderfulmodel, the 1100, which —
though 50% dearer — is actually
slightly smaller than the bargain
electrostatic hybrid Specta 11.
Snell pretended it was CerwinVega by delivering bass from its
new C/111 which could be felt
one floor and five rooms away.
Almost as controversial as the
Tolteque was the wild horn system from Westlake Audio, a
massive system sandwich into a
III Fi NEU'S 8/ RE(
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The inventiveness of the
inveterate tweakers never
ceases to amaze me, and I've
yet to be disappointed by a
gadget-free CES. The most
impressive and technically
justifiable accessory to
appear in ages is so good. in
fact, that we're hoping to be
able to offer in the Accessories Club as soon as production samples are available.
It looks like a felt tip pen
which produces a green
fluid. What it does is coat the
edges of CDs to improve the
reading ability of the laser by
minimising light diffraction.
'Ibis matter has been discussed before, especially after
certain listeners noticed a
difference between the
sound of CDs with sealed
edges and those which are
'straight cut' and therefore
not sealing the sandwich
layers which make up a ( D.
Audio Prism's CD Stoplight isn't merely a paint
but a proprietary solution
created in such away that it
dries quickly, produces a
light-proof seal and is free of
solvents or other substances
which could attack either
the plastics or the metal
substrates of the disc.
Application is easy, the user
simply runs the side of the
tip around the edge of the
disc, and the cost is cheap. A
single 'pen', at around £. 15,
will treat 200 CDs. And
everyone who heard the
demonstrations agreed that
the sonic improvement was
'major'. One journailst even

••

,
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on the left.
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remarked that ' most
audiophiles would expect to
pay a thousand bucks for an
upgrade in performance of
that degree'.
Our leather-earflapped
friends from Serious
Listeners were back with
the MK II earflaps and a list
of tips. Tile main alteration
to the original is the addition
of aplastic stiffener for greater comfort and a more
secure tit, while the instructions now inform the listener
different methods of fixing
the snaps. 'think what you
like, but there are those who
swear by these inherently
comical ear extensions.
High-tech spikes were
seen in various guises, my
favourite being the Super
Spike from Arcici. Talk
about complex ... the thing
looks like a black TipToe
impaled with a bolt. " Me
construction features four
different materials matched
to break up resonances, with
steel, zinc, wood and Zorbex
(a Sorbothane-like plastic)
being the main ingredients.
The fat body terminates in a
threaded and adjustable
heat- hardened steel spike,
terminated in a hardened
'ballistic' point. Zorbex is
used internally ( reminiscent
of the Goldmund spikes),
and the Super Spike can be
attached to turntables,
speakers or other hardware
with either adhesive pads,
threaded studs or directly
onto the threaded feet of
certain turntables. These
will be available in the UK
now that Arcici has a British
distributor.
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CAMBRIDGE P50 AMPLIFIER
It is agiant at the price and only one of this grouping

I
'

that was fully adept at doing justice to my ProAc
reference loudspeakers, which it drove with an ease and
confidence that belied its suspected capabilities.
CAMBRIDGE CD3 CD PLAYER

The CD player is particularly accomplished and on a

par with the very finest available, regardless of cost.

Imagery is outstanding , and there is apervading gentle
sweetness to the Cl) sound that is not indicative of alack
.• of detail resolution or dynamic capability.

January
CAMBRIDGE CD3 CD PLAYER
The CD3 offers big league sound

I
L

1990

.

ril e transparency and musical fluen cy
enjoyed by this player are the qualities
that true music lovers seek.

AN
INTERESTING
SHOP
THAT SELLS

migla., bo•

trigi
VIDEO

January 1990

CAMBRIDGE CD3 CD PLAYER
... The CD3 is simply the best in its
range, for its sound reproduction quality,
its finesse, its richness, and its
transparency!
Original in both its presentation and
its technical aspects, the CD3 gives very
positive musical results. Frankly
speaking it definitely comes top of all
the players in this category that we
have listened to.
... it should become areference
product.

Car Dricue

4geowertee
66 Upper North Street Brighton
Telephone 0273 775978

cucio

Roksan, Musical Fidelity, Marantz, Cambridge Audio,
Monitor Audio, JPW, Bryston

Cambridge Audio, Axis 4, Rhodes Way, Watford, Herts. WD2 4YW.
Tel: (0923)226499.
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CAMB
GE AUDIO
A NEW RANGE - A NEW FRA

P50/P70
F`ç .IIGRATED AMPLIFIERS
(
Unique Passive Tone Controls with
Bypass Circuit
Headphone Socket with Discrete Amplifier
High Quality Components throughout
High Quality Toroidal Transformer Power Supply
Moving Coil Option (Switchable)

...._
A70/A 100
POWI R \ MP1 IFIERÇ

C70/C 100
CONTROL AMPLIFIERS

--

Isir-rrr-ern, "
--

,eimL

_
--voreglerelleire.

--

16 bit x16 times over•sampling

Toroidal Power Transformers

Stereo/Bridged Mono Facility

Headphone Socket with

60 or 100 Watt RMS Power Output - Stereo

Full Infra-red Remote Control

Dedicated Headphone Amplifier Stage

4mm Banana Plug/Binding Post

Phono/Digital/Optical Outputs

Moving Coil Cartridge Option (Switchable)

Loudspeaker Terminals

Latest CDM1/mk2 die-cast aluminium

Gold Plated Phono Sockets

Dual Mono Configuration (A100)

Chassis & Transport Mechanism

Sophisticated Active Power Supply

Custom Tuned Capacitors (A100)

Toroidal Power Supply Transformer

cannprIcuc aucin

Cambridge Audio, Axis 4, Rhodes Way, Watford, Herts. WD2 4YW. Tel: (0923) 226499.

Please send me information on the new Cambridge Audio range
Name

CD3
CD PLAYER

Address

Oxford Audio Consultants
invite you to attend our

ARAGON

2
A

2

STAX

OPEN DAYS: 1st- 3rd, and 5th- 7th MARCH
*Late night until 10pm on Thursday, 1st March *
lOpm — 6pm other days no booking necessary.

SEE THE LATEST FROM PATH PREMIER INCLUDING:
4
0
4

ARAGON D2A : bring along your own CD Player, and hear for
yourself the transformation produced by this stunning product!
STAX HEADPHONES : all on demonstration, from the SR34 to
the amazing Lambda Signatures, including the revolutionary
new ED1 equaliser.

2

1

Nigel Crump of Path Premier will be on hand to answer your questions
during Thursday 1st March and Wednesday 7th March.

Opening hours: 10am - 6pm, Tuesday to Saturday: closed Monday
*Individual consultations bookable
Now on Dem
*Home demonstrations a pleasure
Nakamichi CR]
*Free Delivery and installation
Cambridge CD 3
*Custom Home Installations
Oxford Crystalette
*Full Service Back-up
Marantz CD 50SE
*Part Exchange
Audio Research SP9 II
*Instant Credit
Linx Theta
*Major credit cards accepted
Rogers LS4a

Special offers; Apogee Calipers — f1,250, Orange Audio preamp f310,
Stax Lambda pro; SRD7 f448 plus many more. Ring for details.

Agencies include: Oxford Acoustics, Air Tangent, Audio Research, Apogee,
Counterpoint, Koetsu, Krell, Magneplanar, PS Audio, SME, Sonus Faber,
Aragon, Audio Technica, Cambridge Audio, Goldring, Linx, Marantz,
Micromega, Nakamichi, Ortofon, Proton, Rogers, SD Acoustics, Stax, Shan
Acoustics, Thorens, Allsop, Discwasher, Foundation, Hunt EDA, Kimber, Lift,
Sennheiser, Slate Audio, Apollo, Target, That's Tape, van den Hul, SME,
Proton, Revolver

Oxford Audio Consultants
Cantay House, Park End Street, Oxford OX1 1JE
Telephone: Oxford ( 0865) — 790879 ( 24hr. service)
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High-End News
products, distribution and new launches
47
Basis Turntable and Graham Tonearm
world's first reviews on two long-awaited
analogue items from the US: the Basis Debut
turntable and Graham One tonearm

Mark Levinson
afull review by Martin Colloms covers the
Mark Levinson top- of- the- range reference
amplifier system, which includes the No 26
pre-amplifier, No 25 phono section and No
20.5 mono-block power amplifiers
59
Stage Struck
Ken Kessler reviews the affordable Apogee

Where can you listen to
10 different speakers each
with a price tag over £2,000?
KJ Where else!
At KJ you have an incredible
choice. Not only many of the
world's best speakers but the
amplification necessary to
make them perform to the best
of their ability. After all, you
wouldn't expect aRolls Royce
to be powered by a1.6 litre
engine would you? Part
exchange of your old
equipment can be arranged.
Ring today and arrange adem'.
(All prices quoted were correct at time of going to
press, but may be subject to variation in the
meantime)

WHERE TO
FIND US
Spend a minimum of £550 at our
normal prices. Pay a deposit of 10 0/0
and the balance in six monthly
instalments without any charge for
interest.
HALF PRICE CREDIT PLAN
Spend a minimum of £ 550 at our
normal prices. Pay a deposit of 10%
and the balance in 12 monthly
instalments.
FLAT RATE 8% - APR 15.4%
FULL TERM CREDIT
Also available at competitive rates with
18-36 months to pay.
(Full written details on request KJ Leisuresound
are licensed credit brokers)

E>

The brands we stock:

H•• tHSTRI I I

MAITYLEBONE ROAD

KJ WEST ONE

-5'

26 NEW CAVENDISH STREET,
LONDON W1M 7LH

O

SHOWROOMS
NEW

TEL: 01-486 8262/8263

CAVENDISH ST

Fax: 01-487 3452
\
WIGNIORE STREET

Open: Mon-Sat 10am-6pm
Thurs until 7pm
"Worldwide Export"

OXFORD

STREET
sretri

e
Fzr,P

F!, 11111A51

VISA

Acoustic Energy. Alexander, Apogee,
Arcam. Audiolab, Audioplan, Audio
Research, Cambridge. Celestion,
Counterpoint. Creek, Croft, Denon,
DNM, Epos, Harbeth, KEF. Kiseki,
Koetsu. Krell, Linn. Linx, Magneplanar.
Marantz, Martin Logan, Meridian,
Michell. Micromega, Mission,
Mod Sguad,Musical Fidelity,
Nakamichi3Oracle, Pink Triangle.
Pro-Ac, PS. Audio, QED, Quad, Revox.
Rogers, Rotel, S.D. Acoustics, SME,
Sonus Faber, S.P. Audio, Spendor,
Spica, Stax, Systemdek, Tannoy, Voyd,
Yamaha, Zeta.

NEWS
IMPROVING ON PERFECTION

CJ TO UK

Ortofon's original MC 3000 car-

Hot on its CES announcement of
new tube and solid state amplifiers, Conrad Johnson has made
them available to its UK distributor
with immediate effect. British
prices have yet to be fixed for the

tridge has been improved' and
relaunched in a Mark II form.
The 1987 moving-coil design,
which featured an ultra- rigid

two new pre- amps and two power
amp designs, but importer Audiofreaks is hoping that the US price

body made from a special ceramic

material,

has

benefited

may be reflected here.
The flagship CJ model, the
EV2000 power amp, has been
relaunched following a redesign,
although the price remains $4995.
The matching pre-amp, EV-20, is

from continued research and

an all- tube design using much of
the technology and components
found in the Premier 7 but in a
single chassis and at a US price of
$-1995. At 200 watts per channel,
the MF•200 stereo power amp is a

demanded a 'sweeter' sounding

bigger version of the company's
MF80 and will sell for $ 1995.
Matching pre- amp here is the PF- I:
based on aJ-FET design it will cost
$1295. Contact Audiofreaks, 15
0 7QT.
Link Way, Ham, Surrey Tw 1
Tel 01-948 415.

MORE UK MODELS FROM
LEVINSON

development. We are told that
the new version retains all the
sonic qualities of its predecessor and yet satisfies those who

cartridge, with a slightly less

PROCEED WITH CD PLAYER
Madrigal Audio Labs has worked

of Mark Levinson amplifiers,
recently introduced to the UK by
Path Premier, has been enlarged
with the introduction of a new
model. The `Number 29' is a 50W
(into 8 ohms) dual mono power
amp weighing some 18kg. It has
electronic protection circuitry
relay-trip to protect the speakers
through a complex monitoring
arrangement which notes AC
mains current, amplifier temperature, CD offset at the output,
short-circuit conditions and power
dissipation.
The £ 600 design features two
independent power supplies, two
voltage gain stages and balanced
inputs. The input stage is a bipolar bootstrapped cascoded differential amplifier, with constant
current biasing and passive collector loading. Input antisaturation
diodes are provided to prevent
excessive differential voltage during overload.
Information on all Mark Levinson products may be obtained
from the UK distributors: Path
Premier. Tel: (0494) 441736.
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choice of rubber material for

l'he Proceed design claims to

on research and development of

introduce

its Proceed Cl) player for two

throughout. It has two master and

years;

challenging

conventional

11

technical

distributed

refinements

power

supplies,

wisdom to concentrate on simplic-

while the transport used is a Phi-

ity in operation, high reliability

lips CDM1 Mkt' with acast alumi-

and aclean appearance to produce

nium base plate. The vertical chas-

a product unique in shape.

sis is said to incorporate the same

Available in the UK for £ 1850

principles used by architects to

(with hand-held remote) through

protect

distributor

quakes, including a ' tripod' mount-

Path

Premier,

the

buildings

from

ing system and a natural marble

lar

slab located under the transport.

concept

by

which

circuit

ature

was

made.

A further

refinement was made to the
suspension wire for the cantilever. The retail price of the
MC3000 Mk II is £850. Ortofon
UK Ltd, Chiltern Hill, Chalfont
St Peter, Bucks SL9 9UG.

Weighing 12.2kg,this giant-killer

technology advances. Thus it will

measures

be possible to ensure that the very

(hwd) and boasts an 8- times over-

latest

sampling digital filter, with every

decoding technique, with

the critical damping of the arm-

earth-

player adopts an up-datable moduboards may be replaced as digital

The Madrigal Audio Labs' range

`clinical' sound. Thus a new

22 7 x214x33 7 mm

up-to-the-minute ICs, is adopted.

unit subjected to

The machine is equipped, at pre-

running- in at the factory, where

165 hours of

sent, with a Burr Brown

external

Significant

VAN DEN HUL CABLES & PLUGS

monolithic DAC, but Path says that

Bit) adjustment is made. Further

if Proceed decides to take up aBit

details from Path Premier at its

the distributor of van den
products has added new products
to its range for the season: two
interconnect cables and a whole

Stream

option,

18-bit

a replacement

board will follow.

MSB ( Most

High Wycombe headquarters now
on ( 0494) 441 7 36.

CARVER EXTENDS HIGH-END LINEUP
Using the Bristol Hi Fi Show as its
launching pad, the UK distributor
of Carver Products, H W International, unveiled five new genuine
high- end models. Among the
exhibits were the £ 596 C-11 preamplifier complete with sonic
Holography, and both the TEM-22
and TFM-25 simultaneous high
current/high voltage magnetic
field power amplifiers. Both rated

at 225W rms/ch into 8ohms, the
units sell for £595 and £660
respectively.
Also among the new products in
the expanding Carver range is the
CT• I7 remote control preamplifier tuner which, for £850,
comes complete with Dolby Logic
5-channel surround sound processing. H W International, 3-5 Eden
Grove, London N7.

series of connectors. On the cable
front, the D10211 has been
upgraded and will now appear
sporting cream livery in a Mark 3
form with aclaimed improvement
in transparency, while adedicated
version of D1(12 has been
announced for Cl) use. Designated
1)102CD, in white livery, the latest
variant is said to be suitable for
CD- amp connection or as a coaxial digital output cable.
Available in black or white is a
new range of phono connectors
made with high- purity OR: copper and PTFE insulation. Two
types of 4mm banana plugs are
available allowing for two sizes of
cable entry. The connector is
made of high purity OFC copper
and uses spring- loaded pins for
maximum conductivity. Details
from Viper, PO Box 13, London
E18 1E(;. Tel: ( 0268 ) 590 7 89.
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APOGEE STAGE: The full range ribbon loudspeaker from acompany big enough to
think small and come up with an affordable high end giant- killer. This one will become
alegend.
CLASSÉ AUDIO: Affordable and beautifully built excellence. Along with Krell, it's
our reference amplification for the Stage. Telephone Brian Rivas for ademonstration.
OGEE

r1COUSTICS

The Pinewool Music Company, Martins',
Church Lane, Goodworth Clatford,
Andover, Hampshire SPI 17111— ( 0264) 57536

NEW FOR '90> THETA DIGITAL DSPro signal processor. The one they're
raving about in the States — the one that's built around emotion rather than bits. This
Californian beauty transforms your CDs into awonderful musical reality. Honestly, it's
fantastic!

Pinewood Music is aspecialist dealer for ABSOLUTE SOUNDS Ltd

F
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'\G- BAS
TfiE
GRAHAM T NEAR VI
inial still holds the title as my ' Most
Elusive Review Component', but the
Basis Debut Turntable and the Graham Tonearm come pretty close. Istopped counting after two years; let's just say
that the notes I've made on both are
starting to turn yellow. Ordinarily. I'd just
say ' to hell with it' and forget about ever
reviewing such products, but these qualify as ' special', so Iwaited.
I'd be the last person to tell you that
there's adearth of quality turntables and
arms. But 1can be quite impressionable,
and Itend to take notice of what America's high- end insiders are using; hence
my fascination with the Basis and the
Graham. For the past couple of years, a
number of acquaintances whose opinions
Ivalue have extolled the virtues of these
two products, and my brief experiences of
both had suggested that they are worthy
contestants in the battle for the State Of
The Art. It also explains why, with the
Basis, HFN/RR is ignoring its policy of
reviewing only products with UK distribution. But, as with the Accuphase CD
player for example, we do make the
exception for products which have some
unique appeal. And, boy, am Iglad we're
flexible...

THE BASIS DEBUT
TURNTABLE
'My last turntable' is the latest phrase to
enter our lexicon, three words which
refer to current attitudes about shopping
for record players. It helps to account for
the continuing health of expensive record
decks, and it serves to justify amajor, final
purchase instead of progressive upgrades.
The Basis was designed to serve as afinal
turntable, to compete with such monuments to vinyl as the Goldmund Reference and the Versa, so its US price of
$6000 tells you it's a cost- no-object,
take-it-or- leave- it proposition.
Conceptually, the Basis faces off with
the Goldmund rather than the Versa. The
latter is personified by its use of an
air-bearing, an ( integral) air- bearing parallel- tracking arm and a vacuum platter.
The Goldmund, on the other hand, marries two other dominant technologies to
create what should be the best of both
worlds: the suspended sub-chassis and
belt-drive of the classic AR/Linn school
and the hernia- inducing high- mass construction originally associated with
unsprung decks ( especially Japanese
NEWS & RECOR1) REVIEW
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Two more high-end contenders
have appeared to carry on the
analogue battle. At last, we
present the Basis Debut Turntable
and the Graham Model 1Toneann
by Ken Kessler

direct-drive units). The Basis follows this
line of thought as well, but the primary
difference is the use of afour-point rather
than a three-point suspension.
AJ Conti, its designer, argues that the
only possible justification for athree-point
suspension is cost- saving, and that the
set-up problems associated with a more
complex four-point suspension do not
apply to high mass systems. Moreover, he
argues that the claim for a three-point
suspension's stability — the analogy of a
three-legged stool — applies only to noncompliant or stiff assemblies ( Rega rather
than Linn ), which by their design lack any
real isolation. His defence of afour-point
suspension filled afew A4 pages, but the
bottom line in all of his thinking is that it
better facilitates the control of resonances
through more accurate, controllable tuning in a system which can be coupled

more easily to the deadening properties of
high mass materials. To achieve both
superior isolation, which requires afloating suspension, and an absolutely resonance- free structure, which demands
sheer weight. Conti opted for a hanging
suspension employing fluid-damped coil
springs capable of dealing with a suspended assembly weighing over 50Ib.
It works like this: the Basis consists of a
main chassis measuring 23in wide by 16in
deep, with a7in tall pillar at each corner.
It is constructed from aslab of methacrylate, as are the slightly smaller but identically shaped subchassis board, the arm
board and the platter, the last two items
also being loaded with lead ingots. The
Basis comes ' pre- assembled' in that the
subchassis board is correctly located with
each corner in aslot in the corresponding
pillar; two massive bolts are removed to
free it. The main chassis also contains the
controls ( on/off, 45/33 and fine speed
adjust) and aPapst DC Hall-effect motor;
it derives power from an outboard. Krelldesigned power supply.
The subchassis holds, in aslight recess,
a captive bearing designed by Conti to
exploit all that he learned about mechanical engineering at one of America's
finest universities. Although much of the
bearing's design is ' top secret', Ican tell
you that it consists of avertical shaft-cumspindle of ground and polished stainless

this man
couldn't
give a
XXX
for any
other hi-fi
dealer

audio

eXcellence

We stock awide range of the world's best hi- b,
please telephone, write or call in for acopy of our brochure fidelity.

134/136 CRWYS RD.. CARDIFF

0222-228565
o ' nu ISTREET. SWANSEA
0792-474608
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0452 300046
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steel, held vertically by two bushings
made from a lead/Teflon composite. Its
bottom point rests on a ball which rests
on a sphere-supported thrust pad made
from aproprietary hardened-and-sintered
metallic material. As Conti also studied as
adesign engineer and product developer
(working on high-energy laser systems)
he was able to specify and achieve tolerances of 0.0002 for the ball, 0.00005 for
the pad and 0.0001 for the shaft. Because
the bearing is sealed ( the oil features a
Teflon additive), set-up requires nothing
more in this department than placing the
platter over the spindle. The depth of the
bearing and the dimensions and weight of
the platter are such that the platter's
centre of gravity is below the bearing's
top bushing. Each platter is matched to
each bearing; aglance at the underside of
the platter reveals the lead ingots drilled
for the final balance.
Here comes the clever bit, where Conti
is justified in his claims of making the
Basis a ` doddle' to set up, and for any
tonearm you care to name. Isay ' doddle',
but only because two years of weighttraining have prepared me for this. Aside
from the sheer awkwardness of shifting
the hefty masses, the Basis has, beyond
doubt, the simplest set-up procedure of
any tuneable ' floater', and not just because
the instruction manual leads you through
the process with such utter clarity. You
start by placing the chassis/subchassis
assembly on a table so that you can
position it with one pillar hanging over
the edge. Unscrew the adjustable foot at
the bottom, insert one of the cylinders
which contains the spring and silicone
fluid up through the bottom and grasp it
with a tee-bar which has an internal
thread for securing the long screw which
protrudes from the top of the cylinder.
Pull up and you see two holes; into these
are inserted two short rods which locate
and support the cylinder in the corner
pillar. Align the rods over the slots in the
pillars and lower away. Unscrew the
tee-bar and repeat this at each corner. Hey
presto! — you have installed a fullyfloating, fluid- damped, tuned- to- 21
/ 11z
2
suspension.
Replace the feet and site the turntable
in its final resting place. On top of each
pillar you fit acap which also serves as the
control knob for raising or lowering the
suspension. Naturally, final adjustment
takes place after the platter, belt and arm
are fitted. The platter simply slips over the
spindle, aligned to match a point indicated on the bearing housing and the
platter's underside; the flat belt is positioned around the pulley and the outer
edge of the platter, and a triangular dust
cover snaps in place over the pulley.
The arm board — mine came pre-drilled
for SME mounts — consists of a
311x121mm slab of 46mm thick
methacrylate and lead which simply slots
into atrough, resting on three tiny points.
The 8Ib mass of the board means that it's
absolutely secure; buy spares and you can
change arms with minimum fuss. Iused
the Basis with both the SME V and the
111+1 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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Graham, all the while wishing that my
Oracle was as simple to employ. Once in
place — the signal lead exits through the
gap between main and sub-chassis — you
level the suspension by turning the caps
and observing the position of the subchassis relative to the top/bottom of the
slot in each pillar. Ihad the Basis up and
running, from sealed boxes to musicmaking, in under 3o minutes.
Which gets back to the four-point
suspension. For one thing, it is self-

nether regions of the Basis sounded more
convincing.
The mid and upper regions also
revealed much about the way the Basis
exercises its control. In terms of transient
attack, accurate decay, image specificity
and other areas affected by precision, the
Basis has no peers in my experience save
for the twice-as-costly Versa. What it
suggests is that the Basis does nothing at
all to hamper the timing of the music.

pull from the motor/belt. The suspended
mass is so great that changing clamps ( the

The most revealing test involved a
face-off with the delightful and more
affordable Oracle Delphi IV, both turntables fitted with SME Vs and Deccas,
playing identical LPs. While The Oracle

Basis is meant to be used sans mat and
with the supplied clamp) for heavier
pucks or swapping to arms of different
weights had little or no effect on the
'levelness'. The sub- chassis never scrubbed against the pillars, the floating action
was sublime and the turntable operated
perfectly throughout the review period.
The only complaints I have about the
non- sonic aspects of the Basis are the lack
of an earthing screw ( necessary for certain tonearms) and the way that the
gloss-black finish attracts dust.

remains my ' real world' reference, the
Basis — albeit at three times the price —
offered quieter ' silences', deeper, tighter,
thump-free lower registers, clearer treble
and awider stage. The Oracle was slightly
sweeter-sounding and less demanding of
the listener ( ideal for ' lazy' audiences),
but the Basis was more involving and
more likely to deliver those fleeting
moments of arch realism. As far as I'm
concerned, the Basis is the most neutral
platform yet for arms and cartridges —
fellow reviewers take note.

centering, unlike most three-pointed jobs
which get all in atwist with even minor

Sound quality
As for the sound of Basis ... whew. If ever
anyone needed proof that turntables have
a ' sound', just insert a Conti Special into
your system and stand back. At present, I
have the use of a Roksan and an Oracle,
neither of which cost anything like the
Basis, and both of which are superlative
performers. The Basis, though, is in
another league, a Mercedes 500SL to a
couple of Golf GTis. The key word with
this baby is 'control': it grabs the music by
the shoulders and slams it into line.
Nothing, and Irepeat nothing, Icould
find in my arsenal of test recordings failed
to benefit from the Basis. What it imparted
to the sound was a more convincing
foundation, and sense of mass, a way of
rendering the sounds much more palpable and tactile. The Basis accomplished
this through its seemingly bottomless
bass-extension and control, its way with
the lowest octaves proving enough, for
some listeners, to justify acquisition. It is
to other turntables I've used what alarge
speaker is to an [S3/5A, and even material
with little bass content to exploit the

THE GRAHAM MODEL 1
TONEARM
Ishudder to think how long ago it

was
that Bob Graham, a fellow native of
Portland, Maine, contacted me about his
all- new unipivot tonearm. All Iknow is
that, at the time, CD was less deeply
entrenched and Iwasn't too pessimistic
about its chances as a viable product.
Now, in 1990, Ican only wonder at the
wisdom of anyone producing a new arm
in the £ 1700 region. The Graham comes
at a time when the acknowledged highend champions are sufficiently wellestablished to have carved up the ( tiny)
market for expensive arms. Can this
invader affect the Numero Uno pivoting
arm, the SME V, or the top parallel- tracker,
the Air Tangent?
However wildly it differs from most
other tonearms — Ican think of none even
remotely like it bar the long-departed
Ultracraft — the Graham imparts afeeling
of thoroughness, SMElike in attention to
detail and user control. The arm is
designed for an SMEcutout, the only
mounting arrangement in common use
which allows for easy fore-and-aft adjustment. This choice of cut-out is in keeping
with Graham's belief that hi-fi dealers are
growing less willing to bother with complicated analogue installations as CD's
fuss-free nature makes them lazier. Add to
this the use of the removable arm tube,
the need for only one size of hex-driver
for all adjustments, the supply of two
exceptionally accurate set-up tools ( Graham finds the use of paper templates
ludicrous in the extreme), and easy ' adjustability' for every parameter, and you'll
see this is a unipivot with a difference.
The heart of this arm is a precisionmatched tungsten-carbide bearing, the
bearing load in excess of 100 tons to the
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Truly ano-compromise,
reference-standard amplifier
system, the No.26/No.20.5 plus

S

ince acquiring the Mark Levinson
Audio Systems company and brandname some five years ago, Madrigal

has pursued an evolving research programme, generating improved circuits and

No.25 phono stage is the top-ofthe-line from one of the most
respected names in audio

product designs, with the result that the
organization of current MLAS products is
assuming an importance comparable with
the original company's landmark designs
and concepts. Levinson was always a
purist line: 'separates' built essentially
without compromise and intended to
offer a service- life measured in decades.
Madrigal has kept to the faith, and on
grounds of build quality and serviceability
the current products continue to set the
highest industry standards. From an
engineering viewpoint it is hardly fair to

by Martin Colloms

binding- posts and normal RCA phono sockets. Provided with a five-year warranty, the 20.5 is rated at 100W 8ohms
Class-A and 200W 4ohms A/B ( also 400W
2ohms). Its balanced output allows for
easy bridging of a brace of 20.5s from
either balanced or unbalanced sources, to
generate A/B powers ( with a very high

No.26 offers comprehensive input facilities with balanced and unbalanced outputs. The eight rotary controls are
arranged unconventionally and are worth
perusing.

From

the

left

we

have

the

record selector control which has defeat,
input and monitor positions, working in
conjunction with the monitor selector for
tape-one and tape- two sources. Nearby, a
small switch labelled 0° and 180 ° allows
for phase- inversion of the pre-amp path.
The two dominant controls on the centre
section are the input selector offering five
named inputs ( CD, tuner, aux I, phono/
aux 2, tape 1 and 2) and volume. The
latter is labelled ' output level', is continuously adjustable, and is calibrated 0 to
10. On the right-hand side, channel

indeed, on the evidence presented here a
professional, even aerospace classification
would be appropriate.

Class-A content) of 400W 8ohms, 800W
4ohms, and around 1500W 2ohms rated
under programme conditions. On true

balance is less conveniently adjusted via
separate subsidiary switched gain controls

Class-A of 100W at 8ohms, each channel
draws acontinuous 500W from the mains

Billed as the top- of- the- line ' reference'
100W mono power amplifier, the No.20 is

for each channel, calibrated in ± 1dB steps
to ± 5dB. An adjacent small switch facili-

supply adding to the room heating!
Classed as a ' control amplifier', the

balanced output is only available on XI.R

consider MIAS as domestic' equipment;

the classic I.evinson Class-A design, now
in 20.5 form at aUK price of £ 12,000 the

tates

mono

pair. Moving out of Class-A operation, two
other stereo amplifiers are produced — a
200W model at £ 5295 and a 100W one at
£3795, the No.23 and No.27 respectively.
There is one master pre-amplifier called
the No.26, which in its simplest thrm can
be bought as a line device only ( with its
£1000 separate PIS 226 power-supply)
for £44'0. Designed on apartly modular
basis one line input may be swapped for
one

of two

other

options,

namely

a

high-performance balanced input
(£5035) or an analogue disc input ( m-c
and

m- m options

on

different

series)

costing £ 5300 inclusive. A higher performance analogue disc option may be
obtained by ordering the 26 with the
phono input section as aseparately cased
item, called the No.25, complete with its
own PIS power supply ( A,2990). Thus our
top-of- the- line review pre- amplifier which

porIE,

firte

includes both options totals £8500, give
or take the necessary Madrigal 11PC cables
and Camac connectors and adaptors. The
grand total including output cabling is a
breath- taking £ 20,000!
The No.20.5 amplifiers are substantial
units which, incidentally, take less floor
space than the Krell KSA80 hut run rather
hotter. The input is balanced or unbalanced via a choice of XI.R or a pair of
Camac sockets. The output terminals are
heavy-duty

Camac

sockets,

nominally

5mm with a 60A audio rating. Where
necessary, high- quality plug-in adaptors
arc available to match 4mm socket/
SI)

alon
e
owe'

working.

The

pre- amp's

sockets, the Camac pair being unbalanced.
When fitted, the balanced-line input also
offers an XLR connection. All of the other
inputs and outputs are Camac, while the
power-supply connection is made via a
special multipin connector.
Regarding matching, it is worth noting
that the specified line- input impedance is
rather low at 14k- ohms plus 220pF,
although our measurements showed
otherwise ( see later). The high-gain or
moving-coil cartridge option is shipped
with an 825-ohm/220pF loading, but on
installation this may be varied from
30ohms to 10k-ohms. The m-c module
has gain settings of 58dB and 64dB, while
the m- m has 38dB and 44dB ( one tenth
the linear gain). Gain may also be preset
for the line amplifier at 12, 18 or 24dB
(6dB higher in balanced output mode).
Thus the system may be adjusted to
achieve a sensible working range for the
volume control whatever the input.

Design and technology
(No.20.5 power amp)
The 20.5 will happily double its rated
100W/8-ohm power into successively
halved impedances, right down to 2ohms,
with a progressively reduced Class-A
operating area. However, on a4-ohm load
all but the last 3dB of dynamic range is
still Class-A. This is an expensive but
proven design route to stable output
characteristics, with a more constant
supply drain and reduced fluctuations of
internal gain and temperature tending to

//e///1111

produce higher performance stability.
The power-supply constancy factor is
additionally exploited in the 20 series by
the rare provision of fully regulated supplies, even for the output stage. The key
UK exponent of such regulated monoblock design is Naim, with the NAP135.
Each 20.5 has two 600VA Holden & Fisher
toroidal transformers, and power- up is via
soft-start circuitry to reduce the damaging
effect of switch-on surges.
Considerable research has gone into
the supply side, with RF filtering present
before and after the input fuse and the use
of fully shielded transformer windings. A
circuit monitors the AC power- line for
waveform symmetry, and active compensation is applied to improve it as and
when required, while radiated line noise
is reduced by the use of screened mains
cables. Banks of 36,000µF low- impedance
capacitors provide the main reservoir,
extensively bypassed by polypropylene.
film capacitors. The protection circuit
monitors unregulated and regulated voltages, temperature. DC-offset, and complex VA factors at the output. The on/off
switch is an electromagnetic trip and
requires afull power- up if the protection
circuit operates. ( This only happened on
test with a1
/ ohm load!) Although this is a
2
DC-coupled amplifier, an input capacitor
is nonetheless used, namely a 2.2µF
polypropylene- film, double bypassed by
smaller values of 0.1 and 0.01µF.
The amplifier is built on modular principles. For example, the audio core of the
20.5 ( the AP4 module) may be easily
retrofitted to a late-generation No.20.
Also, while no less than 16 TO3 output
transistors are used per channel, wired in
complementary push-pull, each set may
be detached for service or repair, the
output stage being subdivided into small
plug-in modules.
The audio input is a balanced cascode
using bi-polar LM394 super- matched-pair
low- noise transistors with improved constant- current loads. Voltage amplification
takes place in the second stage, which is
run in Class-A and again follows adifferential cascode configuration. A current mirror follows, generating a true push-pull
drive to the output stage. Anti-saturation
circuits are included to improve recovery
from overload and to reduce the highorder spectral content in such conditions,
thus making momentary clipping aurally
more acceptable. While aZobel network
is present at the output, the stability
margin is such that no series output
inductor is required.

Design and technology
(No.25/26 pre-amp)
A new-generation product, the 26 is an
all-discrete dual- mono unit, with separated circuits and power-supplies for each
channel. Interesting features include the
use of DC- controlled selected relays for
switching the audio circuits. This technique allows the switches to be positioned
according to the principle of the shortest
signal path. The double power-supplies
are located outside the pre- amp case, and

are double- filtered before arriving at the
26 ( or 25).
Specially designed discrete Class-A regulators are used for each stage and each
channel, while thermal tracking compensation has been included in the active
circuits to aid warm-up. The line- output
amplifier is not truly differential — rather,
the negative signal phase is produced via
an additional inverter stage, as with the
ARC SPI 1 for example. Madrigal Laboratories carefully balance the signals to
achieve agood common- mode rejection.
While some boards are modular, exceptional care has been taken to use highperformance professional connectors.
The level control is specially made by
Penny & Giles in the UK, reputed to build
the best conductive plastic potentiometers.

Cables
The 11PC speaker cable is a flat ribbon
type, with the two large oxygen-free
copper conductors placed flat, side-byside, in aTeflon sleeve. It has both alow
resistance and avery low dielectric loss,
and costs £. 120 amono metre, unterminated. The HPC interconnect is also a
ribbon or planar conductor, to minimise
skin- effect. In this case it is wound as a
helical balanced spiral on a Teflon core,
insulated with Teflon ( ptfe) tape and
finally shielded by a copper mesh outer
layer. This truly balanced interconnect
has excellent RF noise rejection.

Sound quality
To alarge degree, the review stage is set
by the Mark Levinson product itself, as so
much of the listening chain comprises the
product and its ancillaries, right down to
the unique cable and connector 'systems.
Moving outside the matched Madrigal
cables requires the use of adaptors, which
could impart additional losses. Before any
serious auditioning could be carried out,
extensive pre-conditioning of this newly
manufactured equipment was necessary.
A respectable sound was evident from the
first hour or so, but when the units were
fully warmed up after being left on overnight, the following morning saw further
gains. From new, a week or so of extensive use covers the main breaking- in
period. The 26 pre- amp system may be
safely left permanently powered and once
conditioned the 20.5 Class-A power
amplifier will always provide a decent
result after a 40-minute warm-up.
On sound sources, analogue was provided by my trusty Goldmund Studio-ST4
combination, with Koetsu RS. Digital
replay came from both a Meridian 208
and a Wadia 1000 decoder. The main
reproducers were the Apogee Duetta
Signatures, supplemented by Martin
Logan Sequel Ils, the Celestion S1.700 and
Spendor SP2-2.
Listening extended over several days
and encompassed most of my review
recordings as well as many others, Iwas
left with the impression that this Levinson
amplifier system was capable of providing
a high degree of listener satisfaction.
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HIEFI Valves

CENTRE

At Reading
Centre we cater for the
interests ot every type of music lover from
the most sophisticated Ili Fi enthusiast to
the first- timer coming to enjoy this
superior listening experience.
Our helpful staff have sound product
knowledge and our comfortable demonstration rooms offer excellent conditions
for you to hear quality Iii Fi at its best.
Listen to us and buy abetter system.
lome demonstrations can be arranged in
most cases and when you have decided
on the right system, we will be happy to
install it to our own
high standards.
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AIWA • ARCAM
AUDIOLAB • AURA• BEYER
CAMBRIDGE AUDIO • CELEF • CELESTION
CREEK
EPOS
EXPOSURE • FINESTRA
GOLDRING
HEYBROOK • [ INN PRODUCTS
MARANTZ MERIDIAN • MICHELL • MUSICAL
FIDELITY • NAKAMICHI
PHILIPS • PRO-AC
Q.E.D. • QUAD RADFORD • REGA RESEARCH
REVOX • ROGERS • ROKSAN • ROTEL ROYD
SENNHEISER • SME SONY ES
STAX TOWNSEND 7
YAMAHA
You'll find us in Queens Walk on
41
Reading's Broad Street Mall, between
Heals and the Ramada Hotel near the Hexagon.
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specially selected valves

GEN. ELECTRIC/RCA

EROCC
E81CC
E82CC
E83CC
E88CC
E182CC
ECC81
ECC82
ECC83
EL34
EL84
CV4024
CV4003
CV4004

ECC81
ECC82
ECC83 Super
ECC88 Super
EL34 Super
EL84
EL86
GZ34
6L6GC
6550A
7025
KT88
PL519

5U4GB
6CA7
6L6GC
5751
5814A
5881
6080
6550A
7027A
7189A
7868
8417
KT66
211

25.00
4.50
4.50
4.50
5.50
7.50
2.50
1.95
1.95
12.50
4.50
4.50
4.50
4.50

TEONEX TESTED

SIEMENS

2A3
6B4G
61305
6CA7
6DJ8/ECC88
6SN7GT
12AT7
12AU7
12AX7
211
845
EF86
KT66

6189
6201
E8OCC
E81CC
E280F
E288CC
ECC81
ECC82
ECC83
ECC801s
ECC802s
ECC803s
EL34

12.50
10.50
0.95
3.95
1.35
3.15
1.50
0.85
0.95
14.95
23.00
2.50
5.00

4Queens Walk, Broad Street Mall,
Reading RG1 7QF
Tel: ( 0734) 585463

DEMONSTRATION APPOINTMENTS ADVISED
tacilefol..mis
leg

4.50
10.00
9.50
2.95
3.25
9.95
8.50
13.95
12.50
7.50
8.50
9.95
11.95
25.00

3.50
6.45
25.00
5.50
1950
17.50
2.50
2.50
2.50
6.95
6.95
695
450

P. M. COMPONENTS LTD i
lteri
Tag "
How to buy: You may phone our sales desk 0474
560521 124 hour answering servicel and order by
credit card or send your order with cheque/postal
order and we will despatch all ex stock items the
same day.

II

Si

UK orders p&p f100 per order.
Please add 15% VAT to prices shown.
Export orders welcome, carriage at cost

LOOK AT THE FEATURES OF
THIS TUBE AMPLIFIER
SFM-75 MONORLOCK AMPLIFIER
Co-designed by Joe Curcio, designer of several tube products
published in the THE AUDIO AMATEUR & GLASS AUDIO
• Conservatively rated at 75 watts/channel
90+ watts a clipping )
• Frequency response -0 5dB @ 5 Hz to
-3 OcIB a 70 kHz
• 100. 120, 220 and 240 V Primary windings
• 1000 uf of main B + filter capacitance
with filler choke and film cap shunts)
• Twin 60.18. differential cascode circuit
for the inpuUdriver stage, with a regulated
13+ supply
• Individual tube biasing
• Choice 01 regulated screen supply.
Ultralinear configuration or mode
operation of the output stage.
• Predrilled case and cover provided
(with complete silkscreening )
• Nothing else to buy!

• Premium Parts throughout:
-VIS HAY Iuoi_CO resistors

REL-CAP polystyrene coupling caps
-SOLER, WIIAA and REL-CAP shunt caps
-Custom CARDAS input/output wire
-TIFFANY RCA jacks
•Edison Price fillUSICPOSTS
WONDERSOLDER
• GOLD AERO TUBES 1 U P of
6SSO's and 2-611.18's per amp
• Class AB1 output with optional
Class A biasing
• IE C detachable power cord with line
filter socket and surge protection
• Complete assembly instructions, diagrams
photos etc....

MUST BE EXPENSIVE?
At least $4000 to $6000 a pair.

Fu.,

Prece does 1101 include slupprig, or Import

How can this be such a bargain?
By purchasing a kit front SONIC FRONTIERS you save yourself
the dealer margin, distributor margin and the assembly costs. Its like
getting a50% to 75% discount on acomparable retail product!

CLOSED ALL DAY MONDAY
OPEN THURSDAY TILL 8PM

III FI

2.50
1.85
3.50
3.35
4.50
1.95
2.75
4.50
4.50
9.95
3.50
16.00
5.95

WOULD YOU BELIEVE $ 1795.002er pair!

KLADIN(. III Fl ( TN Ila

With just 10 to 15 hours of your time you can
enjoy the sound of this premium quality audio component as
well as experiencing the satisfaction of building it yourself.

Opening Hours: Tuesday- Saturday: loam-6pm
(Lunch 2to 3pm Except Saturday)

sorry

We offer: specially selected pre amp valves; awide
range of matched power valves; high quality CV
and ruggedised valves;

PHILIPS/MULLARD

All Prices mn

II

TELEC
966371
TOS--PIVI

Over 3million valves available from stock. Please
phone for acompetitive quote.

* Low-microphony
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P. M. COMPONENTS LTD

SELL:MIMI HOUSE. SPNIINGNEAD ENTERPMSE PARK
SPRINDIEII0 RD. GRAVESEND. 033117 cum elm
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If you wish to be part of this kit electronics renaissance, then please
CALL. WRITE or FAX for complete information on this, our first of
several premium kit products, as well as our 1990 PARTS CATALOGUE.

SONIC +
FRONTIERS
181 KENILWOR 111 AVE., TORONTO, ONTARIO, CANADA.
N14L 3S7. Tel: (416) 691-7877 Fax: ( 416) 338-2562
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IENDI
Finely developed and refined, it had no
significant bugs, and no obvious weaknesses to disturb a listener's equilibrium.
Rather than invite apremature assessment
of sound quality with a critical, even
jaundiced eye ( ear!), the Levinson system
allows the listener to relax and enjoy the
music, forgetting the mechanics of audio
reproduction. The Levinsons are not
'enthusiast' products of the sort designed
to satisfy owners seeking aquick thrill or a
startling burst of excitement. Rather, they
give the impression of arefined imperturbility, a trustworthy character, a sonic
consistency which is maintained over
long periods.
While Ihave mentioned the difficulties
and dangers of ' breaking up' the Levinson
system for analysis, Idid seek evidence for
further discussion by separating out the
20.5 power amplifiers. Without doubt,
these were of reference quality, clearly
placed in the territory occupied by the
current top performers. Although in my
opinion not the best of these, the 20.5 had
acertain kind of stability and solidity, not
specifically in the bass Imight add, but a
solidity comprising a clear virtue in its
own right and not exhibited so well by
the others. This virtue, Ibelieve, may be
accredited to the massive regulated
power-supplies. With an absolute rating of
72%, the 20.5 was clearly a highperformance design, with this high score
achieved notwithstanding a mildly 'oldfashioned' flavour to the sound. Compared
with the most neutral of today's performers, indeed to an unobtainable synthesis
of the best aspects of several modern
designs, the 20.5 had distinct if mild
tonal- balance and coloration errors in
bass, mid and treble ranges. Rather than
single these out, these characterizations
will emerge naturally in the overall analysis which follows.
From the outset the 20.5s stereo staging
was impressive, and the amplifier was very
successful in describing width, height,
scale and perspective in the stereo image.
The sound was strong and authoritative,
with stereo focus close to excellent and
not wavering even under arduous conditions of programme complexity or level.
Stage width was more impressive than
depth, the latter amite veiled and closedin; 'darker' is perhaps afairer description,
since the inherent transparency was more
than sufficient for high levels of musical
detail to be reproduced.
Bass lines were powerful and extended.
'Walking' bass tunes were presented with
great evenness and authority, while the
amp was capable of powerful bass slam,
with no suspicion of that light-dimming
momentary exhaustion felt with some
smaller amplifiers on heavy bass sections.
Conversely, the bass was atouch slow as
well as boxy — not quite as crisp and open
as other references show to be possible.
As regards tonal balance, the upper midrange — the high end of the violin spectrum — was perceptibly leaner, 'Whitened'
as some US critics might put it. Certainly
this range seemed projected forward to
some degree. Finally, in the treble there
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was a touch of old-fashioned 'grain',
though this was very well controlled.
These mildest of flaws do not detract
significantly from the remaining strengths,
which have to do with the vivid, articulate
mid- range, and the effective way in which
the power and excitement of a musical
performance are presented. There was
nothing slow about the overall sound,
which showed excellent precision, particularly on piano and vocal tracks.
Trials were made with balanced and
unbalanced drive ( with spare inputs terminated as instructed). From a Levinson
source, unbalanced drive resulted in a
very slight loss in low-level detail, plus a
proportionately greater loss of both bass
dynamics and definition. The 20.5 had
very good dynamics, with the ability to
play with complete confidence over a
wide range of sound levels despite use
with some of the most difficult loadings.
In this latter context Iinclude the Logan
Sequel II. Conversely, the 20.5 did not
shine particularly brightly in the drive and
rhythm department, this deficiency being
more obvious on complex percussion
programme.
Moving on to the No.26 pre-amplifier
used with the 25, this was employed in
balanced output mode but with balanced
inputs, as no really good balanced sources
were available. Noteworthy was the
excellent consistency heard between the
line and disc input sections. Good preamplifiers ought to have neutral, selfeffacing disc inputs, but many do not.
From the outset it was clear that the 25/26
was eminently compatible with the 20.5,
complementing it very well and helping
to create awell-balanced musical whole.
Neutrality was a keynote with the 26.
The tonal balance was even, the overall
result sweet, and almost creamy in texture. As with the 20.5 power amp, stage
width, depth, focus and perspective were
a notch behind the very best at a ' very
good' rating. A touch more broad- band
precision of focus would have been welcome, and while the transparency set a
good standard I missed some of the

far-space detail known to be present on
some recordings. The 25/26 was highly
listenable, yet stopped just short of
delivering the full measure of depth and
excitement. Its approach is more considered than enthusiastic.
Undoubtedly a fine performer in absolute terms, my overall rating of 67% for
the 25/26 puts it in good company, while
further minor benefits may result from use
of the optimally matched and balanced
line input. The 25/26 is a complex ' system' pre-amplifier and in review it presents a moving target. Both lesser and
greater systems may be assembled using
the building blocks reviewed here. For
example, the remote phono pre-ampconditioner could be located very close
to the turntable by using properly terminated and selected audio cables of minimal
length. Conversely, amore keenly priced
26 could be configured without the separate phono power- supply, by deleting the
balanced- line input card and substituting
the phono equalizer, this then being
incorporated within the 26 and sharing its
power- supplies.

Lab report (No.25/26 pre-amp)
Ruler-flat audio frequency responses were
obtained via the line inputs, while amild
rolloff to — 1.2dB at 100kHz perfectly
complemented the ultrasonic rise seen via
the 25's disc input ( Fig 1 ). Referred to
1kHz, the disc equalization shown here
meets accurate ± 0.2dB limits from 10Hz
to 201cHz, with a mild uptilt trend in
response. Slightly ' brighter' than perfection this, but negligible in the context of a
2dB downtilt typical with most moving.
coil cartridges when charted over the
central band up to 10kIlz.
Harmonic and intermodulation distortion were entirely negligible for the preamplifier under all tested conditions of
loading, level and frequency. By way of
example, Fig 2 is the spectrum analysis of
the full IHF 19/20IcHz two-tone intermodulation signal for amoving-coil input. No
distortion artefacts of any kind can be
seen down to — 80dB, while the specific
measured difference- tone value is very
fine at — 89dB. Helped by lower noisefloors, the equivalent reading for the
line/CD input is — 108dB or 0.0004%! At
full level, harmonic distortion on line
averaged — 86dB ( 0.005% ), while relative
to the IHF 0.5mV output reference the
input overload margins on m-c and line
were ample at 27dB and 28dB respectively. Balanced studio desk levels may be
fed into the 26 without fear of overload.
Via its balanced output, ± 8V is possible, a
single-phase level of over 20dBm. The
source impedance of both the 25 and the
26 was commendably low at typically
40ohms resistive, while DC-offsets were
considered negligible at below 1mV.
Referred to a0.5V output, the 26's line
signal-to-noise ratios were fine at 86dB,
rising to 90dB when driving an input
sensitivity such as that of the 20.5. At
—68dB ( CCIR 1IcHz reference), noise
from the moving-coil input should give no
cause for complaint if used with the
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THE ART OF
LISTENING

The summer of '89 will
undoubtedly be remembered for
it's glorious weather but here at
Acoustic Arts we will remember it
for an entirely different reason.
While many of our customers have
been out enjoying the sunshine we
have been surrounded by
decorators, carpet layers and
sound engineers! The building of a
new second studio became
paramount in order to meet the
ever increasing demand on our
listening facilities. The new studio
has been designed to resemble a
typical domestic listening
environment. Such has been the
rise of technical performance of hifi equipment over recent years that
we felt very strongly that our own
facilities should rise with them. We
now feel confident that Acoustic
Arts are one of the country's best
equipped dealers to meet the
challenge of the 90's. If you haven't
been to see us recently please pay
us avisit and we will be delighted
to show you around and
demonstrate the equipment of
your choice in the new studio.

The other exciting news is our
appointment as Martin- Logan
agents. The new Sequel II is just
amazing. The marriage of
dynamic bass and electrostatic
middle and high frequency has
been expertly done and you
would never know the
loudspeaker employed hybrid
technology. The sound is simply
gorgeous, they are very easy to
drive and accommodate in a
domestic living room — come
along, see and hear them, we are
sure you will be as captivated as
we are.

A'state of the art' Absolute
Sounds System.

The other significant new
loudspeaker is undoubtedly the
introduction of asmaller and
more affordable Apogee called
"Stage". We have been amazed at
the sound quality from this latest
model and urge anyone who
listens in smaller size rooms to
audition this truly stunning new
model. A true ' state of the art'
product.

The latest offerings from the
Absolute Sounds stable are the
Audio Reserch LS 1line stage
which must be of great interest to
anyone interested in the highest
quality CD replay. No! it isn't a
stripped down SP9 — more like
an SP14 in performance and
therefore awonderful bargain.

Come and hear these and many
other fine new products at our new
showroom. You owe it to yourself to
discover why people continue to
visit us from all over the country in
ever increasing numbers.

New Demonstration Room
Among the equipment we stock and love:
A&R, ATC, Acoustic Energy, Air Tangent, Alexander, Alphason, Apogee, Aragon, Audiolab, Audio Research, Celestion,
Counterpoint, Denon, Dual, Ensemble, Goldmund, Heco, Heybrook, Jadis, Koetsu, Krell, Linx, Magenplanar, Manticore,
Marantz, Martin-Logan, Meridian, Micromega, Monitor Audio, Musical Fidelity, Oxford, Pink Triangle, PS Audio, Quad, Radford,
Revox, Rogers, Roksan, Rotel, SD Acoustics, SME, So;en, Sonus Fabus, Spendor, S ax, Sumo, Systemdek, TDL, Tannoy,
Thorens, VDH, WTA, Wadia, Wharfedale, Yamaha

Acoustic Arts Limited,
101 St. Albans Road,
Watford, Herts.
Telephone:
Watford 245250
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healthier m-ccartridges. hut older models
with avery low output should be avoided.

Lab report (No.20.5 power amp)
With its regulated power-supply, the
20.5's available output was virtually constant over awide range of loadings when
registered in dB- per- 8- ohm- watt. For
example, into 8ohms it would deliver an
undistorted 21.6dBW or 144W, of which
at least 100W was pure Class-A. It only
dropped by 0.3dB into 4ohms ( a true
power delivery of 270W per channel),
while the 2-ohm output was still 20.6dBW
(460W). No difference was observed
between continuous and short- burst
power measurements, as expected.
Maximum power was reached at below
2ohms. Into a 1-ohm/2.2F load the peak
current reached asizeable ± 39A, equivalent to nearly 800W per channel. Such
reserves are of importance when bridged
use of apower amplifier is under consideration. Here, current and voltage both
double for agiven load, with potentially
four times the non- bridged output.
Bridged 20.5s would attempt around
1.5kW per channel into 2ohms.
The output impedance was constant
and quite low at under 0.06ohm, so the
amplifier's output voltage is essentially
independent of load conditions. At full
power the distortion was negligible at
rather better than - 90dB ( 0.003% ) and
of low harmonic order, while crossover
distortion was of course absent. Distortion readings at 1W were limited by
natural noise at - 81dB. Incidentally. this
amplifier provides a superb powerbandwidth with almost no detectable
distortion change at the frequency
extremes. Intermodulation distortion was
vanishingly low at better than - 95dB, and
was not worth plotting. Signal-to-noise
ratios were fine and the input impedance
normal apart from a rather high 1.4nF
parallel capacitance. But the sensitivity
(single- ended) was ahit on the low side -

and - 3dB at alow 311z and ahigh
140kliz. Quite inaudible, but the response
has just started to decline at 2011z. Unconditionally stable, classic transient
responses were seen into a variety of
loads, including a full simulated electrostatic at 8ohms + 2p.F.
70kilz.

Conclusion
It is important to find aperspective for the
assessment of this system. First, it must be
said that the various parts work very well
together, including the worthy Madrigal
11PC cable set which was provided fully
terminated for the review. Costing some
£20,000 for the complete review system,
this was close to the maximum ever
considered on these pages for a stereo
amplifier. Is the 20.5/26/25 combination
state-of-the-art? If judged on grounds of
absolute sound quality, in my opinion it
comes close, but does not quite attain
these dizzy heights. Iwould nevertheless

MARK

LEVINSON

place it up with other high-end performers, such as Cello, and Rowland.
But this is not the whole story. When
making an investment such as this - and at
this price level it must surely be regarded
as an investment - one has to weigh up
other aspects, such as its virtual indestruc[ability, its sonic consistency and imperturbability, its versatile input and output
matching arrangements, its proven
longevity and maintained worth. In addition, consider the five-year warranty, the
modular construction allowing for a
degree of future updating. and ( even
more important) easy serviceability. The
components used are conservatively rated
for a very long operating life, while the
build philosophy is closer to a Mercedes
or a Rolls than to a Ferrari or a Nlascrati.
with a character to match.
Ican recommend this top- line Levinson
amplifier system, but at this level only you
can make the final choice. le-

NO.25/ 26/ 20.5
Test results

Fig I. Mark Levinson 25126 pre-amp: frequency
response on PU input via RIAA correction

Distortion
Total harmonic distortion
at 0.5V output. aux input
Intermodulation. 19, 20k1 lz,
0.5V output, aux input
Intermodulation. 19 20kHz.
at 0.5V output. disc ( mc )
Noise
Disc ( mc) input ( 11IF. CUR
weighted )
Aux CD input ( IHF. CUR
weighted
Residual. unweighted ( volume
control at min )
Input overload
Disc ( mc) input ( IIIF)
Autc(11 input ( IIIF)
Stereo Separation
Disc input
Aux input
Channel balance, disc at IkHz
Volume balance tracking ( aux
input )
201-60i1B
Output level ( max)
Input data

Disc ( m-c )
Aux

I

Dimensions (wdh)
Typical price inc VAT

-_

Fig 2. Mark Levinson 25 26 pre-amp: inter-

MLAS No.25/No.26
20Hz
ilicHz
20kHz
-8 - dB - 88dB - 8IdB
-108dB
-89d11

-nada
-89(111
20Hz
IkHz
20kHz
27 .6dI1
.
rdt1
26 dB
>28 3c.IB > 28. alli>28.3d11
110dB
105dB

,UdB
88.113
0.01dB

S4dB
61dB

0 14dH 0.09tIB 083c111
tIV
Socket Sensithity Loading
type ( tor 05)
Nee lest)
Calllat:
Camac

I30µV
125mV

860ohms
100kohms
20pF
444x 360x - 8mm
No.25.£1900:
No.26.1.4035
+
226(3;1,000 )

modulation spuriae from 19/20kHz tonesatfull IHF level
on m-c input

Test results

MLAS No.20.5

8ohms 100W;
4ohms 200W: 20,01W
Measured power ( at 240V AC 5(l11z)
20Hz
IkHz
20kHz
21.6dBW 21.6d13% .216dBW
Continuous 8ohms
:ontinuous 4ohms
21 4dBW 21.3.18W 21 3d1IW
21
Burst IOmS 8ohms
21 3cIBW
4ohms
20.6dBW 2ohms
0.04
005
0.05^
Output impedance ( ohm I
Harmonic distortion
Rmedpourr8ohms
-94dB - 94dB - 93(1B
>-81dB>-81dB>-81dB
at WNW 8ohms
Intermodulation distortion
rated >- 95 OdliNV >- 98
(19 20kHz I:1)(dB)
Peak current via lohm 2.2uF
+39A; - 39A
2m sec pulse
Signal to noise ratio ( full gain )
rel. OM rel, full level rated
-87d13 - 10 7t1B
22112-22kIlz
-89d11 - 109dB
'A' %yid
37k ohm I.4nF
Input impedance
140m%' IIIF. OdBW
Input sensitivity
I.64V for programme clip
(unbalanced )
<0.5mV
IX offset
-0.5i1B 101Iz to 60ktiz
Frequency response:
- 3dB: 31Iz to I -.Willi
444 X560x 212mm
Dimensions ( wdh)
£6000 ea
1.ypical price inc VAT
Rated power

•,

•

•

Fig 3. Mark Levinson 20.5 power amp: powersupply modulation spuriae from 35Hz test-tone at

rather too low for satisfactory direct
connection of a 2V output CD player.
Tested for supply modulation, the
breakthrough of 5011z mains harmonics
on a351Iz test- tone ( applied at aconsiderable two-thirds rated power into 4ohms)
was analysed down to a - 96dB noisefloor. Aside from a touch of 3511z 3rdharmonic, only spurious noise can be seen
(Fig 3). so the regulated supplies seem to
have kept out all traces of hum. There was
just awhiff of band-limiting ( Fig 4 ). with
the - 0.5dB points placed at 10Hz and
NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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two-thirds rated power into 4ohms

Fig 4. Mark Levinson 20.5 power amp:
frequency response

Supplier:
Path Premier, Unit 2, Desborough Park Road,
High Wycombe, Bucks HP12 3BG. Tel (0494)
441736.
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REAL HI-FI COMES TO
SOUTH KENSINGTON . . .

ARCAM • MERIDIAN

The Listening Rooms is London's newest specialist
HiFi shop, with the principal staff, John Oliver and Paul
Tam, having over thirty years' experience between
them. Whether you are thinking of spending £300 or £30,000,
our aim is always to give the best possible sound within
your budget.
We have two comfortable Listening Rooms where you
can audition HiFi in arelaxed and friendly atmosphere.
We offer afull installation service and all equipment
comes with atwo year guarantee.
The Listenine Rooms is London's leading multi-room
HiFi specialist and provides afull planning and installation service.

MARTIN LOGAN • SME
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49i square inch. Graham suggests that this
results in an arm with zero play and no
chatter, with friction lower than any other
pivoting arm. Silicone fluid is used in the
pivot to control damping in the horizontal
and vertical planes and to dissipate other
residual vibrations.
The arm tube has been designed to
provide resonance control through the
use of an unnamed ' high tech' internal
damping material which ' absorbs' energy
(or rather converts it to heat), sandwiched between the outer aluminium/
magnesium tube and a centre stainless
steel tube. The underside of the headshell
also sports a small disc of this material,
this being slightly compressed by the top
of the cartridge.
A two-slot design for standard half- inch
mounting, the headshell also features two
holes for use with the alignment tools.
The hole closest to the slots is used for
overall arm positioning; it is aligned to
drop neatly over the ( supplied) spindlemounted locator, a plastic cylinder
crowned with a tip to mate to the
headshell's hole. Believe me, this is the
easiest arm alignment device ever.
This hole and the one behind it also
accept a rather nifty cartridge alignment
device machined from aluminium and
sporting a flip-down clear plastic alignment gauge with finely etched markings.
Turn the arm wand on its back, with the
underside of the headshell facing upwards
and the shell itself resting on the alignment device; this is located with the
aforementioned holes and the corresponding pegs on the alignment tool. Line
up the stylus with one of two markings
which correspond to either of two popular settings ('Seagrave/Baerwald' or loefg,ren') and tighten the bolts. That's it —
perfect overhang/alignment.
Idon't really see any justification for
detachable tubes on the grounds of easy
cartridge installation unless one happens
to be aretailer, areviewer or apsychotic
with acartridge fetish — but Imust admit
that the overhang arrangement is too
enticing to sacrifice. The ' aerospace' connector employed by Graham doesn't suggest any loss of structural rigidity. VTA
and SRA adjustments are accomplished
through acalibrated, vertical thumbscrew
at the rear of the arm, one which prevents
the arm from dropping through the hole
when you're making these adjustments.
Stylus force is applied with a counterweight which covers most cartridges up
to 9.5g; an auxiliary weight is used for
cartridges weighing over that amount. A
stylus balance is required for this stage, as
no graduations are marked on the weight.
Anti-skate is via the tried and tested
hanging-weight method, while tonearm
azimuth, usually so tricky with aunipivot,
is easily accomplished using two outrigger adjusters ( as with the Ultracraft).
Indicative of Bob Graham's attention to
detail is the way that every adjuster, right
down to the tiny weight on the anti-skate
arm, is self-locking with a small ' click in
place' mechanism. In other words, the
settings won't drift with use.
NEWS & RECORI) REVIEW
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All that's left now to get your Graham in
action is to install the damping fluid in the
top — the fluid is supplied in a premeasured syringe — and to connect the
leads. The Graham uses one of those
termination boxes which enables you to
fit just about any interconnects you care
to use. The arm base sports a rotating
five-pin connector like that of the SME V
to accept the very fine silver wire from
the termination box; van den Hul silver is
used throughout, all connections made
with silver solder. Velcro is supplied to
allow you to site the termination box
quickly and securely. Again, with no
previous experience, I had it up and
running in under 30 minutes, allowing for
some irritation when the rather large
socket at the bottom of the arm fouled the
very thick Basis arm board. Fortunately,
my soldering is just about passable, so I
was able to adapt some cartridge-pin- type
connectors which just fit the small gap.
(Lesson: if you order aBasis for use with a
Graham, don't specify a standard SME
cut-out — ask for a Graham cut.)

Sound quality
Despite a nagging feeling that the world
really doesn't need another killer tonearm
(the SME V and the Air Tangent are hard
to fault) the Graham has acharm all of its
own ... especially with Deccas and the
Rowland Complement LEI. Whatever you
feel about unipivots, They have away of
controlling the errant behaviour of cantilever- less designs and cartridges with
lots of body chatter. The upper registers
with both the Decca and the Rowland
were sweeter, less edgy and far less
strident than with the SME V, the price for
this being bass not quite so solid and
palpable as is possible with the V. That's
not to say that the Graham's slightly
lighter, drier lower registers don't have
their place. A number of recent ' budget
high end' speakers I've been assessing
have rather fat, over- emphasized bottom
ends, and the Graham tamed them without undermining the genuine extension.
Through flatter-sounding systems, the
Graham made me think of the Townshend
Rock combination, CD- like precision coupled with analogue warmth. I know, it
sounds like an oxymoron, but they're not
mutually exclusive. Openness and transparency match the levels of the SME V,

and soundstage mavens will find the open
expanse it creates to be nothing less than
'panoramic'. Eerie as it may seem, the
Graham has a way of passing on all the
detail without sounding clinical or causing any fatigue.
If Ican criticize the Graham at all, I
must point to very slight traces of sluggishness when dealing with very fast,
cluttered passages. Having tried the arm
with and without damping ( the latter not
being recommended) Icannot place any
blame on `overdamping'. Neither was
there any visible instability or ' rocking', as
confirmed by the solid imaging. The
smearing affected the sound — not the
soundstaging — but only on hey- I'm- asfast- a-guitarist-as-Alvin- Lee material.
Does it challenge the SME V? Because I
have to change cartridges often and Istill
find the SME the most user-friendly arm
ever produced, I'm sticking with the
British device. Sonically, I'd be hardpressed to choose one over the other, and
then it would system-dependent. Without
doubt, the Graham is quite simply the best
unipivot I've used, as well as one of the
three best arms money can buy, and it's
the only one if you use a Decca. At the
Graham's level of performance, any criticism borders on the academic.

CONCLUSION
In use, both products are straightforward.
A simple flick of the switch activates the
Basis turntable, the clamp is an Oracle-like
twist-of-the-wrist device, the Graham's
cueing works as it should — so far, no
surprises or quirks. Both designers have
said that they wanted to create high-end
products worthy of their price tags in
ergonomic and aesthetic terms as well as
in performance, and they have succeeded.
No apologies are needed for either device
because they're made the way you'd
expect all upmarket products to be made
— but rarely are.
As far as the Basis is concerned, even
though it means doing one's own importing ( until a UK distributor is found), I
have no hesitation in recommending that
anyone with the means available should
invest in this engineering marvel. The
instructions can be absorbed by anyone
capable of setting up an SME tonearm,
while the power-supply features internal
DIP switches for voltage selection, so
universality is no problem. All you have to
do is make a phonecall, specify the arm
you'll be using and transfer the funds.
Within days, Federal Express will deliver
what I'm sure will be your final turntable.
At the very least, it will mean that you'll
probably never have to read another
turntable review.+
Suppliers:
The Graham Model 1is distributed by The Final
Upgrade, Suite 1, 48 Somerset Road, New
Barnet, Hens ENS 1RG. Tel 01-440 2588,
Basis Audio Manufacturing, 47 Green Heron LN,
Nashua, New Hampshire 03062, USA. Tel
(0104) (603) 888-6017; FAX (010-1) ( 603)
888-7033.
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A range of musical instruments handcrafted in limited
quantities to ensure their high standards.
Visit your Mark Levinson dealer to hear how good
music can sound in your home.

No 26. DUAL MONAURAL PRE- AMPLIFIER

No 23. DUAL MONAURAL POWER AMPLIFIER

No 25. DUAL MONAURAL PHONO AMPLIFIER

No 27. DUAL MONAURAL POWER AMPLIFIER

No 20.5. CLASS A MONAURAL REFERENCE POWER AMPLIFIER

No 29. DUAL MONAURAL POWER AMPLIFIER

PATH PREMIER, UNIT 2, DESBOROUGH INDUSTRIAL PARK, DESBOROUGH PARK ROAD, HIGH WYCOMBE, BUCKS, HP12 3BG. TEL: 0494 441736, FAX: 0494 461209.

STAGE STRIA',
ever one to mince words,
Apogee's Jason Bloom said quite
categorically that manufacturers
who ignore the affordable products for
the glory- making flagships need their
heads examined. 'Who wants another
£40,000 speaker?' he asked, eyes raised
skyward. Studying the world economy
and the contraction of the hi-fi market, he
decided that the next Apogee model
would come in at the bottom of the range.
At the 1989 Chicago CES, the company
unveiled the diminutive Stage, and Iswear
Iheard sighs of relief from the droves of
weary retailers in attendance.
The Stage isn't my ' truly proletarian'
Apogee, which is something which would
sell for below four figures: I'd like to see it
if only to keep the anti-high- enders off my
case. That speaker is still on the drawing
board. The Stage, meanwhile, is still costly
at £ 2350 but not quite so unattainable, so
the down- pricing policy ( following
Duetta, then Caliper) is continuing as
planned. But money matters aside, there
are two other features of the Stage which
make it more appealing to a wider UK
audience than its dearer siblings.
Most obvious of these is its size —
actually smaller than the Quad ESI. 63. I
mention that speaker specifically because
it is the UK's premier panel speaker, it
sells in great numbers in this home market
of allegedly tiny rooms and nobody ever
bitches about its size. The Stage measures
a mere 950mm tall by 660mm ( at its
widest point), the panel itself being some
50mm thick. Yes, it takes up more space
than certain box-type systems because it
must be placed afew feet into the room,
but apox on those who wheel out the old
analogy about the monolith in 2001. This
speaker is nothing short of ' cute', and all
that the word implies.
The other feature, one which saves
money, is the amplifier matching requirement. No longer must you consider an
amplifier capable of arc welding. The
Stage was conceived as aproduct to mate
with ' agood 50-watter' ( read: an amp that
costs less than the speaker itself) and I've
confirmed this by running the Stages with
the Aragon 4004, my venerable Beard
P100s the Solen Tiger and others. Reports
from the field suggest wonderful pairings
with the Counterpoint SA- 12 and its
recent replacement, and I'd expect that
myriad affordable power amps from the
likes of Musical Fidelity, Naim, Exposure,
Hailer, Adcom, B&K, Muse and others
would serve as well.
This means that the Stage needn't be
approached in the manner of the earlier
Apogees, in that you had to double the
price tag to include the amplifiers. You're
still looking at £ 2350 plus aminimum of
another £ 500 for an amp, but that's afar
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The smallest Apogee so far
maintains full- range ribbon
performance with savings on
space and cost
by Ken Kessler
cry from, say, a Caliper plus the least
costly Krell. In addition to greater sensitivity, the Stage has a virtually flat impedance of 3ohms or better, so the legendary amplifier-eating propensities are
absent in the latest family member.
Squeezing a quart out of a pint pot —
we're talking genuine, sub- 401z low- end
response from atiny panel — and making
the speaker easy to drive has involved
some canny thinking on the part of the
Stage's designers. The magnets are much
more powerful than those in the previous
models, allowing for a more compact
array as well as an increase in sensitivity.
Slightly heavier ribbon material, now
featuring sandwich construction with the
conductor on both sides of a plasticsbased ' filling', and smaller drivers raised
the impedance to a kinder level while
lowering the coloration in the bottom
octaves. ( The sandwich construction's
greater continuity is visibly confirmed on
sine- wave tests. ) The company spent over
twelve months just in researching the
material and the construction methods for
this new technology, and it's paid off by
making the ribbons no more adversarial
than a good cone system.
These details aside, the Stage looks
exactly what it is: a miniature Apogee,

right down to its trapezoidal woofer, long
strip mid/tweeter and glass-fibre shell.
The review pair, in anthracite with mahogany trim, looked as if someone had cut
off the top half of aDiva and placed it on
the floor. That's what Imean about `cute'.
For those who wish to depart from the
standard finishes of anthracite or taupe,
with wooden trim in mahogany or hamwood, the company also offers silver trim,
or all-white or all-black lacquer.
Another first for this Apogee is installation without the need to enlist the help of
the local stevedores. The Stages weigh
27kg each, not a lot when you consider
that Geoff Capes can schlep aLondon bus
for afew hundred feet. Assembly, outlined
comprehensively in the illustrated
manual, involves only the fixing of the
four feet with three screws each.
Set-up is absolutely straightforward, the
Stage presenting only two options to the
user. The first is the choice of single or
hi-wiring ( or, if your pre- amp has two sets
of outputs, bi-amping; there will be no
external crossover like the DAX for this
model). The second is the use of toggle
switches above the speaker terminals to
add a 2dB boost to the mid/treble region
for room or system matching. One thing
this mini does not require is abass boost,
as you'll see. As for the positioning, it's all
outlined in the manual, with a thoroughness reminiscent of the instructions for
the Wilson WATT.
In essence, Apogee has taken the mystery out of speaker positioning with this
model. The manual guides you according
to room size and the distance of the
listener from the speakers. An adjustable
spike at the back of each 'foot' is used to
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This month we proudly
announce an updated classic.
Having its roots in the nowhighly-collectible Transcriptors
turntables of the ' sixties, the
MICHELL GYRODEK represented in the eighties an amazing bargain for those seeking
high-end sound with stunning
integrity and design. From the
very early ones, with the black
acrylic base, the domestic price
has remained a constant £595,
reflecting the honesty of atimeless design amortising tooling
and development costs. Now
comes the first price increase,
only 5%, but for this you get
improved sound from the Mk.
2! The main improvement is the
ingenious new bearing, the subject of a major patent.
At some extra cost, the
enhanced power supply and the
smoked bronze finish are available. The Music Room is proud
to be the leaders in the high-end
but the pursuit of less ambitious
excellence, despite our image,
has never been neglected by us
in any way. The small brother of
the GYRODEK continues to
improve from its early days.
The SYNCRODEK with a Rega
tonearm, a Musical Fidelity
amplifier and a small pair of
speakers make a distinguished
and all- British Hi Fi for the discerning audiophile yuppie!
Mr John Michell is also the
man behind certain other British manufacturers' products
and parts thereof, and is, of
course known for certain parts
you can see outside and at the
back of loudspeakers! We refer
to those high quality gold sockets. The revolutionary ( what did
we do before them?) goldplated banana plugs are still
available at £9.95 per set of four
(two red, two black) but for
ultimate performance we
recommend the de- luxe " Surelock" rhodium- plated sets at
£18.95. These really improve
the sound of a high-definition
system using gold-plated plugs
we know. As an offer to personal callers, or mail order, during this month, we will offer the
special prices of £9.00 per set
and £ 16.50 per set, inc. VAT,
post-free!
A good tonearm has always
been expensive, and there has
long been a gap in the market
for something just alittle better
made and sounding than the
budget ( and very hard to beat)
Rega/Moth arms. There is no
longer that gap! Enter, the ROKSAN Tabriz, at £ 149. Yes one
hundred and forty nine pounds
inc VAT! And it uses a Rega
mount, and, yes, we WILL give
you agood part-exchange price

NEWSLETTER

for your Rega/Moth, but you
may have to be patient. This
new tonearm should enable
people to afford a Xerxes turntable, without the need to compromise, however the Artemiz
and the SME continue to provide the ultimate heights of analogue potential.
Turntables from SYSTEMDEK
continue to sell throughout the
world causing the sort of waiting which enhances desirability.
It is engineered, one sometmes
wonders? We have recently
been promised better deliveries, but we shall see!! The SYSTEMDEK IIXE is available but is
rather neglected, yet at £247.95
it is very much underpriced; but
if you want a turntable to look
very expensive beside your
black electronics, then the Rosewood version with its luxuriant
black grain is for you; at acost
of £290. For some years, this
company have been developing
a turntable at the £ 150 price
point ( with tonearm) but have
preferred not to stoop to cheap
and nasty compromise.
Imagine our surprise to see and
hear for a few hours a truly
distinguished budget turntable
to sell for £ 159; recognisably
like aSystemdek. It turned afew
heads. And sounded, with an
inexpensive MM cartridge
absolutely amazing. And was
remarkably free from problems
of feedback and isolation. If you
have been waiting for something really special, this could
be " The One". We are very
hopeful that the company will
stop tinkering with the design
and decide to go into production.

SECOND-HAND RECORDS
We remain guardians of analogue, but there is no doubt that
at several price points, Compact
Disc Players increasingly offer
very acceptable sound quality.
What we do regret is the policy
of the record industry to force
the market; withdraw the

The Music Room, 50 Bridge Street
Manchester M3 3BN, 061-835 1366
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ments prove that there is no
euphonic stretching of the
image. The price is £4,995 yet
the waiting list is getting longer
(we have ademonstrator which
will eventually be sold, probably at aprice we dare not print,
so our best price or deal on
application to genuine
enquiries only.)
Also from the thoroughbred
stables of Absolute Sounds, we
have a WELL TEMPERED
TURNTABLE with its own
tonearm and a CLEARAUDIO
Delta cartridge, all for £ 1,250,
ex. dem. A bargain at the price
of £2,500 is a second-hand but
mint condition Oracle Premiere
choice; and to make way for a with Triplanar Tonearm to
acquire the very finest sound of
new level of profitability. The
the golden age of recording.
power to kill-off one of the
The happy owner can then buy
greatest technological achievethe Goldmund of his dreams!
ments of civilisation is the
SONY like to prove that they
unacceptable face of capitalism.
really can make high-end ampliAlready, many good albums are
fiers, and we have an excellent
deleted and are sought after by
opportunity in a second-hand
the same people who buy real
Hi Fi. Why not please all of our TAE 901 Pre- and TAN901
Power amplifier: Japanese
customers (those who are leavquality with American sound.
ing and those who are loving
Priced at £950, but surely worth
vinyl) by offering to buy and sell
£1,950 the pair! If you insist on
used records? We can even
valves, then who can blame
check and Keith Monks them in
you? We have two excellent
a new soft- lined inner sleeve.
buys, priced to reflect the quiet
We predict that the prices will
time of the year: aBeard CA.35
not fall in the future, and in ten
and P.35 at only £695, yes for
years time many records will be
pre- and power-amps; and the
quite valuable. We would
ultimate bargain is the comencourage other specialist dealbination of AUDIO RESEARCH
ers through/ the country to conSP8 pre- amplifier and D-70
sider devoting acorner of their
poweramplifier for £ 1,950 and
shop to this, and becoming
this comes with afree KOETSU
known as a likely source of all
step-up. The Audio Research
that is best in analogue — the
has been fully revealed. This
record shops seem to have
could
be aunique opportunity—
given up as unprofitable ( or less
profitable) any but the most call us for our best deal!
Loudspeakers can also be
commercial vinyl. Contact John
very expensive, but we have a
Todd at The Music Room,
constantly changing secondGlasgow.
hand gallery. Top of the line
SECOND-HAND EQUIPMENT
electrostics are of necessity
If, however, you need the best expensive but we have one paid
"analogue" sound from a CD of the AUDIOSTATIC Monolith
Player, you will read conflicting Two which are no longer distrireports: one bit, eighteen bit,
buted by Presence Audio; areal
etc. etc. Since when was the
sacrifice at £995 per pair, they
informed audiophile fooled by may be auditioned in Glasgow,
technohype and specifications?
but to those who will not comIf you want quality, then you
promise in sound, they are wellmust pay for quality not speci- worth learning more. Have you
fications. Use your own ears every heard such transparency,
and do not suspend your judgepower and bass from a fullment. The ultimate machine is
range electrostatic? Ihaven't —
remember that the Martin
still arguably the Special Edition
CAL Tempest which simply Logan Statements are not fulldoes not sound at all like CD. It range electrostatic and a little
is a very substantial two- box less affordable! We also have in
design which uses some valves, Glasgow a pair of slightly
not as a gimmick, but because dented KEF 107 Loudspeakers
nothing is compromised. Forget black ash. Priced at £ 1,395 they
the valves. Its three dimen- complete our special offers for
sional soundstage is a legend the month. Happy Listening —
which none have even started and do keep in touch, even if it's
to rival, yet the airy and holog- only for our limited offer on
raphic spaces between instru- Michell plugs!

The Music Room, 221 St. Vincent Street
Glasgow G2 5QY, 041-248 7221
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fix the speaker closer to, or away from, a
vertical position. The nearer you sit to the
Stages, the more near vertical they should
be. You'd have to be right on top of the
Stages to need them in a fully vertical
stance; most will require a slight backward slope. This affects imaging, dimensionality, arrival times and treble quality.
but the instructions are dependable so
please don't start quaking with
audiophobia.
Toe- in is not required due to acarefully
determined dispersion pattern; the most
that Apogee suggests is a mere 9mm. As
far as positioning near the walls is concerned a minimum of 115mm from the
back and 200mm from the sides will
suffice, but they do benefit from being as
far into the room as you can place them.
The only other requirement is aminimum
of 1-8m between the Stages; Icould find
no upper limit ( in a room with a 7.6m
wall), with even a 4-5m separation not
creating a hole in the middle.
A word, though, about the bass from
these babies; skip this paragraph if you
have aroom which allows you to site the
Stages at least 1 metre from each wall.
Some listeners have found that the Stages
can sound a bit rich or bottom-heavy.
Some tweaking was applied to the lower
registers, amild lift to augment the sound
of a system which one can assume was
designed for small rooms. For those who
don't luxuriate in listening rooms measured by the hectare, here's afree tip from
the Apogee underground and useful with
anumber of other dipoles: if you want to
tame the bass and don't want to cover
your rear walls with Sonex or glass-fibre
or Tube Traps, take two small pieces of
felt, say 203 x482mm, and attach them to
the rear of each speaker, behind the bass
drivers. For under a quid and with virtually no hassle, you have a crude but
perfectly effective bass equalizer.
Anyway, Ididn't have to do anything
other than follow the instructions to the
letter, any further tampering on my part
resulting in butchery of the sound. And,
oh, what a sound! Considering that I
almost didn't get to review these in time
for my deadline ( you try dealing with HM
Customs on December 22nd), I must
mention my relief at the way the Stages
preclude the need for arun-in period or
experimenting with positioning. And let
me assure you that the initial frisson of
ecstasy has been sustained after aconcentrated 40 hours of listening.

APOGEE

Sound quality
The first ear-opener, the single greatest
act performed by the Stages to win you
over, is its portrayal of scale, and in all
directions. All of the most memorable hi-fi
components have one or two tricks which
defy their specifications, like amplifiers
which drive far more than they should.
With the Stage, it's the ability to provide
height up to the top of a Diva, or 1.8
metres. I tested this with my opening
volley, Willy DeVille's 'Assassin of Love',
expecting the Stages to sound, well,
small, but they rose to the occasion. But
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

note that this is only possible when you've
dialled in the right amount of slope
relative to your listening position.
Soundstage width extended just beyond
the edges of the speakers, but this is not a
width- limiting property; as Isaid before,
then you can place them as far apart as
you like in any normal domestic setting
without tearing out the middle.
As for depth, hey, this little beauty
drives awrecking ball through that back
wall, throwing rear images as far back as
does the Diva. This, too, can be
compromised by the wrong amount of
tilt, the wrong back wall material
(undamped or thinly curtained is best) or
not enough distance between speaker and
wall. For those who think I'm going to
suggest something ludicrous like 3.6
metres into the room, relax: such glorious
depth was possible with the Stages amere
1 metre into the room. And Apogee isn't
kidding about toe- in. More than the
maximum of 1Omm squeezes the images
into matchstick men, not unlike actors in
awide-screen epic ( or the credits, at any
rate) when shown on the telly without
the right lens compensation.
What's placed within this soundstage is
located with absolute certainty, edges
clearly defined and relative depth
preserved; if you want flat, featureless
Viewmaster-style 3-D, you'll have to listen
elsewhere. Again, the Willy DeVille track
is acracker for showing off this aspect of
the Stage's performance, but you might
also check out one of the many wellrecorded King's Singers releases and the
HFN/RR Test CD H's '
Fenny Poppers'.
But
enough
of the
spatial
characteristics. The next thing which
elicits asmile is the mid- band, which is so
clear yet so-o-o seductive. A surfeit of
detail often leads to synaptic overload; the
way the Stages present every shred of
sound is so ' in balance' that nuances like
audible breaths and minor rustles do not
distract the listener. They merely add to a
truly coherent whole. Because the Stages
are so quick and controlled, crisp sounds
never turn edgy; this is another way of
saying that they offer just the right
amount of lushness, hence my use of the
term 'seductive' two sentences back. I
found this to be the case with the rear
toggle in the ' normal' position; even the
slight, 2dB lift available in the ' high'
position is enough to upset this balance
(in my system, that is). Users with slightly
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STAGE

Manufacturer's Specifications:
Speaker type
Frequency response
35-20kHz
Crossover

two-way ribbon

38011z, at 6dB/octave
increasing to 12dB/octave
Recomended amplification 50.200W/RMS
Maximum SPL
107dB peak at 4m using 50W
amplifier in 5.5 x 7.6m room
Nominal impedance
3ohms
Dimensions ( hwd )
050 x 660 x 50mm
Weight
kg each
Typical price inc VAT £2350 per pair

Supplier:
Absolute Sounds, 318 Worple Road, London
SW20 8QU. Tel 01-947 5047.

absorbent rooms, or systems which tend
toward the over- rich, may find they
benefit from the boost.
As for the bass, I'm almost embarrassed
to say that the Stages deliver enough
weight and extension as to make alarger
system seem like overkill. With the Sousa
track on HFN/RR Test CD H, Depeche
Mode's ' Personal Jesus' and adozen other
weighty performances, the Stages were
capable of delivering all the mass you
could possibly require. Slam and attack
were perfectly preserved whether the
bass was generated acoustically or
synthetically, so children who play with
their parents' hi-fi will listen to otherwise
odious recordings such as rap and house
with a different appreciation. You'll
probably never grow to like the stuff but
you'll marvel at the way silicon chips can
plumb the depths of your hearing.

Conclusion
The Stage, for all of its precision, low
coloration, speed, spatial excellence and
top- to- bottom consistency, is shown up in
one key area by both its costlier relatives
and a number of high-sensitivity, highpower-handling designs using other technologies. While the dynamics of this
speaker are good enough to place it in the
uppermost regions of audiophilia, it can
sound atouch compressed when playing
material with vast dynamic swings. The
extra 5 or 10Hz at the bottom and 3 to
11dB greater headroom available from
bigger Apogees will be apparent if you
play, say, the Sousa first on the Stage and
then on the Diva. The heavy metal Iused,
much Metallica and ZZ Top, didn't reveal
this side of the Stage because the levels
are too close- to-constant, while delicate
material such as solo acoustic guitar,
however sprightly the playing, revealed
nothing but ashade more richness when
heard through the Diva. But if you feed
both speakers some crack- the-pavements
marching bands or well- recorded big
band material, you'll find that the Stage
reveals itself to be, most assuredly, the
baby in the Apogee clan.
That doesn't stop me from placing it in
my hi-fi hot list. Iadhere to afairly rigid
price-point- based list of faves, however
dissimilar the speakers may be in design
and intent. The speakers for which I
would shell out real money, if Iwere in a
shopping condition, range from the Celestion 3 at £99, to the IS3/5A at £ 330, to
the Celestion 3000 at £699 and so on, up
to the Diva-plus-DAX at the uppermost
limits. Without question, the Stage is now
my personal choice for aspeaker costing
above £2k but below three grand, and
even then I'm not so sure Icould think of
anything between it and the Diva which
could tempt me. Ifeel like the lucky devil
who realized that the only quantifiable
difference between the dearest Ferrari
and the bottom model is an unusable top
speed, so why not save the £40,000? I
have asneaky feeling that this speaker is
going to rip holes in the high-end market... and it couldn't have arrived at a
better time. +
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ENVIOUS MUSICIANS SNEERED AT
HIS TECHNICAL MASTERY.
HOW WOULD THEY HAVE REACTED TO OURS?

When Mozart wrote his first Opera at the
age of twelve it was aprodigious achievement.
No less prodigious was the display of sour

Take the tape transport for example.
To achieve the sort of speed stability
necessary

for

use

with

today's

digital

grapes with which fellow musicians greeted it.

equipment, we've incorporated two features.

Mortified at being outshone by a child they

A quartz - controlled, twin motor direct-

spread the rumour that

drive. And a ceramic

he was really just a

door

talented midget.

cassette

will

hold

the

immovably

in position.

It's probably how
our rivals

to

So the only time

feel

when they hear the new Technics RS- B755

you'll hear Don Giovanni slurring is at the end

cassette deck.

of the Champagne Aria.

The radical new design offers a degree
of technical excellence seldom heard in a
cassette deck before.

To reduce distortion to a minimum we've
included the latest Class AA electronics.
And because two heads are better than

ee

one you'll find separate heads for record and

recording with a unique system called APRS.

playback. It's called " three-head" technology

First it measures the musical peaks, then tells

and has the advantage that you can monitor

you the optimum recording levels to set.

recordings as you make them.
And one other refinement you won't find in
many decks is Dolby* HX-PRO, or " extended
headroom
Not a sign in Figaro's barber shop, but a

So no matter what heights the sopranos
reach, you still won't hear any distortion.
One other sound you won't be hearing is
the infuriating click of the tape running out
mid - way through a recording. The " elapsed-

clever piece of circuitry designed to reduce

time" tape counter tells you exactly how much

high frequency distortion.

time you've got left.

And don't worry if you're bewildered by
the variety of tapes available nowadays. Just
pop in a cassette and built-in sensors decide
whether it's chrome, metal or fern-chrome.
We've also taken the guesswork out of

Mozart, who didn't get a chance to finish
his last work, would have loved it.

Technics
For Music Lovers
TECHNICS. WILLOUGHBY ROAD, BRACKNELL BERKSHIRE RG12 4FP TEL 0344 853943.

'Dolby HX-PRO is aregistered trademark of Dolby Laboratories Licensing Corporation. HX-PRO originated by Rang and Olufsen.
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• Huge
selection
from the
world's leading names

• The
Paul Roberts
Discount card (value
£50) is FREE with your
Compact Disc player

• Comprehensive
demonstration facilities

• We guarantee the best
deal in the UK on any
CD player

• Total aftersales care

• Best Price Promise

• Low cost credit
(interest free
over £ 500)

NOW YOU'VE
READ THE
REVIEWS
COME TO US
FOR THE BEST
DEAL

• Largest
selection of
CD players
and discs
in the
UK

PAUL ROBERTS

There's nowhere like it for 14i-Fi
LICENSED CREDIT BROKERS - WRITTEN DETAILS ON REQUEST

OPENING HOURS MON-FRI 9.30am-7.30pm. Sat 9.30am-6.00pm
31-33 GLOUCESTER ROAD, BRISTOL ( 0272) 429370. 32 NORTH STREET, TAUNTON ( 0823) 270000
203 MILTON ROAD, WESTON-SUPER-MARE ( 0934) 414423
65 HIGH STREET, BRIDGWATER ( 0278) 421234.

CD PLAYERS

ESSENTIAL BITS

significant contest between two
models from different divisions of
Philips is almost submerged in this
month's review group. The players are all
priced between £ 250 and £ 350. and
comprise the Denon DCD-820, The Sony
CD- P970, and the two contenders for pole
position

on

sound

quaity —

Marantz

CD5OSE and Philips (: D840. The former of

Philips long-awaited Sitstream'
CD840 player, now in production
form, takes on the competition:
Marantz CD5OSE, Sony CD-P970
and the Denon DCD-820

these last two players represents the latest
refinement of the Philips established

by Manin Colloms

multi- hit technology, while the latter is

the option for remote volume control,
and even if the use of this mode involves a
moderate loss of sound quality, it can
often he very convenient for less formal
listening occasions.
The players were all subjected to the
established lab and listening test programme. The scoring is based on the 1990
'post-Wadia'

scaling*

which

has

been

referred to established references such as
the Marantz CD85 ( 58% ) and Meridian
206 ( 69% ). Long-term progress is con-

the first moderately priced model to
encompass Philips' much- vaunted Bit-

gadgets and facilities which may be
incorporated. All are full- width front-

firmed by frequently re- auditioning older
models such as the Philips CD360 (.45% ),

stream ' single bit decode system.

loading

and Cambridge CD 1 ( 52% ).

Both the Sony and Denon arc up-to-date
designs where value is an important

remote control facilities, front- panel headphone sockets with level controls, and

marketing factor, in this case apparently
determined by the sheer number of
111.11 NEWS &

RECORD REVIEW
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designs.

with

comprehensive

all- embracing track programming capabilities. All except the Philips 840 also have
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SOMETHING WORTH HEARING

NSURPASSED SERVICE AND ADVICE SETS AT LABS APART FROM ALL
OTHER STORES • AND NOW WE'VE MADE THE FINEST EQUIPMENT EVEN
MORE AFFORDABLE • UNBELIEVABLE? • TO DISCOVER HOW CALL I'S ON
•01-952 5535 • 173-175 STATION ROAD • EDGWARE • MIDDLESEX •
•01-367 3132 • 159 CHASE SIDE • ENFIELD • MIDDLESEX •
•01-79-1 7848 • 190 WEST END LANE • WEST HAMPSTEAD • LONDON •
•01-518 0915 • -1-12-4-14 CRANBROOK ROAD • CANTS HILL • ILFORD • ESSEX •

AT Labs

CD PLAYERS

DENON DCD-820
This is the first from a new range of
models to emerge from Denon's Nettetal
factory in West Germany; one of agroup
of players costing up to £299, it is said to
have asubstantial European content. The
820 is the middle ranked player in the
range, priced at £250 and offering awide
range of facilities and features, among
which is ametal front panel. However, as
with most designs in this sector, the main
section of the case is a plastic moulding
combining the duties of enclosure and
chassis.
A full-width machine ( 43cm), the 820
has extensive remote control features
including volume. The latter is operative
for just the audio line-outputs, the headphone output having its own control. The
volume control is electronic and can
remember its last setting before the
machine was switched off. The remote
handset was comfortable to use and has
most of the front-panel control features.
including a 10-key pad for rapid trackentry, programming for up to 20 tracks in
any order, and three repeat modes which
include programmed A- to- B phrase
repeat.
Declaiming ' 20-bit' on the front panel,
this label relates to the calculating precision of the digital filter and not the overall
resolution, which is in fact 16- bit. Digital
output is provided by a coaxial phono socket. The display is quite informative,
featuring a small track calendar which
indicates tracks present and those programmed; it also shows track numbers,
times, and index points.

Technical details
The plastic casework has already been
noted, but the unit does also include a
steel lid as well as asteel- based insert to
help maintain rigidity and some measure
of electrical screening. A variation in the
usual loading mechanism is seen with this
model. Normally the disc loading- tray is
floating and drops down onto the transport mechanism. In this case, however,
the tray is fixed to the transport chassis
and the whole assembly, including the
spring and the rubber anti- vibration suspension, moves up to a fixed clamp to
retain the disc securely.
Power- supplies are modest in this
budget player. Sony digital ICs are used in
the main, these being widely available and
employed for the control and data recovery sections in many other players. Digital
filtering is calculated to 20- bit accuracy
and sampled to an 8- times rate. Digital- toanalogue conversion is at 16- bits, using
the ubiquitous Burr Brown PCM 56p
DACs, here present as apair: one for each
channel.
111-F1 NEW'S & RE( .OBI) RFNIEW
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Sound quality

Conclusion

A first ( faulty) sample scored only 32%.
Fortunately the second notched up a
more respectable 45%, though by 1990
standards this is unexceptional. The
sound of this design is more lively and
'open' than usual, even mildly bright as
shown by some forwardness on strings.
Tonally, the mid was a mite thin, with a
hint of glare. The bass was up to an
average standard and showed no obvious
boom or softness. Rhythm and timing
were judged unexceptional, however, and
clearer ' tune- playing' would be an advantage in the bass.
Stereo focus was just average, and was
not consistent over the audio frequency
range. Mid focus was satisfactory, but as
instruments played into their upper
regions the focus became more phasey
and imprecise. Stereo depth was above
average, with agood recovery of distance
and space, but the portrayal of musical
dynamics was rated astraight ' average'. It
is worth noting that this player has a
permanently engaged volume control,
hence the sound quality is essentially
constant despite the variable output.

In mid 1989, when working on aprevious
sample of this player. Iwas inclined to
recommend it, but in view of the present
competition it looks less of a bargain in
terms of the sound quality on offer. In
truth, it was barely average, though it
cannot be denied that the price is quite
keen in terms of the overall feature
package. These aspects need careful consideration by a potential purchaser.

DENON DCD-820

Fig la. Denon DCD-820: linearity plot below — 60dB

1

Lab report
Our first sample measured badly in addition to being below par on audition.
When tested, it showed that several
aspects were in doubt, including the
resolution. The linearity graph showed
curvature from as early as 70dB, with
completely missing bit- codes revealed at
—83dB. At — 70dB modulation this
resulted in high levels of high-order harmonic distortion. No wonder the first
sample sounded muddy.
The second sample was more-or- less on
target, with satisfactory if not perfect
linearity results ( Fig la). The two channels were well matched, hut the graph
shows several decibels of positive error
below — 86dB, while at — 90dB the actual
spot- measured error was around + 4dB. At
—70dB the spectrum shows mild ' odd'
order harmonic distortion ( Fig lb ), while
a matching spectrogram to 100k1 lz was
essentially clear of spuriae to — 107dB. By
—90dB the mild compression is seen to
flatten the sinewave ( Fig lc). the distortion being predominantly 2nd-harmonic.
At — 10dB the 11F intermodulation result
was very good, with asupporting spectrogram showing a virtual absence of difference-tone artefacts.
No problems were evident with regard
to channel- matching and frequency
response, though the output was minutely
top-heavy with the de- emphasis on
( +0.33dB from 5kIlz upwards). Mechanical noise was low and the track-seeking
speed judged to be average for the current generation, while et ¡'or- protection
was just satisfactory with a ¡ mm gap
allowed. Signal-to-noise ratios were fine,
typically 97dli with an effective dynamic
range of 101dB. The output level was just
a touch low at 1.9V, derived from a
higher- than- average impedance of
900ohms. The audio output was shown to
be absolute-phase correct.

Fig lb. Denon DCD-820: spuriae up to 10kHz
associated with ! kHz tone at — 70dB

Fig lc. Denon DCD-820: dithered ' kHz sinewave at
—90dB, with distortion spectrum shown above

Test results
Channel balance
Stereo separation
Channel phase difference
THD OdB
THD - Ilk1B
THD - 71k1B ( dithered)
lntermod 191div2Okliz.OdB
Intermod 19kIlz,20kIlz.- 10dB
Frequency response. left
Frequency response. right
2011z.20kIlz unweighted
S/N CUR/ARM. ! kHz ref
Output level. OdB
Output impedance
1k-emphasis ( error in dB)
Track access time ( Tr 15 )
Error correction capability
Mechanical noise
Spuriae up to 100kHz
Resolution at - 90dB, leftiripJit
Dimensions ( wdh )
ypical price ( inc VAT)
'worse channel. - 82dB

ZOilz

Ildtz

20kNz

0.02dB
l0”e1B

0.02c113
11 -MB

0.02dB
102dle

0°

o°

-89dB - 88dH - 83dB
—
- 86dB —
—
- 31dB
-88dB
-99dB
OdB
OdB
OdB
- 0.011C1B
101dB
99dB
1.90V
9(Mohms
'kHz
51illz
161(11z
+0.1 + 0.33 - 0.3-1
asecs
gap > 1rnm
low
- 10 -MB
+4.2d11/.3.2dB
45ox2.90x 1lOmm
£250

Supplier:
Hayden Laboratories Ltd, Hayden House,
Chiltern Hill, Chalfont St Peter, Bucks
SL9 9UG. Tel (0753)888447
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A bit of a change .

. . . the PDNI ONE bit stream
digital to audio convertor

Deltec Precision Audio Ltd, Unit 7. East Moors Business Park,
East Moors Road, Cardiff, South Wales. CFI 5EE, United Kingdom
Tel: (0222) 482818 Fax: (0222) 497522

CD PLAYERS
With the increased refinement there
appears to have been amild loss of vitality
and dynamic expression, though it still
did well in this area. The bass was tidy,
showing good extension and moved along
well. Colorations such as mid hardness
were well controlled, and the overall

MARANTZ CD5OSE
A replacement for the exemplary CD65SE,
the 50SE has been completely restyled,
but to my mind not to any great advantage. This full-width machine has all its
facilities squashed up in the top portion of
the front panel, leading to undersized
control buttons and legends which can be
read in only good light and when standing
close. The player is distinguished from the
60 series by absence from the player
panel of II'S and time buttons, and by the
omission of a motorized power volumecontrol facility. This SE version of the
CDS() has an upgraded complement of
selected components which are designed
to improve sound quality, and it must be
said that 'SE' Maranta machines have
generally sounded better than their cheap
non-SE equivalents.
A multi-key remote control gives access
to a mass of operational features such as
FTS — favourite track selection — as well as
programmable repeat and play modes,
while aremote volume control of sorts is
also provided, the old Philips design. This
offers seven steps of 3dB, a crude
approach to a 0 to — 21dB variable attenuation. Other remote facilities include
auto- music-scan, edit and programming.
The wide display incorporates a track
calendar plus simultaneous display of
track number, index, and track time.

Technical details
Eschewing the Bitstream razzmatazz of its
parent Philips, Maranta has chosen to use
the established 4- times 16-bit replay system ( multi- bit), with the SAA 7220B digit
filter and TDA 15-41 A dual D/A converter.
Careful system design plus the use of
selected audio quality components has
resulted in a superior performance. The
majority of large- value capacitors are
Cerafines. On the transport side, the latest
CDM-4 spring- mounted transport is used,
driven by the new surface- mount servo
IC, the SAA 7310GP ( not to be confused
with the ' 7321GP which is the Bitstream
unit used in the Philips CD840).

Sound quality
For the record, we tried astandard CD50,
and while it sounded very respectable the
SE version was undoubtedly better — and
comfortably beat astandard CD60! Referring back to its predecessor the CD65SE,
the new 50SE sounded tidier and
smoother, the overall effect of greater
refinement. ' Grain' and ' edge' — what little
existed — was further improved in the
treble and the player delivered impressive
stereo soundstages for its price. Depth,
width and focus were all more than
respectable: by the standard of two years
ago, it was close to reference class.
111-F1 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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effect was musical and informative, with
substantial levels of detail recovered. Via
the variable output aclear loss of quality
was noted, though the rating was still
sufficiently good to make it worth considering in this mode, especially on
grounds of convenience — though the
level steps are rather coarse. Some of the
loss may be offset by bypassing the user's

trol was amajor compensation. The variable audio output offered lower fidelity
and was of doubtful value, hut the fixed
output of the new 50SE gave asignificant
improvement over the 655E. The new
model showed greater clarity and subtlety, matching the standard of last year's
class reference, the CD85. At £ 300, the
CD5OSE is very good value for money, and
remains a small step ahead of the equalvalue rated Rotel RCD 855 (£ 250).

MARANTZ CD5OSE

existing pre- amplifier where possible.
Rated at 58% ( post-Wadia), the 50SE
has added afew percentage points to the
results form the old CD65SE ( 54% ), so
Marantz's honour has been upheld.
Indeed, the 50SE closely rivals the prestige CD85.

Lab report
Effectively in competition with the Philips
840, the 50SE was first examined on
grounds of linearity, the Bitstream watchword. Certainly the error at — 90dB was
about 3dB worse for the Marantz, yet the
linearity graph is nonetheless very
respectable ( Fig 2a ), with good resolution
maintained right down to — 112dB. The
ripples at very low level were due to a
trace of mains hum in the DAC noise- floor.
Both channels were well matched for
linearity and channel balance, as well as
frequency response ( very flat ) and phase.
The output was also absolute-phase correct, while the player delivered anominal
standard 2V from a low 200- ohm source
impedance. De- emphasis was accurate,
and noise levels were low both mechanically and electrically. A fine 108dB dynamic range was achieved.
At full- level the distortion results were
very good, if not full 16- bit, and in this
respect it paralleled the 840. I.ike that
machine, the 50SE showed excellent IIF
intermodulation results, with a IkHz distortion readout averaging — 106dli for
both channels. At — 70dB modulation the
distortion was quite low at — 40dB
(almost entirely 3rd and 5th- harmonic),
typical for the technology, while the
corresponding spectrum analysis to
1001:11z ( Fig 2h) shows good control of
ultrasonic spuriae. Down at — 90dB a
respectable sinewave could be obtained
employing the usual dithered- plusaveraged analysis routine ( Fig 2e). with
distortion held at a modest — 20dB
(110dB below peak modulation) at this
traditionally very searching test level.
Error-correction was not brilliant, with
the player reaching a 1mm gap but no
further; hut this level of performance.
incidentally, is not typical of recent PhilipsMaranta chassis. Track- access was a
very rapid 2 seconds.

Conclusion
While I was not convinced by the
cramped panel ergonomics, the fine
design of the comprehensive remote con-

Fig 2a. Mura nu CD5OSE: linearity plot below — 60dB

Fig 2b. Mata nu CD5OSE: spuriae up to 10kHz
associated with / kHz tone at — 70dB

Fig 2c. Marantz CD5OSE: dithered 1
kHz sinewave ai
—90dB, with distortion spectrum shown above
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Supplier:
Marantz Audio ( UK) Ltd, 15-16 Saxon Way
Industrial Estate, Moor Lane,
IHannondrworth,
Middlesex UB7 OLW.
Tel 01-897 6633
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information in the FIS memory. Edit and
cursor buttons help to correct any entry
mistakes. Full repeat modes are available,
plus other play modes such as scan/
preview, random or shuffle, and programmed play; the latter implementing the FIS
disc coded memory. Open- close is
directly located on the loader drawer.

PHILIPS CD840
Priced above the budget level at £ 350,
the CD840 is aimed at afeature- conscious
market where extensive external facilities
complement the internal Bitstream technology. This hill- width player is dominated by its front- panel display, which
includes a large area for a series of
messages and not just the usual abbrevia-

Technical details
As with its prototype demonstrator
model, the CD840 employs a differential
implementation of the DAC 3— SAA 7320
Bitstream technology, this single chip
perfieming the functioning of digital
filtering, oversampling, noise- shaping,
pulse- density coding, and decoding to
stereo audio. It includes four audio op-

Armed with prior experience of areally
good ( albeit expensive) implementation
of Bitstream in the form of the Meridian
208 (HFN/RR Jan ' 90), we found the
Philips machine disappointing, even taking into account the large cost differential.
Moreover, scrupulous comparison with
recent

budget

references

such

as

the

multi- bit Rote! RCD 850, and the Marantz
CD5OSE ( reviewed here), indicated that
the new Philips has actually taken a step
backwards in certain key areas. These
losses in my view outstrip the modest
improvements that have been achieved in
terms of depth and resolution. Compared
to a 50SE, the 840 sounded squashed and
compressed, showing a serious loss in
dynamic expression on all types of prog-

tions, codes or indicators. The player
carries the latest technology legend ' Bit

amps into the bargain, with the whole

ramme. Moreover, the coherent rhythmic

shooting- match powered from asingle 5V

Stream D/A Conversion Iligh Speed/Full

rail. To help improve dynamic range, two

quality now becoming audible to a modest degree in the better digital replay

Resolution/Digital Converter' — rather a

DACs are used, one fed phase- inverted

systems is seriously diluted in this new

mouthful! Essentially, it means that with

data to generate the A.' and '- R' signals

Philips.

its I - bit 256- times oversampled conversion, a full 16- bit replay resolution is
claimed.

required

amplification. JRC NE5534 IC output
amplifiers complete the audio line-up.

good dynamics, have long been apositive
feature of Philips' own machines as well as
Philips-derived CD players, reaching great

The audio side is straightforward. No
variable output is provided, the signals

Built like
founded on

coming via a pair of sockets at a nominal
2V, while a headphone socket is present

moulding which has been rigidly reintbrced by cross- bracing. Well &coupled,

with its own front- panel volume control.
Digital audio signals on the standard
SPDIF ( Sony Philips Digital Interface Format) are provided in both optical and

the transport is the current version of the
CDM-4 mechanism.

wired coaxial modes. Among the wide

At last it is here — Philips' much- vaunted

for

subsequent

recent Sonys,
an integrated

differential

the 840 is
case- chassis

Sound quality

Drive and pace, coupled with

expression

in

the

582.

But

the

more

elegant, refined sound of the Bitstream
840 lacks the capacity to involve and
excite the listener, an outcome I had
feared might ensue if the new technology
was not properly handled.
With a bass line which

was

quite

competent in its own right but did not
integrate well with the mid- range. the

variety of front- panel controls, note the

implementation of its very own Bitstream

best part of the 840 was the lower mid.

'dim' button which progressively dims the
display in preset stages but does not

technology. 'lb tell the truth, at least in

'Ibis sounded natural and was both high in

the form of areal, live CD840, we did not
judge it an unqualified success. Referring
to my notes for that largely abortive

depth. Stereo focus was pretty good over

finally switch it off. The digital outputs
may be switched off from the front panel.
With the 111- key numerical entry comes
matching alphanumeric letters grouped in
threes; f
or example, button 2 selects
'DEF. In title mode, this may be used
somewhat laboriously to enter track

prototype 840 demonstrator (111,NRR
Oct '89), ratings for this production
model are little better, although Ican now
report with confidence on aspects which
originally gave rise to reserved judgments.

PHILIPS

resolution and strong in ambience and
the whole range, and high levels of detail
were also obvious in the treble. While the
Meridian 208's treble was clear and neutral, the 840 had aslight glaze plus a tinge
of brittleness. At times, it could sound a
touch nasal and thin, even though many

CD840

Test results

Fig 3a. l'hilipsCD840: frequency response ( vertical
divisions 0.5dB

Fig 3c. Philips CD840: spuriae up to lOkHz associated
with I
kHz tone at — 70dB

tie

Fig 3b, Philips CD840: linearity plot below — 60dB

—0

L

Fig 3d. Philips CD840: dithered ¡ kHz sineware at
—90dB, with distortion spectrum shown above
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CD PLAYERS
sounds were of commendable naturalness. notably vocals and orchestral strings.
Before rendering an overall numeric

on peak noise as well as a failure to meet

judgment, take an academic vie(vpoint
and admire the stereo performance, the
generally natural character, and the high

at — 90(1B. Conversely, odd- order nonlinearity was very good, and the IIF
intermoclulation results were state-of-the-

resolution. A promising score of 59%
might seem appropriate. But if you are

art, coupled with quite good ( but not
outstanding) suppression of ultrasonic

asking about foot- tapping involvement,
dynamics, drama and pace. you might

products.
The fine low-level linearity was con-

drop this to 42%, which is rather below

firmed by the — 70dB results for dithered
tone ( Fig 3e). Distortion harmonics are
typically 48cIB down, giving an effective

average. According to my sensibilities, a
personal score would be 48%, which in
overall terms is no better than the old

full 16- bit linearity at ()dB modulation,
where the distortion was just ' very good'

contentious subjective aspects.

dynamic range of around 115dB, an
exceptional result at this modulation
level. The low-distortion performance
continued at — 90dB ( Fig 3(1), again show-

Lab report

ing negligible harmonics as well as fine
sinewave recovery — in fact, this is clearly

Philips CD582. Iinvite you to listen and
judge for yourself on the balance of these

While measuring phase- linear in terms of
its impulse response, my first test observation is that the CD840 inverts the absolute-phase, which is not the best start for a
design presented as an expression of the
new Bitstream technology. To further
confuse any A/13 tests, the output was also
lower than usual at 1.79V or almost 1dI3
below the nominal industry level. No
obvious errors were seen with regard to
channel balance. frequency response or
de- emphasis accuracy. although atouch of
ripple appears on the response ( Fig 3a).
Channel separation was consistent to just
over 100dB, and no phase difference was
detected between channels.
Linearity is the crux of Bitstream, and
the — 60 to — 120(113 linearity graphs did
show an excellent result, with the absolute level- error held to + 0.5/— Id13 right
down to — 100(IB modulation ( Fig 3h).
No kinks or steps are evident across the
range, while the noise- floor is respectably
low at — 115dI3 at this measurement
bandwidth. Very slight compression was
noted at peak hits, with atrace of limiting

a textbook result.
Output impedance was respectably low
at 200ohms, while the differential DAC
technique has also achieved respectable
signal-to-noise ratios, averaging 98dB over
the various measurement routines.
Mechanical noise was satisfactorily low,
vibration and shock resistance was very
good, and track- access was line at a rated
3.5 seconds. Fine error-protection was
evident, with clean cover for gaps of up to
2.4mm, the latter maximum achieved
after one slight but audible click. Looking
back to the results for the prototype,

SONY CDP970
The Japanese-built 970 has a substantial
plastic case which is completely clad in
metal panels for RF screening. Its front
panel carries the rather ambiguous title of
'Digital Sync/Ili Precision D/A System' —
whatever that means. It comes well equipped, as do almost all current machines.
The front-panel controls include tinier
play, a digital auto-fade for dubbing purposes, an auto- recognition disc- file system
— Sony's Custom File — plus a 20- key
quick- track-entry, this facility also present
on the remote control. The latter has
almost all functions, including the allimportant remote volume facility, in this
case achieved with a motorized volume
control. This is also operative with the
front- panel headphone socket, while
manual operation of the level control is
also possible. Sophisticated repeat modes
may be programmed, while play modes

ironed out.

include ' shuffle', a Sony original. The
display is generously sized, and shows
tracks, timings, the custom file alpha-

Conclusion

numerics, and a- track calendar. Fixed
audio outputs complement the variable
ones, while the digital feed is optical only.

these new findings indicate that those
earlier wrinkles have been successfully

Yes, this player did sound good, but not
exceptionally so for the price. It is the

Technical details

best one- box Philips yet, and may certainly he put in the recommended class.

transport, with the laser rack-and-pinion

For the price, however, the feature package is well up to stratch.

SONY

Fitted

with

a modestly

sprung

linear

driven, the build quality is to Sony's usual
high standard. lhe power-supplies are

CD- P970

Test results
20Hz

Fig 4a. Sony CD-P970: linearity plot below — 60dB

Fig 4r. Sony CD-P970: spuriae up to 100kHz associated
with 1
kHz tone at 170dB
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Fig 4b. Sony CD-P970: spuriae up to 10kHz associated
with 1
kHz tone at — 70dB
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Fig 4d. Sony CD-P970: dithered ¡ kHz sinewave at
—90dB, with distortion spectrum shown above
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99 Tracks!
Test Disc II
t took nearly four years, but we're
finally able to top the awesome
News & Record Review '
l'est Disc with
a new CI) containing a greater variety of
musical programme, revised test tracks
and not one but two real sound showstoppers. The IIEN/RR Test Disc Vol. II
contains 99 tracks running to 7 5 minutes
— which fin- many users may be the first
opportunity to sec their player's display
reading above 20!
Designed to act as a tool for system
assessment, to offer an education in
recording techniques and to provide
some enjoyable music, 'l'est Disc II opens
with a walkaround' channel identification
track unlike any other. Recorded using
Ambisonic surround techniques, it allows
the

listener to identify

several

source

and dynamics guaranteed

'Stars & Stripes Forever' ( sure to be a hit
More education follows, with aseries of
tracks from Denon in Japan illustrating
differences in recording techniques, while

the car- busters.
Not taking any
including

combination of worthwhile music — in
this case soulful, synth- based blues — and
astonishing sound, including bass content

jected to the sound of Fenny Poppers —
six cast-iron cannon caught in action.
The remainder of 'l'est Disc II consists
of a number of test signals of use to both
the amateur and the professional. Categories include balance and phasing, swept
frequencies, precision- calibrated level
tones and many others.
Whichever way you look at it — as ahi-fi
show- stopper or atoolkit in ajewel case —
"l'est Disc II will cause as much of astir as
its predecessor.

Tony Faulkner provides material allowing
the listener to
compare transisORDER FORM: Please send me
copies of HFN 015
tor and valve mikTEST DISC II at £ 11.95 each. Ienclose remittance of £_
ing techniques.
NAME (caps please)
And then there are

chances,

show circuit. ' Klook's Blues' by French
jail musician Eddy Louiss offers that rare

your

with our American readers).

360 degrees. After a channel phase test
there's a specially- commissioned synth-

by layer, in the studio.
Magpies that we are, we couldn't resist
including a track already famous on the

tax

Test Disc 11 contains four of the company's Ambisonic-1!Ili encoded tracks,
including a majestic recording of Sousa's

positions'across the stereo stage, through

esizer- based rock track which shows how
amulti- track recording is assembled, layer

to

system. For more natural sounds, we've
turned to the excellent Nimbus catalogue.

ADDRESS

we're
two

sound- effects
tracks for l'est
Disc II. First is the
sound of the most
famous clock in
the world, Big
Ben's chimes at 12
o'clock, courtesy

D Ienclose POIChequel MO*
0 lwish to pay by AccessIVisalDinerslAmex*
My card number is

Expiry date

I
- I 1I1 I III I1 II II
Signature

Please send orders to HFNIRR Accessories Club, PO Box

Cheques should be made payable to HFNIRR

200, Bedford, MK.411

IYI I .

Accessories Club.

Delis ers stihject to acailahility.

Accessories Club hotline

0234 711152

of the BBC. With
cars still ringing,

Photo copies of this form arc acceptable. E8.:0E

you are then sub-

WARNING: some of the high-level test tones on this disc

'
Howse delete a,

may damage loudspeakers if not used with caution.

CASSETTE DECKS

I is some while since a Technics
cassette deck was reviewed, but this
month the balance is redressed. Styling
is conventional, afamiliar 1989 90 vintage
product. Standard gold lettering is
reserved for the Technics symbol and for
advertising the contents - like ' Linear
Magnetic Field Class AA which refers to
the record amplifier circuitry, and ' Digital
Stereo Quartz DIY which refers to the
capstan motor. The decals for the controls
are in a less obvious light- grey, but clear
and concise nonetheless.
A button block beneath the large multicolour fluorescent display incorporates all
the transport controls. From right to left,
the top row of buttons are APRS ( which
holds peak level on the meters while
monitoring the input, to set the recordlevelMowed by switches for Dolby- 13.
-C and MPX filter, with the IIX- pro head-

A low-cost three-head deck from

marked on the range at + 3d13! At Od13 the

Japan — does it live-up to Technics

line output was 650mV. which is close to
average for cassette decks these days.

value-for-money philosophy?
by Chris Bryant

hannel separation is well above average,
line input sensitivity was measured at
150mV for a Od13 Dollw-level, with the
level

control

arrangement

regulators. The main board itself covers

level on all

most of the base area of the case. Standard

expected at around I'
intermodulation figures

quality passive parts are used throughout,
and while discrete transistors are found in
the record amplifier, most of the other
sections use t( s. with Dolby ICs coming
from Philips in the form of TEA0655s. The
cassette transport uses three motors, with
one employed exclusively to open and
shut the cassette drawer.
The cassette mechanism itself is made
from the now familiar combination of

realizing an

excellent overload margin.
Total harmonic distortiim results at Odli
tape types were much as
1((113 ), hut the
from recorded

11/ 12kIlz test- tones at the same level
have been bettered by several more
expensive decks recently. However, at
this price it would he churlish to complain too strongly. On the other hand, the
weighted signal-to-noise results were all
as expected for the medium, with or
without the two Dolby options.
At

the

standard - 20dB

the

moulded plastic and pressed-steel parts.

record/replay

Only one capstan and pinch- roller is used,

can

he switched between two ranges,

and the nominally separate record/replay

Types II and IV tapes extended out to
beyond 20k1 lz, while Type I shows no

-30 to + I2d13 and - - to - 8(113. The

heads arc of combination construction.

tape-counter has two modes - elapsed
time and linear count - and there are the
normal memory and A-11 repeat facilities.
An external timer may also he used, and
there is a time-set rec/off/play function.
A variable

headphone

output

sits

beneath the on/off and eject switches at
the left end of the player, and at the right
end are the record- level control, stereo
balance, and tape monitor switch. The
main tape- type bias selection is automatic,
hut small rotary controls are provided for
fine bias settings ( no setting procedure is

Lab report
The. DIN peak- weighted

frequency

level

room extension system included to
improve high- frequency MOL.s. The meter

rolloff until about

responses ( in

12kIlz ( Fig 2). The

pre-recorded response was line, showing
just a little treble droop, and the Dolby- 13

wow and flutter
rather better than

and - C responses are commendably close
to the ni ) i
plot for Type II tape. At

average. and the speed showed no error.

1)&113 the rusponses remained flat through
the imporiant mid- range and lower treble

figure of 0.0 - '.

is

The latter is excellent and the former will
almost certainly go unnoticed subjectively. " fhe general stability of the transport is shown clearly on the flutter
spectrogram; this can be seen to have a
very narrow centre peak ( Fig 1 ). whereas
on other similar priced machines it can be

regions, although by 10kIlz were &pre sed to - 13/5!2(113 on Tapes I'll'IV.

Sound quality
On pre-recorded Dolby-li tapes there was
a surprising amount of dynamic attack,

provided. so you are left to do it by ear)

noticeably smeared. Azimuth error was
only slight, which means that wide- range

while the overall sound managed to retain
some of the poise associated with very

and for record calibration.
Inside, the power- supply is small, with a

pre-recorded cassettes should he reproduced with good IIF extension. The level

expensive decks, where many of its peers

little mains transformer feeding straight

meters indicated an input of + 6(113 for a

frequency

into the main l'( B next to the supply

calibrated Dolby- level of 0(113, which is

balanced, there is mime mid- range citlora-
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would

he found struggling. \\ lulu
ranges

are

generally

the
well
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WHY CLEARTOMIE,HAS MO
T
N HI-FI Ng
The best matched systems
housed in totally unsuitable
environments can often
sound worse than your
average rack system.
Consider atypical
customer who's read the
latest rave reviews, knows
more or less what he wants,
but has simply to consider
the practicalities.
A young toddler for
instance who has just
learned that ahammer is for
hitting things, or astudent in
abedsit where the only
sensible place to put ahi-fi
system is between the oven
and the washbasin.
You may laugh, we do
sometimes, but these are
precisely the problems that

we get asked to
solve every day
of the week at
our Cleartone stores.
That's why you have
to know more about HiFi
than how it will perform
in anormal domestic
environment. And that
takes years of practice.
At Cleartone we have a
reputation for precisely that.
Come to us with your
ideal system, explain the
problems if there are any,
and we'll take it from there.
Almost certainly we'll ask
you to make an appointment.
And on your return ahighly
skilled expert will escort you
to one of our single speaker

EWS ON HI-FI
demo rooms.
There you will probably
find the system of your
choice and aCleartone
devised alternative built
to your specifications.
All set up ready for
an A-Bcomparison.
Invariably the customer
goes away satisfied, which
also ensures that you don't
necessarily have to install
the system yourself.
So that when you've sited
the speakers and the pre
and power amps you don't
suddenly discover that
there's nowhere to put
your Linn.

CLEARTONE

Controversial but true

ALTRINCHAM 15 Ashley Road. Tel: 061-928 1610 BOLTON 235 Blackburn Road. Tel: 0204-31423 MANCHESTER 54 Bridge Street. Tel: 061-835 1156
ROCHDALE 52 Drake Street. Tel: 0706-524652 WIGAN 6Crompton Street. Tel 0942-323897 WOLVERHAMPTON 39 Victoria Street. Tel: 0902-772901

CASSETTE DECKS
tion, a sort of nasal accentuation which

The B755 was able to get rather more

circuit, as Ifind there is always more drive

manifests itself, particularly on female
voice, as a slight veiling or electronic

performance out of good Type 11 and

and natural dynamics - and so it was in
this machine.

shroud. This is in fact only slight, and the
longer you listen to the deck the less it
tends to obtrude - until you go hack to
another medium and find it missing. Stage
width was s'en' good, but stage depth
didn't come up to the standard of the
better

decks

reviewed

during

1989.

Ilowever, images are created with a certain solidity not normally associated with
this price of deck, an effect surely due in
some part to the stable transport.

Type IV tapes than Type I. which is as it
should be, hut I tried several different
manufacturers' metal tape ( Type IV ) and
found the new Sony XR to be preferable.
The general record/replay character was
much the same as for the pre-recorded
material, but that mid- range coloration
was slightly less noticeable. Type 11 tapes

styling is conventional, the display easy to
read, and the controls logical in operation.

were generally good, but metal tapes had
more drive and that little hit of extra body.

The laboratory measurements revealed
little to get upset about, and the transport
proved very stable. Sound quality is easily

Istill prefer to put up with the hiss and
do without Dolby noise reduction in the

competitive, and tbr this price it's got to
he well worth looking at. le-

TECHNICS

RS- B755
Test results

t
,I

•

talls

Fig I. Technics B755: flutter spectrogram at 3150Hz
(span 400Hz)

Conclusion
Typical Technics, this deck is well made
and looks good value for money. The

10011.

kHz

OkHz

Fig 2. Technics B755: frequency responses at — 20dB
level. Top to bottom: Tapes I, II, IV, Tape II with
Dolby BIC. (5d131cliv)

Supplier:
Panasonic Consumer Electronics UK,
Willoughby Road, Bracknell, Berks. RG12 4FP Tel (0344) 862444

Technics RS-B755

- —
Replay noise ( C(:IR,ARM mid. ref OdB1,
Tape Type I ( NB-off/Dolby-WC) - is Sit 66dB
Tape Type II
- 50 ( to 569dB
Tape Type IV
59 68i1B
Wow and Flutter
pk.scul
0
DIN 1
Speed error
zero
Azimuth error ( Pisase shift at
101,11z)
Line Output ( OdB max)
0.65V :t
VC indication ( at IE(: OdB) + 6dB
Channel separation ( IkHz
60 dB . 12dB
10klIz
Line input sensitivity («I' ,
ISOm%' > 1.M'
overload )
IM distortion from II,I2kilz OdB tones
(Tape Types 1. ,11.1V 1
- i)) 20 2'dB
Total harmonic distortion ref 315 liz at ((dit
(Tape Types 1.11/IV ) 55 Iidli
Dimensions ( whd )
43 0 1'15 s290mm
Typical price ( inc VAT)
£2so

CD PLAYERS
71 I selected audio components. 1YA conversion is performed by a brace of Burr

-0.2dB at 20kHz, although this should

designs costing nearly £ 100 less actually

not

sound better. One would buy this model
more for its features than tin its sound

be

audible.

It

was

absolute-phase

Brown PCM 581 18- bit linear chips fed at
an 8- times resampled rate, the digital filter

correct, virtually on target for the 2V
output, with a source impedance about

including

average

digitally

programmed

de-

emphasis.

Sound quality
In the main this machine was auditioned
via the fixed output, and was rated rather
average. Basically competent, it had no

accurate,
-120dB,
aged an
vibration

at 650ohms.

spuriae were well rejected at
and signal-to-noise figures averexcellent 106d11. Shock and
were resisted well, while the

error-correction

met

quality, despite a good Lab report.

De-emphasis was

a modest

1.5inm

GROUP CONCLUSION
Given the opportunity to audition a full
accredited Philips CD8-40 which measured properly. I cannot say that I am
unduly impressed. Some Bitstream virtues
were apparent, yet these were accompa-

glaring faults nor did it draw much attention to itself. In fact, my scores indicate

gap. Track- access was faster than average
at 3 seconds: the mechanism quiet.
Exceptional low-level linearity was deli-

that Sony has made little advance in this

vered by this modestly priced deck. Left

nied by some apparent losses of frequency
balance, bass precision and, not least.

price sector over the past three years. It
did not sound tidy ii the treble, where

and right channels were virtually identical, and there is no need to add the

dynamics, rhythm, and timing. Make no
mistake, the 840 is a good player, easily

there was some ' splash' as well as aloss of
precision on vocal sibilants. Some soft

reference dotted trace to Fig 4a, where
the transfer-characteristic is almost spoton down to - 115dB. Is Sony attempting

recommendable; but on my overaP listen-

to show that even modest multi- bit technology can deliver a reference lb- bit

subjectively the better pet-limner - a
design where the achievement is uni-

transients. Massed orchestral strings
sounded almost too ' stringy'.
Bass lines were about average, lacking

resolution? At - 70dB modulation ( Fig

formly spread over a full range of sound-

4b) the mostly even-order distortion is on
target at - 40dB, placing the calculated

quality characterisations. It was significantly better than the () 5SE and seems

slick timing. l'he bass appeared to have

dynamic range at afine 110dli. Plotted out
to 100kHz ( Fig 4c), the output remains

likely to repeat the latter's success.
Against this competition, the two

very clean. Down at - 90dB the levelerror was only 0.7dB, while clean sine-

Japanese players ( the Denon actually
made in West Germany ) do not stack up
so well. By the sound- quality standards so
readily demonstrated by the Marantzi

grain or roughening of treble sounds was
evident, while the nid appeared a little
dulled and failed tt. :) rovide clean, quick

fair slam and speed, " ut in the end it did
not quite put the mi'. ogether. On clarity
and transparency
average, while deptl

Sony was barely
as unexceptional -

nor was image foct
an a par with the
class leaders. Dynamics were muted, the

waves were available with negligible
accompanying distortion ( Fig 4d ). Good if
not outstanding results were obtained for

player sounding laid-back and lacking in

IIF intermodulation.

involvement. A rating of 38% was
awarded for the fixed output. and 34% for

Conclusion

the variable.

Sony received a Best Buy rating a couple

Lab report

of years ago for the comparable 7 10, yet
while there are afew more features on the

Historically. Sony players have given
dead- flat frequency responses, but the 970
showed just a trace of treble roll off to

870 the firm is apparently lagging behind
in the sound-quality race. Here, the Sonywas barely average, while basic Philips

111-F1 NEVI'S & RECORD REVIEW
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ing test scores, using 'old' multi-bit technology, the cheaper Marantz CDSOSE was

Philips group, and of course by the Rotel
CD850, they were clearly inferior, sounding slower and more ' mechanical' as well
as less fi)cused and less informative.
However, with an average sound quality,
one may' redress the balance by pointing
out the good features and multiple facilities offered at modest prices, and at least
present the Denon DCD-820 and Sony
CD- P9 7 0 as worth considering.+
75

JOIN THE CROWD
Join the crowd now going to Doug Brady
HiFi. An increasing number of people are
discovering that at Doug Brady HiFi you
can listen in comfort to a very wide range
of products from the inexpensive to the
esoteric.
The staff are as pleasant as they are
knowledgeable and will help you select
what is right for your system and your

budget.
Most of this month's most highly recommended products are to be found in our
London and Warrington stores, together
with all of the other leading brands and the
friendliest service around. Liverpool
Branch holds a good range too and can
obtain non-stock items from nearby Warrington with a day's notice.

Doug 3D Fady Ed=n
Kingsway Studios,
Kingsway North,
Warrington, Cheshire.
((1925) 828009.
Open six days.
ax: 0925 825773

401 Smithdown Road,
Liverpool 115
Merseyside.
(051)733 6859
Closed on Wednesdays.

3n,

14/18 Monmouth Street,
Covent Garden,
London WC2H 9HB.
(01)379 4010.
Open seven days.
Fax: 01-497 9205

BRADY'S THE MUSICAL EXPERIENCE!

Apogee Caliper speakers * also
available ex-Dem models from:
* Krell * Audio Research * Cello
* Magneplaner * Aragon
* Rowland * DNM *
* Musical Fidelity * B&W *
* Linn * Cambridge Audio *
* Meridian * KEF *
Phone or Fax for your copy of latest
sale list

As acat of some discernment,
Rupert's choice of Chew & Osborne
for the very best audio-visual
equipment — and excellent service —
was most fortuitous.

Chew & Osborne
HI-FI • TELEVISION • VIDEO
COMPACT DISCS • CASSETTES

. . . sounds outstanding
148 HIGH STREET • EPPING • ESSEX • 26 KING STREET- SAFFRON WALDEN • ESSEX • 70 SOUTH STREET • BISHOP'S STORTFORD • liERTS
(0378) 74242
(0799) 23728
(0279) 656401

AMPLIFIERS

TRIPLE EXPOSURE
Brighton- based Exposure
Electronics offers an impressive
looking solid-state pre-/power at a
fairly reasonable price

kv Richard Black
his Exposure combination comes
as three units, but pre- and power
amplifiers are both stereo units, the
third box being the power- supply for the
pre- amp. At £ 1600 ( including cables ),
this is ' lower-end-cit .
-the-high-end': for
people who really care about their hi-fi
but don't want to go bananas with the
cheque- hook.
Exposure has produced

a very

tidy

system in the VIII power amp and the
XI/X11 pre-amp/power-supply combination. Construction is of a high standard,
using good quality circuit hoards, highgrade components, good selector
switches, and a professional volume
potentiometer. The mains transformer in
both the VIII and the XII is ahuge device
with a power capacity some hundred
times the requirements of the pre- amp.
The XII supplies ± rails to the XI, these
being related by large 31 -r- type regulator
R:s. Further 31's of lower rating provide
local regulation within the Xl.
Inside the VII1S. a small metal bracket
acts as aheatsink for the output transistors
(one pair per channel of Exposure- budged

To3

types), but this is not meant to handle

1.1' Ihad played via the Exposures, was
interesting. Within few notes of the start
I felt there was something wrong.
Whereas the recording had before
seemed very spacious and detailed, with
good imagery, it now sounded shut-in and
dynamic-all
constrained. Gone was the
sense of space annuli] the music, replaced
by an unnatural silence following too
abruptly behind notes. Continued listening through all sorts of music, confirmed
the feeling. The Exposure amplifiers were

spectrum of both 010110 inputs — subjectively weighted to the upper treble — is
slightly disturbing too, although the absolute noise level On min is OK.

Technical performance
It seemed to me worth trying to find a
theory that plausibly explains the sound
quality of the Exposure amplifiers.
As a first try, conventional TI I)
measurement at a few watts output from
the VIII suggests that any hypothesis
resting heavily on this figure is inadequ-

quite clearly cutting out agood hit of fine
ambient detail and giving a subjective
compression of dynamic range. This effect
varied ctinsiderably with programme

ate. TM) is around the 0.0 I". mark,
hardly rising at high frequencies. No joy
there. Intermodulation distortion using

material. and particularly with signal level.

continuous

At the sustainc( high levels fnund, for
example, in agood deal of l'op music, the

pretty well with ' 1
,
1Ii) measurements, so
not much news there either. Bandwidth is

feeling

morc-or-less OK — certainly

of

However, at

lost

detail

is

much

less.

low levels and especialh

tones

generally

correlates

no worse

than on amplifiers with a totally different

with finely detailed sounds and record-

sound

imposes limitations at about 501:11i at full

thermal switch cutting the mains supply

ings — orchestral string music particularly
— there is asense of something missing. In
the short terni one hears apeculiar lack of

at 90 °C. The argument is that music
doesn't run to high power continuously.
which is largely true. Ergonomics and

detail on the tail-end of sounds, almost as
if adynamic range expander is operating;
hut paradoxically the long-term effect is

looks

of a compression of dynamic range, contrasts seeming to be washed out
Ithen auditioned the XI pre- amp separ-

continuous rated power. Rather, it allows
less than 1OW per channel continuous
output

long periods, with an attached

are

about

Thoughtfully.

par

Exposure

for

the

has

course.

given

the

pre- amp separate input selectors for
Record and Listen, and put a Mute position on the Listen switch. Moving- magnet
and moving- coil inputs are on separate
socket pairs, selected by a switch at the
rear. Phono input, and main output sockets are high quality gold-plated types; the
rest are standard nickel- plate. Line input
impedance is 10k- ohms. Speaker outputs
on the VIIIS accept only -1111111 plugs. hut
supplied with the review amplifiers were
the company's own speaker cables and
some interconnects. Exposure claims that
the ' amplifier' extends

to

the speaker

terminals, which is justifiable, so the
cables are necessarily part of the design.

adhered to aparticular ' sonic philosophy'.
with the Xl exhibiting the same characteristics as the whole system, but in rather
less measure. There is a feeling of lost
detail in quiet passages and, although on
rapid switching between Exposure and
bypass not much seems instantly amiss. I
found the impact of the music receding
after a couple of minutes with the Exposure — which didn't happen without. It
sounds as if some quite subtle but insidious distortion is being added in the

Subjective performance

upper reaches of the audible spectrum,

It it seemed a good idea simply to drop
the complete Exposure set-up. with
cables, into my system. Repeating the last
III- II NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

ately by inserting it into the tape loop of
my own amplifier ( via an inverse RIAA
network for phono inputs). In both amplifiers and cables. Exposure seems to have

MARCH 1990

Slew- rate is rather low. but only

power. and such signals simply don't
occur on 1.P or cly
else is there? A clue came when I
tried Paravicini's reverse input test, driving acurrent into the output of the power
amplifier via an 8- ohm source resisiance,
with the input shorted, and looking at the
output voltage signal developed. This
showed

up

an

output

impedance

of

0.25ohm resistive at all frequencies, but
there is a series output resistor in the
amplifier which, in this test, only adds to
the 8-011111 source resistance. Iattached a
probe upstream of the output resistor, and
lo- and- behold the output impedance was
seen to he a matter of milliohms. More
interestingly, the distortion on the voltage
signal developed was of the order of 10".
at IA RMS input current, rising to over
25% at 100mA and showing significant
mains- ripple artefacts in the waveform. It
was also clear that output impedance and
distortion fall as the amplifier warms up.
Still, so what? l'he amplifier may have
poor open-hiop linearity, hut negative

adding graininess and veiling the sound.
The effect is least apparent on line inputs.

feedback is supposed to sort that out. and

and greater on m- c than in- m. The noise

works. \\ haicver may go on in the ampli -

as

the

IUD

measurement

shows,

this

Give Bach
more bite

Iii

Atimoo ksTINTERcoNNEcTiNc

new look,
new idea.
Comparable with larger and more
expensive units, the superb stereo
imaging, dynamic range and
neutrality of the NEW AGE
speakers combined with a good
power handling capability
impresses musicians and music
lovers alike.
Intended for use in a home, NEW
AGE speakers are available in a
variety of finishes offering a
selection of materials and colourways.

CABLES
'Tighter imagery. smoother repeals, harderhitting drums and abetter sense tfspace: Not
the result if spending a fortune upgrading
your whole system, but simply how :New
Sound described the term of . ludioQuest
interconnecting cables.
Interconnecting cable is a rital romjument of your system. but , that's often
orerlooketi Unless .vonr cables are of top
quality. and specially designed for the job.
you'll be losing a lot of your music in transit;
particularly between CH player and amplifier.
II-hors more, as U.hat Iii Fi? pointed
out. lint don't need to own asuperfi system to
enjoy the benefit. So long as there's a decent
signal coming from your turntable or CD
player the cables are likely to be an effi ,ctire
upgrade'.

For further information contact:

LINDLEY
AUDIO

91 Spalding Road, Pinchbeck,
Spalding, Lincs, PE11 3UE.
Tel: 0775 722346

APPLICATIONS

neat hi•fi
NORTH EASTERN AUDIO TRADERS

BOUGHT SOLD EXCHANGED

There are six interconnecting cables in
the Audio Quest range. one to suit erety budget.
The more expensive the cable, the better its
materials and construction. and the better its
ability to transmit clean, clear and beautiful
music.
lit find out more about lune ; IudioQuest
products can realise vour hi-fi's true potential.
whatever sort of mimic you listen to, call at
your m»arest . 1
ream dealer.

BUY OUR USED
QUAD : LINN : PINK TRIANGLE : REVOX :
NAKAMICHI : MISSION : HEYBROOK : CELESTION • KEF
:TECHNICS : SONY : REGA : ETC.

WITH CONFIDENCE
ALL EQUIPMENT FULLY GUARANTEED

ARCAM
I4 I I +II F. 01 ,110111 Wks
II DloQI ENT l'Ite
I% TM. IIt

Ilion' information and details ofyour nearest Arrant dealer
please telephone or write:
..l&R Cambridge Limited. Denny Industrial Centre. linterbearh.
Cambridge 1:115 01'11. England. Plephone: (0223)861550 (2-1 hours)

'VISA ACCESS MAIL ORDER FACILITIES
•EFFICIENT SERVICE DEPT
'SEPARATE DEMONSTRATION ROOM
(hear your chosen equipment in private)

62 HIGH NORTHGATE, DARLINGTON

(open till 8pm Thursday Friday and between
10am and 3pm on Sundays for demonstrations)

TEL: 0325 460812
-8

I
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AMPLIFIERS
to I% ( peak- to- peak ratio, not RMS), and
at outputs 30dli lower it is around 4%

fier, all that actually matters is what comes
out when a real signal is plumbed in.
Catch No.1: the very low DID figures

(see table). The distortion waveform
(Fig. I ) consists of spikes at zero crossings
of the signal, clearly due to heavily feed-

apply to high signal levels, and a lot of
music spends a lot of time between 20
and 40d13 below maximum level. At highish frequencies and outputs in the 10-

hack- corrected crossover distortion. WI'

sonic traits with the Exposure cables, and
cables 1 am convinced are only significantly different at 111:.
Phono response is pretty fiat, but there
is a slight rise ( 0.25dB ) around Thl Ii.
which is just about large enough to he

analysis of one such spike showed a fiat
spectrum up to 401:11z ( the full power-

audible. Phono noise ( m-c) is not quite

sure 85 creeps up towards the 0.1% mark
and beyond, showing characteristic crossover effects: a nasty. spiky look on the
oscilloscope which indicates Ill compo-

bandwidth
modulated

ref. I2ohm, and has a distinct local peak
around 8-9k1 Ix. Output impedance has a
minimum at around 6- - 1:11z, and square-

nents of high audibility.

determining the sound quality — not least
because both sound and measurement are

100m \V region, distortion in the Expo-

of the amplifier), which is
by the signal frequency in

practice. It is extremely tempting to
suggest that this is a major factor in

Catch No.2: pure- tone signals ( of which
composite signals are built up in an
infinite series) are described in terms of
two parameters, most often frequency and

generically similar to those of other Class13 amplifiers of similar speed characteristics. Fig.2 plots rate- of- change in the
voltage of asinewave, showing distortion

amplitude.
Alternatively, amplitude and r«te-of
change of amplitude can he used, and

peaks at the ( shifted) zero- crossing.
A second feature of the VIIIS which may

under transient signal conditions where
the spectrum is complex and extended, it
may be preferable to employ the latter

cause noticeable sonic degradation is that
the loudspeaker ' ground' terminals are
wired together to the case, with aseparate

approach.

wire running from the opposite corner of
the case to the power- supply capacitors.
'Ibis tends to add in asignificant degree of
(probably non-linear) inductance, which

Those

who

remember

their

calculus will know that the rate-of-change,
or derivative, of asinusoidal function is a
cosinusoidal function of amplitude proportional to the sine function's amplitude
and frequency. It is therefore conveniently possible to measure dV/dt distortion with ordinary sinewaves, merely passing the amplifier's output through a

strange enharmonic ( and mains- related )
distortion of up to 5% oil sillt:WAVCS.

differentiator before applying it to a distortion meter. ENen more conveniently,
such a differennator is merely a 6dB7

The Model XII pre- amp is much harder
to analyse. Via any input at any frequency,
and at any signal level, it comes up as
clean as awhistle. Distortion is around or

octave high-pass filter! So if you like, dVidt
distortion measurement is a weighted
presentation of ' normal' distorti(m figures.
Seen in this way, such weighting is not
unreasonable: it has been known for

below the 0.01"4, mark ( or too far into
noise to be recovered distinctly), and
dVidt artefacts likewise. Any distortion
that can be wheedled out of the Exposure

decades that the ear's sensitivity to harmonic

distortion

rises

with

can worsen crosstalk characteristics and
generate intermodulation with complex
signals. Measuring potentials at various
'ground' points revealed signals as little as
60dli down on the output amplitude, wills

harmonic

XII is mostly 2nd and 3rd harmonic, but
the sort of sound it produces leads me to

what it should be at a 16(113 noise- figure

waves via the phono inputs show overshoot of about 5% and recovery in some
50µs. ' Ibis all points to some kind of
problem in the region of 7kIlz., possibly
associated with feedback stabilization,
which could well account for some of the
graininess noted in the sound.
Slew behaviour is typical of an unsymmetric output, with slew- rates of + 1-Y
and — 10V/gs unloaded, but ± 10V. , 30s
loaded with acable and 100k-ohms, with
some MI Ix oscillation on the rising edge.
Ialso noted 8mV of 900kIlz oscillation on
the power rails from the Model XII PSI!. In
addition, ground connections are poorly
organized, which increases crosstalk and
sensitivity to magnetic interference ( hum
pickup in the XI varies with orientation
relative to any nearby mains transformers).
The Exposure speaker cable is a highinductance type of quite low resistance. It
is certainly subjectively detectable in
comparison with various other types, but
simple measurements failed to show up
any obvious effect on the VII I's performance — which is as one expects.

Conclusions
On grounds of overall neutrality and sonic
accuracy I couldn't recommend this
amplifier combination very confidently.
As it is said to work well in some systems,

order.
I ' sing an electronic ditierentiator to
process the output spectrum of the VIIIS

suspect that its character is mainly due to

where it perhaps acts as acomplement to
source and loudspeaker components to

gave results which I believe arc quite
illuminating. At 40‘X' out, distortion is up

effects at high frequencies — including
ultrasonic. 'Ibis is partly because it shares

audition in your own system if possible.

EXPOSURE

XI/ X II

PRE- A NI P AND

Test results

1

Fig 1. Exposure VI! IS: distortion waveform from
/kHz sinewave at 50mW, 8ohms. Vertical scale ImVidiv

I

Fig 2. Exposure VIIIS: ¡ kHz sine-wave at 50mW ,
plotted as a voltage rate-al .
change

III Fl NEU N5 RI:( () 1(O RI-1 IF%

SIA1«.11 19911
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Exposure VIII Super
20111

IkHz

mutual

20kIlz

Output, ma.* before alipping.
W 11110 8011111. 110(11 channels
driven
50
55
50
AV into * dim. both channels
driven
60
68
Peak output current
+ 1' - 8A
Frequency response
(.1111
I'., e) 4:
941/ 37111, ± Idll
Noise:
- 102.4.11%W. A-Lewl
Total harmonic distortion
2011z
Ikliz
20kIlz
.OW into 8 ohms
(just belon clip 1
01.11"..
0.01 ..).
1111i -,
501nAV. KNIS ratios
01)1 ,..
005 .),
0.i. r.,
51inial . peak ratios
0 05%
0
d%' ,dt distortion
1001Iz
IlL11z
10kHz
140% ( peal, raiiiis i
I7,.
0 1'a.
50\V ( peak ratios 1
Input sensitivity
(for rated output).
1 ..i5V
Stereo separation:
201Iz
Ikliz
20kHz
"9dII
78a1B
59dll
DC-offset at output: - 18inV Lchannel
- IiniV It channel
Output impedance. Ti )
1' method: 201k
Wiz
20).] Ii
1110mA out Icold I
0. 25ohni 0.25olitn0.25olun
Distortion via same
0.5i. 'LS?.
P.,
Ditto. harassing o p resistor
25*),
2.11, > Y0',..
Slew-rale into kohms:
2,10V kts
Typical price inc VAT
£ 5110

advantage,

I would suggest

POWER

Test results

an

AMP
Exposure XI/X11

Frequency response:
1dB limits 3dB I
011.11, 211, ilik11,
line in dill
2 ill/ i0k11, 1511, 181.111
P110110
P110111: III
2211, 221.11, 1211, 101.11,
Residual output noise
-90dID 4 *dB rise at hall col 1
vol at min A-mtal
Noise performance
s • I::,, rol Ik-ohni tern) 1. re) 500mV
102d1) A.**tal
N
tartridge term Ire)
kl
"- dB Anid
IdB A.** td
S. use figure. m- m
sS in aIIbohn) terni. re)
"0 ' dl)
tal
IMP 0 5V
Ifialli A wtd
Noise figure. me
201Iz
Ikllz
201d1z
Overload levels
46rnV .580inV
I . 8V
Plum in m
2.5mV
23niV
2I0niV
Plum° in a
Input sensitivity for IV out (vol max)
Phono n, ni ( IkIle)
2mV
(1. 1 .4inV
Phono 111A:111:11z I
6-tinV
line input Iany 1
201Iz
IkItz
201‘11z
Stereo separation:
86d11
4,15111
iSdlt
PI ttttt o inmi
83d11
69dli
15dB
PI
nit
93d11
68allt
ardli
<O. 1niV
DC-offset
± 10V gs
Slew- rate
1580( X1 ) 1.520 XII 1
Typical price inc VAT

Supplier: Exposure Electronics, 59 North Street, Portslade, Brighton BN4 1D11. Tel: ( 0273) 423877

reel Radlett Audio
M

le
: kadlett Audio Consultants
141 Watling St. Radlett. Herts.

W0923-856497
.1/: Sounds Good.
147b Uxbridge Road
Ealing. London W13 9AU

W01-579 3963

aybe it's just an opinion (we're too modest to suggest otherwise), but during
our 11 years here we have been told many times by importers,
manufacturers and customers, that we are " The best little shop in the country."
Being small has advantages. Without the vast overheads of alarge, flashy
shop, we can devote as much time as it takes to ensure our customers get the
best for their money, whether it's £ 5or £ 5,000. Futhermore, we are all
knowledgeable enthusiasts ( not salesmen on commission) with no need to push
the most profitable lines. And we never rush, hassle or waffle— we like to keep
our customers as friends.
Our demonstration studio is furnished as asitting room, but stocked with one
of the finest ranges of Hi Fi in the country, including the largest selection of valve
amps anywhere. Each and every item is ruthlessly chosen for it's sound quality,
performance, reliability and value. If it's worth having, we probably stock it and
would be delighted to demonstrate why. So, give us aring or drop in— you'll be
very glad you did.
We stock fine equipment from: LINN PRODUCTS•REGA•PROAC•CROFT•AUDIO RESEARCH•VTL•MENTOR•EAR•ORACLE•QUAD
•INFINITY•KOETSU•MERIDIAN•DENON•AUDIOLAB•SD ACOUSTICS•VOYD•J.A. MICHELL
•CONCORDANT•AUDIO INNOVATIONS•ROTEL•CAMBRIDGE AUDIO•SNELL•CREEK•EPOS
•MAGNEPAN•MUSICAL FIDELITY•MONITOR AUDIO•ARCAM•SM E.
MARANTZ AND JEFF ROWLAND

MERIDIAN CD PLAYERS

12

EAR 509 MKII

ROWLAND RESEARCH

PRO AC TABLETTE

.......................

THE

NATURAL

CHOICE

Rogers
Manufactured by Swisstone Electronics Limited. 310 Commonside East, Mitcham, Surrey CR4 1HX, Tel No: 01 640 2172, Fax No: 01 685 9496, Telex: 893980 Rogers.
Distributed by Audio Influx Corp. N.J. USA, Plurison PO. Canada, Audio 2000 NSW Australia, Excel Hi Fi Hong Kong, Denco Audio New Zealand, Atlas Hi Fi Singapore.
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LOUDSPEAKERS

Mid- priced speakers reflecting
traditional wisdom and design
from home and abroad budget beaters perhaps?

by Martin Colloms

laced in the mid-price category.
these lbw-loudspeakers form part of
that popular group where worthwhile performance advances over the
smaller budget models are evident, yet
the law of diminishing returns has not
begun to reduce their value. Budget
models are often surprisingly good, and
represent excellent value, but compromises in terms of size and engineering
inevitably tend to limit the performance.
for example in bass extension, non-linear
distortion, and treble accuracy.
In fact, the largest model here is the
Tannoy DC2000, afull-size floor- standing
model, while the pl. TX1.16 and Rogers
1-S6a are both stand- mounted designs of
average size, and Arcam's two Plus is a
smaller speaker. more competitively
priced and with an accent on quality
rather than quantity. These speakers have
111.11 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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FOUR ON
GOOD FORM

all been drawn from our on- going major
test programme, where unsighted panel
testing and comprehensive anechoic
measurements are undertaken for all models. During the progress of the test the
DC2000s were upgraded from our original and rather early samples, so these
were re-auditioned in order to bring the
review up to date.
During the preparation of this review,
increased costs for veneered cabinets in
1990 forced Rogers to take adecision on
whether to increase the price significantly
or to substitute a vinyl cabinet. having
taken the latter course, there was sufficient budget to add an enhancement to
the design: namely abituminous cladding
inside to damp panel resonance and
reduce mid- range coloration. No electrical or response changes have been
made to the 6a with these modifications.
81

response was quite well balanced, with
bass, mid and treble all present in believable proportons. Judged smooth enough.
the perceived frequency response was
however atrifle lumpy. The areas between

A&R CAMBRIDGE/
ARCAM 2PLUS

bass and mid, and mid and treble were
weaker than the rest, so that the three
band centres were mildly obtrusive at

The latest incarnation of this wellestablished compact two-way system
sports a
connection option, plus
general design improvements which justify the addition of ' Plus' to the name.
Intended for stand- mounting, it may be
used in afree- space location, and afacility
for variable port damping has been
offered. A near- to-wall position is also
possible. The finish is real-wood veneer
complemented by asquare edged, opencell foam grille, also in black.

Sound quality
Showing an improvement over earlier
generations, the 2 Plus rated asolid 56%
in the unsighted listening tests, with good
correspondence shown between the
various panel findings. Overall frequency

ARCAM
1

3

times, despite being correctly proportioned to each other. Mid and treble
were of above- average quality if a touch
'presence' deficient, while the bass overcame a mildly disembodied character to
win through with a sense of speed and
articulate truthfulness.
Stereo images showed good width and
focus, though depth and transparency
were unexceptional. Coloration was moderate throughout, but this speaker's
strength was undoubtedly its strong dynamic character, which imbued its performance with good pace, rhythm and substantial front- stage detail, and so held the
listening team's interest. This was apparent with both rock and classical.

Design & technology
Constructional 'pluses' include the biwire facility ( which we used), internal
hard- wired connections in thick solidcore cable, and generously rated crossover capacitors. With the crossover set at
approximately 3k1 lz, the low-pass section
is three-element, the treble section two-

2 PLUS
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Fig la. Arcam 2 Plus: on-axis response at Im
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Fig le. Arcam 2 Plus: distortion at 96dB spl
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Fig lb. Arcam 2 Plus: one-third octave response
at 2m

Fig if. Arcam 2 Plus: room-averaged response
Fig lc. Arcam 2Plus: modulus of impedance, ohms
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Fig Id. Arcam 1 ¡'lus: distortion 86dB spi

Supplier:
A&R Cambridge Ltd, Pembroke Avenue,
Denny Industrial Estate, Waterbeach, Cambs.
CBS 9PB. Tel: (0223) 861550
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Test results

Arcam 2Plus

Size ( height xwidth Xdepth icm I37.8 x22.38 26.5
Recommended amplifier power 20-100W
per channel
Recommended placement
Next to wall on
rigid stand
Frequency response within
- 0117,20kIlz ( but
±3d8( 2m)
only above axis )
rolloff ( - 6dB ) at Im
60ID
liws.s frequency expansion
4811z
(typical in room )
Voltage sensitivity ( ref 2.83V)
frdlii'W
at Ins
Approximate maximum sound
I02dBA
level ( pair at 2m )
Impedance characteristics
Very good
(ewse of drive )
Forward response uniformity
Fairly good
typical price per pair ( in,: VAT) £ 280

element 2nd-order. Built on a 180mm
steel frame, the 130mm bass unit is
custom-made by Elac, employing aflared
polypropylene cone doped on the rear
surface. The treble is handled by a Vifa
type 19mm soft polyamide dome- tweeter.
The rigid 15mm thick chipboard
cabinet has panel bracing between the
drivers and is bitumen- laminate damped.
Acoustical absorption is accomplished by
a foam lining and polyester filling. The
system has a 15 litre volume and is
reflex- tuned by a rear port 6cm in diameter by 17cm deep.

Lab report
From the Imetre reference trace ( Fig la)
we computed an 87dB/Vif average sensitivity. An intentional 'boundary' response
step is seen above 40011z, plus some
vertical axis problems which gave way to
the better dashed response with the mie a
little above axis. The bass did not boom,
and extended to 6011z. for — 6dB, with a
practical limit of 4811z or so in- room. The
amplifier loading was kind ( Fig lc), rated
at 9ohms, and with a 100W power capacity, sound levels up to 102dBA should be
possible. Pair- matching was very good. At
2 metres ( Fig lb) the off- axis energy
distribution is quite respectable, though
the presence-dip is clearly afeature of the
design — unless one listens above axis.
As regards distortion. the 2nd and 3rd
components remained in good balance,
averaging 1 to 2% at the higher sound
level ( Fig le) and a satisfactory 0.6% at
86dB ( Fig Id ). Treble distortion was low.
In our listening room ( Fig If) the bass
shows some prominence at 50-601Iz, but
it was not as bad as it looks here, since the
lift is only a mild 2dB or so above the
mid- range. The overall balance was OK,
although the presence-dip appears yet
again, the vertical marker in Fig If being
referenced to 315011z.

Conclusion
Summarizing the technical results, it was
obvious that the design suffered from
some loss in output in the 2- kHz region.
A 40cm stand will help here, by keeping
the system a little below head level. Of
only average sensitivity but offering an
easy amplifier load, this soundly built
speaker generally performed well for its
size and price, and the design showed that
much attention had been paid to details of
engineering and finish.
While it was unexceptional in terms of
stereo depth and outright transparency,
the 2 Plus was informative, and provides
the right degree of drama and life to
maintain alistener's involvement with the
music. Both rock and classical programme
achieved decent scores, and the listening
panel's good internal agreement was noteworthy. A recommendation is in order,
though Iwould add the proviso that you
should personally check it out with regard
to your preference for room positioning
and the audibility of the presence-band
depression. Do hi-wire it with good quality cable — it is worth it for the improvement in dynamics alone!
111-11 NEWS & RECORD REVIEVI'
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titanium foil-dome with integral tangentially pleated surround, built on aplastic
moulding.
Build quality has been improved in
comparison with earlier TLX models. The
internal wiring uses spade terminals, with
a good quality crossover having 2nd and
3rd-order sections. The box is solidly
built from I9mm stock, but is unbraced.

JBL TLX 16

Lab report

This is the larger of the two TLX models,
and is designed for higher sound levels
through the use of sensitive drivers and
bass- reflex enclosure design. The port is
sited on the rear panel. A three-way
speaker standing 56cm high, its ideal
placement is in free- space on a45cm high
frame placed clear of side and rear walls.
This model is unsuitable for wallmounting owing to a healthy I.F output.
The finish is in avinyl wood- print, and
electrical connection is made via clip
terminals which are just large enough to
force in 4mm speaker plugs. A key feature
is Jill's own titanium-foil tweeter.

Sound quality
Analysis of the listening panel sheets
showed aweak response to this speaker,
which was ultimately rated at .-s3"., while
panel consistency was remarkable. both in
terms of overall scoring and the subjective comments. On tonal balance the view
was fairly positive, the speaker sounding
quite uniform through broad areas of the
mid- range, with overall frequency balance
considered neutral. However, the
expression ' boom and tizz' came up. and
the panelists agreed on an old fashioned'
sound, with excessive bass plus a rise in
the treble. As a result, the bass sounded
slow and lumpy. while the treble exagerated any ' grain' and ' edge' present in the
programme and contributed some of its
own. Furthermore, the speaker suffered
from some mid coloration — a mild ` tin
can' effect plus excessive boxiness.
Stereo images were rather fiat, reproducing with litle perspective, focus was
considered ' phase)' in the mid- treble, and
stage width was unexceptional. The
speaker did show quite good levels of
musical detail, and in places the dynamic
effect was promising but, taken overall,
the sound was too untidy to produce a
unified performance. Changes in placement produced little improvement.

A sturdy sensitivity of 89dB/W was measured, associated with a good amplifier
load factor falling to aminimum of 5ohms
above 10kIlz and giving amean rating of 8
ohms ( Fig 2c ). With aclean 100W powerhandling, maximum sound levels of
105dBA can be produced with low levels
of bass distortion. The reference response
(Fig 2a) indicates an isolated bass area,
potentially a ' boom', with asmooth midrange and then arising treble to + 6dB by
20kHz. The listening panel was evidently
correct in its description of the frequency
response. l'he grille damped the treble
above 5kHz by a decibel or so, without
bad reflections. Out at 2 metres ( Fig 2b )
the off-axis responses are more erratic
than usual, which explains the ' phasey
focus', while the room- averaged response
(Fig 2f) clearly shows the lifts in the low
bass and the high treble which were
audible to our listeners.
On the distortion tests this JBI. did well.

JBL

II

delivering aresult at 96dB ( Fig 2e) which
most speakers only manage at 86dB; 2nd
and 3rd- harmonic were both well controlled. At 86dB ( Fig 2d) the improvement is
not considerable, but distortion performance is nonetheless rated as ' good'.

Conclusion
While there were some positive aspects to
this speaker, the final result was seriously
flawed, as heard in the listening tests and
seen clearly in the lab results.
Bass and upper- treble excess was a
clear feature, and there is no good design
excuse for this. Such lift exaggerates the
effect of programme distortion and
becomes fatiguing, while bass excess
detracts from I.F speed and definition, and
also impairs rhythmic drive. Within the
central frequency range axial uniformity
was fair enough, but the off-axis responses
showed a lack of integration which
impaired stereo focus. In addition, it drew
attention to itself and could be seen to
reduce stereo C:
pth and the impression of
transparency.
We are ' eft with the 11.X16's good
construction, its powerful bass delivery,
and the sensitivity, easy- to-drive design,
capable of high sound levels with low
distortion. Rock suits its capabilities better than classical music, but a keen rock
enthusiast may well find the bass too
'slow'. No recommendation is applicable.

TLX16
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Fig 2a. JBL TLXI6: on-axis response at Im
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Fig 2f. JBL TLXI6: room-averaged response
(RAR)
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Fig 2e. JBL TLX16: modulus of impedance, ohms
Test results

85mm paper cone is fitted with a small
plastic rear chamber. high frequencies
come from a variation of the JIM. 25mm

5110
2112221211C2

Fig 2b. JBL TLX16: one-third octave response
family at 1m

Design & technology
This enclosure has atotal internal volume
of 33 litres and is reflex- loaded by a
sizable port ( cm diameter by 9cm deep )
located on the rear panel, with bass drive
coming from a steel- frame 210mm unit
with an active diameter of I65mm. This
unit has acoated paper- pulp cone with a
foam surround. The mid- range is handled
by a 130mm steel-framed unit. whose

IX

Fig 2e. JBL TLX 16: distortion at 96dB spi

011,

Fig 2d. JBL TLXI6: distortion at 86dB spl

Supplier:
Harman UK Ltd, Mill Street, Slough, Berks.
SL2 5DD. Tel: (0753) 76911

JBL TLX16

Sire ( height Xwidth xdep(h,cm) 56x 28 X29.5
Recommended amplifier power 15- I
00W
per channel
Recommended placement
Free space on
-i5cm stands
Frequency response within
70)12.151c112
±
-3(18(2m)
I.Frolloff(-6d5)aI Im
6211z
Bass frequency expansion
35112
(typical in room)
Voltage sensitivity ( ref 2.83V )
89c111AV
at 1m
Approximate maximum sound
I
05dBA
level ( pair at 2m)
Impedance characteristic,
Good
(ease of drive)
Forward response uniformity
Average
Typical price per pair ( inc VAT ) £279
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ROGERS LS6a

This model's predecessor, the LS6,
enjoyed a good reputation and achieved
firm sales. The ' a' version aims to build on
this established performance standard,
using more modern technology (eg a
further development of the Rogers polypropylene cone) and a metal- dome
tweeter.
A compact design offering good powerhandling and quite extended bass at substantial acoustic power levels, the LS6a is
intended for use in free-space on suitable
stands. These should be angled in for the
axes to cross alittle ahead of the listener.
Up to 150W peak-programme power may
be used, while as little as 15W will prove
effective. This design may also be ' biwired', and is fitted with 3-way 4mm
binder sockets for electrical connection.
The bituminous cladding now lining
the cabinet undoubtedly reduced midrange coloration and damped panel resonances, without changing the response.

cut entry, the duct is 120mm deep by
50mm in diameter. Bass and mid- range
are generated by a pressed-steel framed
205mm unit made by Rogers, fitted with a
165mm diaphragm made of rigid flared
polypropylene. High frequencies are allocated to a 19mm metal-dome unit from
SEAS. A complex crossover with approximately 4th-order acoustic rolloffs equalises and divides the frequency range.
Bi wiring has been mentioned. hut in fact
this speaker was 11
/2
wired: two plus'
connections and one ' minus'.
Finished in real wood, the sturdy but
unbraced enclosure is polyurethane foam
lined to absorb standing-waves. The grille
has also been designed to remain in
position when the speaker is in use.

Design & technology
Bass- reflex loaded, this careful design
resonates its 27 litre internal volume via a
front- mounted flared port. With a slant84

Conclusion
'Self-effacing' was the primary conclusion
here. Well balanced, well mannered, and
sounding rather more neutral than most.
this speaker attracted little critical comment from the listening panel, which is
generally a good sign. Conversely, the
panel was not wildly excited about it, the
muted presentation of dynamics being the
probable culprit here.
Under lab testing this speaker performed well, aside from a mild energy
boost around 30011z. Easy to drive, it

Lab report
Our test curves were attained with the
grille on ( dotted response Fig 3a), showing a mildly ' dull' effet with some mild
ripples. An 87.5dBW sensitivity was
noted, unimpaired by the 'good' 8- ohm
nominal load rating ( Fig 3e), while the
power- handling capacity makes decently
high sound levels of 102dBA possible. The

could produce decent unstressed sound
levels with low distortion. In the forward
direction, the trend of responses showed
fine driver integration, while the overall
standard of build and finish was first-rate.
Easy to live with, the 1.56a fitted a
number of applications and was sufficiently good to he worth hearing and
recommending, provided that listener
excitement is not a high priority.

bass was extended to 5011z for — 6dB, and
to a practical 3011z in- room. Averaged
over the listening area, some 25011z
energy prominence is seen ( Fig 30, hut
the bass is ' even' if rather full, with the
mid- treble balance nicely judged.

LS6 a

ROGERS

s

Sound quality
Acquitting itself fairly well with respect to
price, the LS6a suffered from the minor
embarrassment of being beaten by the
cheaper 1.54a in the unsighted auditioning. Subject to acontrol check and consistently delivering with ± 2% of the mean
value, the LS6a rated at 57 %. Just into the
'good' range, the panel's comments were
generally positive and described a fine
tonal balance, a wide, even frequency
response, and moderate levels of coloration. These latter were restricted to a
touch of ' boxiness' and ' chesty' effect in
the upper bass, with mild ' nasality' in the
mid register. A little wiriness on strings
and a trace of fizz and edge in the high
treble were also apparent.
The bass proved to be tuneful and quite
articulate, if alittle heavy. The mid, was of
above average clarity and quality, while
the treble seemed purer in the lower than
in the upper registers. The sound
appeared to suit CD sources well, favouring rock and classical programme equally.
Stereo images were well focused, with
decent stage width and fairly good depth;
but more transparency might have been
expected, given the use of hi- wiring for
the tests. Dynamics were above average.

At 2 metres, a 350-40011z prominence
is in evidence ( Fig 3b), while the lateral
off-axis responses are well maintained. At
15 ° above axis the output dips near the
crossover, but this was of no consequence
when the speaker was positioned at a
sensible height. Distortion levels are fine
at the 86dB test level ( Fig 3d), but
deteriorate a little at 96dB ( Fig 30. An
above-average set of results.
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Fig 3a. Rogers LS6a: on-axis response at Im
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Fig 3c. Rogers LS6a: modulus of impedance, ohms
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Supplier:
Rogers Loudspeakers, 310 Commonside East,
Mitcham, Surrey, CR4 1HX. Tel: 01-640 2172.

Test results

Rogers LS6a

Size ( height xwidth xdepth cm) 5Ix2- .5x 28
Recommended amplifier power 15- 150W
per channel
Recommended placement
Free- space on
-.5cm stands
Frequency response within
6011z-201cHz
±-3‘111(2m)
LF rolloff( -(x111) at Im
501Iz
Bass frequency expansion
(typical in room
Voltage sensitivity ( ref 2.83V)
8- .5d1INV
at Im
Approximate maximum sound
102dBA
level ( pair at 2m )
Impedance characteristics
Good
(ease of drive)
Forward response uniformity
Very good
Typical price per pair ( inc VAT) £ 285
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TANNOY DC2000

costs have been successfully controlled.
Cabinet reinforcement includes a circumferential brace aided by across- brace
on which the concentric driver bears via a
mastic pad, while the enclosure is lined
with acoustic foam for standing-wave
control. Crossover networks ( 2nd- order )
of good commercial quality split the
frequency range at 2.3kHz, with the low
bass unit rolled off above 440I1z.

Lab report
Pair- matching was fine at ± 0.6dli. with
the system showing no adverse grille
effects and delivering an impressively fiat
reference response ( Fig 4a). Bass rolloff
appears at 501z for - 6(113, nicely damped.
In- room, a good extension to 3311z was
One of the new Tannoy range of ' dualconcentric' speakers it is large enough for
direct floor- mounting complete with
spikes. The technology includes two
200mm mixed polymer polypropylene
units - one bass and one bass- mid. The
latter is a concentric, where the main
cone forms the exit flare of ahorn- loaded
treble unit energized by an internal 25mm
alloy- dome tweeter. A sealed- box design
with good bass damping: positioning is
more flexible than with many speakers.

Sound quality
Auditioned unsighted in a suitable sequence of larger floor- mounted speakers, the
DC2000 scored 5-i%. with an average
marking deviation. It was used hi-wired
throughout. The speaker sounded a little
dry in the bass, hut good extension was
available when it was driven to higher
sound levels on suitable wide- range programme. Quite good rhythm and pace
were produced from the bass range
upwards. and the sound remained consistent over a wide spectrum of power
levels, with the system capable of very
high sound levels.
In character the DC2000 lacked openness, and the panelists commented on
some colorations - a boxy effect. cone
nasality, and alack of air and space. It did
not sound very transparent and stereo
perspectives were not as deep as they
could be. In terms of tonal balance the
speaker was neutral, sounding smooth and
tidy. Stereo images showed stable focus
and positioning, with good stage width,
but not very spacious. Recorded ambience was not very clearly handled by this
speaker's dry' sound.

delivered without boom, and the in- room
average ( Fig 4f), although slightly peaked
at 2501Iz, is most impressive for its
uniformity, thanks to the superb directivity pattern on this well designed concentric. At 2 metres the anechoic oft- axis
pattern is pure textbook ( Fig 41v).
The sensitivity was very high at 94.5d13/
W. and I12dBA was easily reached for a
stereo pair in anormal room. This speaker
will drive large spaces if required!
However, some compromise is seen in the
amplifier loading ( Fig 4e), since this
model provides a nominal 4- ohm impedance, with aminimum close to 3.2 ohms
in the 2001Iz region. Distortion at the

TANNO Y
'

If the sound-quality report sounds unexciting, remember that the rating was still
'above average', and that the tonal balance
and bass quality were more than sufficient
for the DC2000 to perform satisfactorily
on both rock and classical programme.
What it lacks in ' miniature speaker' precision - transparency, stereo depth. low
coloration and openness - it makes up for
with other virtues. These included a
combination of moderate distortion and
good bass extension which could really
be used at high sound and power levels.
The lab results revealed a remarkably
good frequency response both on and off
axis, showing that this new concentric
driver design is most effective in achieving a high consistency of sound quality.
The speaker was neutral in balance terms
and could be relied on to perform
unobtrusively in many situations. Rooms
with abrightish acoustic may well suit it,
by imparting more life and air.
A well engineered design of quite
exceptional sensitivity. the DC2000
attains a cautious recommendation with
the usual caveat: listen for yourself +

DC2000
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Design & technology
Carefully built from 19mm chipboard
throughout, with a vinyl wood-print finish. the 30 litre enclosure volume is
driven by two 230mm steel- framed
165mm polypropylene diaphragm units.
The lower of the two covers bass only,
while the upper unit is a concentric as
mentioned earlier. In the latter, a new
multi- cell phase- correcting plug and a
pure-piston metal-dome have resulted in a
smoother and more extended treble
response than for earlier designs, while
III- E1 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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3rd-harmonic was consistently low ( Fig
4d) while at the higher 96(1B sound level
(Fig 4e) an increase in 2nd- harmonic
distortion to 1% is seen in the l
lF range,
but was insufficient to cause any concern.
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Fig 4d. Tannoy DC2000: distortion at 86dB spi

Supplier:
Tannoy Ltd. The Baton Centre, Coronation
Road, High Wycombe, Bucks. HP12 3SB. Tel:
(0494)450606.

Tammy DC2000

Size ( height xwidth xdepth.cm ) 2X 26x 2'
Recommended amplifier power 10- ISOW
per channel
Recommended placement
Free space ( hut low
pillars might he helpful)
Frequency response within
631 lz-20k1 1
z
±
-3(1B(.2m)
LE rolloff ( - 6dB Iat Im
SOH,
Bass frequency expansion
3311z
(typical in room )
Voltage sens - .
Ty ( ref 2.143V)
94.5(113 W
at Im
Approximate maximum sound
11 2dHA
level ( pair at 2m)
Impedance characteristics
Average
(ease of drive )
Forward response uniformity
Excellent
Typical price per pair ( inc VAT ) £ 299
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HI - Fl LIMITED

Kensington Showrooms
London Road
Bath, Avon.
Tel: Bath 316197

THE COMPLETE AUDIO DEALERSHIP
The last few weeks has seen the introduction
of some very fine new high end products. The
Meridian 208 must be the most significant
step forward in CD technology in the last
year, and together with the new Krell and
Apogees makes the most amazing sounds.
We will be only too delighted to demonstrate
these and many other products from our
wide ranging stocks.

*NOW IN STOCK *
CUSTOMER CAR PARKS

CLOSED MONDAY

Choose from:

SOLE DEALER FOR BATH
BRISTOL & WEST COUNTRY

TDL, MUSICAL FIDELITY, KRELL, A & R CAMBRIDGE, B & W, NAKAMICHI, TANNOY, KEF,
AUDIO RESEARCH, APOGEE, ROTEL, DENON, YAMAHA, RUARK, ROGERS, AIWA, SONY,
QUAD, MORDAUNT SHORT, MAGNEPLANER, REVOX, CAMBRIDGE, TECHNICS,
TARGET, MONITOR AUDIO, HEYBROOK, WHARFEDALE, MARANTZ, DUAL, SYSTEMDECK, SD ACOUSTICS, SPENDOR, HARBETH, MERIDIAN, ALPHASON, CREEK, CELESTION, STAX, SENNHEISER, BEYER.

Full Range Of Tapes and Accessories To Complement.
TOP TAPE CENTRE.

ST1
Capacity 600 LPs
price £220.00

ST15
Capacity 66 Videos
price £ 166.00

THE PROFESSIONAL SOUND & VISION STORAGE
SYSTEM DIRECT FROM THE MANUFACTURER
Whether your collection is records, cassettes, CD's or videos, the
ARJAY system is just for you. in fact, at many music studios,
stores and libraries throughout the country ARJAY is
considered essential equipment.
Its classic and original design makes the best possible use of
available space to provide the ideal storage and display
conditions.

1

You have achoice of the "Record Collection" the
"Compact Disc Collection" or the "Video Collection"
which consists of units in varying sizes designed specifically for
your personal collection. Additionally, the "Combination
Collection" has three different sized units, designed for your
mixed collection of records, tapes and CD's. Either way ARJAY
has designed aunit for your own requirements.
You couldn't put your music collection in better hands.
CONTACT SANDRA ON: 01 -390 2101 or send the coupon
below to:ARJAY Ltd. 54 Lower Marsh Lane, Kingston, Surrey KT1 3BJ.

P
Please send me THE ARJAY Sound Storage System brochure.
-

Name
ST8
Capacity 90 CD's & 120 LP's
price £ 121.00

ST11
Capacity 270 CD's Address
price £ 161.00
I

All prices are ex-works and inclusive of VAT.
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LOUDSPEAKERS

BABY
BOOMERS

ver the years many innovative
devices were supposed to make
things sound better. but did

Bookshelf speakers combined
with an integrated amplifier and

exactly the opposite. It has been claimed

heralded as anew revolution. But

that active speaker systems. where one
power amplifier is devoced to each drive

what's all the fuss about?

unit, can be made to do rather more than
passives; but unfortunately there has
always been the associated cost penalty of

by Chris Bryant

the extra power amplifiers. KEE provided
one solution with the KURE: another
answer is Yamaha's new Active Servo
Technology system. This attempts to com-

achieved.
It is well-known that loudspeakers have
complex impedances. a primary constituent of which is the electrical resistance

back there is the regular array of phono sockets for the various inputs ( no luxury
gold-plating here) and provision for two
via -imm

which matches the temperature.
dependent properties of the voice-coil,
some temperature compensation is

bine some of the positive accomplishments of a completely active system

sets of loudspeakers

socket/

with some of the simplicity and cheapness
of passives.

course).
If you are going to use the AX-630 as a

binding-posts ( front-panel switchable of

of the voice-coil, and an amplifier has to
waste a good deal of its power in this.
(With all the talk of new superconducting
materials over the last couple of years.
one method of overcoming this problem
could

be

to

use

a suitable

room-

temperature superconducting wire for
the voice-coil. Alas, the relevant materials
don't yet exist. so Yamaha has explored a

normal amplifier, then that's all you need.

different route. By judicious use of a
negative impedance converter — a dif-

standard

hut there is a large hole in the top of the

ferential source which samples the signal

looking Yamaha integrated amplifier
called the AX-630, and a pair of small

back panel which inspection reveals is

developed across the 0.2ohm resistor in

designed to accept a RAM cartridge. This
is what AST is all about. 'the AST cartridge
supplied converts the amplifier into a

the ground line of the loudspeakers — the
output impedance of the amplifier is made

semi- active

ance of the speaker. Yamaha claims that
by using this method, the effects of the DC
resistance of the voice- coil are dynami-

The Yamaha AST system as supplied
came

in

two

parts:

a fairly

bookshelf sized loudspeakers designated
SI. The first thing you notice about the
speakers is that each has ahole in its grille,
extending as a cylindrical tunnel into a
lined port way back in the cabinet. While
most manufacturers hide ports round the
back or cover them with grilles. Yamaha
has made a styling feature out of it.
Whether you think this is successful
depends on taste, hut it does set the
speakers apart somewhat. while much is

system

with

characteristics

dedicated to apair of particular speakers.
in this case the AST Sis provided. Other
cartridges will be available to suit other
(Yamaha) loudspeakers. The point ( as
always!) is to obtain better bass performance and higher sensitivity from small
speakers,

and

the

technology

here

equal hut opposite to that of the resist-

cally compensated.
The power amplifier section has its own
board complete with supplies, which use
large Elna For Audio' electrolytic supply
capacitors. These are I2,000/11:
IN'

made in the supporting literature of the

involves sensing and feedback, with bassboost applied below 20011z. while above

port's role as aradiator in its own right, as

that frequency the speakers work with a

metrically laid out and is made entirely

part of a llelmholtz resonator complex.
'Ibis ' air woofer' provides the narrowband bass boost which giN es the speaker

conventional passive crossover network.

from discrete stages. The output devices
are large complementary bipolar types.

its spectacular bottom end. The speakers
are finished in the black which still
dominates the industry, and the black
amplifier looks normal enough — typical of

Although each speaker is connected to

the company, full tone controls, volume,
balance, multiple tape facilities. tone-

amplifier's feedback loop. This is achieved
by establishing the speaker earth- return
above amplifier ground potential. By sampling the current through a specially

defeat, front-switched m-m/m-c sensitivity, and even CD-direct. There is also a
Yamaha's volume-compensated loudness
control, which has always worked well.
'the amp is rated at 85W per channel into
8 ohms, and all looks normal. Round the
MAI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

MARCH 1990

The amplifier
the amplifier via a standard 2-wire link,
Yamaha has developed asystem whereby
the speaker is virtually placed in the

selected low- value resistor to ground, and
using selective feedback. Yamaha implements a technique known as negative
impedance drive. Also, by using a resistor

devices and are backed by a fairly sizable
transformer. The power amplifier is sym-

requiring only one pair per channel to
achieve the required power.
The AST cartridge uses

an

edge-

connector to make contact inside its
housing. This is a plastic box intruding
somewhat into the prefabricated alloy
heatsink, which has had some of its fins
specially shortened to suit. Die cartridge
is linked via ribbon cable to the poweramp board, where it is used in the
feedback loop to apply the required compensation. Parts used in the AX-630 are of
good quality, with selected electrolytic%
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DAVID STEVEN

THE LEADERS IN DIGITAL AUDIO

WHAT TWO QUALITIES DO
THE WORLDS BEST
COMPACT DISC PLAYERS SHARE
They are all
h available from

US
DEM ROOM OPEN 10AM - 5PM MONSAT
BY APPOINTMENT 5PM - 9PM MON-FRI
HOME DEM AVAILABLE BY APPOINTMENT
1-3 MAIN STREET, THE VILLAGE, EAST KILBRIDE, G74 4JH
TEL: 03552 44145

FAX: 03553 3858

ELECTRET LISTENERS ONLY PLEASE
ATH 70

Constantly refined over the years. the ATH-70 headphone produces just
what every audiophile has been longing for the unique, transparent and highly
accurate sound of the electret condenser system at areally affordable price.
Using A-I's renowned ' moving coil' transducer technology, it features full
size yet ultra thin 5micron diaphragms while the reliable push-pull driver
maintains phase uniformity across the full surface to capture the most subtle
musical nuance. Simply couple the separate transformer unit between your
amplifier and speaker. flick the selector switch, sit back and enjoy pure music.
Call into your A-TDealer soon or contact us directly for detailed information.
Better still, audition our more expensive competitors first.
Type ELECTRET CONDENSER Sensitivity( 1Khz SPL) . 98 dB/100V
Freq. resp: 10-25,000 Hz Matching impedence : 60 ocres Max. input power 5000 mV
Weight (without cord) 200g Cord length 25m Replacement earpads • HP- 37

The only complete transducer family
CARTRIDGE•HEADPHONE•MICROPHONE•VITAL LINKS

audio-technica®
' INNOVATION

L: PRECISION

INTEGRITY

Technica House, Lockwood Close, LEEDS LS11 5UU.
Tel: ( 0532) 771441 Fax: ( 0532) 704836

LOUDSPEAKERS
detailed, and the treble needs to breathe
and have more air. It can appear to ' shout'
slightly when pushed, there is some lack
of treble purity, and in comparison with
'big' systems the sound suffers atiny bit of
compression.
With its small, sensibly designed speakers, and an amplifier which seems

employed in many sensitive areas. The
case is of the normal black-finished prefabricated steel type, with an extruded
anodised alloy front panel, and it sits on
the ever-present large round feet. With
internal heatsinks. the case must be raised
to promote acooling air flow, so here the
feet are anecessity. The speaker outputs
are relay- protected, and when the Active
Servo Cartridge is in place ared indicator
strip lights on the front panel. Removable
case panels also ensure that servicing
should be easier than with some of the
competition, should the need ever arise.

The loudspeaker
The 2-way speakers are small ( 188 x 230
x 297mm wdh), and have front panels
made from 15mm chipboard and main
carcasses from 12mm. The finish is vinyl,
but looks remarkably like a highly
polished black- ash. There is astrengthening brace on the front panel between the
tweeter and woofer, with some triangulated fillets at the cabinet joints. Both
drive-units are very accurately set in
front- panel recesses, and the frames are a
fine flush fit. The inside is lined in felt, but
there is no extra filling. The flared cylindrical port, measuring 120mm long and
32mm in diameter, is also felt- lined, but,
unusually, is made from amalleable material that feels like soft rubber and which
vents through the front panel. The tweeter is offset from the centre- line to break
up front-panel reflections, and is protected by an open- mesh grille; the speakers come in mirror- image pairs to preserve symmetry. At first glance the tweeter doesn't look to be at all high-tech, and
is simply specified as a soft-dome of
30mm diameter. The surround slopes in
slightly, to minimize diffraction effects
and to provide slight acoustic matching.
The bass/mid unit uses a 120mm flared
polypropylene cone which is fairly stiff,
and indeed has a rather tough surround
with aparticularly solid centre-cap. It has
abeautifully finished alloy frame on which
a decent sized magnet is mounted. The
crossover is asimple affair, 2nd-order for
both the treble and bass. It is hard-wired
with ferrite-cored inductors, but not film
capacitors. The finish is generally good;
but complaints can be aimed at the grille.
which is a woven polyester material
stretched over an unrebated chipboard
frame, so the speakers should sound
rather better with the grilles off, which
they did. One other point on construction: the socket-head bolts which hold the
drive- units in were not torqued down at
all tightly; in fact they were barely fingertight, and to my ears improvements were
significant when they were firmly
secured.
Yamaha supplies speaker cable with the
system, so setting- up is acinch. However,
it does not supply suitable stands at
present, so Iinstalled the system initially
on some of the excellent Slate Audio
stands. Although these were designed for
an LS3/5A, they proved ideal for the SIs ( if
at close to £ 300 apair they may seem a
slight price mismatch!).
NDX'S & RE(:()RI) &FA' IEW
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Sound quality
With a different technology such as this
there are often preconceived notions as to
how it will sound, and although reviewers
should remain open-minded at all times,
past experiences often lead to undesirable
expectations.1 admit that Ididn't get what
Iexpected. Iused a Meridian 206 as the
CD source and my I.inn Sondek/Rega
RB300ND11 MC I0 for LPs. with supplementary sources provided by a Rega
3/RB300/AR P77 and aMarantz CD60 Cl)
player. The listening material covered a
diversity of items over aperiod of several
weeks, including Lyle Lovett's Pontiac
(DM(:F 3389), Dvorak's Serenade lie
Strings (IMP PCD 928), Joni Mitchell Dog
Eat Dog (Geffen 924074-2 ), and Michael
Jackson The Bad Mixes, on Cl), and a
similar variety on vinyl.
Iam going to start by saying that the
system worked pretty well everywhere,
and the following comments refer to both
LP and CD, which generally have asimilar
character but with CD- direct giving the
best results. As expected. the insertion of
the tone controls produced some veiling.
hut they worked competently.
The bass is genuinely extended, with
the active part of the system doing what it
was supposed to do under 20011z. For a
small, easily handled. convenient system
the AST has few peers. There is little on
the market ( if anything in fact ) which has
quite the strengths and completeness of
this system — when the price is taken into
account. It has good deep bass, fine
balance, good imaging and staging. is less
site- critical than many, and it is small and
convenient. It does have some faults. but
then so does every system, irrespective of
price. The bass could be a little more
tactile and agile, the mid more open and

unusually effective in combination with
them, it focuses particularly well. And the
images created are well located in space.
The stage has good depth, with firm
dimensionality. Interestingly, this system
is endowed with balance which sounds
well adjusted to British tastes, ie there
isn't really any of the mid- range or treble
forwardness typical of many. The treble is
good, not in the best metal-dome class for
transparency, and there is some grit and
grain, but it works more than adequately
well in this system. There is a feeling of
good driver integration.
The bass is quick, and fed with good
programme it is rewarding in its ability to
play tunes. But at the low end it does tend
to get a little leaden, and when played
loud it loses a bit of tactility. While the
alignment may not be right for every
room — where decent bass extension may
exacerbate room modes — this applies to
other systems having similar LE attributes.
Also, while there may be a negative
impedance drive, the sound still benefitted from better speaker cable, especially
in terms of mid and treble clarity, and to a
lesser extent in the bass.
'I'he other thing this system can do is
get loud. Yamaha say I12dli at IIOU. and I
wouldn't dispute that figure, as I easily
achieved ' realistic' levels in reasonably
sizable rooms. Stand close to one of the
speakers when they are playing loud with
abit of bass around, and the draught from
the port is surprisingly powerful. Even
using testing orchestral and rock tracks
with large dynamic ranges, it manages to
cope. Considering the electronic complexity involved, the heat, timing and
rhythm arc surprisingly good.

Conclusion
This particular AST combination is an
undoubted success. l'he drawback is
some loss of compatibility with ' normal'
systems. although this is minimized by the
use of the plug-in cartridge. At this price
level Iam hard-pressed to think of other
arrangements which offer anything like
the same balance of virtues. It goes loud,
has good tonal balance, good interfrequency- band timing. and no serious
flaws, while retaining lots of facilities.
This is a ' must' for audition if you are in
the market for an amplifier and speakers at
around the £700 price level. But do spend
adecent amount on good stands, because
the speakers certainly warrant it even if
they don't demand it. The system also
thrives on good front-ends, be they CD or
vinyl. Yamaha's AST is more than just
different, it's likeable, involving, and thoroughly recommendable. .
4
1
'
Supplier:
Yamaha Electronics UK Ltd, Yamaha House,
200 Rickmansworth Road, Watford, Herts,
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Federation of British Audio
SILVER FBA IUBILEE
Annual Awards 1990
In aid of the Make- a- Wish Foundation
On April 26th 1990, at its Annual Awards Dinner, the
Federation of British Audio will honour the best hi-fi
products made in the UK over the last two years.

A CHANCE TO WI..

The gala dinner this year, is in aid of the Make-a-Wish
Foundation, famous for its work in helping terminally ill
children and their parents achieve the dream of alifetime

this HiFi system, worth over £600!

Each manufacturer in the Federation was able to present
one product in each category at the Annual General
Meeting held in December 1989, the members of the
Federation then selected the short-list below by secret
ballot. Only one product per company was chosen for this
final list across all four categories, thus ensuring that no
company has more that one product competing for an
award. Previous award winners were ineligible for entry.
And now it's your turn. Cast your vote in each of the four
categories below - just one tick in each category. Make
sure you also complete the prize draw question and if your
ballot form is first out of the hat, you will win ahi-fi
system.
Return the form to the Federation of British Audio,
Landseer House, 19 Charing Cross Road, London WC2H
OES. to arrive no later than March 23rd 1990.

SOIJRCE
Meridian, 206 CD player

II

Roksan Engineering. Shiraz cartridge

II

Sundown Electronic Engineering, Revolver Rebel turntable .

Return the correctly completed form by the 23rd of March
1990 to guarantee your chance of being the lucky reader to
win a Hill system, comprising the following nominated
components:

Revolver Rebel turntable
Cyrus Two amplifier
MS 3.10 loudspeakers and stands
A total system valued at more than £600.
Please use capitals. Only one entry per person.

Creek Audio Systems, CAS4040 S2 integrated amplifier
Mission Electronics, Cyrus Two integrated amplifier
Nairn Audio, NAC 72 Pre-amplifier

1
I
[1

Complete the following:

HFN

What is a25th anniversary referred to as:-

CATEGORY
NAME:
Celestion International, 3000/5000 + Stand

II

ICEF Electronics, Reference Model 105/3

II

Linn Products, Kaber

II

Mordaunt-Short, MS 3.10

II

A & R (Cambridge), Arcam Delta Black Box H
Quad Electroacousfics, Quad 66 CD player

ADDRESS:

REMEMBER - PLEASE RETURN THIS
FORM BY THE 23rd MARCH 1990
F.B.A. Landseer House, 19 Charing Cross Road,
London WC2H OES

READER SERVICE

S
AVE ON COMPACT DISCS

Can't find the disc you want"!
Try the new HFN/
RR CD Service

and order those hard-to-get
items by mail. This month we
are launching the HFN/
RR CD
Service by offering every disc
in the month's Record Review
section. And, although there is
a small charge for post and
packing, you will save money
on every disc ordered. Simply
tick the boxes for the compact
discs you want and fill in the
order form. ( Please note that
the HFN/
RR CD Service can
supply discs to overseas readers: overseas orders are VATfree but additional shipping
charges may be added.)

MOERAN

SAM COOKE AND THE SOUL

e

J Serenade in (j. etc ( 11M:us)

STIRRERS
O In 11ie Beginning •

MOZART
,.1 Symphonies 25 ,2933 ( Koopman I •
D Piano Concertos K45G/459
(Uchida -Fate),
Haffner Serenade ( Koopman) •

._) Cello Concertos ( Bylsruateonhardt 1.
JSBACI1
_J Violin ( oncenos. etc •

0 The Love Mixt.1.4.99

IA String Quartets K.387,421

1s, mplionies I & 6 ( Blunistedi ).
PORTER
(7 Anything Gut> ( MeGlinn I £ 11.95
PUR(:E1.1.
• lite Fairy Queen ( Christie ) 1.15.90
REGER
D Four Bücklin tone-poems. etc ( Jarvi •
SAINT-SAENS
Violin Concerto 3 ( Bell 1)utoit lé
SCHUBERT

Winterreise ( Bar/Parsons 1.
SCHUNIA.NN
D Davidsbundlertanze, etc
SHOSTAKOVICH

BIRTWISTLE

DANZIG
D Danzig •

Levy ) 17.95

O Phantasm ( Stott/Handley),

$

TINSLEY ELLIS
D Fanning The Flames

SITWELL

f

Fingerhut

0 Symphony 3. etc ( Pesekl•
O Symphonic Poems, etc ( Kosler)119.90
0 Violin Concert, etc ( Chung Mutil•
0 Violin tontcrto. sic) MidurUNIelita I •
0 Serenade in E ( Warclud)é
(NakarnuraTukyo Qt 1$
El Piano Trios Opp.21G5 ( Chung Trio),

TCHAIKOVSKY
Symphony 5( Erlibbeck £ 7.95
WAGNER

BILL HALEY AND HIS COMETS
D Rock The Joint! •

WALTON

FINZI

GERSHWIN
GERSHWIN-BENNETT

O Rejoice ( Kremer Ma),

O Bad English •

HAYDN

LALO
LISZT

Scr-Scr-Scratch!

THE WEDDING PRESENT

O

Bizarro •
WEDDINGS, PARTIES, ANYTHING

D Roaring Days •

TOM PAXTON

£8.95

BRUCE WILLIS

The Heart Of ... •
O Colours •
D The Love Songs Of Andrew Lloyd Webber •

AU. DISCS MARKED• ARE £9.95 ( EXC P&P ), OTHERS AS INDICATED
PLEASE ADD posTAGE OF 50p To Y01. 1R ORDER, OR £ IPER ORDER
FOR TWO OR MORE DISCS. ALLOW 28 DAYS FOR DELIVERY.

D

111E PRIMITIVES

O

é

KATIE V/EBSTER
0 Two- Fisted Mama! •

0 Storyteller £6.95

RICHARD CLAYDERMAN

• None ( Wien- Berlin Ens ) •

TRAVIS WAAUNACK

D Thoughts Of IIonic •

O Woke Up This Morning ... •

THE CHRISTIANS

MARTINU

O Un-American Blues Activities Vol I •

0 Greatest I
InS •
PASSION FODDER

CHICAGO

Transcendent:d Studies. etc IHoward 1 •

VARIOUS

Selection £4.99

RAY CHARLES AND BETTY CARTER

0 Symphonic Espagnole ( Bell/Dutoit) •

VARIOUS
The Sun Blues Archives Vol I - 3£29.95

GARY NUMAN

MICHAEL CAMEO

D Ray Charles And Betty Carter

VARIOUS
• The Street Sound Of Freestyle Ska £8.95

DOLLY PARTON

D Why Not? •

KODALY

VARIOUS
D Rockfde Vols 1-10 £09.95

ROY ORBISON .
And Tlie Teen Kings •

Al. BOVVELY

0 Han,Janos Suite ( Ertilibeck ) 1.7.95

VARIOUS
0 Rediscover The 50s. 60s. 70s, 8051:49.95

DANIEL O'DONNELL

D Proud Of l'ou £6.95

IRELAND

VARIOUS
D Raised On Rock Vols I - 41.2'05

0 Warm And Tender •

LOUIS BELLSON & HISJAZZ

If It Don't Kill You, It Just Makes You
Stronger •

Pure •

ANGELA V/INBUSH

PROCOL HAMAN

D lite Real Thing •

O Live £ 15.00

PIIIL WOODS QUINTET

RUSH

O Bouquet •

D Presto •

BOBBY WOMACK

DON MICHAEL SAMPSON

D Safety Zone: B.W. Goes C.W. •

El Crimson Winds £ 12.95

SEND YOUR COMPLETED ORDER TO: HEN/RR CD SERVICE, PO Box 200,
Bedford MK40 1YH. ( TEL: 0234 741152). Photocopies of this form will be
accepted.
Total disc price

Iendow acheque•iposEd order' payable to IIFN Rit (. 1) SERVICE. Iwish tu pay by credit card*
Please debit my Access. Visa. Amex or Diners account abbVIONA

Postage price

PLEASE SIGN IIERE IF

TOTAL ORDER PRICE £

PAYING BY CREDIT CARI)
All prices include VAT

Name:

•Please delete vdiere not applicable
ACCESS

III

VISA

My account number is.

III

AMEX

III DINERS E

.
1£6.95

VARIOUS

TRINI LOPEZ
Infectious £0.99

OLIVIA NEV/TON-JOHN

MARC BOIAN
O The Slider Lb 95

I3 Piano Concerto ( Stott Handley I •

VARIOUS

0 lite Philadelphia Years Vols I & II £24.95

•

Atish •

D llot

HOLST

0 Memphis Saturday Night •
0 Motown Clkulbusters Vol

NAJMA

ORCHESTRA

The Planets. etc INlackerras),

VARIOUS
D The Made Tu Measure Resume £ 5.95
VARIOUS

JERRY LEE LEWIS
Killer - ' lite Mercury Years Vol 2 1969I')".! •

D Chants de Bass•Breugne •

U Jug Kickin* It •

0 Weber Metamorphoses () aryl ) •

VARIOUS
Latina •

LIL LOUIS AND THE WORLD

O Piano Sonatas ( AN),

HINDEMITH

D lite Greatest Love Vol 34
VARIOUS

0 The House Sound Of Europe Vol 5 - Casa

ARNAUD MAISONNEUVE

O Piano works ( Piet:ley),

M HAYDN

The Greatest Ilits Of 1989 •
VARIOUS

O Happy Anniversary. Charlie Brown •

• lhe Mind Of HI Louis •

JOAN BAEZ

Violin Concerto in A ( Schubert),

Kirr

JERRY LEE LEWIS

Ei

Ll The Joan Baez Ballad Book Vol 2£8.95
WALTER BEASLEY

0 String Quartet 013.76,3 ( Emerson Qt ) •

VARIOUS

1908 •

BAD ENGLISH

D Symphonies 86 & 88( Briiggen •

VARIOUS
lite Greatest Hits Of 'The Eighties £ 10.95

- lite Mercury Years Vol 3 1973-

ADEVA
fil Adeva

D Deep In The Heart Of Texas •

JERRY LEE LEWIS
D Killer - The Mercury Years Vol 11963-

19 -

é

VARIOUS

0 Peggy Sings The Blues •

U Double Peel Sessions £6.45

O Porgy & Bess Portrait' IDutoit 1.
GUBAIDULINA

VARIOUS
CI Brazil - Forro

MISS PEGGY LEE

Overtures, etc darvil•

A WITNESS

O Rhapsody in Blue. etc ( turtle) Dutuit •

VARIOUS
O Attack Of The Killer it's •

CI Homage To Ustad Bade Ghularn Ab Khan

WEBER

R(K:K/P( IF/J AZZ

0 Fall of leaf, etc II
lickox

O After The I
lurricane •

USTAD MANUWAR ALI KHAN

E3

Inlet

0 A Conclusion Of Unrestrained •
VARIOUS

QUINCYJONES
O Back On The Block £895

O Ring des Nibelungen ( Janowski1195

55

VARIOUS

O I'm Stdl Here $

D Intimations of Immortality, etc •
(Lanp,ridgellicliox)

UNCLEJOHN & JOIINNY WINTER
Ll Uncle John & Johnm

LOU GRAM,M

EARTHA

Sinfunia Concertame IStott Handley
O Facade ( Glover),

O Piano Quintet lips, etc

D Labour Of Love II •

TIIE FREAKS
0 In Sensurround •

£25.00

Basil •

UB40

O Against Nature £6.95

ELTONJOHN

D Rubankavalicr Suite, etc ( Lutt/arvil•

0 Symphony 8. etc ( Previn I •

D live At Sweet

Goodbye Yellow Brick Rued £ 50.00

R STRAUSS

DVORAK

McCOY TYNER TRIO

é

FATIMA MANSIONS

El Changeless •

SI%
D Serenade in E-flat ( Warchall•

D Requiems & Masses ( Muti I £ 25.95
D Requiem in C-minur(Flor I •

0 Flood •

El It Ilurts So Good •
KEITH JARRETT

Lindley #

CHERUBLNI

THEY MIGHT BE GIANTS

0 Out Of Nowhere •

MILLIEJACKSON

D Symphony 2. etc IMackerras I •

STANFORD
O Piano Concerto 2. etc

BRITTEN
O Les Illuminations. ( HilEllickux 14

0 Double Peel Semions £6.45

SNOOKS EAGLIN

ISAAC HAYES
• Shaft •

SPOIIR
D Nonet Op.31 ( Wien- Berlin Ellb

BRIDGE

THE PETROL EMOTION

0 Apples £8.95

• PUICIlls (Scales West ) •

II Punch & Judy ( Atherton ) 119.90

SUN RA ARKESTRA
O live At Pit- Inn, Tokyo. Japan •

IAN DURY

CI Long Ilard Look •

SIBELIUS

Damnation of Faust ( (jardiner (£ 1990

SUN RA
O love In Outer Space •

0 The Electric Mixes £4.99

ti Rayok ( Rostrupovich11, 7 95

BERLIOZ

O Blue Delight •

11IE CULT

(Alban Berg (el,
NIEISEN

:II String Quartet IS) varions )

BEETHOVEN
1.1 Septet ( Vienna Ens I

STING
0 The Dream Of'The Blue Turtles £ 25.00
SUN RA

THE CULT

El Symphony 8 ( Slatkin),

(MackintoshWallfiscli King )

THE SLITS
0 Double Peel Session6.45
£

With Love •

ID Keyboard Sonatas ( Leonhardt11,19.90

CPE BACH

ALICE COOPER
MICHAEL CRAWFORD

O String Quartets K45 8 /
4 65
(Emerson Qt ) f

£8.95

SCREAMING BLUE MESSIAHS £8.95
Totally Religious

D The Beast Of Alice Cooper •

O Symphonies I & ( Goodman )£7.95
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MATHILDE SANTLNG

D Breast And Brow

Address:

EXPIRY DATE

POST CODE
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...Lend me
your ears...

and you'll hear music like
you've never heard it before.
We are probably the only specialist Hi Fi Dealers who record as well as
listen to live music. With this expert,-,
from. 'A •
manufacturers Audio Innovations Audion. Audionote, Beyer, BLO. Decca, Denon.
Foundations. Goldring. Helius. lecklin Float. IPW, IBL. Marantz. Nagaoka,
Nakamich.i Ortofon, Pink Triangle Pirates. OED. Revox Rotel. The Rock.
Sennheiser Snell. Sony. Sugden, Supra. Systemdek, Torlyte. Target. Valdi,
Voyd etc
SECOND HAND EQUIPMENT AVAILABLE RING FOR DETAILS
The VP! Record Cleaning Service available

2mCci) Pcicon)

5Mead Lane, Farnham, Surrey GU9 7DY
Tel: ( 0252) 714555
Monday to Saturday 10am — 6pm

VISA

With the introduction of stereo TV sound — ( Nicam)
we announce our Mark 3Tuner. Operating
independently of aTV set its only requirements are
aUHF aerial and mains supply.
The sound outputs
can be " piped" to a
Hi Fi system or
directly to two
loudspeakers.

•Superb Stereo
•Compact Disc Quality
•Dual Language Mono

•Tape Recording Outputs

•Frequency Synthesised
Tuning

•Composite Picture " Output"

•Channel and Programme

•Alternative Built-in
Loudspeaker Amplifier

"Read Outs"

•Optional Remote Controller

For further details please write to
Motion Electronics Limited, 622 Tonbndge Road, Watenngbury, Maidstone. Kent ME18 5PU.
Tel: (0622) 812814.

Demonstrations by Appointment

HiFi News gr Record Review tells you about
great speakers you can buy.
(Especially when price is no object.)

KIMBER KABLE

Speaker Builder tells you
about great speakers you
can build! ( Especially
when price is an object.)

Dealers, Customers, reviewers and manufacturers have all been raving about the new Kimber
Silver cables.
We can arrange for your home audition of these
or any of the Kimber cables.

If you're satisfied to read about electrostatics, ribbons, vented, or closed
boxes, subwoofers, horns, T- lines or infinite baffles, that's one thing. But
if you want to know what's inside them— in reality as well as in theory,
that's another. And if you want to build that speaker of your dreams,
knowing why you're doing what you're doing every step of the way...

Silver Interconnect cables
KCAG £442.75 per metre pair inc VAT
KCTG £ 816.50 per metre pair inc VAT

well, that's where Speaker Builder comes in, as it has for nine years.

Silver Speaker cables
4AG £410.50 per metre inc VAT
8AG £ 740.50 per metre inc VAT

A quick look at one issue is all it takes to let you decide if Speaker
Builder is indeed for you. Use the convenient coupon, or simply call us.
If you like it. that great new experience will keep coming. If you don't
like it, just say so, and we'll return your money. It's as simple as that.
Please enter my airmailed subscription tor.
17 two years ( 12 issues) at $60 :lone year (6issues) at $35
I'm enclosing I.__ in check/money order
Charge to my ClAccess CIVisa card

Exp_,En_:

Charge card orders also accepted via phone: (603) 924-9464 Mon - Fri
FAX (603) 924-9467
Remittances in US. funds only

(Please allow up to 6 weeks tor lost Issue /

SpeakerBuilder
*.I LOUDSPEAKERJOU.N.L

The world'. only loodweaker
PO k.

Dept HNO. Peterborough, NH 0345a USA
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Custom lengths are available.
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New Product
The new Kimber RCA/Phono Plugs with a
specially developed Ultra Plate contact surface
rewrite the textbook! All other phono plugs
sound harsh and nasty in comparison.
£22.50 per pair inc VAT
Sole U.K. Distributor
Russ
Andrews

Russ Andrews Turntable Accessories Limited
Edge Bonk House. Skelarnergh, Kendol. Cu.*,
7eurpnone Sookire 1053 963) 247
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ACCESSORIES

CLUB

Use this form to order accessories.

CLOTH
EARED?
Cleanliness is next to godliness, hut we never thought it
could transform your hi-fi. This month's offer is what KK
calls the ' magic duster'
hink back to last September CI leadroom' ). Iwrote about
an interesting cloth from Japan, given to me by fellow
enthusiast, top hi-fi journalist and consultant Saburou
Egawa. The cloth, afinely woven fabric called Cremonese, was
originally designed for cleaning musical instruments; Egawa
discovered that it also worked brilliantly as astylus cleaner if you
cut a small hole in its centre, placed it over your turntable
spindle and lowered the stylus onto the rotating cloth. He also
found that polishing aspeaker's cabinet and woofer cone also had
'a result', a sonic improvement which defies reason.
Close examination of the cloth suggested that it might he the
same material as used by anumber of camera companies as ' high
tech' lens cleaners, and for that purpose the stuff is truly
wonderful. But who would have imagined that using it to polish a
speaker cone would have any effect?
Because I value my sanity. I'm soliciting a response from
HFNIRR's readers. Ordinarily. I'd feel guilty about this sneaky way
of getting you to buy something, hut Ican rest easy because the
cloth has multiple uses, even if you decide that the sonic claims
are horsefeathers. I'm using the magic duster for lens and stylus
cleaning duties, polishing LPs and dustcovers, and for cleaning
surfaces made of Perspex - which acts like amagnet for greasy
fingerprints. Every cloth supplied before 30 April will come with
aquestionnaire which I'd like you to complete; the information
will be collated and published in an upcoming ' Headroom'.
To further complicate matters, Calotherm, the makers of this
particular magic cloth, also produce avariation for cleaning CDs.
It's atextured version with aglossier finish and it works atreat
for polishing away smears on CDs. As with the use of any cloth on
smooth surfaces, make sure that there are no large particles of
debris which your polishing action might grind into the surface.
Used as instructed, the Calotherm CD cloth is the most
convenient and effective method I've yet found for keeping those
CDs a-glistening. 411141 NEVIS & RECORD REVIEW
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HFNIRR 001 Fluxdumper: black- ash box £22.00 0
HFNIRR 004 Blackhead: m-cstep-up transformer; £59.95
HFNIRR 005 spikes: timber If steel D. inc fixing kit, set of 8, £ 10.00 CI
HFNIRR 006 Flutterbuster: 33.3/45rpm. 220/240 only, OK for most
synchronous t/t ( specify type); black- ash case £ 79.95 CI
HFNIRR 007 Carrvdisc: 14 CD's in a40mm travel pack! £ 11.95 0
HFNIRR 009 Heacicasel•lieadphone amplifier. 40mW Class A unit
allows use of headphones; black- ash case; 220/240V-only £79.95 D
HFNIRR 010 News Stand: 19in/430mm housing. 36in high. complete
with 5shelves ( 3adjustable) black finish £ 139.95 CI
HFNIRR 011 Mushcrusher: 220/240V mains filter. 5A rating £24.95
HFNIRR 012 Software Storage System: satin black timber ( Medite).
stackable, supplied in kit form. LP unit ( 120 capacity) £45.00 ID
CD/cassette unit ( 40/25) £ 25.00 CI singles unit ( 200) £35.00. O
HFNIRR 013 Wallnut: wall mounting two- level turntable support
complete with two shelves; finish. black £49.95 D
HFNIRR 014 Stylus Cleaner: ultrasonic cleaner; £ 14.95 0
HFNIRR 015 Test CD 11:99 tracks, 75mins £ 11.95 C
Tweek: contact enhancer; clean all signal connections £ 15.95 D
Nagaoka LP inner sleeves: pack of 50 £6.95 D
High Performance Loudspeakers: Martin Colloms' hook £ 18.00 Ili
Tape head de- magnetizer: electronic cassette de- magnetizer £ 12.95
Michell Tenderfeet: aluminium cones. Small £5.45 C Large £8.45
Cobra Indoor FM antenna: indoor aerial, built-in amplifier £47.50 D
Sicomin CD damper: best CD damper we have come across £27.50 CI
Extra rings for Sicomin, pack of 20. £2.50 CI
Audioquest vacuum tube dampers: set of 4 £ 11.95 D
Audioquest damping sheet: sorbothane. 6in x6in self-adhesive £ 11.95 0
Good Sound: Laura Dearborn's paperback £ 10.95 CI
VPI HW16.5 record cleaning machine: £375.00
HFN/RR self- build loudspeakers: details available for DCI & Bassett
Audiophile records: Cantate Domino £6.95 0 Jazz at the Pawnshop £ 13.95 0
Saint-Saëns £6.95 O Close-ups; Kabi Larelei. piano. £6.95 D Diifos ( 45rpm) £ 12.95
D Chesky Scheherazade £ 11.95 D Marni Nixon/Gershwin £ 13.50 0 Appalachian
Spring £ 13.50 0 Beethoven Appassionata ( RDCE4) £7.50 U Vintage Tenor ( RDCE
II) £7.50 CI

Aureum gold-plated mains plug/socket: twin unswitched socket, flush
mounting. complete with two I3Amp plugs. £25.00 CI
Harrison Cassette Alignment Tape wow! or not wow'? 111£18.50
Last Formula 1 £ 11.95 DFormula 2 £ 16.50 DFormula 3
£7.50 0Starter pack £ 12.50 CI
Alphason Tonearm Lifter: Yes, it really does! £ 13.95 0
PAS-01: Passive control unit kit £86.50 ID
Blacktak: £2.00 D
Recut Records: Beethoven Symphony 5 £7.99 O Ravel & Bartok Concertos
O Beethoven Piano Concerto 1/Choral Fantasy ( 2LP) £ 11.99 17

CD Feet: Audioquest Sorbothane. Pack of 4 £24.95 D

Michell Surelock 4mm locking speaker plugs. set of 4. £ 18.95 D
Breakfast Plugs, phonos, pair. £ 5.95
Stax binaural CDs: Space Sound. £ 16.95 C; Glenn Miller. £ 16.95 O;
Warsaw Baroque Soloists, £ 16.95 O; Supercharge, £ 16.95
Decca record cleaning brush: £9.45
Vecteur spaced banana plugs: two twin plugs £9.45 D
CD Jewel Cases ( packs of 10): standard. Sin complete!: £6.50;
standard 5in. outer only C £5.00; slimline Sin I: £6.50; 3inD £6.50.
Double Jewel Case. complete ( each) C £ 1.75. Sin clear protective
sleeve ( pack of 5) D 75p. CD single adaptor. silvered ( each) D 60p.
Toppers: stick- on spikes; set of 6C £5.95; set of 80 £7.95
Kevlon damping rings: for small valves £33.50 per pair C
Mission Isoplat: 17in x13in Medite isolation platform; £28.00 D
Billy Cotton/Russ Conway: and George Melly: £9.45 for the 2LPs
Calotherm: Complete Compact Disc cleaner £ 1.25 D
Calocoat: Hi-Tech Lenscloth £ 1.60 D
NAME ( caps please)
ADDRESS

enclose PO/( heque ho
to pay by Aece%% l'iaa Diners ..
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Please send orders to HEN RR Accessories Club. PO Box 2IN). Bedford. MK41) 1111
Cheques should he made payable to MN RR Accessories Club.
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NON UK SALES
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FOR THE EXCITING
DT325 HEADPHONES

DT 33
15-18,000 Hz

...we know you'd like to hear from
Slip aset of DT 320's or 330's over your ears and you'll hear why they are
so popular
At last, headphones that are desligned for ears!
Both models are designed with comfort in mind, with specially padoed ear
pieces that fit completely over your ears, thus ensuring alevel of comfort not
usually found ln headphones of this price.
The DT 330's also have the added advantage of afully adjustable inner
headband.
These open headphones have an exceptionally wide frequency range
coupled with asuperb base response.
So if you're into comfort and sound. don't get awrong number. get aset of
Beyer 'phones.

beyerdynamicnn
EXCELLENCE IN

SOUND

For your nearest stockist contact
Beyerdynamic (GB) Ltd. Unit 14,
Cliffe Industrial Estate, Lewes. East Sussex
BN8 6JL Telephone (0273) 479411
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CHRISTOPHER I-10GWOOD

Christopher Hummed is to record all of
IlaiWn's.5ympbonies. ibis ail! be the third
coneete recording but the first to employ
only original instruments or their
reproductions. There is 10 be no l•usle perhaps ten years will pass before the
completion of the fifteen planned volumes.
Elm so this is an average of nearly one
symphony released eroy month. Professor
jallieSll'ebSier of Cornell Univemily is
MUSiCal adriS0); and the Iilleersal Edition
the scores edited by 11C.' Robbins Landon will
be used - although Profrssor Webster will
incopporate certain elements based on his
own further researches. The first volume in the
new series will be released in . 1Iay l990. and
will consd.a of the nine symphonies composed
during the period I-6

of

A new Haydn symphony
AAM recording project
by Antony Hodgson

hen we last met, you were at the
start of your Mozart project and
you said: ' People have perhaps
regarded Haydn's music as being "old" and
therefore worthy of attention to correct
style. With Mozart people do not regard the
music as " old" in the say way'. In the light of
that, do you now feel that Haydn is even
greater in need of attention to correct style?
1can certainly think of things that have yet
to be done correctly.
'Probably when we last talked, the spotlight was still on Bach performances and the
main interest was in "correct" Bach Cantatas. The use of original instruments has now
made people think again and raises the
interesting point of what . lititudes there
were about great classical music in the
period before the "grand- maestro" conductor: I mean, to what extent can you he a
Nlengelberg or aBruno W'alter and overlay a
personal interpretation on classical nmsic?
Since that time, however, there has been a
re-examination of source materials and a
critical look at what the conditions of the
original performances were, so that now .
when we are planning to do all the taydn
symphonies it comes as something of a
shock to find that Haydn's typical Eszterhazy
orchestra was four first violins, four seconds,
one viola, one cello, one bass, and abassoon.
There is still a sense of wonderment. Can
this really he right - especially with one
viola? And Ialso said, can it really be right no harpsichord? But James Webster produces evidence !
see footnote* to be quite
convincing that these were the numbers of
players. As far as the harpsichord went, there
wasn't an instrument: there wasn't aplayer:
there wasn't the money. There wasn't apart
and there was no need.'
Iknow you've done one or two symphonies; can you foresee getting to Vols. IA and
15 and wanting to do them again because
more has corne to light?
'It's prophesying of course. but on the
whole, with recording. one always wants to
do it differently - for a recording is not a
painting, it is not a finished work of art. It
just measures the point at which you are
now. I re-edited the kw symphonies Eve
recorded so far, hut we'll still do them again.'
I \ EV‘ ti
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It's fascinating to work out what would
have been the precise sound of Ilaydn's
orchestra. But I'm sure you will agree that a
recording should not he amere imitation of
one performance at a particular moment in
the past.
'Certainly. But there are two periods with
Haydn - one is the pre-publication period
when many of the early works were conceived in more parochial terms - and
although ILtydn was glad that his music
circulated In manuscript form, it is as not
designed to do so. Then, gradually. a. Mozart
had always known, it dawned on II : udu that
you have to he specific in your indications it'
you are going to he aIra\ elling nuisic Lin. So
Haydn's published pie( t.'N were written in
the expectation that the would he played
by many different people all round the
world. Iam particularly interested ill what
happened to Haydn in England: what he
arrived with, how he changed his mind,
what contribution Salomon and members of
his orchestra made. And, in that way, you
can explain some of the radical differences
between the sources:
Would you agree that. in Haydn. rather
more than in Mozart, the sound of the music
is part of the composition? When Ithink of
the contours of aHaydn symphony. Itend to
think of the points where there are sudden
colour- changes: a sudden horn entry here.
an unexpected timpani onslaught there.
Even the early symphonies. which are lightly
scored, have sudden changes of colour
because of the concertante elements.
'Yes Iagree in general with what you say:
Haydn is unconventional in articulating the
form of a piece by changing the colour.
Mozart does it by alternating groups within
the orchestra. Haydn does it by concertante
use. by curious episodes. hy pauses and by
silences, in a way that Mozart never does.
Although a Haydn /brie need not rock the
room in volume, its suddenness can he
shattering in itself. Similarly, a tremendous
change comes Mc'. the scoring of the
Philosopher .Symphony just because the
Cors Anglais arc there: the use of the violin
G-string is calculated to match the coranglais tone:
let me now throw one or two musicolo-

gical points at you briefly, so you can let me
know your approach in each case. In the
finale of ' La Chasse' I
No. - 31 will you use the
authentic timpani part found in the Overture
version of the nun ement? Similarly, will you
use the finale of No. 103 with the extra bars
that Haydn later cut out?
'I'm not sure, hut with CD one can have
the choice and we may well do both so that
the user can programme whichever is
required:
You will he doing the early unnumbered
symphonies which Landon calls ' A' and ' B'.
Does it worry you that the three- movement
'A' appears in a reliable catalogue of the
works of ‘Vagenseil?
'Yes, we'll do this one despite the doubts.
because it is already largely accepted - hut
one cannot include everything.'
Iquite understand - not, for example. the
135 symphonies incorrectly attributed?
'Exactly! But that need not prevent us
from doing some of the peripheral things including semi-spurious and re-‘ mimed:
Instrumentation. Ifeel that these . ymphonies where we know that horns arc in high- C
do not really need the trumpets at the same
pitch as well, and it may well he that the
trumpets were not normally used despite
the existence of parts for them.
'In all those cases where we know that the
trumpets were alate arrival in the score we
shall certainly confine oursek es to the high
horns; although if we know tOr sure that
trumpets were also used we may well tuse
them, but space them apart from the horns.
We even divided the four horns in the
(1- minor symphony - No. 39 - two one side,
two the other side. And it is very interesting
and rather fun.'
What about No. 95 - Iwas once involved
in arecording with the horns ' up' in the first
and last movements, and found it totally
convincing, hut largely it is not done.
'Oh yes, I've actually done it once like
that. We're then caught between what one
feels is very effective and what there is
evidence for. We'll gu on experimenting.
We're lucky that most problems like this
happen to come in the later symphonies. SO
we shall llave the chance to try them in
pertbrmance and finally record them in the
95

"touching . . . matches Dickinson's
bright stillness and her vulnerability
with beautiful precision.
His is areal talent, undoubtedly"
Gramophone

"fits the inwardness and elemental
simplicity of Dickinson's
poetry extremely well"
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HighFi News and Record Review
London

Emily 'ecleimon
Gordon Getty
Kaaren Enckton

"a work of haunting beauty"
.Vewhouse . Veivs Service

"ranks With the best"
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Dallas .1forning,Vews

"THE WHITE ELECTION
"incisive . . . deceptively simple.
acycle that progresses,
rather than acollection of
thematically connected songs"
Opera News

Poems by EMILY DICKINSON
Music by GORDON GETTY •

"Getty's concise style melds
so seamlessly into the verse
that the words and music

KAAREN ERICKSON, soprano

Stereo Review

.
seem

inseparable"

ARMEN GUZELIMIAN, piano
"power to wound —
deeply, suddenly, unexpectedly"
il'adlinglon Po

"a highly polished collection"
Lo 1,i/('/e JitOh

"spare introspective melodies
seem drawn out of the poems
as if the music
"a disc of superb and beautiful songs ...
were there all the time"
the performances could hardly be bettered'
.Valional Public Radio
Music & Musicians, London

"an extraordinary release . . .

very highly recommended"
Fanfare
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Classical-Sounds

Specialists in Recorded Classical Music
and High Quality Audio Equipment

WATLING COURT, 84E WATLING ST. EAST TOWCESTER NORTHAMPTONSHIRE NN12 7BS
Tele. TOWCESTER ( 0327) 359588
The largest selection of classical CD's and Music Cassettes in Northamptonshire

NOW
Our CDs & Cassettes are on the first
floor with personal listening facilities in
the comfort of an armchair. Our aim is to
make your visit avery pleasant
experience.

We have acoffee area on the ground floor.

Our Audio Dept is on the first floor with
relaxed listening facilities. Among the familiar
names are: Musical Fidelity, Quad. Rotel,

You are welcome to relax and enjoy some

QED. Spendor. TDL. Celestion. Others

refreshment before or after abrowse.

being added
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MUSIC
way one feels is correct, based on performing experience.'
And the B- flat horns — what about No. 102.
where I've only heard three conductors use
the horns at the upper octave? But that is
convincing too.
'Oh yes. Ithink they should be high — and
Ishall also look at No. 98 closely: firstly at
textual authority. then Ishall try it with the
players both ways. betbre I record it:
last time we talked, we had a discussion
about repeats in a minuet being observed
(titer as well as before the trio. Would you
like to clarify your views on this today?
'I think the only thing that has changed
since we faced this problem when doing the
Mozart symphonies was that we then did it
on intuition, and because Idon't like Mozart
symphonies being undervalued we used
them without documentary evidence. Since
then, Iread my way through Türk, and in
1805 Türk says all minuets are repeated on
their da capo unless specified otherwise.
There's plenty of other evidence: the habit
of omission grew simply because composers
started indicating da cupos without repeats.
But in Haydn's case we do all of them.'
May Isuggest one repeat in the whole of
Haydn that Ishould like to see left out: in the
trio of the minuet of Symphony No. 81? In
the second section Haydn has already written the repeat in full — except it is in the
minor key. To then make the repeat means
we hear the second half of the trio four
times, and it would therefore spoil the
minor- key joke.
'Ibis is a problem — what does one do
about jokes that come in any bi-partite
movement? It is asimilar problem in movements with very " final" final bars — after
which there may be adifficult jump back to
the double bar. These make for key juxtapositions which never exist in Haydn when
one makes such a repeat.'
Iknow what you mean, and I've heard one
conductor in the finale of No. 59 make the
repeat from a point just before the end —
leaving the bit at the end as a once-only
coda.
'Yes, I've sometimes done that in performance. but Iprobably should not do it for a
recording. I can't really say four years in
advance what Iam going to do — not before
studying the symphony in detail and putting
it into concert performance first. In other
words, it is important not to prejudge. Iam
making it my business not to corne to afirm
conclusion. The conclusion should be right
for the state of the art at the time Imake the
particular recording.'
Tempo. A recent discussion has blown up
about the correct tempo for aminuet of this
period with atheory based on the tempi of
musical clocks and of later metronome
marks suggested by such musicians as
Czerny. A theory I must say I find very
convincing by documentation, but by no
means always convincing in actual performance — especially when conductors are
unable to apply the same tempo to both
minuet and trio.
'I've also been impressed by the reasoning, and the use of repeats within the da
capo is another justification for a faster
tempo. Some conductors seem to get into
trouble with the tempo of trios whatever
speed they use for the minuet. There was a
school of thought which once decided that
trios go slower — it used to occur in
Beethoven where he doesn't mark it and it
used to occur extremely in Beethoven
where he marks it only slightly. So it is all
part of this faulty imposed theory. The
Hill NEU • 8: RE( = ORD REVIE%
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mechanical clocks do tie in well with
Czerny's metronome marks and also those of
Hummel. Some total timings suggested by
early 19th- century musicians, such as
George Smart, correlate too.'
What type of continuo instrument will
you use in the London Symphonies?
'In those days people tended to use
generic names — and say 'cembalo' and
'harpsichord' and ' piano'. But most observers seem to have seen a fortepiano, and
certainly one gets two versions of that solo
in Symphony No. 98 with adaptations for the
extended keyboard. And that must have
meant that a piano would have been used.
When he played at the Sheldonian. Haydn sat
at the organ; and in Paris we know there was
no keyboard at all.'
In the trio of No. 29 there doesn't seem to
be a tune anywhere. I've heard a performance where at least some sort of tune is
played by the harpsichordist. Surely the
string chords are intended to support something?
'I've heard performances where melodies
were added — you can either regard them as
a rescue or you could compare them with
adding Are Maria to the first Prelude of
Bach. Ifeel there are so many tunes in Haydn
that maybe we can survive one trio without
atune — Iquite enjoy the deliberate aimlessness. Perhaps it was created as a conversation point — after all, if he bad written atune.
we shouldn't he discussing it!'
Will the sound of your orchestra now
differ from the sound you obtained when
you began your Mozart series?
'Oh yes. We learned agreat deal from jaap
Schrüder about string articulation, which
carries with it certain essentials of the
creation of sonority and also the variety of
internal balance. We are also using a different idea of sonority in view of the single
lower strings in the early Haydn orchestra.
Taking Haydn's markings at face value also
helps. We use an edition which distinguishes
between dots and daggers on the string parts
— sometimes these have been eliminated in
modern editions. the more abrupt changes
of dynamics also go with changes of texture.
The most difficult sound to capture on
record, however, is timpani — it is difficult to
portray their character.'
With the authentic instruments and the
hard-headed sticks. Ilike the sound, hut on
recordings they sometimes disappear in
piano passages.
'Yes that is a danger, hut maybe we'll be
rescued with CD video: if you see the player,
you bear the part. The timpanist raises his
sticks and you hear something!'
Can you, finally, give me an idea of how
you are going to divide yourself between
this country and the United States in the
next kw years?
'I've been divided between Europe and
abroad for ten or more years. In the States I
have contracts with tilt' Ilandel-Haydn Society and the St Paul Chamber Orchestra —
both long term. Iregularly go to Australia —
I'm artistic advisor of the Australian Chamber Orchestra — and there are a number of
orchestras for whom Iam guest conductor
in Germany, America and Australia. As far as
recording goes. the Academy has its various
projects, and the Haydn Symphony project
doesn't get in the way of the standard
recording works: Telemann. Vivaldi, Handel
— including operas. The Handel- Haydn Society Orchestra I've turned into a period
instrument group — we've done the recording of the Handel Op. 3Concertos and shall
be doing Op. 6. and we've done Haydn

cantatas for soprano and orchestra with
Arleen Augér. Then we shall do Acis and
Galatea in the Mozart anniversary. The St
Paul Orchestra is a modern instrument
Orchestra and Iwant to keep the profiles of
these orchestras separate. We've recorded
Stravinsky's Dumbarton Oaks and Pub
— and have also recorded the original
pieces which Stravinsky used for Pulcinella
as a reference. We've recorded the Gounod
Petite Symphonie and the Gounod First
Symphony — an interesting revelation. Above
all I don't want to poach on the original
instrument repertoire with a moderninstrument orchestra.'
And what about the recordings you would
like to make regardless of commercial success — Inotice that most of the composers
you've named will safely sell.
'Well, we used to do them — when we
were a fledgling orchestra, and when the
label we were on was peripheral, we had a
great time doing Destouches, Stamitz. and
Crusell and many pieces that are not mainline. Since then the jOiseau-Lyrej label has
become more important. the orchestras
have moved into more acceptable territory,
and the number of records one can make in
ayear is finite. Therefore you have to weigh
up the relative attraction of recording the
Beethoven Symphonies or the Michael
Haydn Symphonies. Or going on into the
19th- century to do Schumann, Weber, Mendelssohn, or saying that the ground has been
‘N ell covered — although to my mind the
musicology has not yet been done thoroughly enough. We have the option of going
back and doing the Haydn project, so where
do we stand? The view was that we have all
the material we feel we need to hand for
dealing with Haydn so it would be best for
us to be firmly established in a Haydn
project.'
Yet your orchestra has abig enough name
to dare to do the less favourable composers.
'Yes. Idon't understand marketing. hut it
is true, Iam sure, that if you were a Karajan
and you recorded Stamitz, no-one would
buy it. Whether one might aim to do this
anyway, and discount it against the more
popular things that the public will buy is
one angle. The other angle — the one that
directs me towards the Haydn project — is
that people have to take a deep breath
before they buy 108 symphonies, and it is
not the same breath that they draw before
buying a record of Stamitz. Nevertheless
they are taking a risk in respect of the
unknown. For myself, Ishould like to see not
only all Haydn, but also all Stamitz on record
but, for the moment, it certainly seems more
sanguine to take the chance of recording
laydn and I am very grateful for the
opportun it.' )1'
'I foresee that Imay not be the only writer to be
taken aback by Ibis theory Certainly Ihave suited
nineteen reproductions of accounts preserved from
the tour: at Eszterháza, detailing <lunges .ftir harp.
sichord building. harpsichord ( and later piano)
repair. and for replacement in harpsichord strings.
These all dale from between I-61 and 1-- (s. but as
late as I-83 Haydn is ;Weeny! to as Director. also
Filais Violist' which implies that keyboard was his
normal position of direction. I hare yet to be
convinced that nitwits did not direct his 11111SiCiallS
OM the keyboard The absence of keyboanl mois is
bard!) surpr".• •g unido being both c poser and
director. they would hail , been superfluous In l•-ófiords, took instruments to Pressbing fir repair
during aprincely visit with some of his musicians.
These indlided aharpsichord and IWO titilas 11 two
violas were damaged. how many remained usable and n'as there really only one player available to
perlisrm upon them?
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State-of-the-Art
Preamplifier
AMP-02

SUB- WOOFERS AND OTHER ANIMALS
The ancient Greeks may have had aword for it ( Cerberus?) but, as far as we
are concerned, the notion that asub-woofer, used in association with small
but very precise front speakers, might provide the perfect answer to the
domestic problems of the majority of music- lovers first arose about a
decade ago. The fact is that such athree-way system — consisting of the
Audio Pro B 1-45 sub-woofer and a pair of Rogers/BBC LS3/5A monitor
speakers — produces the kinds of musical performance normally requiring
very bulky loudspeakers and does so, moreover, at afar more reasonable
cost ( f790 for the complete system). Only the small speakers need to be
visible; the sub-woofer, which measures 14 3
/ in. square by 20 1
4
/ in. high,
4
can be placed anywhere in the room, either out of sight or covered by a
table-cloth, because even the very deepest sounds will be perceived as
emanating from the normal sound stage.
For those requiring greater power handling than the LS3/5A can
encompass, the Audio Pro sub-woofer also makes an ideal complement to
apair of Acoustic Energy AEI speakers which, while closely resembling the
LS3/5As in tonal quality and only marginally larger, can cope with up to 200
watts. And, where neither space nor outlay are prime considerations, it is
our view that combining the QUAD ESL 63 loudspeakers with a B 1-45
sub-woofer will offer the finest, most truly musical sound that can be
achieved under domestic conditions.

Ben Duncan's Analogue Modular Preamplifier
currently serialised in HFN features 7dedicated
eurocards suitable for use in isolation or as
part of the remote controlled AMP- 02 frame.
Full brochure is now available giving details of
modules, components, enclosures & literature.
Send an A4 size SAE or 3 IRCs to:
I

AlAC1105V1iile515

VISA

99 Lapwing Lane, Manchester M20 OUR
061-434 0126

At our studio you can listen at leisure to the Audio Pro sub-woofer in
association with the three above- mentioned speaker pairs, and you will be
astonished to discover how superb any of these combinations sound even
when fed from modestly- priced CD players and eceivers. In addition to
such components by JVC, Denon or Yamaha, we are also demonstrating a
QUAD system that includes their new CD player and their 66 pre-amplifier,
complete with remote control panel.
The fact that audio equipment is, for us, never an end in itself but simply
to a deeper understanding and enjoyment of great music is
further underlined by our truly comprehensive stock of classical Compact
Discs, which are available to those who have bought equipment from us at
a generous 20% discount. Nor do we neglect visual pleasures for, quite
apart from supplying selected TV sets and Hi Fi Video Recorders, we
demonstrate CD Video and stock a wide range of CDV recordings,
especially opera and ballet. So there is always plenty to see and hear at
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hackneyed expressions like ' natural' and ' being there'.
Positioning of the performer becomes obvious and the
acoustic of the original environment comes through to the
listening room. The Minim decoders also provide enhanced
results from conventional stereo material.
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CLASSICAL
CPE BACH: Cello Concerto in A, Wq172
in a, Wq170 D in B 4,Wq171
Anner fivlsnui ( vIc)/OAEILeonhartil
Virgin Classics VC 790 8002 ( 70m 145)
All Saints Church Petersham seems to have
been ignored by record companies in recent
years [ Decca excepted jbut here Virgin takes
advantage of its warm, even acoustic to
present three fine concerti with clarity and
colour. The soft-toned strings have a grace
which enables the rapid finales to sparkle
without the edgy aggression which some
performers allow to pass for drama in CPE
liach's more forceful movements. The three
works can be played in editions with flute or
harpsichord as solo instrument, but it has
always seemed to me that the music does lie
very well for cello. The A major has a
delightful symmetry, with the opening
orchestral ritornello serving also as acoda in
each movement. In the finale of ( ) the final
section has 19 of its 52 bars missing. I've
never understood this ( though the Eulenberg score supports it ) and Iprefer performances which simply repeat the introduction
note- for-note.
Naturally CPE Bach is at his most dramatic
in the minor- keyed work. Here it is difficult
to sustain the drive, because the solo part
often has twice the note- values of the
orchestral ritornello. hut Bylsma gets as near
as anyone to avoiding any suspicion of
over- broadness. He is alittle indulgent in his
first entry, perhaps, hut he clearly revels in
the sturdy anger of the finale.
By comparison the B- flat is more sunny
and relaxed, with light-hearted skipping
rhythms in the outer movements surround-

PURCELL: The Fairy Queen
Les Arts Florissants/Christie
Harmonia Mundi HMC 901308-09
(2CDs, 128m 42s)
When William Christie directed a reconstruction of Purcell's masque The Fatty
Queen last summer, at the prestigious
Aix-en-Provence Festival, critics everywhere doffed their best 17th-century
feathered caps in amazement and respect.
And rightly so, for the semi-opera has
rarely been staged in its ambitious
entirety ( Purcell's music only rounded off
each act of the spoken play) since the days
when 'A Midsummer Night's Dream' was
so familiar that the public would scarcely
have noticed that in order to accommodate all the new overtures, entr'actes,
symphonies, airs and dances, the actual
drama had to be truncated to the point of
incoherence.
More to the point, though, Les Arts
Florissants produced the work with such
concern for the vivid kaleidoscope of
moods in which its music burgeons, and
scrupulous technique, that its success was
inevitable. That this recording brings us
only the musical part of the whole lavish
spectacle brings home quite what an
undertaking it was.
Each of the many facets of this music
reflects the tastes of post- Reformation
England. Most obvious is the marvellous
depiction of the supernatural and allegorical characters; the poignant lines of Winter's' air droop dejectedly, while the

ing an Adagio in soulful Baroque style. Hie
pace adopted for this movement seems
rather heavy for the content hut elsewhere
there is little to fault in tempo.
The sound is always beautiful but with the
solo cello alittle closer than ideal, and some
moments of noisy breathing are captured
unnecessarily. Better too immediate than
too vague of course - and nowhere is the
phrasing other than stylishly authentic. [
A:11
Antom ,Hodgson
JS BACH: Concerti - for two violins in d
III for violin in E E for violin in a U for
violin and oboe in c
Catherine Mackintosh, Elizabeth
rIns) Paul Goodwin ( ob),
C011SOrt
Robert King ( bpddir)
Hyperion CDA 66380 (58m 55s)
Performances of exceptional authenticity:
period instruments, pitch at A -415. and the
minimum of vibrato is used - in many ways
this is daring, inasmuch as the solo writing is
so exposed that the slightest departure from
precise in
could become
immediately noticeable. In particular. the
matching of the sill( lists in the two double
concerti by Bach is admirable. Paul Goodwin's rich oboe ( arecent reconstruction of a
Paulhahn model of 1- 20) has an evocative
cor- anglaislike quality. In the Adagio of the
violin and oboe concerto ( the alternative
version of the two- keyboard Concerto
BW"V1060 ), he sets off Elizabeth Wallfisch's
elegant violin to perfection.
Catherine Macintosh is a firm interpreter
of the two solo concerti: she gives rhythmic
zest to the fast movements and the cadenza-

dances for Fairies and Green Men bowl
along, lyrical and envigorating. More unique are treasures like the ' Entrance of
Sleep' with its utter simplicity and pervasive calm, warmed by the rich bass of
Jerome Correas, the bumbling love-duet
for two haymakers, complete with arustic
theorbo and squelchy sound-effects, and
the sheer variety in Purcell's writing,
whether martial or pastoral, enchanted or
comical [ Polonius seems to have crept in
... Mus Ed], frenzied or superbly lyrical.
With an impressive line-up of soloists
(Lynne Dawson's ' Hark! the echoing air a
triumph sings' is pure vocal gold) supported with assurance and flair by chorus
and period ensemble, not to mention the
sympathetic acoustics, this is certainly a
classic recording of an undisputed masterpiece. (
A*:1*1
Helena Stoward
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like nature of the subsidiary subject of finale
of the E major is exceptionally brilliant,
flaring from the body of the music in strict
tempo. In the l)-minor:' the rapport between
the two soloists is impressive - a unified
interpretation yet one in which each principal musician retains her own style and
personality.
The Ilperion recordings reveal the
thoughtful interpretations in gorgeous detail
and all the works have a spacious atmosphere. The continuo has its subtle colours
and the soloists are clearly tOcused.
Is it too old-fashioned a compliment to
suggest that the stereo spread is admirable?
Some recent recordings seem to have forgotten the advantages of wide, firmly- located
stereo. Altogether ajoy to the ear. [
A*:1*[.
Anton). Hodgson

LES ARTS
FLORISSANTS
WILLIAM
CHRISTIE

BERLIOZ: The Damnation of Faust
von Otter/Michael Myers .leanPhilippe Lafintt/Reité Schirrerhlinburgh
Fest ( h/Lmn Op Orchlohn Eliot Gardiner
Philips 426 199-2 ( 2C1)s. 12- tin 125)

.‘nne-sofie

Of previous Damnations on Cl). Davis's is
the most deeply considered, with no musical
stone left unturned. Its Philips sound is
somewhat drily analytical against the more
spacious Solti and Ozawa recordings, yet it
has remained my favourite. But these are all
'produced' versions, whereas this further
Philips offering was taped live ( by Radio
France in 1987) at 1.yon, where John Eliot
Gardiner has become a central figure at the
Berlioz Festivals.
The Maurice Ravel hall sounds very short
on reverberance, but the exigencies of
miking for minimum audience noise may
account for some of this. There are a few
minor shifts of balance ( as soloists move in
relation to microphones?) and seemingly
more space around the choruses and soloists
than around the orchestra, but the latter is
clearly defined if slightly lacking in weight.
Several distancings are effected nicely as the
score requires, and just to remind us that we
are mere interlopers there are long bursts of
applause following the Hungarian March
10 1

and the climactic ensemble in Part 3. But the
audience is astonishingly quiet during
several very hushed episodes, with Gardiner's penchant for pianissimo effects granted
full play. Yet the great climaxes sound
naturally massive, so it seems that the
recording team were disinclined to tamper
with dynamics. The various roistering choruses certainly let rip with enthusiastic gusto.
That enthusiasm really gripped me on
occasion, the frisson of areal musical event
crossing all barriers to justify the ' live
recording' philosophy. Careful repeated
listening would no doubt reveal minor
blemishes of ensemble, etc, but Ifelt that on
the whole it was only the vocal soloists who
might sometimes have benefited from a
re- take or two. Otter makes a beautiful ( if
somewhat cool ) Marguerite, hut Myers provides arather too relaxed Faust for my taste;
Schirrer's Brander is very acceptable, but
lafont's Mephistopheles needs more of the
great Bastin's cheeky, chameleonic individuality. The Edinburgh Chorus are superb,
but the lyon Opera Orchestra also deserves
warm commendation — and of course many
thanks to an English Gardiner for digging so
vigorously on behalf of Berlioz in the South
of France. [
A/B:1*/1/2]
John Crabbe
BIRTWISTLE: Punch and Judy
Soloists/London Sinfoniettq/Atherton
Etcetera KTC 2014 (2CDs, 103m 26s) C)
1980
Definitely not for the Puccini addict! That
said, Atherton does tend to emphasize the
work's relationship with more conventional
examples of the genre. Stephen Roberts is a
more restrained, less expressionistic Punch
then some recent interpreters; but he has

the merit of being more musically accurate,
and certainly easier to live with.
From the perspective of Birtwistle's more
recent excursions into writing for the stage.
Punch and Judy is comparatively straightforward. And, while the music and action
can never be described as truly narrative ( a
word one suspects the composer has mixed
feelings about), the use of repetition and
block structuring ensure that, on a purely
thematic level, there is little danger of losing
one's way. Indeed there is much that is
short, pithy, and memorable; and anyone
who can cope with the later operas of Sir
Michael Tippett will find much that they can
relate to.
Of the remaining characters, much hinges
on the ability of Choregos to make us feel
sympathy for Punch as a sort of eternal,
haunted anti-hero. And, as the one figure
who is more than simply a puppet, he has
the most opportunity for musical characterization. David Wilson Johnson is excellent —
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clearly revelling in his own virtuosity and
ability to lament the series of rather gruesome murders. The playing, as always with
the London Sinfonietta, is ajoy', and the only
real question-mark is over the recording
[licensed from Decca] which is rather dry. It
does, however, add effectively to the atmosphere of expressionistic claustrophobia.
Recommended. [
B:1]
Simon Cargill
BRITTEN: Les Illuminations C Serenade
for tenor, horn & strings C Nocturne
Marlyn Hill ( ten)/Frank Lloyd ( hrn)/City of
London Sinf/Hickox
Virgin Classics VC 790 7922 (76m 32s)
also MC
_.
This repeats the generous coupling offered
by Decca with Sir Peter Pears and the
composer conducting, and it is to the new
issue's considerable credit that it can hold its
head up high in such exalted company. All
three cycles are sensitively and stylishly
performed. Martyn Hill sounds more ingratiating when he is not singing loudly ( his
tone is then inclined to roughen slightly and
takes some getting used to), but his soft
singing is often adelight and he is fortunate
to have such a perceptive accompanist in
Hickox.
Such perception is at once evident in Les
Illuminations, where the confident strings
in the ' Fanfare' and in the chugging accents
of 'Villes' show what an accomplished band
of players the City of London Sinfonia are
these days; elsewhere their poised attentiveness in ' Being Beauteous' and the final
'Départ' is altogether exemplary. Hill displays the right athletic vigour for Britten's
youthful response to Rimbaud's vivid imagery — both ' Marine' and ' Parade' are notably
successful. The Serenade too comes off very
well here. Frank Lloyd is a superb horn
player ( his agility in the ' Hymn' is breathtakingly nimble), singer and orchestra alike
sound ravishing in the heady beauty of the
'Pastoral', and all three combine for a marvellously imaginative account of the Tennyson setting, magical in its evocation of the
distant 'horns of Eliland'.
In the Nocturne Ihave nothing but praise
for the contributions by the seven orchestral
soloists, all of whom are quite properly
listed in the booklet. Hickox makes sure that
the opening string motif is played truly ppp
and that its every reappearance haunts the
ear. However, these performers inevitably
cannot match that very special feeling of
inspirational involvement in this work evident on the Pears/Britten recording. Though
30 years old now, it still sounds quite
astonishing, in some ways clearer than the
Hill/Hickox. Elsewhere the string sound on
this new release is superbly realistic and the
horn balance in the Serenade is well judged.
A fine issue, then. The performance star is for
Hickox's supremely sensitive accompaniments. [
A/A*:1(*)]
Andreu ,Achenbach
CHERUBINI: Requiem in d D Requiem
in c 0 Coronation Mass in A D Coronation Mass in G
Ambrosia:: Singers/NPO/Philharmonia Ch
& Orch/LPO & Ch/Muti
EMI CMS 763 1612 (4CDs, 201m 59s) 0
1975, '82, '85
In this splendid four-disc set, the product of
Riccardo Muti's continuing, and entirely
understandable, fascination with Cherubini's
church music, the only newcomer is the
Coronation Mass in G, intended for the
coronation of Louis XVIII in 1819. The

others, listed above in chronological order
of their appearance on disc are asplendidly
vivid remastering of John Mordler's 1973
production of the D- minor Requiem ( 1836),
practically the start of the re-discovery of
Cherubini as church composer, the C-minor
Requiem ( 1816), and the Mass in A ( 1825)
for the coronation of Charles X. Much of this
music looks abit dull on the printed page; in
performance — certainly in performances as
ardent, polished and idiomatic as these — it
truly takes wing. If there are comparatively
conventional passages, these tend to be
offset by ones of blazing originality. The new
issue [ separately available on CDC 749
5532], is a most welcome addition to the
discography. The Mass was not actually
performed, Louis deciding for reasons of tact
not to go through with all the old Bourbon
panoply. But the troubled, even anguished
music that is contrasted with more expected
glorifications, implies a certain detachment
on the part of Louis's recently appointed
Surintendant de la musique. One or two
fleeting imprecisions of entry apart, the
performance is poised, indeed noble, with
fine regard for structure. The recording is
broad and rich, though Ithought the dynamic range unnaturally wide. The grouping of
these four works in a box suggests a task
completed; Ihope Muti and EMI think it the
first half only, for there are at least four more
mature Cherubini Mass settings languishing
on library shelves! Overall a clear rating:
IA:1].
Peter Branscombe
CHERUBIM: Requiem in c
Berlin Radio Ch/Berlin SO/Flor
RCA RD 60059 (49m 03s)
This recording of the C-minor Requiem of
1816 was made during actual performances
in April 1987 in the Schauspielhaus, Berlin.
There is aveiled quality about the sound, of
a piece with the quietly dramatic approach
of the performers — entirely appropriate in
this solemnly consolatory music; there is
however apleasingly rounded quality about
the loudest passages, and the gong rings out
proudly at the beginning of the Dies irae.
From the audience, there is the odd cough,
but hardly asqueak or ashuffle to be heard,
which is surprising — as well, of course, as
welcome with the apparently recessed microphone placement. The occasional ragged
chord is a small price to pay for the live,
atmospheric feel of the whole performance,
and both the Berlin Radio Choir and Symphony Orchestra respond raptly to Claus
Peter Flor's idiomatic direction. 1A/B:1/2]
Peter Branscombe
DVORAIC: Symphony 8 D Scherzo capriccioso D Nottumo
Los Angeles PO/Previn
Telarc CD-80206 (56m 49s)
To be successful, performances of Dvorak's
Eighth must show recognition of the dancelike qualities which make it the most specifically ' Czech' of all his symphonies while
taking account of its breadth and depth. The
best of the many recorded performances
currently available manage this amalgam
with varying adjustments of the balance,
making categorical choice almost impossible. Previn gets it just about right. His
reading is carefully thought out, rich in
character, probing yet attractively effervescent. Some may feel that it errs a little too
much towards effervescence, and one could
possibly quibble here and there about dynamics that vary' from those indicated by the
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score, but the liberty seems justified by a
performance which, in the final analysis, is
weighty without sacrificing excitement or
enchantment. Pace and sparkle as well as
excitement are necessary ingredients for a
convincing performance of the Scherzo,
which can easily be made to sound ponderous and lumpy. Here, again, Previn manages
the balance very successfully with a lively,
rhythmically alert, truly scherzoid PI performance. A luminous reading of the Notturno rounds off an admirably judged and
recorded programme. IA:11
Kenneth Dommett

well. The recording, originally analogue and
made in 1983, is reasonably detailed and
perfectly acceptable. [
B:1]
Kenneth Dommett

DVORAK: Symphony 3 El Scherzo capriccios° D Carnival Overture
RLPO/Pesek
Virgin Classics VC 790 7972 (60m 05s)

Here we have two sensational violinists —
one well established, the other at the outset
of her career — and it is instructive to be able
to compare them in a concerto which
though reasonably well represented by
transfers to CD is not overburdened with
wholly new recordings. It will be noted that
Mehta manages to get in an extra item in the
form of the overture, but neither issue is
particularly generous in terms of playing
time — EMI have in fact been rather niggardly. Muti, although he takes much the
same time over the first two movements of
the concerto as Mehta, gives the impression
of being rather leisurely, and decidedly so
when it comes to the finale ( 10m 40s against
9m 34s). He appears to have taken the ma
non troppo injunction much more literally
than his rival, and his treatment of the
Romance is much broader too ( 13m against
Ilm 53s ). In itself such elastication need not
be a disadvantage, but in this case it does
lead to acertain limpness which is either the
cause of, or aresponse to, the over-charged
manner of Chung's performance. Compared
with Midori, who carefully observes each
expression mark and plays with commendable directness and lack of affectation.
Chung nurses phrases. tends to overlook

Pesek's Dvorak series marches on, shared
between his current orchestra, the Royal
Liverpool and the Czech PO, and as it
proceeds it seems to get better. The Third is
not Dvorak's most engaging symphony — like
the first two it has more length than breadth
— but this is a persuasive performance
lightened by a genuine feel for the rhythm
that motivates and enlivens much of its
outer movements. The Adagio, which ( at
over 16m) does outstay its welcome, is kept
aloft by deft handling and subtle tempo
variations that help to keep interest alive.
His account of the Scherzo capriccios°, on
the other hand, seems rather etiolated compared with Previn's dashing Telarc version
which is afull two minutes shorter. Carnival
is lively and vigorous enough, but, one is
tempted to wonder, just how many more
recordings of it do we need? [
A:1]
Kenneth Dommett
DVORAK: Symphonic Poems D Symphonic Variations
Slovak PO/Kosler
Opus 9150 1996-7 (2(;Ds, 126m rs)
This, I think, is the first time all five of
Dvorak's late symphonic poems, the
Opp.107-111, have been collected together
on CD, and it is interesting to be able to hear
them consecutively, should one wish to do
so, without having to swap discs around.
IChandos have collected the SNO/Jârvi performances on 2CDs. I For the sake of completeness it would have been useful to have
had as well the early Rhapsody in A-minor,
Op.14, which the composer later renamed
'Symphonic Poem' ( a recording of it by the
same orchestra, but under Pesek, has been
released by Marco Polo). Though the Slovak
PO may not be one of the world's most
distinguished orchestras, like most Czech
orchestras it brings to Czech music adefinite
— if hard to define — quality: acombination of
pride, admiration, and enthusiasm difficult to
resist. Actually the playing here is quite up
to standard, and Kosler injects ahigh degree
of dramatic contrast into the Frben-inspired
works. 'The Hero's Song', now becoming a
familiar addition to the Dvorak repertory, is
an equivocal work, and even Jars-i's espousal
of it failed to banish doubts about its stature.
Kosler, however, seems to have found something more in it than either Jarvi or Klima.
whose dim Supraphon mono recording was
its first, and for many year only, manifestation. Kosler's is a very persuasive performance which becomes more convincing at
each hearing. The Symphonic Variations
face heavy competition, and there are
several excellent alternatives, hut this, given
the context in which it appears, stands up
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DVORAK: Violin Concerto D Romance
Kyung-Wha Chung ( vIn)/Philadelphia/
.11 ulti
EMI CDC 749 8582 (46m 24s)
DVORAK: Violin Concerto D Romance Ill
Carnival Overture
Midori ( vin)/NYPO/Mehta
CBS CD 44923 (53m 12s)

dynamic indicators, and even at times to
indulge aportamento that makes her playing
sound strangely old-fashioned. Indeed, this
performance, by subordinating to a more
grandiose design the folk song- and dancelike elements which are the essence of
Dvorak, makes the concerto seem more as if
from one of his German contemporaries.
Where the EMI disc does score over the CBS
is in the quality of the recording. CBS have
their soloist rather far back, giving the
impression ( especially in the chordal passages) that though she has asweet and pure
tone Midori is not a strong player, whereas
the closer focusing of Chung makes her
sound more incisive. CBS do not help Mehra
much either: his opening, which needs to
challenge, sounds relatively muted beside
Muti's, and though agood deal of detail does
come through it needs careful attention,
whereas EMI have contrived to make it
self-evident. The little Romance, a favourite
coupling, receives persuasive readings from
both violinists. The strictures ( if strictures
one considers them to be ) continue to apply
to Chung's performance, though here they
are less obtrusive. Ratings are necessarily
personal and should be varied according to
taste, but Midori seems to have submitted to
the spirit of Dvorak rather more completely.
EMI [
A:2], CBS [
B:1].
Kenneth Dom mett
DVORAK: Serenade in E/SUK: Serenade
in El.
Slovak CO/Warchal
Opus 9150 1501 (57m 31s)
Despite their family connection and the
appropriateness of coupling these two
beguiling serenades, there are very few
extant examples to compare this one with.
Suk's grandson recorded them for Supraphon in authoritative performances which.
so far as I am aware, have not yet been

transferred to CI). This Slovak version ( made
originally in 1985 but not generally released
here ), has much to recommend it. The string
sound is lusciously full and Warchal provides rhythmically lively and sensitive direction without over- indulging the lyrical passages with which both works — Suk's especially — abound. The sound has come up well
and the balance and detail are admirable.
IA:1]
Kenneth Dommett
DVORAK: Piano Quintet Op.81 C String
Quartet Op.96
Iliroko Nakamura (pno)/Tokyo Qt
CBS CD 44920 ( 65m 39s)
The quintet has more than its fair share of
fortissimo passages which this recording
emphasizes by close imaging. The performance, despite some fine playing, also happens
to be a rather relentless one and the
combination becomes tiring to the ear at
normal volume. The Quartet, the famous
'American', is set on the contrary in an
ambience which presents anatural perspective while retaining the necessary clarity of
texture. It is aperformance of great distinction and one of the best currently available.
Choice, I suspect, will depend on how
forgiving one may be towards the Quintet.
LB/A:2/1*j
Kenneth Dommett
DVORAK: Piano Trios Op.21 & Op.65
Chung Trio
Decca 421 118-2 (67 m 58s)
Caveat emptor. The above heading accords
with box, label and booklet as submitted for
review, but purchasers should know that it is
in fact the F- minor Trio, Op.65. that they
hear first. Decca have now withdrawn all
stocks of early copies. The works are now
correctly identified. Mus Ed) The B- flat Trio,
Dvorak's first surviving essay in the medium,
is a less interesting work than its successor
of eight years later. That said, the performances are exemplary. () ne might expect as
much from such agifted family group as the
Chung brother and sisters, but the spirited
enthusiasm they bring to music which
admittedly has its longueurs is unquestionably infectious, and arouses hopes that they
will complete the series. [
A:1]
Kenneth Dommett
FINZI: Intimations of Immortality CI
Grand Fantasia and Toccata*
Philip langridge ( ten)/Philip Foulte
(pno)/Liverpool Phil Ch/RLPO/Hickox
EMI CDC 749 9132 (60m 57s) also MC
New recordings of Finzi continue to arrive
apace, and this issue contains two works by
him which are amongst the most impressive
Ihave yet encountered. First heard at the
1950 Three Choirs Festival, intimations of
Immortality is asetting of lines from Wordsworth's ode and throughout its 45m duration Finzi's sure sense of form and a wide
range of moods sustain the listener's
interest. The rising horn phrase heard at the
start acts as aframework for the entire piece,
and encloses two faster episodes whose
rhythmic vigour is reminiscent of similar
passages in Hoist's Choral ,
Symphony and
(more especially) Walton's Belshazzar's
Feast. They in turn frame the more meditative settings of the central stanzas and it is
here that Finzi's inspiration is most compelling. I found the many havens of utter
tranquillity and all of the final stanza deeply
moving, especially in aperformance as good
as this one, with an orchestral response and
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choral singing ( as always under Hickox ) of
the highest quality. Philip langridge sings
most sympathetically but his voice has now
acquired an intrusive vibrato under pressure; however, this is not too distracting and
should not be allowed to put anyone off
investigating this noble music.
The Grand Fantasia and Toccata is a
bold and ingenious piece, one which by
rights shouldn't really come off. For some
seven minutes of the opening ,
VoIto grave
section the piano plays alone in aseemingly
improvisatory manner. Yet on closer inspection Finzi's Bachian counterpoint proves to
be fluent and masterful — so much so that
one forgets about the presence of an orchestra altogether. When the orchestra does
eventually reappear it is to guide us into the
bouncy Toccata, towards the end of which
material from the piano's earlier soliloquy is
cleverly recalled. Philip Fowkc plays his part
brilliantly, but the recording cannot disguise
his sometimes steely tone. The over- bright
orchestral sound here is not such aproblem
in the choral work, and both possess a
challengingly wide dynamic range. A
rewarding disc. IA/B:1/11
Andrew Achenbach

joins might have removed, the sheer vitality
and sense of occasion more than recompense. If you want to try just one movement,
then the infectious wit and controlled
impetus of 88's finale should convince you
that this is adisc to buy. 1A:1]
Peter Branscombe
HAYDN: Variations in f, Hob XVI:20
Sonata in c, Hob XVI:20[11 in El', Hob
XVI:52 El in C, Hob XVI:50
Mikhail Pletnev (pno)
Virgin Classics VC 790 8392 (67 m 08s)
HAYDN: Sonata in C, Hob XVI:48 D in c,
Hob XVI:20 C in C, Hob XVI:50 C in F,
Hob XVI:23
Emanuel Ax (pno)
CBS CD 44918 (63m 57s)
Here are two near programme-duplications
offering sharply opposed performances and
musical attitudes. Even Michelangeli — that

GERSHWIN: Rhapsody in Blue C An
American in Paris C Cuban Overture/
GERSHWIN-BENNETT: A Symphonic
Portrait of Porgy and Bess
Louis Lortie (pno)/Montréal SO/Duküt
Decca 425 111-2 ( 68m 52s)
The record opens with a sparkling and
atmospheric account of Gershwin's homage
to Paris, brash and sentimental by turns and
vividly colourful. Lortie's contribution to the
Rhapsody, stimulated no doubt by his association with Dutoit, is aperformance that is
lively yet controlled, and which revives
one's spirits and interest in this now almost
threadbare masterpiece. Wedged between it
and the less familiar Cuban Overture, a
surprisingly restrained but nonetheless satisfying testimony to Gershwin's enjoyment of
Caribbean nightlife and his taste for exotic
instruments, is Robert Russell Bennett's
rehash of the opera. This is a skilful
refashioning of the score, as one would
expect from such a master orchestrator
whose work did much to advance the cause
of Kern and others, but it strips the music of
some of its vigour and irons out agood deal
of its originality. The recording, like many
from this source, is brilliant and well focused
and provides an excellent showcase for the
vivacity of the performances. [
A:1]
Kenneth Dom met t
HAYDN: Symphony 86 in D CI 88 in G
Orch of the 18th-century/Brüggen
Philips 426 169-2 (48m 56s)
A vivid pairing of symphonies from the
mid- 1780s, when Haydn, though still nominally bound by his Esterházy appointment,
was seeking a wider public. Frans Brüggen
directs both with great immediacy and flair.
and the live recording deserves the adjective
for two reasons ( though you are hard put to
it to find evidence of the audience). Period
instruments help greatly in creating the lean,
lively textures, though there is plenty of
impact to the big tutti with blazing trumpets.
horns and timpani. There is sensitive shading
in the slow movements and minuets, and
enthusiastic spirit, even atouch of brutality,
in the Allegros. If the occasional hesitancy in
the extraordinary Capriccio ( Largo) of 86 is
something normal studio sessions and edited

arch-perfectionist of the keyboard — could
hardly excel Pletnev in terms of pianistic
wizardry and finesse. Every detail, every
texture and nuance seem doubly sifted and,
technically speaking, the playing is of a
standard that would not have seemed possible a few generations ago. However, Pietnev's inflections and treatment of ornaments
take on a near-surreal quality and are suficiently thought- provoking to have even the
most erudite Haydn scholar on the qui vive.
listen to the 'pizzicato' left hand at the start
of the C- minor Sonata's Andante con moto
or the smooth legato accorded the subsequent thirds. Consider the ruminative as
well as grand start to the Etlat Sonata and
you may well wonder when you last heard
such a confident, almost arrogantly assured
style. Again, in the C major Sonata Pletnev
positively forbids your mind to wander and
his playing is of acool, hynotic and remorseless perfection.
Given such quality it may well seem
churlish to complain, and it is only after
listening to Emanuel Ax that Pletnev seems
insufficiently graceful, rich or humanly complete. As on many previous occasions ( his
debut CBS solo recording of the Chopin
Scherzi, for example) Ax's command is
immaculate yet the music's inner life. quality
and poetry are always placed above pianistic
know-how or expertise. Technique,
however superlative, is always ameans to an
end and the music comes first. After Pletnev,
Ax's start to the Andante con moto of the
(;-minor Sonata seems less perversely vivid,
more content with aclear and enviably lucid
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statement. The little adagio flourish or
cadenza in ( i), too, illustrates the difference
between afierce, combative, almost operatic
gesture and a winning gentleness and scrupulous regard for the text. From Ax the
leggier° semi- quavers of the same movement are never an excuse for hard-bitten
virtuosity ( the differences between Ax and
Pletnev, to say nothing of the eloquent and
witty Brendel in the C- minor sonata, would
make a fascinating topic for the BBC's
'Building a Library' ), and there is none of
that neurotic force that often passes for
musical energy. All Emanuel Ax's performances — beautifully recorded — are of a rare
composure and serenity. Pletnev IA:1/2], Ax
[A:11.
Bryce Morrison
M HAYDN: Violin Concerto in A/
BEETHOVEN: Septet
Gent R Schubert OM )/ Vienna Symphony
Cham Ens
Koch Schwann 311 050 (62m l's)
The recording venue does not help this
ensemble, which plays with purity of tone
and is convincingly balanced throughout.
The studio acoustic — of which there is very
little — generates some odd harmonic effects.
Gert R Schubert gives askilled reading of the
Michael Haydn, instilling alift to the rhythm
which propels the music brightly in a way
which escaped Grumiaux and de Waart in
the only other version to hand. Regrettably,
however, the closeness of the Vienna ensemble is rather tiring on the ear. The performance of Beethoven's Septet has a surprising
number of minor imperfections. For example, in the finale there is a trace of horn
attack before the real start of the last phrase
of the introduction, a ' something' before the
string entry of the Alla Marcia, and an
unintentional string octave afew notes later.
None of this would matter at all in a live
performance, but this is by no means live —
as witness the disturbingly obvious edit
before the trio of the fifth movement, which
then proceeds at a tempo totally unrelated
to that of the Scherzo. Ishould like to enact a
law forbidding engineers to edit on the first
note of any trio section. I am mostly
impressed by these musicians although I
wish they had not been so mean with
repeats in the Beethoven ( none in the outer
movements). The only real virtue of the
engineering on the other hand is its lucidly
balanced clarity — it has little atmosphere.
IC:2]
Antony Hodgson

mies which could have some listeners juggling the volume control between, say. the
noisier parts of Mars and the most hushed
passages in Uranus. And it's all set in a
properly spacious ambience ( Liverpool
Philharmonic Hall ), with no hint of artificial
highlighting.
The splendid sonics are matched by a
finely balanced performance from Nlackerras, with the Liverpool orchestra in sparkling
form. Sir Charles searches out the essential
spirit of each movement, then pursues it
with loving devotion. Whether it be harshness or charm. extravert brilliance or calm
beauty, gaiety or sadness, all are projected
with conviction, while The Perfect Fool
pieces provide a magnificent bonus. I've
never heard the quiet middle dance ( the
Spirits of Water) sound more touchingly
tranquil. So, apart front that one mystic
reservation, highly recommended.
[A*(C):11
John Crabbe

the Hindemith scherzo takes up the gauntlet
with little enough breathing- space in
between; and each time — whether pentatonic in early 19th-century wraps or knocked
off-key and riffed around to more contemporary' tastes, it's sharply presented here in
deliciously poker-faced fashion.
There are deeper inferences to be made
from the odd couple, too. Jârvi takes the
flourishes of the Eurmnthe and Oberon
overtures in Wagnerian stride, to the
broadly romantic effect his Brahms cycle
was looking for but rarely achieved so
convincingly ( when. incidentally. are EMI
and DG going to reissue their star-cast
recordings of those two treasure-trove
operas?). Contrastingly, his Hindemith is
both sober and sinuous — hardly Webers
polar opposite, but objective enough to
remind us of that austere era after World
War 1when Gebrauchsmusik was the order
of the day — a far cry indeed front the
romantic dawn so brightly shining in the
overtures. 13y 19.43, of course, Hindemith
had turned back to colour, and it's apity that
St Jude's acoustics don't permit more of the
bubbling orchestral counterpoint to rear its
head. But careful phrasing of melodic lines is
distinguished, as ever with Jiirvi — aglowing
measure of the degree to which the Philharmonia warmed to his style on their first
recorded encounter. 1A/B:1*/11 David Nice

IRELAND: Piano Concerto/BRIDGE:
Phantasm/WALTON: Sinfonia Concertante (original version)
Kathryn Scott ( pno)/RPO/ Handley
Conifer CDCF 175 (69m 53s) also MC

HOLST: The Planets Ill Perfect Fool ballet
music
RLPOIWomen's voices of Liverpool Phil
Ch/Mackerras
Virgin Classics VC 790 8252 (60m 285)
Last month we had Sir Colin Davis's Berlin
Planets, featuring some impressively fullbodied sound and a fine performance. But
that offered just the Suite, with no fillers, and
was marred by an unduly rapid die-away at
the end of Neptune. Now comes another
musical knight, this time conducting a British orchestra on a mid-price CD and adding
Hoist's Perfect Fool. But again the final
mystic chorus fades down too swiftly, lasting
for only 20s after the instrumental accompaniment ceases. Its last phrase can actually
be identified, whereas the intention was that
the music should drift off slowly into infinity.
What a pity, especially as the production
(Keener/Clements) is otherwise excellent,
presenting a very convincing orchestral
sound-picture — augmented by real- life dyna-

HINDEMITH: Symphonic metamorphoses on themes by Weber/WEBER: Overtures — Euryanthe 0 Der Freischutz
Der Beherrscher der Geister D Turandot 1: Turandot — March
PhilharmoniaJarri
Chandos CHAN 8766 ( 60m 55s) also
LP/MC
Having heard what Hindemith has to say
with it in his Symphonic Metamorphoses,
where that apparently innocuous little
tune's after-effects can be anything from a
persistent hummable presence to the insane
effect of an incessantly dripping tap. there
will be many who approach Webers Turandot March with caution. Jârvi's lethal hand,
then, will either win broad smiles or send
you screaming from the room. I haven't
counted how many times he takes the
Philharmonia through it, but suffice it to say
that there are a good many turns of the
screw in Webers monothematic overture
and march provided for Gozzi's play, before
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Anyone who has followed Kathryn Stott's
recording career will immediately recognize
one of the hallmarks of her style in the
Ireland Concerto: namely her generous and
sensitive rubato. As in her two outstanding
Fauré recitals ( also Conifer) her empathy
with the music seems complete; no phrase is
left unturned and yet the overall effect is
totally spontaneous. Of course, hers is not
the only version to give enormous pleasure;
Eric Parkin too has something special to say
— his later recording with Thomson and the
LP() is memorably poetic — but there is no
denying Stott's superior technique. ( It
would be good to hear her in some of
Ireland's solo piano music. ) The RP() under
Handley are wonderfully sensitive partners —
just listen to the melting string tone at the
start of ( ii), and later on in the same
movement, their hushed pianissimo entry at
Fig.33, sheer magic. Recorded in the
resonant surroundings of All Saints Tooting,
this newcomer has the benefit of spectacularly natural sound from the Keener/
Tryggvason production team.
If, like me, you had not previously
regarded Walton's Sinftmia Concertante as
one of his finer creations, this first recording
of the piece in its original version might well
come as something of a revelation. In the
maestoso introduction the fuller orchestration at once makes a tremendous impact,
and the simplified piano part in the revision
now sounds puny next to the youthful
brilliance of the original. One of Walton's
loveliest inspirations, ( ii), is eloquently performed here ( the harmonies at its close keep
one guessing right up to the final chord).
Copland is not a composer one normally
thinks of in connection with Walton. yet the
opening of the Finale sounds for all the
world like Rodeo! Again, superb performance and recording.
I have left the best until last. Bridge
completed his Phantasm in 1931. one year
after the Ireland and three after the Walton,
but it belongs to an entirely different world,
one of dark introspection and eerie beauty.
This extraordinary nightmarish vision has
few counterparts in British music ( amongst
piano concertante works only 13-ax's Winter
Legends begins to approach this level of
feverish imagination ) and moves inexorably
front its spectral opening, through the twi105
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light gloom of the central section. towards a
terrifying climax. A forgotten masterpiece if
ever Iheard one. It receives aperformance
here which can only be described as magnificent, aterm which applies to the whole of
this disc. [
A*:1*]
Andrew Achenbach
LALO: Symphonic Espagnole/SAINTSAENS: Violin Concerto 3
Joshua Bell ( vin)/Montreal SO/Dutoit
Decca 425 501-2 (61m 48s)
Bell's spirited old-master manner hasn't lost
its charm for me - it's the spontaneous
process that still kindles delight in the
display most violinists rattle through as
bridge-work, the donning of dark timbres ( a
touch of the Haendels in the opening of the
Saint-Saens and the Lab Intermezzo) and the
ever-poignant sweetness of those miracubus harmonics. A touch of youthful impatience rears its head for the first time in the
second movement of the Saint-Saens concerto: a simple melody which it takes years
of experience to pass off as something from
the heart - here there's atendency to gloss.
But in every other respect these beguiling
performances offer afar from cynical excuse
for Dutoit and his Montreal players to slip
into asurprisingly rugged guise for territory
they have already trodden fairly recently
with Kyung-Wha Chung ( the lab with
Saint-Saens's First Concerto). Bell, with
more than a mind of his own, is already in
her league; so the reduplication hardly
matters. Both violinist and orchestra take the
full-blown St Eustache treatment glowingly.
[A:1/(1*)]
David Nice
LISZT: Douze Etudes d'Exécution Transcendante D Mariotte — Valse de Marie
Adagio in C D Elegie sur des motifs du
Prince Louis Ferdinand de Prusse
Leslie Howard (Imo)
Hyperion CDA 66357 (

51s)

Unlike France Clidat's very incomplete
'complete' Liszt recording, Leslie Howard's
promises to be far more comprehensive.
Volume 4 consists of the 12 Etudes d'Exécu-

tion Transcendante (to give them their full
and formidable title) as well as three rare
and intriguing encores - two of them
recorded for the first time. lbe Adagio is a
curiosity based on the second subject of the
Dante Sonata, and the Elegie, although
over- extended, is full of fascinating passing
detail. Howard's performances are most
persuasive, though his way with the Etudes
will be most readers' chief concern. Generally he is at his best when the music is at its
most rhetorical, cannonading his way
through the final pages of Wilde Jagd with
impressive thunder though offering ano less
striking smoulder rather than hell- raising
rampage in the A- minor ( No.2). He also
captures to amost unusual degree the sweep
and desolation of Chasse Neige, among the
finest of Liszes Etudes and certainly the best,
most individual performance in this collection. Elsewhere there is too much generalized physical bluster and bravura, some
suspiciously scrambled detail and, in Feux
Follets, more than atouch of strain. Howard
may be more fluent than Bolet in the latter
but he is no match for Richter or Norjima.
Here, like many others before him, he is
pushed beyond his technical limits. In terms
of complete sets Howard's performances are
much less hectic or brilliant than Cziffra's
(they are also quite without his disruptive
idiosyncrasy). They are also less successful
than Ovchinikov's on his recent EMI disc or
Berman in his unaccountably deleted set
(Melodiya - formerly on EMI), while Bolet
on Decca shows a special regality and
distinction in the more introspective numbers. The recordings are hold and natural
and the notes by I.eslie Howard - which
refer most indiscriminately at one point to
studies by Heller and Henselt as being of ' the
highest musical quality' - are personal and
engaging. IA/13:2/31
Bryce Morrison
MARTINU: Nonet/SPOHR: Nonet Op.31
Ens Wien-Berlin
DG 427 640-2 (50m 34s)
Some works, not necessarily great in themselves or with pretentions to greatness, have

a life-enhancing quality that endears them
disproportionately to their admirers. Martinu's Nonet is such awork. Written in 1959
while the composer was dying of stomach
cancer, it radiates confidence. Even the.
reflective Andante, full of echoes though it
is, is positive. The horn call, culled from the
first movement, acts as a counterblast to
despair and restores to the music awonderful feeling of repose. There have been
several recordings of it, including an excellent Dartington version on Hyperion, but
this Wien- Berlin performance is superbly
rich in sound, and spritely yet elegant in a
way that gets right inside the spirit of the
music, exposing the individuality behind
Martinu's seemingly imitative Stravinslffisms
at the beginning.
It seems odd, at first sight. to couple it
with Sphor's romantically inclined Nonet,
but there are not too many such works using
the same instrumentation. By contrast with
Martinu's easy and ingratiating music Sphor's
seems stiff and rather formal, but it is atine
example of his chamber music. The performance, like that of the Martinu, is exemplary.
So is the sound. [
A:1/1*] Kenneth Donanett
MOERAN: Serenade in G D Sinfonietta/
FINZI: The Fall of the Leaf D Nocturne
(New Year Music)
Northern Sinf/Hickox
EMI CDC 749 9122 (62m 1-s) also MC
An attractive contrast: Finzi in contemplative and withdrawn mood, framed by
Moeran's more extrovert offerings. Both the
Finzi works have their origins early in his
career, but the Nocturne was only published
in 1950. and the orchestration of The Fall of
the Leaf remained incomplete at the time of
the composer's death. ( It was left to Howard
Ferguson to finish the task - and a marvelbus job he made of it too. ) The latter is a
lyrical essay full of the gentle melancholy
one encounters so often in Finzi, whereas
the Nocturne digs much deeper; the treading bass beneath the stately processional at
its heart is poignantly suggestive of the
march of time and the passing of things. Both
pieces are played with the utmost sympathy.
At long last Moeran's delectable Serenade
is available in a decent modern recording,
and in a dashing performance. This miniature suite in six movements proved to be
Moeran's last orchestral work and it makes a
charming impression here. ( Handley. whose
mid-'60s Guildford PO version is best forgotten, has also recorded it for future release on
Chandos, but this time in its original eightmovement form. ) Hickox sees to it that the
grateful melodic lines in both the Air and
Minuet are lovingly phrased.
Inspired by the landscape of his beloved
Radnorshire ( like much of his later music).
the Sinfonietta has fared rather better on
disc than its companion. Boult's 1968 Lyrita
account ( where he had the full complement
of I.P0 strings at his disposal ) carried more
symphonic weight than Del Mar's bluffer
Bournemouth Sinfonietta version for Chandos. Hickox's invigorating new performance
resembles Del Mar's in many respects, but
he is more sensitive to the lyrical elements
in ( i) and ( ii) and, at the same time, does not
miss out on the irrepressible high spirits in
the last movement.
Like everything else on this disc it is
treated to a resonant, wide-ranging recording from Brian Culverhouse, the timpani in
the Serenade coming over particularly well.
Delightful stuff.
[A/A*:1/11
Andrew Achenbrich
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K456 I:

The last two piano concertos of the magnificent six Mozart wrote in 1-84 are anatural
coupling, though one currently favoured
only by BiIson/Gardiner, and by Barenboim,
whose version with the EC() appeared little
over a year ago. The Uchida/Tate cycle is
coming on very nicely, with a fascinating
creative tension between the innately delicate, even reticent approach of the pianist,
and the vigour and strength of the conductor. The ECO plays quite beautifully, and the
firm, natural piano tone and excellent
recording balance - just the right degree of
resonance, every detail in place - are further
pleasing features of this issue. Outer movements are characterized by both drama and
sparkle, and the slow .movements too are
nicely judged - the 6- minor associations of
the Andante of K456 unexaggerated, the
graceful curves of the Allegretto of K459
felicitously delineated at an aptly restrained
pace. Throughout, Uchida's nimble fingers
and imaginative mind are at one, and she is
perfectly capable of more incisive articular, tion, as in the powerful finale of 459, to
'offset her instrinctively poetic feeling. There
is real distinction here. [
A*:1*]
Peter Branscombe

or candyfloss. But in the end the sheer
breezy good humour of these performances
simply disarms criticism. True, there are
hints of intonation problems in No.25 and
occasionally the horns are ashade prominent, but given a top notch, tastefully
resonant recording it's awinner. As ataster
try the finale of No.33. [
A:11 Simon Cargill
MOZART: ' Haffner' Serenade
Amsterdam Baroque Orch/Koopman
Erato 2292-45436-2 (64m)
What a wedding that must have been!
No-one remembers the bridegroom's name,
but few brides can ever have had apresent
to equal Elisabeth Haffner's, this magnificent
serenade. Here it is, in full splendour, with
Ton !Cowman and the Amsterdam BO
responding to every inflection, and Pavlo
Beznosiuk delightfully poised and nimble in
the violin concerto that forms its second,
third and fourth movements. Indeed, the
other players also respond eagerly to their
opportunities for display, and the recording,
though marginally over- resonant for the
timpani, is balanced to show the winds off to
fine advantage. There are other fine versions
of K248b available, but this period performance is going to take a lot of beating, so
vividly is the music played - its tender and
stern pages as well as the light, bright ones
(including the accompanying march).
[A:1*/1 ]
Peter Branscomhe
MOZART: String Quartets K458 & K465/
HAYDN: String Quartet Op.76:3
Emerson Qt
DG 427 657-2 (78m 02s)

*à•

•••
MOZART: Symphonies 25, 29 & 33
Amsterdam Baroque Orch/Koopman
Erato 2292-45431-2 (74m)
One of the great merits of the authentic
performance movement is that it has prompted musicians to re-evaluate the notion of
historical continuity. Twenty years ago we
were all taught that the Baroque ended with
the death of Bach, only to he replaced by
something completely different known as
'the classical style'. This in turn was followed
by something called ' romanticism'. Quite
why the sound-world of serious music
should have changed so drastically and
suddenly was never mentioned.
But things have changed. Roger Norrington is showing that Berlioz wrote for an
orchestra not that much different from
Beethoven's, and Beethoven in his turn was
writing for musicians used to playing
Mozart. So it is perhaps not so surprising that
Ton Koopman should come along and try to
demonstrate how much at least early Mozart
had in common with the buzz and fizz of JC
Bach and the Rococo. With light, sprightly
strings, dancing harpsichord, and piquant
woodwind it is all high-spirited hustle and
bustle. Rhythms are infectiously bounced,
melodies full of light and air, basses agile and
alert - amore playful and perky Mozart one
could hardly ask for. It is all champagne
bubbles and first-night frolics.
This is not everyone's Mozart, of course.
Some may miss emotional weight in the slow
movements ( here hardly slow at all ); others
may claim that all we are left with is soufflé
108

These performances are imbued with those
qualities of meticulous attention to detail,
near-faultless execution and driving energy
that characterized the Emerson's recent and
memorable Bartok set. Whether they are
qualities sufficient to serve the spirit of the
classical repertoire may be argued - it has
even been suggested in the case of their
Bartok performances - but comparison with
some recent interpreters suggests that the
earlier fashion for the kind of plastic ( in its
malleable sense) approach, to Mozart in
particular, favoured by the Amadeus. Italiano, and other quartets of their generation
has been largely replaced by aharder- edged,
more forceful and less indulgent style. In
some cases this produces rather charmless
results, but here the balance has been struck
fairly evenly. Speeds tend to be faster
throughout than some of us have been used
to, but are well controlled, and the slow
movements, the Adagio of the ' Hunt' quartet
especially, emerge with agenerous amount
of the restrained emotion proper to music of
this period. The sound is a shade incisive,
possibly, but clear and detailed. [
A:1]
Kenneth Dommett
MOZART: String Quartets K387 8c K421
Alban Berg Qt
EMI CDC 749 2202 (54m 06s)
In general, my observations on the manner
of modern performances of the classical
repertoire ( referred to in my review of the
Emerson's Mozart quartet release ) are borne
out by these performances. Both works here
are admittedly 'weightier' in substance than
the ' Hunt', which is on the Emerson disc,
and K387 shows clear signs that Mozart
needed to try harder to impress than he felt
obliged to do by the time he had reached
K-465 - which is also on the DG record. l'he

Alban Berg's playing is firm, positive, not
wholly without sentiment, but the temperature is cool and the effect at times rather
aggressive. However, within the parameters
set, these performances have strength and
insight though they are less beguiling than
one might have hoped for. The sound is
bright and close, with levels on the high
side, and this tends to exaggerate any
hardness of string tone. [
A/B:1]
Kenneth Dommett

Emerson Quartet (photo: Christian St

MOZART: Piano Concerto in B
in F, K459
Mitsuko Uchida (pno)/ECO/Tate
Philips 422 348-2 (56m 30s)

NIELSEN: Symphonies 1 & 6
San Francisco SO/Blomsteclt
Decca 425 607-2 (67m 06s)
The contrast between Nielsen's first and last
symphonies is a stark one, and Blomstedt
defines it clearly in performances that
emphasize their individuality while constantly reminding us that the vocabulary of
each derives from a common and highly
original language. His account of No. I. a
work often cited as deriving largely from
Brahms and Stenhammar, and played that
way, brings out much more clearly than
most those elements of rhythm, phrasing
and evolutionary harmony we recognize as
uniquely Nielsen's. This is aspacious, grandiose and exciting performance. The Sixth.
on the other hand, is aquixotic and - some
would say - slightly manic work that needs
careful advocacy if it is not to sound merely
weird. Conductors tempted to overplay the
oddities of the Humoreske and the finale
undervalue the expansive first movement
and the lyrical normality of the Proposta
seria, both of which are rich in the broad
unfolding melodies familiar from the Third
and Fourth symphonies. Blomstedt successfully resists the temptation. His performance
is as cogent as we can hope for, confirming
the persuasive argument put forward by the
note writer that there is humour here as well
as disillusion.
The San Francisco venue does not produce such sharp definition as Decca's Montreal home, and some of the more densely
scored passages resist elucidation, but overall it is awarm and natural sound. 1A:11
Kenneth Dommett
REGER: Four Tone Poems after Biicklin
12 Hiller Variations
Concertgebouw/Járvi
Chandos CHAN 8794 (66m 50s) also
LP/MC
If one single record can once and for all
dispel the many myths surrounding Reger's
music ( with its supposed turgidity and
worthy craftsmanship), then this is it. The
two works featured here are amongst his
very finest and display abreathtaking orches111-F1 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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tral technique as well as a rich vein of
fantasy. This is especially true of the Biicklin
Tone Poems — who could not fail to respond
to the visionary pages of the first of these
four tableaux, in which a solo violin
(radiantly played here) muses against arapt
backcloth of divided strings ( half of them
muted — one of Reger's favourite ear- tingling
devices)? The dancing waves depicted so
vividly in the second piece suggest that the
composer had rather more than a passing
acquaintance with La Mer. The same Böcklin
picture which inspired some of Rachmaninov's finest music in his Isle of the Dead
similarly fires Reger's imagination in the
next of the set: one can almost feel the swell
of the ocean during its gloomy course and
the passionate climax ( where the music
shifts into D-flat major) seems to offer a
glimpse of salvation. The final Bacchanal is
altogether more conventional, yet hurtles
towards an exciting conclusion.
As for the Hiller Variations, it is difficult
to know where to begin, faced with so many
subtle touches of harmony and texture.
Hiller's simple tune is treated in the most
ingenious manner, and Reger's scoring
ranges from delicate to positively sumptuous. In addition, the work is full of
numerous witty harmonic side-steps; even
the massive fugue ( where Reger wears his
contrapuntal mastery a little too much on
his sleeve for this listener's liking) holds
one's attention for far longer than it might
under less persuasive direction than Jarvi's.
Unjust though it is to nominate individual
variations, I cannot resist mentioning the
graceful 2nd and scampering 7th, both
superbly realized here. In short, these are
superlative performances and the Royal
Concertgebouw play like angels for Jarvi
throughout. Here's hoping this partnership
flourishes. Glorious recording. [
A*:11
Andrew Achenbach
SCHUBERT: Symphonies 1 & 4
Hanover Band/Goodman
Nimbus NI 5198 (58m 47s)
It is good to be able to report that this
coupling of 1 and 4 is easier on the ear,
lacking the over- resonant congestion that
marred Goodman's readings of 3 and 5 last
summer. The results are still not ideal — in 1
I thought the tuttis impressive, though
woodwind detail is sometimes backward;
not until the minuet is detail obscured by
reverberation ( here the gentler trio makes a
particularly happy impression). Overall
there is sparkling playing, delicacy too, and
the lengthy finale of 4is well sustained. If the
whole cycle is being recorded in All Saints,
Tooting, Ido hope that the booming acoustic will not continue to limit one's enthusiasm. [
B:11
Peter Branscombe
SCHUBERT: Symphony 3 in D D 5 in B 1,
VPO/Muti
EMI CDC 749 8502 (53m 59s)
This fresh, lively coupling of 3and 5takes us
beyond the halfway mark in what is developing into afull-scale Schubert cycle from Muti
and the VPO. As with the previously issued
symphonies there is assured, eloquent playing from the orchestra, but Ido not feel
much in the way of special insight or
conviction from the conductor. The fast
movements fare more happily than the slow
— the Allegretto of 3 is on the fast side even
for that tempo marking, and though Muti
gauges the Andante con moto of 5 more
conventionally, it is rather stolid by cornHI-FI NEWS & RECORD FIE%'1E%."
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parison with the recent Goodman version.
and totally without the magic of Beechm.
However, the clarity of detail and the
warmth of the recording ( Musikverein) are
commendable, and if you like your early
Schubert symphonies large-scale and plain.
then you may well enjoy this issue. (
A:21
Peter Branscombe
SCHUBERT Keyboard Sonatas in A, D959
El in a, D784 0 in a, D845 0 in G, D894
Trudelies Leonhardt (fpno)
Jecklin J 4420/1-2 ( 2CDs, 141m 28s )
'Volume l', it says on the box, and this
pleasing issue encourages me to hope that
this is the start of the first extended Schubert
sonata series recorded on a contemporary
hammerklavier — in this case, an obviously
well restored six-octave grand by Benignus
Seidner of Vienna ( c1815 ). Apart from afew
jangles in the top octave, the tone is stable
and warm, as well as crisp and unfailingly
clean. Trudelies Leonhardt is an expressive,
thoughtful player. Right from the exposition
of the late, great A- major Sonata it is evident
that here is a pianist who cares not for dry
rigidity — there is considerable agogic freedom in her phrasing. as well as adesire to let
amelody find its own pace. Just occasionally
I felt she was a touch mannered in her
expressive pauses, but her tactful mastery of
her instrument, controlled dynamic range.
and the reliability of her technique, are alike
admirable. The recording ( made as long ago
as 1984, though not released here previously, I think) was made in a suitable
chamber acoustic; one is close enough to
the instrument to be aware of its occasionally creaky mechanism. A very enjoyable
issue. 1A:11
Peter Branscombe
SCHUBERT: Winterreise
Olaf Bar ( bar)/Geoffrey Parsons (pno)
EMI CDC 749 3342 (75m 15s)
Put out of mind other Winterreises— as you
must with each new challenge — and Olaf
Bar's heartfelt reflections on the subject
cannot fail to refresh you. Waxing cynical
over record companies' star- marketing ( and
the field of Lieder has always been remarkably prone to such treatment ), one could say
that Bar hasn't always struck as charismatically as his sponsors might advertise. He may
not be the compleat I.ieder-singer ( whatever
that means), but he is, after all, still young
and true to himself in away that other rising
artists, tending to apply colour and mood by
precept and from without ( Andras Schmidt's
concert- hall account of the Schubert cycle a
conspicuous example ), are not. Moments of
flashing insight may not come with every
song here, but unforgettable phrases there
certainly are: the urgency of ' Wo find' ich
cine Blüte' in Erstarrung', sudden realisation
at 'dieser ganzen Reise' ( ' Der greise Kopf)
and the release of ' und suche Ruh' in an
account of ' Der Wegweiser' that is otherwise
stoical and controlled, commanding tears
rather than shedding them. Bar not only
reflects every dynamic marking in the piano
part; he goes well beyond his partner —
Geoffrey Parsons, clear but rarely inward —
in the great final sequence. If the emotional
level of the cycle never quite moves onto a
new level of awareness, as ' Einsamkeit'
seems to promise and ' Das Wirthaus'
actually does, there is at least an everpresent sense of a character driven by
tremendous anger and melancholy rather
than morbid self-pity. And any doubts previously entertained over Bar's ability to spin

aforward- moving legato line are effectively
dispelled by four of the songs here. Recording hardly presents us with a warm and
sympathetic piano sound, though that may
be the truth, and the voice tells adifferent
story. (
A:1/21
Druid Nice
SCHUMANN: Davidsbundlertânze, Op.6
Kinderszenen, Op.15
Daniel Levi' (fino)
Nimbus N1 5215 ( 59m I5s )
This is an auspicious, most individual start to
a complete Schumann cycle. Daniel Levy,
who was born in Buenos Aires but who now
lives in Venice, is asusceptible. most romantic pianist able to convey Schumann's innermost secrets with heart-easing warmth and
affection. And, if he sounds happier to dream
with Eusebius than fight or exult with
Florestan, his playing has aquiet rapture all
its own. In Kinderszenen his Entreating
Child' is less arch, for example. than Horowitz's, his ' Rocking Horse' much less atomically propelled. And in ' Child Falling Asleep'
he memorably captures asense of adult pain
and unease when faced with childhood
innocence and vulnerability. Directions
such as con intimo sentiment') in the
Davidsbundlertiinze. too, are most
gratefully received. No.3 is, however, a bit
literal for con umore and Iwould have liked
greater clarity in 4 ( though matters are
hardly helped by a shallow and cavernous
recording).
Texturally he is no match for the incomparably lucid Murray Perahia ( CBS ) and he is
much less pianistically adroit or sophisticated than Stephen Hough ( Virgin). There is
a tendency to linger almost too lovingly,
turning imaginative delicacy into succulence, but if Levy's rubato is lavish it is also
sensitive and sincere. Schumann playing of
such ardour is rare, and subsequent performances of the more large-scale offerings ( the
Fantasie, Études Symphoniques etc) are
eagerly awaited. The pauses between each
number of the Davidsbundlertiinze are just
too long for continuity. but there is a
delightful sense of momentum and improvisatory charm in Kinderszenen. IC:1]
Bryce,Vorrison
SHOSTAKO'VICH: Symphony 8
St Louis SO/Slatkin
RCA RD 60145 (61m 35s)
Grasped with some effort of imagination
through the cloud-cover of arecording that
can never pull out the stops for the raw
power this symphony needs, and an orchestra which seizes its conductor's point but
lacks the horsepower to drive it home, is a
reading of the mighty Eighth which manages
to stay the course with rare tenacity. Slatkin,
as often, selects tempi which seem right to
him in the opening movement, with the
oversight that fits them together well: the
slowest of all first- subjects dovetails
movingly into aswifter than usual second. A
whiplash toccata ( not the leaden terror
spoken of by Slatkin in interview) adds fire
to the brimstone of a deliberately leadenphrased march, and then Slatkin is up among
the select band of interpreters ( namely
Rozhdestvenslcy and, whatever his other
problems, Solti) who keep the Passacaglia
numbly even, with tremendous refinement
in the pianissimos. Back on the helterskelter for the finale, Slatkin plays his fastfilm trump card — as the score suggests, but
no-one else quite pulls it off — to trigger the
catastrophic cycle once more. ( There's even
109

an early echo of the toccata: bar 114, which
may be arevision of amisprint in the score,
but no other version adopts it. That certainly
makes the cello melody more plangent at
this stage. )
There are many illuminating details. Slat.
kin's cor anglais is unique in his observation
of all the dynamics, pulling us back to pity
after the recording's muted response to the
climactic hammerblows. As in his tElgar]
Enigma, Slatkin stretches the hint of hairpins in the brass chords at the start of the
second movement to telling effect, and he
has the trombones mimic the violins' glissandi in ( iii). Both enrich the moods of the
movements without needing any special
pleading. Ihope Slatkin gives the 1.1 ,0 the
benefit of his thoughts in concert; in the
meantime, the performance remains underpowered in execution only. And when are
RCA going to sort out the levels at St Louis?
[B/C:1*/21
David Nice
SHOSTAKOVICH: String Quartet
Op.144/GUBAIDULINA: Rejoice
Kremer/Phillips/Kashkashian/Ma
CBS CD 44924 ( 67m 58s)

SHOSTAKOVICH: Rayok (' Learner's
Manual')
Ghiuselev/Storojev/Tesarowicz/Volodos/
Audite Nova/Washington Choral Arts Soc/
Rostropovich (pno)
Erato ED 75571 (34m 08s)
No sooner has the hullabaloo over CD- timefor- money died down than along comes
another issue closer to the half-hour mark
than even the Jansons Prokofiev 5[ Chandos]
which some found so scandalously short of a

15,

All-star ensembles are not always without
problems; but there is nothing to complain
at here. They opted to record the Shostakovich live; and while the level of ambient
noise and occasional coughs will be a little
intrusive for some tastes, musically the
decision is marvelously vindicated.
Although lacking the eloquent histrionics
of a group like the Borodin, theirs is very
much a public performance: Shostakovich
appears not so much as a death-obsessed
introvert, but a man trying desperately to
rationalize his fears through attempting to
articulate them. And for all its searing
intensity, the ultimate effect of the performance is uplifting. True art, it seems to say, is
never completely pessimistic: the act of
creation is a symbol of the artist's triumph
over his circumstances.
But it would be wrong to over-emphasize
any optimism. The quartet remains a poignant distillation of suffering: there seems a
grief almost too deep for tears. And it is very
much to the group's credit that they are
never afraid to risk ugliness in their efforts to
articulate the anguish. The brutal crescendos at the beginning of the Serenade sound
as if their bows are set upon dragging out the
very entrails of the instruments. while
Kremer is at his savage and shrieking hest in
the cadenza- like Intermezzo which follows.
It all serves to make Kim Kashkashian's
elegiac viola in the Nocturne seem the more
bleak and hallucinatory, and the rays of
watery sunshine between the choking hysteria of the violin and cello in the Epilogue
the more precious.
To follow it, CBS offer an inspired piece of
programme planning: Gubaidulina's Rejoice
for violin and cello. The serene opening is
light-years away from Shostalcovitch's suffocating terror. And there is an intellectual and
emotional excitement about this music
which eschews avant-garde angst [ EECspeak? Mus Ed], yet still contrives to avoid
neoromantic nostalgia.
Kremer and Ma are at the very top of their
form and succeed in demonstrating that
modern music can still make emotional
statements which combine integrity and
intelligibility. The idiom, whatever the composer's influences, will sound to most ears
like a potent synthesis of Lutoslawski and
later Tippett.
With each of the five movements inspired
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by reading the spiritual lessons of the
Ulcranian philosopher Grigory Skovoroda,
Rejoice confirms that Arvo Part is not alone
in finding profound inspiration in religious
experience. Few who hear Kremer and Ma's
genuinely visionary climax to the work's
extended third movement and their descent
back to earthly reality in the fourth, will
doubt it. An important issue. [
A:11
Simon Cargill

makeweight. On this occasion, Isuspect, the
detractors hve a poor case to state. First,
Shostakovich's Rayok (the Russian word
means 'Gallery' or 'The Gods' — the doublemeaning to be preserved) has never been
publicly available in printed or recorded
form; the Soviet 'complete' edition omitted
it, although Rostropovich has long known
the existence of his old friend's manuscript.
Secondly, there seems to be some kind of
black humour at work to add to Shostakovich's: even one hearing of this quarter-hour
cantata is frankly interminable land this CD
repeats it in translation] so why complain
about the length?
The tedium is, of course, absolutely
deliberate, and it's difficult to imagine how
one might feel about this vicious lampoon
on the 1948 Zhdanov conferences, and their
shattering attacks on 'formalism' in music,
without knowledge of the consequences
which lend Shostakovich's attack its scabrous effect. Far more crippling in the long
term than the famous 1936 Pravda attack on
Lady Macbeth of Mtsensk, those meetings
cost Shostakovich the next six years of his
creative life, until Stalin's death in 1954
(though he was luckier than Prokofiev,
whose fate it was to take his leave of the
world on the very same day as his persecutor). The texts of Rayok are in part direct
transcripts of those great and lofty speeches
delivered by Stalin, Zhdanov and Chepilov
(another party monster); the melodies
quote ad mauseam the speakers' pitiful
handfuls of ideals; and the setting lards every'
line with ungainly stresses — hence Rostropovich's decision to repeat the exercise in
English. Funnily enough, the message still
drives home best in the deadpan, leadweight delivery of the four Slavic basses in

the first version ( Rostropovich is the
lumbering pianist in both performances). As
a document of its era, free of the careful
musical coding in the rest of its composer's
output, Rayok stands alone. Nothing, surely,
should be dragged in to keep it company.
[A:11
David Nice
SIBELIUS: Symphony 2 0 The Swan of
Tuonela
LSO/Mackelras
IMP 1PCD 927 ( 52m 32s)
This Swan of Tuonela augurs much at the
start of Mackerras's Sibelius disc, chill and
unpredictable less by virtue of Christine
Pendrell's enigmatic cor anglais solo than
the tense mesh of strings around it. The
pregnant pauses of the symphony's first two
movements, too, suggest momentous events
around the corner. That Mackerras's climaxes never quite scale the craggy northern
heights seems largely due to the streamlined
LSO sound; tuba and low woodwind ply
constant reminders of the world the players
should be inhabiting, but the mood seldom
spreads to the rest of the orchestra. Mackerras's approach to the finale, purposefully
triumphant rather than lush and emotional,
begs amore muscular turn of phrase, and I'm
not convinced by the rather rushed emergence of the long-limbed melody in the slow
movement, which surely needs more space
around it on its second appearance to put up
a strong resistance. Still, as aplain-speaking
performance for the bargain market, with
handsome sound to match ( not as over- ripe
as some IMP ventures), it will serve. What,
incidentally, is the precedent for the timp's
thundering fourths in the finale? They aren't
in my score. IA:1/21
David Nice
STANFORD: Piano Concerto 2 O Concert
Variations upon an English Theme
'Down Among the Dead Men'
Margaret Fingerhut (pno)/111ster Orch/
Handley
Chandos CHAN 8736 (65m 06s) also
LP/MC
Am Ialone in finding the fill- ups used during
this Stanford series from Chandos consistently more rewarding than the larger works
they accompany? Such is the case, yet again,
on this new issue. These Concert Variations
possess an agreeable inventiveness and the
many opportunities they provide for soloist
and orchestra alike are gratefully accepted
by these artists. The faster variations bring
especial delight — Nos. 2and 4 ( the latter for
orchestra alone) are particularly diverting —
whilst No.6 has atune of which many amore
famous composer would not be ashamed. If 1
do have acomplaint, it is that Stanford does
go on rather too long for his own good — in
the last resort the material is not really
distinctive.
Which is a similar handicap in the Concerto, though this affectionate performance
is more persuasive than the Lyrita Binns/
LSO/Braithwaite account ( whatever happened to Lyrita?). The first movement is an
impressively sustained affair, its opening
reminding one of Rachmaninov's 2nd Concerto ( Stanford had in fact conducted the
British premiere of that popular work with
the composer at the piano, shortly before he
started writing his Concerto), and in the
development the textures are at times so
light one might almost be eavesdropping on
a piece of chamber music. But the central
Adagio motto, despite its somewhat Brahmsian lyricism and many beguiling qualities,
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still seems too long and, like the Finale, lacks
that last ounce of inspiration and personality
to make it memorable. Isuppose the problem is that it all falls rather too easily on the
ear — though not everyone will share my
reservations. It is certainly played with great
commitment here and the recording is well
up to the usual high standard from this
source. [
A:11
Andrew Achenbach
R STRAUSS: Der Rosenkavalier — Suite El
Salome — Salome's Dance CI Capriccio —
Sextet, Moonlight Music & Closing
Scene
Felicity Lott ( sop)/SNO/Jürvi
Chandos CHAN 8758 (64m 51s) also
LP/MC
With so many of the Straussian byways still
untrodden, it seems curious that prvi, of all
conductors, should have turned to operatic
bleeding chunks and worse, in the latest of a
necessarily limited series with the Scottish
National Orchestra. He has, after all, taken
them through the two Couperin inspired
suites in the concert hall, and you would
have thought that the swaggering Taillefer,
with its gargantuan choral and orchestral
forces, would have been asuitable candidate
for his monster- taming touch. The reason,
presumably, is to offer some kind of record,
however cursory, of the operatic repertoire
Jârvi built up in Tallinn; he does, at least.
know Rosenkavalier and Salome from start
to finish, since he gave the Soviet premieres
of both. Huge promise in the Rosenkavalier
prelude, SNO horns resplendent in wellbalanced tandem with aby no means underpowered string department. suggests as
much, and there are considerate touches
from principal oboist ( called upon to take
over one of only a handful of vocal lines
transferred) in the Silver Rose duet, and
other instrumentalists for atrio that rises to
clean- textured greatness of heart without so
much as a female voice in earshot.
Salome's Dance is the stunner of the disc:
teasingly slow speeds stretched even
beyond Karajan's means, and matched to
sharply focused sensuousness in the playing,
make the flesh creep and thrill like no other
unveiling Ican recall. And there is more to
disorientate the senses immediately afterwards, in quick succession. as the six solo
strings sprucely embark on the cool neoclassical argument that begins Capriccio.
'there's an especially distinguished contribution here from principal viola John Harrington, and the recording even observes stage
directions by pulling the sextet back into its
salon setting. It would be ashame never to
have Felicity Lott's clever Countess in the
recorded round; but the final dilemma at
least gives a flavour of her excellent word'
pointing as well as the blossoming of those
Straussian phrases which has been aconstant
of this series. Glasgow's City Hall or SNO
Centre rather than the Dundee Caird might
have suited the voice best, hut that's aminor
quibble.
So [
A/A*:1/1*] with astar for Salome, and
passing over the dubious claims of the
iniquitous Rosenkavalier suite ( see Del
Mar's old (:fP I.P for a better solution to
excerpting ).
David Nice
TCHAIKOVSKY: Symphony 5/KODALY:
Hary Janos Suite
1501Frühbeck
Nimbus NI 5194 (69m 34s)
A real candidate for the Unlikely Coupling of
the Year award, and one which demons111-11 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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trates just what happens if you put a
competent conductor, orchestra, and
recording team together in an age of limited
rehearsal time. The results are proficient but
unexciting.
The real problem is the recording. The
brass are edgy and lacking in body, and the
sound in tuttis is fierce. Add to this so-so
articulation and general ensemble, and the
impression is of slightly wearied routine.
True, the performances are not bad ones,
but there is little to set them above the level
of the everyday and mundane. Perhaps we
expect too much these days; perhaps there
are simply too many recordings being made.
But here one longs for that sense of excitement and tension to make one want to hear
the same performance again and again.
On a more technical level, in the Kodaly
the cimbalom lacks the necessary sparkle
and tangibility, and woodwind seem to
recede towards a misty horizon. A pity.
IC:2/31
Simon Cargill
WALTON: Façade/SIIWELL: Poems
Prunella Scales, Timothy West ( twit)/
London Mozart Players/Glover
ASV CD DCA 679 (
-63m 52s) also LP/MC
There are many ways of approaching Walton's Façade. With its consistent use of
parody and quotation, it runs the risk of
being treated simply as a rather clever,
tongue-in-cheek Bloomsbury charade. There
is no denying that there is an element of this
in the mixture, of course, but the very fact
that the work has survived this long suggests
that there is more to it. Indeed, as an
embryonic piece of music theatre, it looks
both back at Perriot and Dada, and forward
to the foxtrot- laden parodies of Peter Maxwell Davies.
On a more practical level, however, it is
inextricably bound up with the popular
idioms of the ' 20s — an obvious point, but
one which somehow seems to have eluded
the present performers.
Setting aside for a moment the problems
of the speaking part, it soon becomes apparant that Jane Glover's ensemble, for all their
technical assurance. for the most part lack an
intuitive grasp of the often syncopated
rhythmic language. Admittedly the score
dates from before the swing era, but one
expects some rhythmic bite in music of this
kind. It sounds, as jazz musicians say, far too
'straight'.
Such slight inadequacies might be overlooked, or put down to an interpretative
gambit, if it were not for — particularly —
Timothy West's clear discomfort with the
verse reading. Uncertain whether to speak it
expressively or in accurate rhythm, he ends
by hardly managing either, and often gabbles
the faster passages. Prunella Scales, on the
whole, is better; but the slightly condescending middle-class posh she adopts for
most of the time simple serves to play up the
'jolly hockey- sticks' atmosphere of the
whole. It would be wrong to make too much
of this — and the appendix of Sitwell poems
is fascinating — but this is adisc to view with
alittle caution. [A:2/31
Simon Cargill
WAGNER: Der Ring des Nibelungen
SoloistsIStaatskapelle and State Opera CIA
Dresdenlanowski
Eurodisc GD 69004-007 (14(1)5, 840m
36) ® 1980-83 Also separate volumes.
When this Ring came out in instalments, it
filled ( wrong word) 18 CDs. On 14, and at
mid price, it is far more competitive —

though a clumsy mistake in the labelling
states 4 x 4CDs. The main advantage of the
set lies in the consistently splendid playing
of the Dresden orchestra, firmly if not always
very imaginatively conducted by Marek
Janowski. The studio production is straightforward, evocation of atmosphere being left
to the orchestra. The singers are regarded as
more important, which would be fine if the
overall standard were up to the level of the
best. A fine collection of basses has been
assembled, though Theo Adam is rather dry,
and at times distinctly wobbly, as Wotan.
Siegfried Jerusalem is a strong and lyrical
Siegmund, René Kollo's Siegfried is probably
the best thing he has done, and Peter
Schreier is aMime to rank with the all-time
greats. Of the principal women, Jeannine
Altmeyer is an effortful if interesting Brünnhilde, Jessye Norman an unexpected
choice as Sieglinde — exciting, hardly vulnerable. Overall an uneven yet always thoughtprovoking set, thanks above all to the
emphasis on Wagner's score. [
A/13:2]
Peter Branscombe
COLE PORTER: Anything Goes
Criswell/Groenendaal/Von Stade/Gilford/
Ambrosian Chorus/LSO/McGlinn
EMI CDC 749 8482 (74m 20s)
If you go down to the Prince Edward
Theatre expecting the vermouth flavour
so marvellously reproduced here, your
disappointment will soon put the achievement of John McGlinn's painstaking
research into grateful perspective. These
superb orchestrations, for the most part
the work of Robert Russell Bennett
(whose ' symphonic picture' of Porgy and
Bess has long superseded Gershwin's
suite) and the intriguing figure of Hans
Spialek, are every bit as bracing as the
1920s arrangements for the Paul Whiteman Orchestra to be sampled on Simon
Rattle'sJazz Album. The recording here is
of the same provenance ( CTS Studios —
dry but breezy), and the ISO brass and
woodwind, with suave saxophone support, take to the arrangments as to the
manner born. As on the tonic Showboat
set, casting is perfectly matched to type
without too much in the way of impersonating the originals. There's Kim Criswell,
anewcomer this side of the Atlantic, with
the Merman touch for 'You're the top' and
'Blow, Gabriel, blow', but a smooth control of the phrases, too, in Iget akick out
of you' — a neat parallel, incidentally, to
Ute Lemper's musical edge over Lenya in
Weill.
The sweet-ish lovers are Frederica von
Stade, at her relaxed best, and Cris
Groenendaal, straightforward enough but
fully aware of the way that 'All through the
night', with its slithery chromatics, stands
hauntingly apart in the generally bright
and brittle ocean- liner environment
(some recompense, that, on Cole's part,
for a leading man whose range wouldn't
stretch to 'Easy to love', which later found
a home in the film Born to Dance). The
usual McGlinn appendix gives us atouch
of the G&S double-chorus later beloved of
Bernstein in Candide and the famous
Porter line that Merman decided was not
for mother's ears ( according to which
Catherine the Great ' made the maid who
made the room'). It may sound all too
relentlessly cheery; needless to say,
McGlinn and his cast splash out the good
humour with care. [
A*:11
David Nice
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ON DEM IN KENT
SUPERB EQUIPMENT FROM:Michell, Voyd, Systemdek, Townshend, Kuzma, Rega (arms
only) Helius, SME Audionote, Goldring, Koetsu, Kiseki, Milltek,
Ortofon Decca, Audio Innovations, Rose Industries, Audion,
Audio Technica, Quicksilver, Kelvin Labs, Albarry, Sugden,
Proac, TDL, Glastonbury, Snell, Spica, JPW, Celef, Alexander,
Ruark, Marant, Alphason, Supra, Kimber, Vecteur. QED,
Target, Pirates Cardas Cable.

ON DEM EXCLUSIVELY IN KENT
Conrad Johnson Valve and Solid State Amps and CD Player, Raymond
Lumley Valve Mono Blocks, Oakley Preamps, Sonographic, Pre and
Power Amps. and Cardas Cable

That '
I' stands for INTERFERENCE. The
SUPA 7mains filter will drastically reduce
the MAINS BOURNE interference infiltrating
your Audio system, improving sound stage,
dynamics, resolution, bass and treble
clarity. Rated at 1.6k.VV, suitable for
Turntables, pre- amps, Tuners, Tape Decks,
C.D.'s and videos. Available on asale or
return basis for only £35 inc. P&P from:

AUDIO PROFILES, Dept. H3,
44 Romsley View,
Alveley, Bridgnorth,
Salop VVV15 6PJ.

ON DEM EXCLUSIVELY IN THE UK
Superb Charlotte Drawer- Chest for
480 compact discs!

Sound- Lab full electrostatic and Hybrid Loudspeakers

PROGRESSIVE
AUDIO
11*"1

Special Offer

but made to Ian Edwards'
usual high standard

V/S4

Situated 5minutes off the M2 near Rainham, Kent, we offer
first class no obligation Dems here or in the more realistic
environment of your own home —

Phone: Dave on 0634-389004

e

£415 + £40 Delivery in UK. In Teak, Pine
or Mahogany Veneer ( extra for Oak,
Rosewood, Walnut or Black). Four 3Channel Drawers with cross-dividers. Eight
drawer cassette chest also available (£495)

SPP SUBWOOFER
The Wilmslow Audio SUPER PUSH PULL subwoofer can
be connected directly into systems using medium/large
speakers ( typically 89 - 91 dB sensitivity) and needs no
extra amplifier. Using two special 12" ( 18hz resonance)
sub- bass drive units it achieves remarkable results from
an enclosure of only 673 x385 x432mm (
26 1/
2 x 15 x
17in.). The Super PP kit
includes drive units, high/
low pass crossovers,
grille fabric, reflex port,
binding post connectors,
Flatpack cabinet kit(inc.
stand) accurately
machined from smooth
MDF. Easy assembly - no
woodworking or
electronic skills required!
Suitable for amplifiers of
40 - 200 watts per
channel.

ALSO AVAILABLE IN GEORGIAN STYLE PLEASE ENQUIRE.

For our brochure showing some of
our other units write to

IAN EDWARDS
The Old Chapel,
282 Skipton Road, Harrogate.
0423 500442

•

Sizes 20j" wide, 32" high, 18" Deep

acoustics of your listening room aren't up to the same high standards.

TURN YOUR ROOM INTO A TRUE

AUDIOPHILE LISTENING ROOM
WITH OUR UNIQUE
COMPUTERISED ROOM ANALYSIS SERVICE
HEAR YOUR SYSTEM'S FULL POTENTIAL FOR THE FIRST TIME
Our Computerised Postal Consultancy, ( no home visits needed), can provide a
detailed report on the acoustic qualities of your room, with recommendations
on how to obtain optimum performance without sacrificing decor. For full
details send A4 ( 326mm x230mm) SAE ( 45p stamp) to:—

ROOM ACOUSTICS SERVICES
3, Queen Elizabeth Way, BARTON-upon-HUMBER,
South Humberside. DN18 6AJ.
Proprietor:— R.E.Burns, B.Sc.(Eng), M.Sc, C.Eng., M.R.Ae.S.

IF AN

,....('ADVERT IS WRONG

Other subtvoofers available to match
LS3/5A, QUAD E.S., SL600, etc. etc.

Telephone credit card orders

WILMSLOW AUDIO LTD
Wellington Close, Parkgate Trading Estate
Knutsford, Cheshire WA16 8DX Tel: 0565 50605

,

r WHO PUS IT RIGHT'
We do. The Advertising Standards Authority ensures
advertisements meet with the strict Code of Advertising Pray! lei.
So if you question an advertiser, they have to
answer to us.
lb find out more about the AS.'. please write to
Advertising Standards Authority.
Department X. Brook House,
lbrrington Place. London WCIF: 711N.

(Closed all day Mondays)

DIY Speaker Catalogue £ 1.50 post free (export £350)
Tills
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14p stamps'

There is little point in spending thousands on your dream system if the

PRICE £ 217 inc. VAT
plus carriins £ 15
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ROCK/POP/JAZZ
ADEVA: ADEVA!
Coo'tempo Records CCD
1719 (63 mins. 24 secs ) CD
Does she have agood voice? I'm
not so sure. Adeva is aproduct of
the rapping age although she is a
true chanteuse rather than a
rhythmic Rex Harrison. She can
sing and her voice has attractive
character, but she is a dance
music fan and her voice simply
isn't strong enough to carry the
rhythm or the tune. The really
great soul singers often sang
some pretty ordinary songs but
their voices could carry anything
— Adeva ' and Lisa Stansfield are
only ' quite good'. The songs on
this album are only quite good'
and Adeva's voice doesn't help
one bit. Adeva! fails to interest
me in either music or dancing. I
wonder what's on telly? [13:2/31
Neville Farmer

MICHEL CAMILO: WHY NOT?
King Records K32Y 6031
(40m 40s ) CD
This pianist is fast making an
impact on the latin jazz scene
with his fresh, exuberant energy.
Camilo's enthusiasm sparks off
the whole lineup. The rhythm
section mix is interesting, with a
session- orientated bass and
drums functioning alongside a
couple of latin percussionists.
The result is an explosive, punchy amalgam on most tracks.
The ballad material doesn't work
so well — good rock session
players can always make a good
stab at playing ' jazz', but it's not
the same as the real thing. Sometimes Camilo's attack and
approach reminds me of McCoy
Tyner. At other times he's too
florid, but certainly a player to
watch. [
A*:2]
Ken H)'der
Bringing us right up to the
present are the six double CDs
from Old Gold, the UK's preVARIOUS: THE
mier singles reissue company.
PHILADELPHIA YEARS
Dubbed the ' Rediscover'
VOLS 1 & II
series, it offers sets containing
Knight/Castle
24 tracks each, five CDS for
Communications KNCD
the ' 50s, three for the '60s,
42001/2 (2x 4 (: Ds)
and two double CD sets comVARIOUS : RAISED ON
bining the ' 70s and the '80s.
Old Gold mixes British and
ROCK
American artists, all of the
Knight/Castle
Communications ROR CD
songs were smashes and the
net result is ( Beatles and Elvis
17001-17004 ( 4CDs)
notwithstanding) a surprisingly effective condensation
VARIOUS: REDISCOVER
of the cream of four decades.
ME 50s, 60s, 70s & 80s
More specific is Knight's
Old Gold OG 3201-3206
Raised On Rock quartet, each
(6X2 CDs)
disc containing 14 or 15
monster hits, one CD each for
VARIOUS:
'60s US', '60s UK', ' 70s US' and
ROCKFTLE VOLS 1-10
`705 UK'. The packages feature
Bacldine/Line BLCD
tunes to listen to in sunshine,
9.00732-735; 9.00763-767
with the car roof rolled back.
(10CDs)
Cream's ' IFeel Fine', the Box
Tops' The Letter', ' Lola' by the
Multi- disc CD players are
increasing in popularity, for
Kinks — every one is an AM
radio classic.
the simple reason that they
offer up to 10 x76 minutes'
For sheer class, if soul is
your medicine, have alisten to
worth of uninterrupted music.
This season has seen aflood of one of the finest single- label
surveys ever produced.
specially- priced packages
which really do transform the
Knight's two volumes of The
players into set- and- forget
Philadelphia Years offers 112
songs on eight CDs ( four per
devices, and it's almost worth
double jewel box) from artists
throwing atheme party just to
exploit them.
of the calibre of Lou Rawls,
Line Records' reissues
The Three Degrees, The Stylistics, The O'Jays and others
department has really excelled itself with the 10 Rockfile
who made ' 70s soul music
discs. Complete with wondertolerable. The overall signaful cover art reminiscent of a ture of this label is smoothness
and sophistication, and it's all
certain label, each disc conjust as danceable a decadetains 16 certified American
pop hits from the 1950s and
plus later.
The 34 discs in this batch
early 1960s, most of which
have never before been on
contain no 'filler', they keep
the random access mode busy
CD. Lesley Gore, Neil Sedaka,
Del Shannon, Conway Twitty,
and make up alibrary of essenDion, Buddy Holly, Duane
tials which would cost you a
Eddy — 160 tracks for a fortune in money and time if
you went singles hunting. l.et's
dream retro jukebox. Another
15 are planned, to complete
hope that this flood continues.
IA:11 the lot, with [***] for
the crash course on rock's
the effort.
Ken Kessler
early years.

RETRO-SETS

AL BOWLLY: PROUD OF YOU
ASV AM 5064 ( 6'm 7s ) CD
Almost all the 20 tracks are from
the year following Al's throat
operation in late 1937. His voice
was as good as ever and here, as
a session singer with varied
bands, he made more of what he
was given to sing than it
deserved. But what could even
he do with schmaltz like 'When
the Organ Played O Promise Mc'
or the title track, whose mawkish words are addressed to a
little boy? But from an earlier
session comes the ballad True'
by Samuels and Whitcup, an
obscure song of its time which
deserves to have survived the
years. It features a nice guitar
chorus by Al, too seldom heard
as asoloist, and the piano accompaniment is by Al's friend from
his Calcutta days, Monia Liter.
From the same 1934 session
came 'The Very Thought Of
You', complete with verse — Al at
his best in afine song by another
friend, Ray Noble. Even the had
songs here have the singer's
unmistakable timbre. Here's
hoping for other CDs, minus
those corny waltzes like ' Is That
the Way
Treat aSweetheart'.
[Hi
Denis Argent
III FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

RICHARD CLAYDERMAN:
THE LOVE SONGS OF
ANDREW LLOYD WEBBER
Decca/Delphine 828 175-1
Here's atypical example of marketed music, designed exactly
for million-plus sales. Some of
these Oliver Toussaint arrangements pay little heed to the
theatre origins of the music; the
Phantom's theme is robbed of its
menace by being given a disco
beat, and the potent imagery of
'Another Suitcase' is thrown
away. Nor, for that matter. can
'Take That Look Off Your Face'
really be called a love song. In
the borderland between music
and showbiz nothing is fair, yet it
does seem sad that one pianist
with concert training can
become a multi- millionaire
while other of equal talent spend
a lifetime just earning a living —
plus the respect of their fellowprofessionals. I.ike WS Gilbert's
House of Peers, Clayderman
here does nothing in particular
and does it very well. He plays a
fine instrument, well recorded.
and the orchestra is easy listening. But the package is ultimately
empty; one hearing would be
enough for most readers of this
magazine. lA:2]
Denis Argent
MARCH 1990
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DANZIG: DANZIG
Def Atnerican Recordings
(Dist Phonog,ram ) 838 487-1

IAN DURY: APPLES
WEA WX326
A record that answers such questions as; whatever happened to
Kokomo? Dyan Birch, Paddy
McHugh and Frank Collins are all
here — and where's Wreckless
Eric? ( he provides the vocal lead
on atrack titled ' PC Honey' ); and
does Peter 'Sgt Pepper' Blake
create album cover art anymore?
Yes, he designed the extremely
duff sleeve for Apples. The deal
is Music Hall meets East End
John Betjeman at Funk Junction.
Dury got this array of aural
London snapshots for a plotless
musical, early last year. Such
Cockney capers as ' Bus Driver's
Prayer' ( 'Our Father who art in
Hendon/Harrow Road be thy
name/Thy Kingston come )
and ' Love Is All', akind of 'Come
Outside' for the ' 90s, with
Frances Ruffelle in the Wendy
Richard role, fall easily on my
ear. The list of heroes that comprises ' England's Glory', which I
still retain in its Max Wall version ( on Stiff), also provides an
extra grin, and, all- in- all there's
much here to get you moving
with your rhythm stick. But what
folk will make of it in gay Paree
(the sleeve bears a number for
French release) is anybody's
guess. IA:11
Fred De/lar

THE CHRISTIANS: COLOURS
Island ILP 9876
We all know what happened to
"1 -1' D'Arby, but will the same fate
befall the Christians? Their
credentials are still impeccable:
the wonderful voices of the
brothers Christian married to
the clever songs and arrangements of Henry Priestman. This
worked a treat on the first
record, upbeat numbers and ballads mingling in a satisfying
whole. The same effect is
achieved again here on a track
like ' Words' ( the first single), an
arrangement of a traditional
melody sung quite beautifully.
The problem is that the rest of
the material is unrelievedly onepaced, and the pace is slow. After
several listens, it is possible to
start to distinguish some sort of
musical skyline, but it takes
effort. Hands up who's ready for
effort? [A:2]
Pete Clark
I16

You'd have to be a Deaf American to like this. Icouldn't care
less if this guy Glenn Danzig has
had songs recorded by Roy Orbi son and Metallica, or if he had
two other cult bands before this,
as far as I'm concerned this is the
worst record Ihave been asked
to review by this magazine and
makes me seriously consider
renegotiating my terms and conditions. I defy any gash heavy
metal band in a hessian-lined
railway arch to make a worse
recording. I realise that I am
taking my life into my hands
here as the management is listed
as being aP Grant ( Led Zep fans
will understand), but Iam appalled by this naff recording of
average songs. [Z:00]
Neville Farmer

CONVENIENCE ROCK
LOU GRAMM:
LONG HARD LOOK
Atlantic Records 781 915-1
BAD ENGLISH:
BAD ENGLISH
Epic 463 4.47-2 ( 62m 32s)
CD
Lou Gramm of Foreigner in his
second solo outing. John
Waite of the Babies and ' Missing You' fame, in league with
the lads from Journey. It
sounds like it is, nicely
recorded, formula West Coast
rock songs and ballads with
superbly polished vocals and

SNOOKS EAGLIN:
OUT OF NOWHERE
Black Top/Demon FIEND 146
The human jukebox plays on.
Eaglin has linked with an array of
Black Top stars, including Anson
Funderburgh and The Rockets,
guitarist Ronnie Earl and the
Kamikaze Horns, for amiscellany
of songs and styles. If you can
take a solo guitar version, fairly
straight but with mild quirks, of
the 1952 Georgia Gibbs' hit ' Kiss
Of Fire': warm vocal reworkings
of Benny Spellman's ' lipstick
Traces' and Smiley Lewis"Playgirl', along with a loose-limbed
jazz instrumental rendition of
Green-Heyman's ' Out Of
Nowhere', a Bing Crosby hit
back in 1931, then this one's for
YOU — and, most definitely, me. If,
however, you care for records
you can neatly file under 'Jazz',
'Folk' and ' Polka Music', then
all the sincerity of Jeremy
Beadle ..."Sometimes Iwanna
give in, wanna give up, wanna
quit the fight. But then Isee
you baby and everythin's
alright!". It's not awful, in fact
some of the songs on both
albums are very catchy. But
it's all so bloody predictable —
explosive drum sounds, guitar
solos awash with wang wand
and feedback, thickly layered
harmonies and keyboards,
fluffy hairdos and leather jackets. It's the MacDonald's of
rock and roll, gleaming, perfect, fast and tasteless — a
150mph Corvette keeping to a
55 speed limit. 113:2] on both
counts.
Neville Farmer

beware. Eaglin just doesn't slot
into any marketing man's groove
— thank God. Finally, for the
reference book, Eaglin and the
Black Top label are from New
Orleans, Funderburgh is from
Texas, the album was recorded
in California and mastered in
Tennessee. Nobody plays ' Don't
Get Around Much Anymore'.
1A:11
Fred Dellar
FATIMA MANSIONS:
AGAINST NATURE
Kitchenware Records ICWLP
11
The first Kitchenware signing for
five years, Fatima Mansions is a
band with astupid name who are
partly very Irish and partly home
counties. They are possibly the
most interesting thing I have
been given to listen to this
month and so I am especially
grateful for their existence. They
are also not what the press
release suggests, so Ishall just
talk about the music and not
about their rumoured origins in
better known outfits. Fatima
Mansions play obviously indic
music with strong pop hooks.
They feature all the normal
instruments and voices, they
break few boundaries but hold
the listeners interest and provoke thought. 'Only Losers Take
The Bus' is a fast and fairly
furious opening but they are not
a raucous bunch of yobs, indeed
'Wilderness On Time' is especially thoughtful. Not bad at all
this. [
B:1]
Neville Farmer
ICEITHJARRETT:
CHANGELESS
ECM 1392
The one-word titles — ' Dancing',
'Endless', ' Lifeline' and ' Ecstacy'
— give promise. The sidemen are
class personified, Gary Peacock,
bass and Jack deJohnette, drums.
The sound of these live performances is crisp and clear, and the
balance ensures that the drums
do not intrude. The album opens
with a vamp- till- ready groove,
which goes on and on, until you
realize that it was no introduction — it was the whole nine
minute track. ' Endless' lives up
to its title, and the other tracks
also pursue the standing-stillrunning approach to improvisation. The music is exquisitely
poised, but fails to take the
listener anywhere — new age
lovers will love it. [A:3]
Ken Hyder
QUINCYJONES:
BACK ON THE BLOCK
Qwest/WEA WX313
Editor Harris is, fortunately, 59
miles away as Iwrite this. Ido
not want to see his face when he
learns that the ageless, phenomenally talented Quincy
Jones has released a roots/rap/
house/hip-hop/what-have-you IP
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as his first in nearly a decade.
Aided and abetted by some of
the stars of the modern dance
genre(s), along with jazz giants
and other QJ proteges, Quincy
has shown — like Miles Davis and
Herb Alpert — that nobody can
touch old jazzers when it comes
to funkin' up the works. The
version of ' Birdland', for instance, sounds as 1990s as you can
get; imagine the look on some
smug Soul II Soul, anti-wrinldy's
face whan he finds that the
scintillating solos come from
Dizzy Gillespie, Miles Davis and
George Benson. Frankly, this set
couldn't fail, not with a guest
roster which includes the above
plus Ella, Sarah Vaughan, Al Jarreau, Ray Charles, Herbie Hancock, Sheila E. Harvey Mason,
Joe Zawinul, Barry White and
too many more to list. [
A*:11.
despite the feeling that it's too
much of agood thing.
Ken Kessler
LIL LOUIS AND THE WORLD:
THE MIND OF LIL LOUIS
MR/London 828 179-1
Ithought Lil Louis' ' French Kiss'
was abore of the first order. Just
sexual huffing and puffing over a
rhythm track that wasn't going
anywhere. To anyone raised on
'Je T'Aime' it wasn't worthy of
even ayawn. But, nevertheless, it
proved as popular as giveaway
time at Madame Cynthia's. Side
One of Louis' album follows the
set pattern to some extent —
basic rhythms with vocal overlays that range from neo religious rantings about the final
eclipse ( ' Blackout' ) through to a
'French Kiss' revamp and ' ICalled I". on which Louis is forced
to deal with a spaced-out telephonic caller who's obviously
skipped lessons at acting school.
Side Two is a whole different
hemisphere, the rhythms generally linking with something that
makes sense. So '6 AM' proves a
tasty morsel of piano-headed jazz

the world. The music on this set
▪ is sung by Khan and his son, both
of whom are carrying on a
house-style going back a long
time in history: their vocal agility
puts many singers to shame. The
— mood and the atmosphere
throughout is well-captured on
this all-digital recording. They
sing with great warmth and presence on both the more serious
material, and the often cheerier
popular songs. The tabla playing
by Tanmoy Bose is tight and
tasty. He never overplays, and
always seems to match the mood
of the singers perfectly. Sure, this
is specialist stuff, but it's a bit
special too. [
A*:1]
Ken Hyler

funk, ' Nyce And Slo is as melodically sexy as ' French Kiss was
sterile. and ' Lit Tanya'. surprisingly, helps remind the universe
that pure old-fashioned R&Il still
survives — if only in the minds of
Chicago studio whiz- kids.
[A:1/2]
Fred Dellar
ARNAUD MAISONNEUVE:
CHANTS DE BASSBRETAGNE
Ocora (60m54s) C559 082 CD
( dist Harmonia Mundi )
Breton music ought to be more
familiar to us. When you first
hear it, you're struck by how
different it is from what you
might have expected. But the
Bretons are of different origins
from the Scots and Irish whose
music we know well. On this
CD, the music is all vocal — with
some interesting accompaniment. One characteristic is the
overlapping lead singer and
chorus response thing which
creates a perpetual motion feel.
The other thing is the odd bar
lengths — which may or may not
have been introduced in order
to give the bombard players a
chance to gulp abreath. The best

stuff is often reserved for the sad
material, and the pain of loss is a
Celtic speciality. Maisonneuve
may be a traditional singer, but
he's not adverse to using slide
guitar or clarinet as accompaniment. [A:21
Ken Hyder
USTAD MUNAWAR AL! KHAN:
HOMAGE TO US TAD BADE
GHULAM ALI KHAN
Audiorec ( 209m16s) ACCD
1003-S
(Lynton House, 304 Bensham
Lane, Thornton Heath, Surrey
CR4 7YR )
This small company continues to
issue top class recordings of top
class Indian performers. This triple set will appeal to those who
already follow North Indian classical singing, but should also
appeal to listeners who've been
opening their ears wider since
the West discovered the rest of

SUN RA, RA, RA!
SUN RA: BLUE DELIGHT
A&M 395 260-1
SUN RA:
LOVE IN OUTER SPACE
Leo Records LR 154
(dist by Impetus and others)
SUN RA ARICF-STRA:
LIVE AT PIT-INN, TOKYO,
JAPAN
DIW DIW 824 ( 58m 24s) CD
(dist by Impetus)
At his best, Sun Ra is original,
vibrant and challenging. But at
worst, his band is like an
under-rehearsed palais band.
The A&M record sees the Ra
band in the studio turning in a
bland, lifeless performance.
The music is modern mainstream rather than the usual
cutting- edge extravaganza
music we expect from Ra. It's
just not happening. [B:3] Love
in Outer Space is quite a
different affair. The fact that
it's alive performance counts
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NAJMA: ATISH
Triple Earth Records TERRA
108
(1-8 Whitfield place, London
W1P 5RW)
There's a new wave of Indian/
Western fusions happening in
London. Those which are most
interesting are the ones which
take the best elements of different cultures and put them
together. The worst excesses are
where the producers take nondescript disco rhythms and
splice the exotic on top. At least
Najma appears to realise that
Indian music has plenty to offer
in the rhythm department and in
the young percussionist Talvin
Singh she has someone who's
familiar with a range of Indian
instruments and styles, as well as
having imaginative ears. She's an
appealing singer and the music is
attractive enough, but in the end
it's a bit too superficial for me,
too pretty-pretty, and too perfect-perfect. Maybe next time?
IA* : 2/31
Ken Hyder
for nothing — there are duff Ra
recordings done live too — but
on this Dutch gig, the whole
Arkestra's spirits are up and
the energy is spilling out with
directed passion. The Arkestra's version of ' Round Midnight' is typically Ra — deceptively loose and haphazard,
but right in tune with Monk's
dream. In fact, Ra is a very
Monk- like character, his
idiosyncratic approach to performance is not far removed
from Monk. [B:1/21 The
Japanese CD import has a
much better recording quality, and the music is just as
lively. There is a feeling of
occasion, although no recording could properly catch the
other-worldliness of a Ra gig.
As in most recent Ra performances there are examples in
Live At Pit-Inn of music from
the earlier part of the jazz
tradition sitting alongside Ra's
cosmic mythology. It's both
entertaining and challenging.
Long may his eccentricity live.
[A:1/2]
Ken Hyder
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The Screaming Blue Messiahs

simply fails to deliver and the
fact that various members of the
group have announced forthcoming solo ventures seems to
put the final nail in a very small
coffin. (13:41
Pete Clark
RUSH: PRESTO
Anthem Records 782 040-1
(Dist Atlantic)

This one's not for you and me.
Not unless you happen to be
about four years old, that is.
Livvy fashioned Warm And Tender with her young daughter
Chloe in mind and it's really yah
boo sucks to the pop world on
this occasion. The album starts
convincingly enough with a
beautiful, fragile interpretation
of Carol Hall's 1964 'Jenny
Rebecca'. But from there on in,
it's pure Julie Andrews, with
straightforward readings of evergreens, like 'You'll Never Walk
Alone', ' The Way You Look
Tonight' and ' Over The Rainbow' plus various lullabies and
'The Flower That Shattered The
Stone' amelodic plea to keep the
world clean and green, and a
final ' Reach Out For Me' that's
earworthy enough until one
remembers how Dionne Warwick tore hearts out in '63.[A:21
Fred De/lar
PASSION FODDER: WOKE UP
THIS MORNING .. .
BEGA 105CD. ( 49m 21s)
Beggars Banquet has an uncanny
ability to spot an unlikely hit.
That said, Passion Fodder cut no
ice with me and Woke Up This
Morning... interests me very
little. The lyrics are certainly
adventurous ( I relate well to
asthmatics, for a start and consider it brave to discuss the
subject in song) but the songs
don't do anything for me. This is
tiresome. IC:31
Neville Farmer
THE PRIMITIVES: PURE
RCA PD 74252 (45m 49s) CD
The public seem to be voting
with their feet on this type of
girlie- led pop music these days.
Along with the Darling Buds and
a raft- load of others, the Prims
and Tracey Tracey are finding
life tough after great initial
expectations. Apart from Transvision Vamp, who are so steeped
in cynicism as not to count, it
seems essential that this sort of
exercise in pop aesthetics be
backed up by aselection of good
tunes. This album, from the
opening ' Secrets' onwards,
118

MATHILDE SANTING:
BREAST AND BROW
Megadisc/APT MDC 7890
(42m 29s ) CD
Amsterdam feminist and contemporary torch singer Santing
became a cult favourite in the
wake of her albums for WF.A.
Breast And Brou , should do
nothing to lessen her following,
though Santing still hasn't mastered all aspects of her credit.
She reworks Rundgren's 'Torch
Song', Roddy Frame's ' We Could
Send Flowers' and Nilsson's
'Think About Your Troubles' in
knowing fashion, while Dennis
Duchares originals slot neatly in
alongside the better known factions. But attempting to even
mildly alter the melody line of
Rodgers and Hart's 'Spring Is
Here' is something that she can't
pull off, and her interpretation of
'That's All' is unthinking.
Haymes' original small/all rhyme
being changed to few/all makes
little sense. Her accompanist.
Mimi lzui Kohayshi could be

THEY MIGHT BE GIANTS:
FLOOD
Elektra EKT 68

more subtle and sympathetic,
while Santing's phrasing isn't all
it might be. Despite such criticisms, Breast And Brow is an
intelligent offering. [ A:72]
Fred Dellar
SCREAMING BLUE MESSIAHS:
TOTALLY RELIGIOUS
Elektra 960 859-1
One clichéd phrase used by rock
journalists is 'this band is dangerous'. Often those who are recipients of the accolade are about
as dangerous as the Wombles.
Certainly, they'd get their braces
severely twanged if they ever
came up against the likes of Bill
Carter's Screaming Blue Messiahs. The Messiahs are the real
hard nuts of the UK circuit. Their
music blisters but just manages
to nudge in this side of heavy
metal. Carter writes good songs
too. Songs like 'Wall Of Shame', a
great power-packed anthem on
which he swears that his name
will never appear on that flyposted heap of bricks. And
Watusi Wedding' is an earopener too. Imagine Bo Diddley,
The Beach Boys and Ted Nugent
getting together at the hop and
you have some idea of how this
one gets carried across the
threshold. Better still, don't
imagine. Simply buy the record.
[B:11
Fred Dellar
The Primmer

OLIVIA NEWTON-JOHN:
WARM AND TENDER
Mercury B42 145.1

Survivors of the glam/
progressive age, Rush cannot be
faulted as musicians. With an
unbelievable pedigree, Rupert
Hine cannot easily be criticised
as a producer. Musically,
however, Rush have plenty of
critics. Fashion aside, this is not a
bad record. Clean, clever and
musical it displays class from
start to finish despite the cover.
'Me lyrics are okay, the music is
complex, if alittle pompous, and
the arrangements are as intricate
and tight as one would expect
from such professionals. But, like
Genesis in Britain, the three
Canadians have allowed enough
pop into their music to escape
the excesses of progressive rock.
It ain't rock and roll but Iquite
like it. [A/B:21
Neville Farmer

A welcome first appearance for
the two Giants on amajor label,
welcome also in that it shows no
dilution of the wacky purpose
they showed in indic days. The
sound is a lot fuller than before,
but Messrs I.innell and Flansborough still drag any instrument they fancy into the making
of their mini- masterpieces. The
lyrics, as ever, are clever — possibly too clever for some tastes —
but it's refreshing to listen to a
group who don't make you want
to start biting the carpet every
time they open their mouths. If
in doubt, try any of the following: ' Birdhouse In Your Soul',
'Particle Man', Twisting' or 'We
Want A Rock' ( containing the
line, ' Everyone wants prosthetic
foreheads on their real heads' ).
[A:1]
Pete Clark

McCOY TYNER TRIO:
LIVE AT SWEET BASIL
King 292E 6033 (44m42s)
(Dist New Note)
Of the classic John Coltrane
quartet only drummer Elvin
Jones and pianist McCoy Tyner
are still alive. Like too many of
those who chose to emulate
Trane, Jones himself became
tamed. Coltrane's legacy has
become reduced to musical
notes and attitudes. But Tyner
has kept the torch alight by
refusatg to tone down the music.
This trio, with Avery Sharpe, bass
and Aaron Scott. drums, may
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VARIOUS: BRAZIL — FORRO
Globestyle ORB 048
The origin of Forro is rather
interesting. A Brazilian friend
tells me that the name comes
from parties which were held
'for all' who wanted to rave. This
is a party and drinking music
from the north-east of the country. The sound is dominated by
the accordian, and strangely the
rhythms, the use of the triangle,
and the vocals remind you of a
similar music from further northcajun. And like cajun, some
bands are all- acoustic while
others use electricity. Underneath it all are samba-related
rhythms to add to the richness,
although this is no smoothed-out
popular music from Rio. This is a
raw, direct music full of excitement and movement. It's certainly one of the most interesting
and satisfying world music
albums to grace my turntable in
recent months. Incidentally, my
Brazilian friend also tells me
there exists aBrazilian version of
Country and Western. Ihaven't
heard any of it yet, but watch
this space ... [A:1]
Ken Hyder
VARIOUS:
IL4PPY ANNIVERSARY,
CHARLIE BROWN
GRP 9596-1
from New Note Distribution
We Snoopy fans know that
gently swinging jazz is part of the
charm of those TV animations
which so faithfully expand the
spirit of the strips, and here
some of the themes such as the
Great Pumpkin and Christmas
Time get an all-star treatment.
The sleeve of course sets the
theme. Snoopy, in his Joe Cool
shades, looks the typical bop sax
player — Schultz makes him an
alto man. Franklin, the black boy
who seems to have dropped out
of the series, is pictured as the
Peanuts group's Kenny Clarke;
Schroder is naturally on piano.
HI.FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

e PHIL WOODS QUINTET:
I s BOUQUET
Concord CCD 4377 ( 51m 37s )
CD
from New Note Distribution

Most of the music is by Vince
Guaraldi, and the 11 tracks feature jazzmen such as Chick
Corea, Lee Ritenour, Dave
Brubeck, Gerry Mulligan and
both Grusins — Dave being also
credited as producer The singers are Patti Austin. BB King
and Joe Williams, who sings a
blues for Woodstock ( ' Little
bird, why do you fly upside
down?'). But even apart from the
links with that lovely innocent
world of Charlie Brown, Lucy,
Sally and the others, it's smooth
and clever music. It deserves its
star as an ideal Child's guide to
Modern Jazz — well, modernish
anyway. [A:1*]
Denis Argent
THE WEDDING PRESENT:
BIZARRO
RCA PL74302
RCA PD74302 ( 47m 29s) CD

Hang comparison might be more
apt. Lead singer, guitarist and
songwriter Michael Thomas
grittily spearheads the band's
rock- based, accordian, guitar and
harmonica attack, providing vignettes of Melbourne love- life,
tales of industrial deprhation
and forgotten war-heroes — ware
that has flourished in Australia's
national songbook since the days
of Gallipoli, along with the tribute to Tex Morton. Oz's
greatest country singer. Morton's own 'Sergeant Small' — a
railroad song which Jimmy Rodgers and Woody Guthrie would
loved to have annexed — provides WPA with their warmest
and most humourous moment.
Slot this in your Oz- rock collection somewhere between Red'
gum and Midnight Oil. [A:2]
Fred Dellar

The quintet had one of those
ensembles that sound like amini
orchestra, richly combining
Woods' alto and Tom Harrell's
trumpet ( or flugelhorn) in
clever arrangements by the
group's members, who also
include Hal Galper on piano. But
the star of course is Woods
himself, sparing though he is of
his own solo time. The longest
track, and the only standard, is
an 11- minute 'Willow Weep for
Me', taken fairly fast, and Harrell's trumpet really swings.
Woods invents phrases that
Anne Rond lwould surely have
rejected as far too advanced in
1932 when she dedicated her
song to Gershwin. When the
long-term jazz histories are written, Iexpect Woods to emerge
as the most enduring and important alto of the 30 years since
Birds death. Sometimes his edgy
tone mounts to ashriek, but the
structure is basically melodic
and not mere exploitation of
technique. The recording is from
1987 Tokyo concert and, as in
other similar Concords, it is better and truer to live instruments
than some multi-miked studio
productions. The medium was
24- track Sony 3324 digital.
[A:1/2]
Denis Argent

It's hard not to feel abit sorry for
the Wedding Present. Their
career was going great guns until
the collapse of Red Rhino left
their impending release locked
in the warehouse. Then there's
the problem of mainman Dave
Gedge — decent, worthy, honest
and capable of leaving you with a
fish- bone stuck in your throat.
Bizarro shows the group in
typical form, buzzing away on
their cut-price guitars without
ever threatening a shred of real
melody, spewing out lyrics without evern engaging the intellect.
Sometimes, as on ' Brass- neck'.
'No' and 'What Have ISaid Now',
their sheer persistence wins a
grudging respect, but too often
the effect is like drowning in
gritty molasses. And here comes
that damned fishbone again.
[B:2]
Pete Clark

The Wedding Present

have not the power, the intensity
and sheer searchingness of that
original quartet, but at least
they're giving it one. Where else
would you hear asound like this,
with cymbals crashing, splashing
and flooding the stage with
waves of sound? Tony Williams
springs to mind. Every drummer
McCoy has used has played this
way, perhaps because Tyner's
approach demands it. Where
other pianists go for the dainty
and the technical, Tyner sticks to
the spirit of the music. He has
technique of course, but that's
not what you notice. Nor is it
what you're supposed to notice.
This is no nonsense jazz, with an
edge you can shave with, and
more bottle than United Dairies.
And that's why it's so refreshing.
Forget sharp-suited imitators —
this is the real thing. [A:1*]
Ken Hyder

WEDDINGS, PARTIES,
ANYTHING:
ROARING DAYS
Cooking Vinyl/WEA COOK
026
WPA are an Australian band
whose first British release came
via Billy Bragg's Utility label,
following a US tour with Bragg
and Michelle Shocked. A fivepiece barroom folk outfit with a
brash approach, they're likely to
get bracketed with the Pogues,
though a Men They Couldn't
MARCH 1990
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ROCK/POP/JAZZ
WALTER BEASLEY:
JUST KICKIN' II
Mercury 838 912-1
Punchy second release from a
saxophonist with abit more fire
than Sanborn. Another jazz/soul
roux, to be sure, but the virtuousity lifts it above mere
dance fodder. [
A:1/2]
LOUIS BELLSON & HISJA7-Z
ORCHESTRA: HOT
Limelight/Decca 820 807-2
(50m 04s ) CD
Fine modern big band recording
with the usual showspots for
drummer Benson. Just when you
think it's a bit muzak-y, up pops
the likes of Clark Terry to save
the day, so an [
A/A*:1/2] rating
isn't out of order.
MICHAEL CRAWFORD:
WITH LOVE
Telstar STAR 2340
Forget the promising young
actor of The Knack or the wickedly funny Frank Spencer. Too
much hangin"round Webber
has turned Crawford into a
schmaltzmonger of sub-Manilow
soppiness. Buy it for your granny
— if you're trying to get her
committed. [A:3/41
THE CULT: THE LOVE MIXES
Beggars Banquet BBP 2CD
(33m 18s) CD
THE CULT: THE ELECTRIC
MIXES
Beggars Banquet BBP 3CD
(20m 57s) CD
Two picture-CD EPs in luxury
attire, offering alternative versions of the Cult's biggics. Lavish
packaging and worthwhile
remixes render these as more
than mere candidates for the
auctioneers. 1A/13:1]
TINSLEY ELLIS:
FANNING THE FLAMES
Mligtor AL4778
Second release from this hot,
young and white Southern bluesman. The guitar pyrotechnics
suggested by the cover art is not
mere hyperbole, because this
sumbitch cooks his way almost
into Winter territory. NB: Ellis
records mainly original material,
and it's real good. IA:1]

gorgeous 'All By Myself? The
Bronskis should know better.
[A:21
MISS PEGGY LEE:
PEGGY SINGS THE BLUES
Limelight/Decca 820 809-2
(48m 42s) CD
Good but not great set with Miss
Lee covering a dozen blucs-y
standards, backed by such august
musicians as Jay Leonhart and
Grady Tate. Fine sound, but she
does seem tired... IA:2]
GARY NUMAN: SELECTION
Beggars Banquet BBP 5CD
(28m Ois) Cl)
Six Numan classics remixed or
extended and presented in one to
the most beautifully-packaged picture CDs yet issued, à la the Cult
(sec above). For fans and collectors. [A/A*:1]
DON MICHAEL SAMPSON:
CRIMSON WINDS
Red Horse Records R-103 ( 50m
55s) CD ( PO Box 158304,
Nashville, Tennesse, 37215
USA)
A real find, this: country-cum-rock
not so much in the New Country
vein as it is in the singer/
songwriter sort which yielded
greats like Prine and Stewart.
'Intense' lyrics, great musicianship
— the Long Ryders for adults. [
A:1]
SAVAGE REPUBLIC: CUSTOMS
Fundamental SAVE 71
Fundamental SAVE 71CD ( 41m
02s ) CD ( Dist APT )
Mildly
schizophrenic
experimental music which veers
from gorgeous melodies to indic
gloom to the kind of sound effects
which justify awarning sticker on
the jewel box. Something tells us
that this disc could only chart in
Purgatory. [
A:1], but weird.
THE SLITS:
DOUBLE PEEL SESSION
Throat-grabbing punk from the
prime female exponents, caught
live at the Beeb in 1977-8. Influential? You can hear this in at least a
dozen current acts. Seminal stuff
which is only just beginning to be
appreciated. 1A/13:11

THE FREAKS:
IN SENSURROUND
Resonance 08909-2 ( 40m 25s)
CD ( Dist Greyhound )
The start of a new decade and
still we're feeling the influence
of Nuggets. Garage band/glam
psychedelia of the most delightfully tacky sort. Excessive and
dumb, as in ' Ramones'. For grebos with class. [
B:1]

THE SPACE CADETS:
THE SPACE CADETS
Space Cadet Records SPAC,AD 1
(Flat 1, Tudor Road, London
5E19)
Fusion- s' crossover jazz-rock
which comes across like a loose,
improvisational version of Sheffield lab's Rock Record. Shame for
'impulse buyers' that the sleeve
suggests psychobilly garage punk.
[A:11

EARTHA KITT:
I'M STILL HERE
Arista 260 234 ( 40m 41s ) CD
Subtitle: And Still Doing The
Same Thing. With Eartha you get
what you expect — high camp —
but who let her murder, nay,
assassinate Eric Carmen's

THAT PETROL EMOTION:
DOUBLE PEEL SESSIONS
Strange Fruit SFPMA 205
Early live Beeb sessions ( circa
1985) from an inventive Undertones off-shoot. And they do well
without Feargal, make no mistake.
Tasty rock. [
A:1]
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UB40: LABOUR OF LOVE II
Virgin DEPCD 14 ( 52m 05s ) CD
Another disc's worth of the music
which inspired this band in the
first place. A far cry from 'declining career' type cover version
packages, this is simply a classy
display of respect. Includes adelicious reggae version of Al Green's
'Here IAm'. [
A:11
UNCLEJOHN &JOHNNY
WINTER: UNCLEJOHN &
JOHNNY WINTER
Fan Club FC 059CD ( 30m 33s)
Cl)
Uncle John Turner, Winter's
drummer from way back in the
axe- hero's career, rejoined the
Texan off and on since the early
days. This session — recorded
back in '81 — finds the two
txmgieing hard over standards
and covers, real bar band blues
looser than the work Winter
creates for his own solos. Not
just for Winter fanatics. [B:1/2]
VARIOUS: A CONCLUSION OF
UNRESTRAINED PHILOSOPHY
Livevil LMCD-1040 ( 54m I9s)
CI) ( 103 Sarayashiki, Inuyama
484, Japan )
This compilation of indic bands
from around the world can only
be described as ' eclectic'. The
offerings range from Joy Division
clones ( some good ) and electronic dance music to sadistic
noise- mongers out to trash your
hi-fi. Worth a listen, but skip
Track 3 unless you love your
repairman. IA/11:1-41
VARIOUS: DEEP EV THE
HEART OF TEXAS
Zu-Zazz ZCD 2016 ( 38m 50s )
(Dist by Spartan )
A dozen killers covering the
current Texas scene, from Kevin
Kat Records in San Antonio.
Rock'n'Roll, blues, Mexican
roots music and a roster including Doug Sahm and Flaco
Jimenez. Discover it before Kershaw plays it to death. [
A/B:11
VARIOUS: THE HOUSE SOUND
OF EUROPE VOL 5 —
CASA IATEVA
FFRR/London 828 176-1
I.ike the title says, Latinflavoured Eurohouse. While the
continentals are less adventurous than their UK or USA counterparts, they do place some
importance on melody. And
there you have it: dance music
for the ears and feet. [
A:1/2]
VARIOUS: THE MADE
TO MEASURE RESUME
Made To Measure MTM 1TO
16CD (60m 13s ) CD
Intro to one of the most adventurous of the ' new music' labels,
the material running the gamut
from avant garde world music to
electronic excess. Even if the
music's a bit hard to take, some
of the sonics will terrify your
tweeters. [
A*:1/21

VARIOUS: THE STREET SOUND
OF FREESTYLE SKA
Beechwood/Cartel SICA CID
1LP
We've had everything else, so
why not 'acid ska'? Not as risible
as you'd think — the beat was
there all along— but you can't
wonder in fear what's next for
the samplers to savage. Strictly
for incurables in hi- tops. [
A/B:2]
VARIOUS: UN-AMERICAN
BLUES ACTIVITIES VOL 1
Bedrock BEDLP9
This is unexpected, a 13 track
survey of what's happening in
the current British blues scene.
Numbered among the live and
well are Mick Pini, the Balham
Alligators, Mick Clarke, the Red
Hot Pokers, Blues'N'Trouble and
others known only to club-goers.
Tasty stuff, and less slavishly
purist than the original '63-67
blues crowd. [
A:1/2]
KATIE WEBSTER:
TWO-FISTED MAMA!
Alligator AL4777
Sassy follow-up to the brilliant
7'he Swamp Boogie Queen,
another bout of Louisiana boogie
nad blues. Webster is emerging
as the current distaff monarch of
the blues, and rightly so. A Rollicking artist, she even manages
to pour some life into Dire
Straits' So far Away'.[A:1/11
BRUCE WILLIS: IF IT DONT
KILL YOU, ITJUST MAKES
YOU STRONGER
Motown MOTD-6290 (46m
48s) CD
More self-indulgence from an
actor whose lackeys are afraid to
tell him that he can't sing. As
with Bruno's first outing,
another batch of semi-soulful
performances just like the party
singalongs in Animal House.
Only then it was funny. [
A:3]
ANGELA WINBUSH:
THE REAL THING
Mercury 838 866-1
Mercury 838 866-2 (48m I5s)
Cl)
Second LP from a singer who's
maturing quickly into a female
Lou Rawls or aGladys Knight for
the 1990s. Sharp material oozing
past virtues yet with an ultracontemporary feel. No cheap
tricks, so the talent isn't
obscured by technology. [
A:1]

ALSO RECEIVED:
A WITNESS:
DOUBLE PEEL SESSIONS
Strange Fruit SFPMA 206
Diamond- edged indic rock, live
in '88 on the Beeb. [
A:1]
DANIEL O'DONNELL:
THOUGHTS OF HOME
Telstar STAR 2372
Glossy version of Irish folk
music; Perry Como for the
1990s. (
A:21
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ROCK/POP/JAZZ
JOAN BAEZ: THEJOAN BAEZ
BALLAD BOOK VOL 2
Vanguard/START VFCD 7108
(41m 15s)CD
Continuing the series of stunning Vanguard reissues, this
1972 Baez release is a folkie's
dream — 11 finger- in- the- ear
standards rather than modern
covers. Pure coffee-house magic.
IA:1/21
MARC BOLAN: THE SLIDER
Marc On Wax/Castle NARCD
503 ( 44m 0Is) CD
Peak-period Marc, the crown
Prince of Glam. Repackaged,
with a great cover shot and full
lyrics, one of a half-dozen rereleases on CD and LP ( more to
follow). Remember glittery poprock at its finest. IA:1*1
RAY CHARLES AND BETTY
CARTER: RAY CHARLES
AND BET7Y CARTER
Essential/Castle ESSCD 012
(51m 39s ) CD
Great opportunity to hear the
Master out- Franking Sinatra, in
1961. Instead of hot R&B. soul
or country, we hear Brother Ray
indulging in fabulous duets with
the underrated Ms Carter. the
material including cocktail classics from the likes of Cole Porter
and Rodgers & Hammerstein. A
treasure. [
A*:1*]
SAM COOKE AND THE SOUL
STIRRERS:
IN THE BEGINNING
Ace CHD 280
Ace CDCHD 280 ( 58m 2i9s)
CD
Best Soul Stirrers compilation
yet, Cooke's voice soaring over
these early 1950s gospel masterpieces. ' Touch The Hem Of His
Garment', ' Never To Thee' — a
tonic for the soul. 111:11 (CD
has extra tracks.)
CHICAGO: THE HEART OF .
Reprise WX328
A dozen hits from their post-CBS
period, hence no ' 25 Or 6 To 4'.
A bit treacly ( was there ever so
damp asong as ' If You Leave Me
Now'?), but slick, slick, slick.
Think of 'em as a big band
version of Bread. [
A:1]
ALICE COOPER:
THE BEAST OF ALICE COOPER
Warner Bros WX331
The second Alice ' best of, this
time a 14- tracker with all of his
smashes. The grandaddy of glarn/
metal, his career enjoying
renewed interest from those
born when these songs were
actually in the charts. More fun
than even Twisted Sister, and
still ' relevant'. [A./B:1/11
BILL HALEY AND HIS
COMETS: ROCK THE JOINT!
Roller Coaster RCCD 3001
(57m 03s) CD
23 pre- ' Rock Around The Clock'
country/rockabilly/treasures
which show that Haley was
HI- 11 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

doing this thing for a few years
before Alan Freed coined the
term. Kitschy in many ways, but
still the kind of stuff which
drives Teds wild. A fun, stunning
package. [
A/B/H:1/21
ISAAC HAYES: SHAFT
Stax/Ace SX2 021
Possibly the most important
soundtrack in the history of
black cinema. It's atense, vibrant
and evocative score which —
even without the visuals — conveyed perfectly the urban landscape of early 1970s America.
Remember that Shaft came first,
despite the wucka-wucka guitar
sounding like a cliché. [
A:11
MILLIE JACKSON:
IT HURTS SO GOOD
Southbound/Ace SEW 019
Southbound/Ace CDSEW 019
(36m 33s) CD
Her 1973 solo ( with the title
hit), the persona slowly but
surely moving toward the noquarter- given slacious chanteuse
we know and love. Heavy lyrics
which will make men feel like
dirt. [
A/B:1]
ELTONJOHN: GOODBYE
YELLOW BRICK ROAD
Mobile Fidelity UDCD 526
(76m 21s)CD
Elton's evergreen classic now on
gold CD. Whatever anyone
thinks of 'concept' releases, this
one just gets better with age.
'Candle In The Wind', ' Benny &
The Jets', the title track — a
treasure. [
A:1*]
JERRY LEE LEWIS: KILLER —
THE MERCURY YEARS VOL 1
1963-1968
Mercury 836 935-1
JERRY LEE LEWIS: KILLER —
THE MERCURY YEARS VOL 2
1969-1972
Mercury 836 938-1
JERRY LEE LEWIS: KILLER —
THE MERCURY YEARS VOL 3
1973-1977
Mercury 836 941-1
Following both Bear Family's
(and Charly's) magnificent Sunperiod box sets comes this trio
of double LPs, the finest
moments from three other Bear
Family boxes. Though less
'animal' than the Sun era. The
Killer's more countryish tenure
at Mercury is far from tame.
Absolutely transcendant versions of many standards, occasional forays into the spiritual
and enough heads-down rock'n'roll let you know that JI,!. is
always worth hearing. [
A:1/11
TRINI LOPEZ: INFECTIOUS
Start STFCD3 (45m 43s)CD
This guy was huge in the USA 25
years ago. Just as novel then as
now, but this live set shows how
he got his audiences going.
'Lemon Tree', ` If IHad A Hammer' — think of Peter, Paul and
Mary with guts and you're not far
off. [
A/A*:11
MARCH 1990

ROY ORBISON:
AND THE THE TEEN KINGS
Sun/Charly LP1050
Early, rocking Orbison from the
Sun vaults, including five
unissued, ' undubbed' rarities.
Noteworthy for an uncanny similarity to early Buddy Holly. The
sleeve is a gem, with great liner
notes, too. [
A/H:1]

One hits make up the three-disc
survey, while 30 cuts on the
1989 package are all Top 10. In
10 years time, when Telstar
unleashes a 50-disc set called
The Best of the 20th Century.
there'll be little overlap with this
pair. Still, they're convenient
ways of shoring up your memories. [
A/13:1*/1/2/3/4]

TOM PAXTON: STORYTELLER
Start S1TCD4 ( 55m 25s ) CD
Gentle, coffee-house-style singer/songwriter magic, real timewarp stuff from the days when
people used words like
'relevant'. For all that, the tweeness is de rigueur, so don't
approach unless you're a Green
or a vegetarian at the very least.
IA:1]

VARIOUS:
MEMPHIS SATURDAY NIGHT
Zu-Zazz Z2005 ( Dist by
Spartan)
Classic 1950s rock'n'roll. Memphis-style, complete with radio
jingles. Bill Justis, Billy Riley,
Wink Martindale and others
strutting their stuff. Out with the
Brylcreem. IA:1/2]

PROCOL HARUM: LIVE
Mobile Fidelity MFCD 788
(41m 52s)CD
From 1971, when it was okay to
be arty and grandiose ( cg track 5
runs over 19min ...). High point
is ' Conquistador', but the rest
remains impressive. [
A/B:1]
STING: THE DREAM OF THE
BLUE TURTLES
Mobile Fidelity UDCD 528
(41m 47s)
Too new to be regarded as ' vintage' or 'a classic', yet Sting's
most arty of solo ventures is
perfect gold CD fodder. Lush
sound — not that the original was
bad — and as pretentious as you
could ever want. [
A:1]
VARIOUS:
AFTER THE HURRICANE
Chrysalis CD 1750 ( 7.4m 46s)
CD
18 tracks from those who used
George Martin's studio in Monserrat, contributing the songs to
earn money for the hurricane
relief fund. McCartney, the
Stones, the Police, Elton, Rush,
Simply Red — charitable stars, the
lot of ' em. [
A:1]
VARIOUS:
ATTACK OF THE KILLER B'S
BBC CD 2004 ( 39m 08s; 44m
16s)CD
32 magnificent B-sides so good
and so familiar that you'd swear
they were the hits. Holly, Berry,
Donovan, the Kinks, the Everlys,
the Searchers, Cliff — a perfect
collection with good annotation
and find sound ... though WEA
might not approve of the title
since they used it a few years
back. [
A/B:11
VARIOUS: THE GREATEST
HITS OF THE EIGHTIES
Telstar STAR 2382
VARIOUS:
THE GREATEST HITS OF 1989
Telstar STAR 2389
A triple ( the Eighties) and a
double ( 1989) to remind you
forever that the past 10 years
was virtually a write-off in
musical terms. Fifty Number

VARIOUS:
THE SUN BLUES ARCHIVES
VOLS 1-3
Sun/Charly SUN 1061/2/3
Following the Jerry Lee Lewis
and Roy Orbison Sun-era sets are
three superlative, rarity- laden
compilations featuring ' blues
guitar', ' deep harmony' and
'bootin' boogie". Blending previously unissued material, alternate takes and long- deleted
tracks, the sets feature both the
famous ( Earl Hooker, Junior Parker) and the obscure ( Elven
Parr, Coy Love). Hint: I.isten to
Hooker's ' The Hucklebuck'
before they reissue the Chubby
Checker version... 111:1/2]
TRAVIS WAMMACK:
SCR-SCR-SCRATCH
Zu-Zazz Z2010 ( Dist Spartan )
You thought you knew about
guitar heroes? Imagine Duane
Eddy with abrain full of Owsley
and you'll have some idea of how
bizarre is this cross between
Hendrix, Beck, Wray and Alvin
Lee. Truly psychotic renderings
despite being recorded when
the Ventures or the Shadows
were the norm. Frightening.
113:11
ALSO RECEIVED:
DOLLY PARTON:
GREATEST HITS
RCA PL 90407
16 country smashes from the
Number 1warbler . IA:11
VARIOUS: MOTOWN
CHARTBUSTERS VOL 4
Motown WD 72674 ( . 18m 59s )
CD
Another brilliant bargain-priced,
hit- laden CD. [
B/C:11
VARIOUS: THE GREATEST
LOVE VOL 3
Telstar STAR 2384
30 modern smoochers on two
LPs. [
A:1/21
BOBBY WOMACK: SAFETY
ZONE/BW GOES CW
Charly CDX 47
The last of Charly's soulful
Womack double- ups. [
A/B:1]
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Aylesbury Hi-Fidelity

THE real Hl-Fi specialists in Buckinghamshire
Aiwa. AKG, Alphason. Audio Technica ( CD Players also). ADC. AR.
A&R. Beard. Boston. BLQ. Casde. Celestion. Denon. Diesis. Dual,
Exposure. Gale Goldbug. GoIdling. Grado. Gyrodek. Heybrook.
Harmon Kardon, KEF. Logic. Linn Anus. Monitor Audio. Michell.
Magnum. Mantra. Musical Fidelity, Meridian. Mission. Mordaunt
Short, Marantc. Monster. Myst. Nakamichi. Nagaoka. MD. Onofon
Paragon. Philips ( CD only). P.S. Audio. Proton. Quad. QED. Rata.
'otel. Revox. Revolver. Roksan. Sennheiser. Something Solid. Sondex.
Stand & Deliver, Spendor. Systemdek. Tannoy. Target. Teac CD.
Thorens. Trio CD. Walker. Wharfedale, Yorkshire. Yamaha. Zeta.

98 Cambridge Street, Aylesbury, Bucks.
0296 28790
OPEN 10am-tipm. Monday- Friday, 9. inam-3. 30 Saturday
recto iard a, ' Idle, a•allable

BUCKINGHAMSHIRES
FOREMOST HI-FI DEALER

the
sound gallery
A&R, AIWA, AUDIOLAB, AUDIO TECHNICA,
HON,

CAMBRIDGE, CELESTION,

CREEK,

coton
audio

STOP PRESS
Cambridge Audio
Musical Evening

on Wednesday 11th
April 1990
Free Tickets
available now.
4WEST STREET
ALDERLEY EDGE
CHESHIRE
V 0625 582704
Closed Monday
VISA

HI-FI SPECIALISTS

MARANTZ SPENDOR KEF
AUDIO-TECHNICA TANNOY
QUAD MUSICAL FIDELITY
REVOLVER YAMAHA STAX
MORDAUNT-SHORT SME
DENON CELESTION
MONITOR AUDIO ROGERS
B & W NAKAMICHI CELLO
MERIDIAN AUDIOLAB
AMADEUS ZARATHUSTRA
CAMBRIDGE AUDIO ROTEL

_jedd-ine/ „ente ATTENTION ALL MUSIC LOVERS!
March 3rd & 4th sees J.H.M's
FIRST PRESENTATION OF A.T.C. MONITORS.
Representatives of this remarkable Comideals and a talk on the various methods

AUDIO,

ROTEL, YAMAHA,

SONY,

FULL

used to produce music. The majority of
the demonstration will be acoustic music

QUAD, NAD.
DEMONSTRATION

INSTALLATION

AND

SERVICE

FOR

DOMESTIC AND IN-CAR HI-FI.

Active Audio,
12, Omaston Road,
The Spot, Derby
•;7: ( 0332) 380385

Me

al
LILTINIATC IN
se.IINDAITFICT

QUAD
CELESTION
DUAL
BEYER
HEYBROOK
DENON
Q ED
STAX
KEF
MORDAUNT SHORT
A&R CAMBRIDGE

REVOLVER
MONITOR AUDIO
NAKAMICHI
SENNHEISER
NAGAOKA
PIONEER
HARMON-KARDON
THORENS
ARISTON
and others

Phone or write for free 24- page advice
price list
We're right in the City Centre at
58 new george street ( 0752-669511)

and voice, since the prime requirement of
a monitor is neutrality. Those interested
in popular music should bring their own
"test" material and if there is time it will
be played and discussed. Please phone as

BUCKS

Decion,r,ition Anil Horne Triai Faciiinüs Account and Credit
. '• • •
rig Times And FREE ' FACT PACK'

superior high fidelity equipment by

pany will give a brief history, its aims and

NAIM

ARCAM U ARISTON U CELESTION UDENON II HEYBROOK U KEF
REFERENCE Ill CYRUS UMUSICAL FIDELITY U MARANTZ II MERIDIAN
RE VOX U ROTELU ROGERS U ETC.

for musical sounds from

NAKAMICHI,

MARANTZ,

sound systems

IN PLYMOUTH
visit
peter russells's hi-fi attic

DISCOUNT CD& TAPE
XTENDED GUARANTEE
INTEREST FREE CREDIT

DENON, DUAL, LINN PRODUCTS, LOGIC,
HEYBROOK, SYSTEMDEK. REGA. REVOLVER,
KEF, PROTON,

Active
Audio

soon as possible to secure a place for
March 3rd or 4th at 2.00 p.m. '
phone Ian
Bewley,

Fair

Ullswater,

Nr

Place,

Watermillock-on

Penrith, ( 200

yds

CLON!(

past

Church) Tel: 07684 86235
55 Main Street, Blackrock
Dublin. Tel: 0001-888477
0001-889449
Linn, Rega, Creek, Naim, Castle,

1
st4
6 Abbey Street, Carlisle
0228 46 756
Mission. Cyrus. Marantz. Dual. Linn. Aiwa.
AR. Creek. Allison, Technics. Denon. Kenwood,
Pioneer, Philips. Creek, Acoustic Energy. Revolver Ak&
DEMONSTRATION AND PART EXCHANGE
FACILITIES AVAILABLE

dawsons

Aragon, Quad, Nakamichi,
Arcam, Tannoy.
Closed all day Mon/Thur & Fri open till 9pm

Major credit cards welcome

SPECIALISTS IN HOME ENTERTAINMENT
FOR OVER 60 YEARS
Sony E.S. Technics, Denon, Aiwa,
LT.L., Dual, Mordaunt Short, Gale, Castle
Large range of Accessores
23 Seamoor Road.
Westbourne, Bournemouth. Tel: ( 0202) 764965

DOUG BRADY HI-FI
KINGSWAY STUDIOS,
KINGSWAY NORTH, WARRINGTON. WA1 3NU.
Tel: 0925-828009
FAX: 0925 825773
Open 6days
LINN * NAIM * QUAD * CAMBRIDGE *
ARCAM * MERIDIAN * NAKAMICHI *
REVOX * KRELL * AUDIO RESEARCH *
ORACLE * SONY * DENON
also at — COVENT GARDEN AND 401
SMITHDOWN ROAD, LIVERPOOL 15.
Tel: 051-733-6859.
I2 i

Closed Wednesday

Dorchester Hi ri Ltd

SPECIALISTS IN THE SOUND OF MUSIC
STOCKISTS OF: ELITE ROCK, SYSTEMDEK.
THORENS, MAY WARE, DECCA, CROFT, E.A.R..
SUGDEN, AMADEUS, LINX. CARVER, MARANTZ.
AIWA, NAKAMICHI. TDL, ROGERS, SPENDOR. ROYD.
JPW. B - W.
17 Durngate Street, Dorchester,
Dorset DT1 1JP,
0305 64977.
We also stock classical LPs CD's Tapes.

•
LYRIC HI-FI
163 STRANMILLIS ROAD, BELFAST
(0232) 381296

ANALOG AUDIO

COMPACT /
fees'ié
THE HI Fl

Speclalists1
849 High Road, London Nl12

SPECIALISTS

ACOUSTIC ENERGY, AUDIO-TECHNICA,
ALEXANDER, AUDION, CAMBRIDGE AUDIO,
CASTLE, DENON, DUAL, PINK TRIANGLE, KISEKI,
KUZMA, ROTEL, NAGAOKA, KENWOOD, OED,
SME, SD ACOUSTICS, SENNHEISER, SPICA,
SYSTEMDEK, TARGET, TANNOY, DELTEC,
THE MOD SQUAD, WHARFEDALE & MORE
27, Market Parade, Havant
Hampshire P09 1PY
Tel: ( 0705) 473952

Tel: 01 445 3267
Finchley's Centre for Celestion, Denon, Dual, Marantz,
NAD, Onkyo, Pioneer, Proton, Rotel, Yamaha.

Garrott Mirrtocanned Deccas Garrott P7 7,
(.rOft ACOUNOCS. 51) Acoustics, Klipsch
Horn Speakers and Space 50 Speakers and
Space Deck, Esoteric Audit, Research
Amplifiers. Mentor Turntable + Arm.
0771-762947

Stockist of full rance of speakers and
electronics for all major manufacturers.
Please phone for details.

111-11 MARKETSJ
The plat t. ohere ix>ople Tare about hi- ii

Open 10-6 TuesSat
LATE NIGHT DEMS. THURSDAY
BY APPOINTMENT.

Recording Playback
& Monitoring Limited
2 Burland Road
(Comer of Webbs Road)
London SW11 65A

HOPKINS HI-FI

Tel: 01-5850274

11141 MUKITS

NO 1DEALER FOR THE SOUTH EAST
30-40 FRATTON ROAD, PORTSMOUTH,

HANTS P01 5BX. TEL: (0705) 822155

THE SPECIALIST DEALER FOR:
Technics • NAD • Kenwood • Onkyo • Quad • Denon • Dual •
Cambridge Audio • QED • Acoustic Research • Tannoy • KEF
Mordaunt Short • Heybrook • Monitor Audio • Sennheiser •
Ortofon • Marantz •
+DEMONSTRATION ROOM

z

R

P

M

(Near Clapham Junchon. Clapham
South Er South Circular Road)
Open, Tues Sat 1030am-6.30pm

Authorised Stockists of: Linn, Naim, Raga, Creek, Ion,
Denon, Sony, Cambridge, Revox, Nakamichi,
Goodmans, Royd, Roark, BLQ.
Accessories from: Chord Company, Audiotech, Sound
Organisation, Sound Factory, Audio Technica. Hunt
EDA, Sennheiser, Beyer.
2Comfortable Single Speaker Dem Rooms
Informed Advice in a Relaxed Environment
Full Delivery & Installation Service
2 Year Warranty
Highly Experienced Turntable Service & Restoration
Facilities
Access, Visa & instant Credit.

UDIOY ENUE
IMIM AUDIO CONSULTANTS AND RETAILERS
24 CHURCH ROAD, CRYSTAL PALACE,
LONDON SE19 2ET — TEL: 01-771 7787

MON I
TOR
SOUND
al
•
al
▪
•

A & R Cambridge
• B&O IIIB&W
IIICastle • Celestion
• Denon U Dual U Marantz
al Mission • Monitor Audio
Mordaunt-Shon II Musical Fidelity
Nakamichi U Pioneer II Philips CD
Quad U Rogers U Rotél U Revox
Sony U Spendor U Tannoy U Technics
Thorens II Trio U Yamaha etc
•

Two-year guarantee
Private listening room
Excellent comparator demonstrations

Stockists of: Linn Hi Fi, Naim Audio, Creek,
Audio Tech, Epos, Denon, Dual, Revolver, BLQ,
Yamaha, Marantz etc.
2single speaker demonstration rooms,
Instant Credit Facilities

FIVE WAYS HIGH FIDELITY
,4&R, ADC, AKG, Alphason, Audio- Technica, B&W,
Beyer, British Loudspeakers, Castle, Celestion,
Creek, Denon, Dual, Dynavector, Elite (Inc. Rock),
Glanz, Goldring, Hunt-EDA, KEF, Lowther, Meridian, MFSL, Michell, Monitor Audio Musical Fidelity,

Nagaoka,

only),

Quad,

Nakamichi,
Revox,

Ortofon,

Rogers,

Philips (C.D.

Sennheiser,

Shure

Sondex,Spendor,Tannoy,TDK, TDL, Thorens, Zenn.
Five Ways Hi- Fidelity Ltd,
12 Islington Row,
Edgbaston, Birmingham 815 ILO
Telephone: 021-455 0667
Demonstrations by appointment

9.30-6.00 Tuesday—Saturday

All equipment delivered & installed.
Comprehensive turntable rebuilds etc
Interest Free Credit. 2year warranty
Open 10-6pm. — Closed all day Wednesday

griffin AUDIO

EriZral.
BIRMINGHAM

54 Chapel St.,Chorley, Lancs.
Telephone ( 02572) 71935

DOUG BRADY
HI-FI
18 MONMOUTH STREET, COVENT GARDEN,
LONDON WC2H 9HB
Tel:01-379 4010. Fax 01-497 9205

OPEN 7DAYS
LINN • NAIM • QUAD • CAMBRIDGE •
ARCAM • MERIDIAN • NAKAMICHI • REVOX
• KRELL • AUDIO RESEARCH • ORACLE •
SONY • DENON
Also at Warrington and Liverpool (see Cheshire)
Il H NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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ROYO. MORDAUNT SHORT. ARCAM LINN. MONITOR
AUDIO. EPOS NAIM. MISSION. REGA. DUAL. RO TEL.
CYRUS, CREEK. NAKAMICHI, DENON. MARANTZ,
RE VOX OUAD
94 BRISTOL ST.,
BIRMINGHAM
69 2 1359 .
TUE -SAT
10am
6pm

I25

Warstmes
HiFi

NO RECORD CLUB WOULD
HAVE ME AS A MEMBER

KELVIN LAB . DENON
.
•INFINITY • ROLAND
RESEARCH • ORACLE 5 tUdn
•ROTEL • QUAD •
SPENDOR • CROFT ACOUSTICS •
TIME WINDOW • TIME PANELS
Hours of Opening:

Mon,

Tues Wed. Sat 10am-6pm
Thurs. Fri 10am-9pm

54a Walston« Road, Penn, Wolverhampton
Tel: Wolverhampton 345114
If you would like to know why, and why I
had to form my own CD club to get the kind

Classical" Sounds
The largest selection of classical CD's/cassettes
in Northamptonshire
SPECIALISTS IN RECORDED CLASSICAL MUSIC AND
HIGH QUALITY AUDIO EQUIPMENT
NEW SHOP SPECIAL OPENING AUDIO OFFERS
TEL 0327 359 588
84E Watling St East, Towcester, Northants

ELECTRO TRADER HI-FI
19 Colwyn Crescent, Rhos On
Sea, Colwyn Bay, Clwyd. (0492)
48932. Ariston, B&W, Cambridge
Audio, Canton, Heco, Infinity,
Onkyo, Rotel, Tannoy, Teac, TDL,
Yamaha etc. Dem room. Appts
preferred. Home trial. Free
installation. Access, Visa, American Express, Diners. 9.30-1.00.
2.00-5.30 Mon-Sat.
14,11111:111MIPP

of service no other CD club can offer you,
send your name and address to me,
Bill Wilson at:

Audio Projects

WILSON STEREO LIBRARY
CD SERVICE

45 Headingley Lane, Leeds
LS6 1DP.

Dept. HFN
Unit 4, Mercatoria Business Centre
100-102 Norman Road
St Leonards
East Sussex, TN38 OEJ

Tel. 0532 304565.
Open Tues.—Fri. 9.30-6.00.
Sat 2.50 — 5.30.

Send 2x 20p stamps for speedy reply

HiFi SPECIALISTS.

•

cVVILEY
tEFOOn

Active
Audio

sound systems

ARCAM I ARISTON UCELESTiONU DENON U HEYBROOK I KEF
CYRUS UMUSICAL FIDELITY U MARANTZ
•REVOX UROTEL U ROGERS U ETC.
Demonstration And Home Trial Facilities Account and Credit
Cards Ring For Opening Times And FREE ' FACT PACK'

Active Audio,
29, Market Street,
Tamworth, Derby.
e(0827) 53355

64 & 85 BEANCROFT ROAD

C1-18C1-11ESTEIR
1
11C1-1

CASTLEFORD
WEST YORKSHIRE WF10 5BS
Tel ( 0977) 553066/556774

Retailers of quality audio equipment
7 St. Pancras, Chichester, West Sussex P019
L Telephone 0243 776402
Closed Mondays

Audio Reflections

KENWOOD CENTRE
MARANTZ • ROTEL • DENON • CAMBRIDGE •
MICHELL • A.R.0J.B.L.•HECOOKEF• DUAL
• SUPRA • SENNHEISER • AKAI • TANNOY •
Q.E.D • INFINITY • HARMAN-KARDON S SONY
• ARISTON • JECKLIN • MONSTER • BEYER •
A.K.G. • CELEF • MORDAUNT-SHORT •
YAMAHA • WHARFDALE • AUDIO-TECHNICA •
PIONEER • TARGET • PARTINGTON •
SUGDEN • GOLDRING • T.D.K. • THAT'S etc
DEMONSTRATION ROOM
CD/CDV STOCKIST

72 Terminus Road, Eastbourne
E.Sussex BN21 3LX Tel (0323) 640911

4ALBERT PARADE

GREEN STREET

69 LONDON ROAD

BRIGHTON 609431 •=rirl

EASTBOURNE 31336

3demonstration rooms at each shop
LATE NIGHT- WEDNESDAY- RPM

TICE ULTIMATE IN
SOUND NOVICE

CLOSED MONI)a •

CONSULTANTS

The most respected names
in
are here

(BOWERS

WORTHING
Tel Worthing 64141

ATC Monitors now available for
demonstration in Yorkshire
This flawless handling of dynamic range and contrasts,
utterly devoid of any form of compression, rendered the
ATCs as suitable for both ear-busting rock and the kind of
classical which you dream about replicating in the home.
Ken Kessler
Hi Fi News & Record Review
January 1989

_
e ries
h1.11

Rasta/1gs Hi F1
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Music for the home

IN TUNE — NATURALLY
O

Littlehampton Road

Stockist for All Leading
Manufacturers
Full Demonstration
Facilities
closed Wednesday

(32 WESTERN ROAD, ST.LEONARDS. ( 0424)442915. )

Selected Hi fi
from'

EXPOSURE. MUSICAL FIDELITY. QUAD.
NAKAMICHL MONITOR AUDIO. ROGERS.
TANNOY. NAD. M4NTICORE IDI,. MARANTZ.
AUDIO LAB, DENON. CELESTION, LINN.
KEF. YAMAHA. WHARFEDALE. ARCAM,
SNELL. AUDIO INNOVATIONS. SYSTEMDEK.
PROA C. ROTEL.

•OPEN MON-SAT 9. 00-6.00.

IN Flit. DEMONSTRATIONS - IN STORE & ill ROME

For further details on this amazing speaker
and other fine products including
Concordance, London Decca, SME, Sumo,
Townsend, Van Den Hui and Vecteur,
please contact
John Bleakley on Leeds ( 0532) 698037

UNDERGROUND AUDIO
HI- END USED AUDIO
EQUIPMENT
BOUGHT — SOLD — TRADED
GRYPHON . RAY LUMLEY.
COUNTERPOINT • KRELL.
TRIPLANAR . EA- R •
ROWLAND . LURNE • AUDIO
RESEARCH • LEVINSON.
ORACLE JARDIS Etc Etc

HOURS 10-5 MON-FRI
TEL (0895) 53003
11141 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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Advertisements for this section must be pre- paid. The rate is 50p per word ( private), minimum £ 13.00 incl. of VAT. Box Nos. £.3.00
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AUDIO RESEARCH SP9, mint, boxed and
documented. Silver and black, 14 months old £ 1050.
Nuance pre- A MC gold, mint. £300. Tel: ( 0302)
711950. ( C)
AUDIO RESEARCH SP- 15 pre- amplifier £ 4,500:
Audio Research M-3(N) monoblock amplifiers £ 4.500
the pair; Musical Fidelity SA 470 amplifier £4.000.
Offers considered on each item. All in excellent
condition. Weekdays 01-628-0101. Evenings 01-3734618. ( C)

E.A.R. 549 POWER AMPS. E.A.R. 802 preamp.
E.A.R. Ileadamp. Perfect. New over £5000 £3300
o.n.o. ( 04352) 4481 or ( 086(1) 718780. ( C)
LINN LPI2, BASIK, K9. Perfect condition. less than
two years old, upgraded and boxed £375. Tel: I/I -4859782 evenings. ( C)
MUSICAL FIDELITY MASOS and pre 3A. almost nev,.
bargain £995 o.n.o. Mission Cyrus 2 plus PSX £295
o.n.o. Celestion SL6S Speakers £ 195. Excellent condition. Tel: Sheffield 01742) 557473 evenings. ( C)

TWO LEAK TL50 VALVE MONOBLOCKS. Excellent condition. Two Leak Varislope mono preamps
offers please. Can demonstrate. Tel: ( 0993) 8754 0
(West Oxon). ( C)

EQUIPMENT TO THE FULL!
AND ARE AVAILABLE FROM:VALVES RADFORD STA22, SC22 £300. Leak V..'
lope 2 £250. QUAD ELS1's £250. Edinburgh 031-22'
4825. ( C)

NAIM AUDIO, 02 TUNER, NAC 72 pre- amp. 2 x NAP
135 mono amplifiers. Ili-Cap power supply. SBL black
ash speakers. All 6 months old. Excellent condition
£3.800 o.n.o. Can split if everything goes. Tel: ( 0725)
22847 Wiltshire, evenings. ( C')

CROFT PREAMP SUPER A Black £4151. Supermicro
£180. OTL Power Amp. Two months old £8511. Snell
111 £550. AE2 £800. Roksan/Rega £55(1. Tel: ( 0284)
84456. ( C)

MAGNUM PREAMP with PSU. pair of Magnum
monoblocks built with llolcos and Vishays, £795 o.n.o.
Kef kit CS9 speakers ( units and MDF cost £450) as
SU)Os £395. Sony 333ESD £250. Digilog £280. Tel:
(0502) 585508 ( Lowestoft). ( C')
AUDIO INNOVATIONS SERIES 500 AMP £450 o.n.o.
Superb sound and condition. Tel: Gosport ( 0705)
552259 any time. ( C)
MINT LP12/ITTOCK/TROIKA with LK Iremote.
Only 400 hours use. Full inspection/demonstration
welcome. Cost £ 2200. Sell £ 11(10 or split £850 350. Tel:
((1665) 710444. ( C')
ROTEL RX-503 RECEIVER £ 100 o.n.o. ADC
Equaliser £ 100. Wharfedale Speakers £37. WANTED:
Pioneer SX9-80 Receiver Tel: Wakefield 262854. ( C)
REVOX TUNER B760 perfect condition £325 o.n.o.
Tel: Crewkerne ( 046)) 76492. ( C)
RARE VINTAGE CLASSIC: '
Williamson' design main
amplifier and power pack CI949 ( with ' Partridge' 1.7
ohm potted output transformer). Very fine condition.
Sensible offers only. Box No. 0752. ( C)
AUDIO RESEARCH SPI1 MK2. Black. mint condition. £2900 Tel: 01452) 311049 ( Gloucester). ( C')
ORACLE MK3 £ 1100. Tonearms SME V £900. Mission
Mechanic £340 ( current). All brand new unused o.n.o.
Sony CD 555ES £.5(X) 2 year guarantee left. Conrad
Johnson preamp PV6 £550 o.n.o. (£ 13(0) Tel: 01-7712476 ( eves) ( C)
MERIDIAN MCAI TAPE MODULE (
one of special
production run by Meridian 1989). One months use.
Receipt boxed £ 80.
.
Tel: 868-0131 eves. ( C')
REFERENCE EDITION JADIS LURNE J4 Turntable
with Goldmund T3F arm. Mint condition £3.0(X) o.n.o.
Tel: 01-435 2354.

WHARFEDALE RITZ DIAMOND LOUDSPEAKERS.
Perfect condition, less than ayear old. boxed. Superb
sound £75. o.n.o. Tel: 01-660 6365. ( A)

HIGH END VALVE PRE- AMPLIFIER KIT. Eight
triode design on PCB with separate power supply.
Polyprop and Styroflex capacitors. metalfilm resistors.
Inputs for MD and high level. Write for full details to:
AC. PO BOX 16. 4205 ZG. Woudrichem. Holland.
(C)
FRUSTRATED L.P. RECORD BUYERS. A list ol
latest releases on vinyl at competative prices available
from " Poole Classix" 55 Fraser Road. Poole. Dorset
B1112 SAY. C.D.. Cassette. and D.A.T. also handled.
(C)
NEW EARS! For too many years we tried to sell and
hear old
Now we sell and listen with pleasure
through New Croft valve amplifiers and New Tarim
Speaker Systems. For details phone or write - Midland
Radio Supplies. Maypole Lane, Birmingham B14 4PE.
Tel:021-430 7817. ( M)
LATEST CD PLAYER UPGRADES available for all
Philips- based I6-bit players. The new " Pro II" modification uses components of the highest quality plus an
additional circuit board for £ 149. For those seeking the
ultimate in quality there is the new " Reference"
upgrade, available for full- width machines only. This
incorporates apower supply unit of the highest quality
with the above upgrade. Discrete regulators and a
dedicated toroidal transformer arc used to power the
D/A converter and analogue stages independently.
This produces amachine with the very finest sound for
£250. Owners of " Pro" modified- machines may
upgrade to " Reference" standard for £ 149. Enquiries
to Geoff on 01-379 7427 x 126. Covent Garden
Records, 84 Charing Cross Road, London WC2.

SHADOW GRAPH. Four high quality fully working
shadow graph stylus inspection instruments for sale.
Surplus to our requirements. Offers over £ 100 per
machine to " Shadow" J.B.West Leisure Dept., Moor
Park House, Darras Drive. North Shields NE29 KAT.
(C)

PINEWOOD MUSIC is aspecialist dealer for Absolute
Sounds, hut we always have a range of good quality
traded-in equipment to interest you. from the budget to
the esoteric. All our goods have at least a one year
parts and labour guarantee. Telephone for details - and
don't forget to look at our full page advertisement in
this issue. The Pinewood Music Company. ' Martins'.
Church Lane. Goodworth Clatford, Andover, Hampshire SPI I 7HL. Tel: ( 0264) 57536. ( A)

PINK TRIANGLE PT2 in Rosewood with lielius
Cyalenc (£ 1175.00). Audio Innovation series 800 pre &
power amp (£730) Snell type J speakers, (£325) all
perfect condition. Tel: (( 1386) 830083. ( C)

FREE LISTS of our Special CD offers/Competitive
Price List. Updated every two months with new
releases. Overseas specialists. Europadisc. 91 North
Street. Sudbury, Suffolk C010 6RF. ( C)
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HIGH QUALITY
VINYL PRESSINGS
WILL COMPLIMENT AND ENHANCE YOUR PLAYING

DECCA VOLT SPEAKERS. Matt black, stands, split
X-ovcrs for by-wiring. Superb sound. Kelly ribbon
magic for £250. ( 0297) 33167 ( C)

QUAD ELECTROSTATICS. excellent condition ( no
dents) bronze £300. Wharfedale SFB/3 £40. Armstrong
valve mono set up £30. Tel: ( 0889) 578416 ( evenings).
(C)

NORFOLK/SUFFOLK STOCKIST OF DELTEC
AMPS and cables. Croft. Audio Innovations. Sugden.
Snell. Rogers. 154 off Moth arms and all cartridges.
Audible Difference, Diss 01379) 740227. Visa Access.
(E )

BECKENHAM

_

RECORD CENTRE
• -

DIRECT CUT. ORIGINAL MASTERS. /
2 SPEED. JAPANESE ETC.
1
REFERENCE. PROPRIUS. OPUS 3. CHEM ti
l
i
p
EVUNN
SHEFFIELD LAB. MOBILE FIDELITY ETC. A SITOCK OF .
DLYRITA

SEND Aex9" SAE FOR OUR NEW CATALOGUE.
TRY 'JAZZ AT THE PAWN SHOP' DOUBLE LP £ 16.99
LIGHT GOOD-TIME JAll - THE FAMOUS YOU ARE THERE PRESSING
WE ARE SPECIALIST VINYL RETAILERS AND IN CONJUNCTION
WITH OUR SUPERCUT DEPARTMENT WE STOCK AND HAVE ACCESS
TPA FULL RANGE OF RECORDS COVERING- BLUES. R&B, UK AND
IRISH FOLK, ELECTRONIC, NEW AGE, JAll. FUSION. COUNTRY
ETC. ETC. AND BACK CATALOGUE OF ALL KINDS
IF YOU HAVEN'T GOT AGOOD LOCAL SHOP- WHY NOT TRY US?
•
NE ENDEAVOUR TO OFFER APROMPT AND HELPFUL MAIL ORDER SERVICE.
ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS WELCOME BY PHONE CAREFUL PACKING

OVERSEAS CUSTOMERS MOST WELCOME
POSTAGE RATES ON APPLICATION

WE ARE OPEN FOR BROWSING MON SAT
64 BECKENHAM RD. BECKENHAM. KENT. BR34LS
01-658-3464

FAX. 01-650-0374

EX DISPLAY/DEMO STOCK CLEARANCE SALE
LIST
E
SALE
TURNTABLES & ARMS
KUZMA STABI
KUZMA STOGI
PINK TRIANGLE PT TOO
AMPLIFICATION
AUDION ' INTRO' VALVE PRE
AUDION ' FINALE' CLASSA POWER
MOD SQUAD PHONO DRIVE
MOD SQUAD LINE DRIVE
ALBARRY 100811 MONOBLOCKS
TUNERS
INCATECH FM TUNER
KENWOOD KT- 1100
KENWOOD KT- 880
CASSETTE DECKS
DE NON ORM 24HX
CARTRIDGES
AUDIO TECHNICA OCR
MILLTEK AURORA
MILLTEK OLYMPIA
KISEKI PHSAPPHIRE
KISEKI BLUE GOLDSPOT
SPEAKERS
SPICA TC50
SDI
SD31DAMAGED CABINET)
SD2
WHARFEDALE 507
ALEXANDER 566
ALEXANDER AURORA
CASTLE STIRLING
ACOUSTIC ENERGY AEI
ALLOY STANDS
ACOUSTIC ENERGY AE2
ALLOY STANDS

699
399
689

399
249
549

749
995 ( pa.r)
1.368
499
899

499
695
999
399
599

390
300
160

150
150
100

290

190

399
209
299
799
499

299
149
199
599
299

599
1.150
299
525
220
189
379
399
695
299
1,138
495

449
850
149
345
170
139
279
299
545
249
695
295

Various Speaker Cables & Interconnects
at discounted prices-phone for detail ,
COMPACT IffaPil

27 MARKET PARADE, HAVANT,
HAMPSHIRE P09 1PY. (
0705) 473952
(Tues Sat 10-1 - 2-6)
I2-

STOP

AUDIOPHILE QUALITY COMPONENTS

the noise from domestic electrical equipment eg. flourescent
lights, televisions, fridges. etc. affecting your HiFi system
by fitting aLynwood Mains Conditioner.
.This results in:-

•SidereolKops The finest

* Huge increase in soundstage width, height and depth.
* More space around each now clearly distinct instrument.
* Much deeper. extended bass with better control and
locus.
* More natural, relaxed sound especially with CD.
* Cuts out RF interference.

eSOLEN
eDNM

This is the only unit we have found which accomplishes
these things without degratiing the music in anyway. The
Lynwood Conditioner will supply over 500W of clean power
and is fitted into an expanded mains plus to replace the
ordinary plug on your equipment leads or extension sockets.
Available on asale or return basis for
£49.95 incl P&P
send acheque or SAE for further information to

WENTWORTH AUDIO
Coley Lane Farm, Wentworth,
Rotherham S62 7S0

PRECISION TEST CASSETTES
Harrison test cassettes are used by recording studios. TV and radio
stations hell service departments, electronic shops, and in short, anyone
interested in good quality reproduction from their cassette deck. They are
recommended by
News, 1-11 Fi Choice and Australian
The
design of ere tapes and the clear instructions mean that you don't need to
be aprofessor with stacks of lest gear to use them Each cassette is
individually digitally mastered in real time using top quality tape

"EVERYONE WHO'S SERIOUS ABOUT CASSETTE
PLAYBACK AND RECORDING NEEDS THIS TAPE." HI- Fl
News, December 1989.
"THE MULTI- PURPOSE TAPE IS AN EXCELLENT
PRODUCT. WELL WORTH THE ASKING PRICE".
Australian HI Ft

Dolby Level
£3.75
Azimuth Alignment
£6.35
Speed Accuracy
£5.85
Dolby Level/Azimuth
C8.95
Dolby LeveliAzimuthiSpeed
£ 12.00
Dolby Leve/Azimuth/ 30Hz-15KHz FREQUENCY RESPONSE
(120useql
£ 14.50
Multi- Purpose. 6tests. DOLBY LEVEL. AZIMUTH. 30Hz-15KHz
FREQUENCY RESPONSE. DOLBY 11 C TRACKING.
SPEEDANOW • FLUTTER. 8ms
METER TONE- BURST ( 120us ..
£2000

Postage: U.K. 75p/Tape, Europe £ 1,
Elsewhere £2
ORDERS ENQUIRIES TO:
HARRISON. 7. MILL HILL REPTON.
DERBY. DE6 5GQ. TEL: 0283 702875

Polypropylene capacitors with Kimber Kable
Teflon leadout. Expensive but the best.
CHATEAUROUX Polypropylene caps.
Inexpensive and only second best.
SLIT FOIL Electrolytic Capacitors Stunning

OKIMBER KABLE'speaker
cable. Interconnects. Internal wiring. Clean -

elearn
open -more
transparent
about these
- smooth.
superb products. Don't
build with less than the best.

eWrite for NEW Price list for 1989.

0

AUDIO SUITE PR[- AMP

MAS IER SUPPLY

£ 9,990.00 (
List £ 15,500.001
AUDIO PALETTE
5,990.00 ( List L 9,750.00)
AUDIO PERFORMANCE POWER AMPS
£9,990.00 ( List £ 15,500.00)

Full details available on request
Interest free credit 0% APR subject
to personal status
written details upon application.

ASTON AUDIO LIMITED
4West Street, Alderley Edge, Cheshire.
Tel: 0625 582704
Fax: 0625 586285

EQUIPMENT MODIFICATIONS

REGA RB300 IRB260
VAN DEN HUL
REWIRING

modifications to proprietary equipment.
carried out without the original

If you own one of these superb arms, why not
upgrade the performance by rewiring with Van
den Hut cable?

Readers having equipment modified by
third parties do so entirely at their own risk

I28

Readers should be aware that any

manufacturer's knowledge or approval, will
invalidate any warranty or guarantee.

and while many companies offering

Our engineers will replace the internal wiring
with vdH MSS7 and leadout cable with 1m of
vdH MC- D502.

service, neither the original manufacturers

We will fit superb gold plated/Teflon insulated
phono plugs and gold plated shrink sleeved
cartridge tags.

should it become unserviceable.

modifications do provide an excellent
nor HiFi News & Record Review will accept
responsibility for equipment so modified.

Our price for this skilled conversion is just
£84.95. plus £3.75 p&p, and we will return your
arm within 21 days. Furthermore we will fully
guarantee our work for 12 months.
(Due to customer demand, we now offer the
following options: vdH phono plus £15.00
extra. 1.5m leadout £ 15.00 extra.)
Details sent on request, or simply package the
arm properly and send it to us by insured post.
SOUND DEALS: 52-54B SHORTMEAD ST.
BIGGLESWADE BEDS SG18 OAP ENGLAND
TEL: 0767 312249
FAX: 0767315714

RESTORATIONS OF CLASSIC F:QUIPMENT tn
Electronics Engineer. suite') qualified ( Degree
MAES) and nearly 40 years experience. Quad service
agent and specialist knowledge of Radford. Leak.
Rogers. Armstrong etc. Extensive workshop enables
original design standards, accompanied by detailed
reports. 7 days. Woodford. Essex. Tel: 01-504 5467.

BERLIOZ & BEETHOVEN. Strange bed- fellows, but
they were both full of ideas and opinions which
influenced their music and helped to shape the Romantic Age. The thoughts, beliefs and attitudes of each are
examined in highly praised biographies- with- adifference by one-time NM RR editor John Crabbe.
Hector Rerlioz - Rational Romantic and Beethoven's
Empire of the Mind are available from bookshops at
£6.95 each, and if your stockist doesn't have copies on
his shelves, tell him that each can be ordered from
Messrs Kahn & Averill. Or you could try your local
library. Either way, they make an intriguing read.
(X/S)

(X)
STI:010 ACOUSTICS Importers and Distributors of
specialiNt audio equipment for Lector Audio Pre +
Pimer Amplifiers ( tube) Discreet Technology Cables
and Vanderstecn Speakers. For further details please
telephone ( 0626) 67060 - Trade enquiries welcome. ( F)
MIKE SOLOMONS AT LONDON SOUND offers free
estimates for service/repair of modern, old, and vintage
Eli Fi. London Sound. 266 Field End Road. Eastcote.
Ruislip, Middx. (01868) 9222. ( M)
BRAUN AUDIO SYSTEM. Is there an engineer in
Greater London who can service our imported I
li-Fi?
Ring 01-748-7900 if you can help. ( C)

TO
ADVERTISE IN
THIS SECTION
CONTACT
SOPHIA
ON 01-686 2599
EXT.447

WANTED - VINTAGE VALVE HI-FI
Amplifiers: Quad. Radford, Leak Stereo 50 & 60
Turntables: Thorens 10124 & 10224, Garrard 301 & 401.
Pickup Arms & Heads: Decca FFSS, SME3012 etc.
Loudspeakers: Tannoy 15" - Monitors and 1111.2. Axiom 80. Wharfedale
Airedale, Goodmans etc.
Illustrated 22 page "Wanted List" available upon request.
Buyer collects in areas on aregular bads
The Vintaie Wireless Company Ltd., Tudor Houe, Coubam Street,
Mugotsfield, Bristol, BSI7380. Telephone (0272)565472 Anytime.

RUSS ANDREWS TURNTA1LE ACCESSORIES LTD
EDGE BANK HOUSE, SKELSMERGH, KENDAL,
CUMBRIA LA8 9AS TEL: SELSIDE (053 983) 247

EX- DEMONSTRATION

CELLO

YAMAHA UC-I AMPLIFIER. Technics SPIS SLI IOS
SL1300 MKII or SL140( IMLII Turntables. FOR SALE:
Naim 42.5/110 £385. Mission Mechanic £375. Snell K's
£275. Foundation stands £50. Tel: 01-361-0409 after
7pm. ( C)

TURNTABLES. ARMS. CARTRIDGES. STYLI.
CONNOISSEUR: GARRARD; GOLDRING: LENCO:
ORTOFON: SHURE; SME:THORENS.
All available. Genuine Spares. Service. Repairs. Overhauls
Cartridges & Specialist styli for Early Recordings - 78s & LP.
PLEASE NOTE OUR NEW ADDRESS
TECHNICAL & GENERAL PO BOX 53,
CROWBOROUGH. E.SUSSEX, TN6 2BY
TELEPHONE: 08 92 65 45 34

ATTENTION: ALL U.S.A. AND CANADIAN HI-FI
DEALERS. HI Fl NEWS AND RECORD REVIEWIS
NOW AVAILABLE FOR SALE IN YOUR STORE. COPIES
ARE DELIVERED WITHIN 1WEEK OF PUBLICATION
DATE. FOR INFORMATION
CALL STU WEIN,
MUSIC AND SOUND IMPORTS,
4508 PIKE ROAD, HUNTINGTON VALLEY,
PA 19006 U.S.A
phone 215-953-9222 FAX 215-953-0360

HI-FI NEWS is now available in Australia,
within 2 weeks of publication. Also back
issues are available.
Please contact:
Audio Q Imports, 6.4a Burwood Road,
Hawthorn 3122, Victoria, Australia.
Tel: (03) 813-3691
111-F1 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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FPlease send me 12 monthly issues of
News & Record Review commencing with
the next available issue.
LI £20.40 UK and BFPO

The Perfect Pitch
MMIBM
MIMII
I
MI
,III
I
MII
I
Ma

Ell £ 29.00 Overseas Surface, Europe and Eire
CI £47.00 Overseas Air Mail
Ienclose a cheque/postal order/
International money order payable to Link
House Magazines Ltd.
or debit my credit card

III

VISA

U ACCESS/
CI DINERS III AMEX
MASTERCARD

Credit card no.

Expiry date

n

alummummii
ammonium V Illumm
MINIM&
A ONE YEAR SUBSCRIPTION TO HI-FI NEWS & RECORD
REVIEW COS7'S £20.-10 ( POST FREE) FOR THE UK. £29.00
FOR EUROPE (INCLUDING EIRE) AND OVERSEAS
SURFACE MAIL AND £47.00 FOR OVERSEAS AIR MAIL

Signature
(Please print in block capitals)
Name:
Address .

HP-FI

NIWS

To: HiFi News & Record Review Subscription Department
Link House Magazines Ltd
120-126 Lavender Avenue, Mitcham, Surrey CR4 3HP.

R

OR Ce-11EV I
EW

SUBSCRIBE TODAY!

Iunderstand that Iam committed to one year's subscription and
Should twish to cancel no refund will be made
Registered in England and Wales No. 13415617

A LINK HOUSE MAGAZINE-

HUI

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS ORDER FORM
Rates: Trade:

NF WS

60p per word.
Min £ 15.00

Private:

PLEASE PRINT IN BLOCK CAPITALS

50p per word.
Min £ 12.00.

Box No's:
£3.00 extra

(These rates are
inclusive of VAT)

'01-6--y-r£V11,\\

Debit my credit card account ( tick as appropriate)

Card Expiry Date

VISA

1111>
1

Credit Card No:

I1II1I1 IIIIIIII
Signature

To: HI-FI NEWS, please publish the above advertisement for
insertions under
the heading
Cheque/P.O. to be made payable to LINK
HOUSE MAGAZINES PLC and send to Hi Fi News, LINK HOUSE, DINGWALL AVENUE, CROYDON CR9 2TA.
Is a Box No. required? Yes __ No
If no, please include remittance to cover name and address and/or tel. no.
Name

Address

%moo
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asterpiece is a word that should
be used with care, it becomes
somewhat self-contradictory in
the plural. But a quick run down the
names offered by CBS will make you think
that if Jazz Masterpieces are to be found
anywhere, they must be here.
The first batch of 25 titles tees in
Armstrong, Goodman, Basie, Ellington,
hloliday, Davis, Garner, Brubeck, Mingus
and Monk. Most of the items in the initial
release are newly-digitized versions of
much- reissued classics, hut in going back
to the original tapes. the producers have
often taken the trouble to dig out some
previously neglected minor obscurities in
the way of alternate takes.
Promised, but not yet to hand are the
Louis Armstrong ' 1lot Fives' and ' 1lot
Sevens'. Apart from these, the earliest CBS
material to appear in ' digitally remastered'
form may well he The Quintessential
Billie Holiday: Vol I, 1933-1935 (CBS
450987). This edition of her pre-war
recordings is more strictly chronological,
more complete and so ( by definition)
rather less quintessential than the old
six- album set marketed for years by CBS
as The Golden Years and then as The
Billie Holidoy Story. Vol 1includes such
non-classics as ' Eeny Mceny Miney Mo'
and 'Yankee Dmelle Never Went To
Town'. The sound is cleaner if less gutsy.
Another perennial, Benn j' Goodman
Live At Carnegie Ilall from 1938 ( CD
450983) is presented unchanged except
for the digital transfer, which again sounds
alittle cleaner than the old double album.
But one of the more interesting titles in

under Darius Millhaud at Mills College,
Oakland: Mills students provided a nuc-

in a tense and incompatible ' all-star' line-

leus for his first group, an octet. Brubeck
couldn't get club dates and instead went
on the road to play one-night college gigs.

when Riverside bought his contract and
attempted to help him rebuild his career.
After an album of standards and one called

up. Monk was allegedly in debt to Prestige

Although the octet disbanded, Brubeck's

The/onions Monk Plays Ellington (this

popularity with college audiences provided a basis for lasting success. Ile
formed the famous quartet in 1951 with

just reissued on CD, CDRIVM 006) Riverside felt the world was ready for Monk's

alto saxophonist Paul Desmond. A 1953

own compositions. Ile worked with Coltrane, subsequently re-establishing an

live recording at a college date, Jazz at
Oberlin on the small Fantasy label

effective quartet ftemat with asuccession
of other fine tenor sax players. Ilis hats,

(recently reissued on CD, CDRIVM 007)
led to the 1954 CBS releasefuzz Goes To

bamboo-framed shades and goatee gave
him 'way out' media appeal, and by the

College, which became the biggest-selling

late 1950s he was getting some recogni-

jazz album to date and put him on the
cover of Time. By 1962 Desmond's com-

tion. In the early 1960s, after along series

position ' fake Five' became apop hit. The

he moved over to CBS, the first fruit of the
new contract being Monk's Dream.

track came from the 1960 album Time
Out, currently available at full price as an
original-artwork CD reissue. But recorded

of artistically- unfettered Riverside albums,

Miles Davis, more than any other artist,
learned to deal with the record industry

around the same time and now representing the group in the first wave of Jazz

on his own terms: he spent 30 years with
the label, hut not before he had paid his

Masterpieces' is The Dave Brubeck Quartet Ploys Music From West Side Story
And.. (CBS 450410). It is a fine album,
with Brubeck working effective rhythmic

dues with smaller companies. By 1948,
after working with Charlie Parker, Davis
had enough of a name to put together an
ambitious nine-piece band which played

changes, Desmond lyrical and inventive:
but Time Out is due for the mid-price
'Masterpieces' treatment soon.
The career of very different kind of
pianist, Thelonious Monk, also seems to
show that all roads lead to Columbia,
however long it takes to get there. Ile cut
the first definitive versions of some of his
best-known

tunes ( ' Round

Midnight',

challenging arrangements by Gerry Mulligan and Gil Evans. His efforts won him a
recording contract with alarger company,
Capitol, which in 1949-50 recorded the
nonct sessions known ( with the wisdom
of hindsight) as ' The Birth of the Cool':
hut the records didn't sell. Capitol lost
interest, and Davis signed for Prestige.
Subsequent records led to his superb

'Epistrophy') for Blue Note in that late
1940s, with a group that included Mill
Jackson and Art Blakey. Ile soon moved to
the new Prestige label, hut was debarred
from appearing live in New York City after
a drugs bust. Ile didn't want to move, so
he just didn't appear. Things went from
had to worse for him at Prestige, and the
scanty recordings culminated in the ill-

quintet of 1955, with John Coltrane, Red
Garland, Paul Chambers and Philly Joe
Jones. Ile was now in a position to

fated session of Christmas Eve, 1954,
when the label's owner Bob Weinstock

ing albums ( all now reissued on CD ). The

negotiate a contract with CBS, and fulfilled his remaining obligations to Prestige
by recording two long sessions ( II May
and 25 October 1956) which gave the
smaller company the material for its
Working, Steaming, Cooking and Relax-

Drawing on ahuge back

quintet simply played its repertoire as if
performing sets in aclub, and the records
are a stunning document of one of the
greatest working jazz groups ever.

catalogue, CBS has launched its

In the next few years, the power and
resources of CBS allowed him to carry

insensitively assembled Monk with Miles

most comprehensive jazz reissue
programme to date

through projects (Miles Ahead, Porgy and
Bess, Sketches of Spain) beyond the
means of asmall company. Eventually, his
stature at CBS allowed him to record
when and what he liked.
The biggest change of all came in
Davis's first use of rock instruments and
idioms. Miles In The Sky ( 1968) used

the first wave of the series is an attractive
collection of relatively obscure sides by
Goodman's 1950-52 Sextet ( CBS 45041 I )
with vibraphonist Terry Gibbs and guitarist Mundell Lowe.
By the time Goodman made those late

lierbie Ilancock on an electric piano, but
the real landmark was In A Silent Way
(1969 ). Perhaps CBS is right to make In A
Silent Way the first Davis entry in the 'Jazz

sextet sides, the big band era was over and
CBS started to recognise the existence of

Masterpieces series ( CBS 450982): or
perhaps the company just feels that this

modern jazz, and, more than that, showed
the ability to bring star status and earning
power to jazz artists. The man who

one has been underexploited recently. In
any case, those who prefer to hear acoustic instruments, chord changes ( or
modes!) and more than one tune per side

epitomized this accessible, acceptable
face of jazz was Dave Brubeck.
A Californian by birth, Brubcck studied
130

will soon get Kind of Blue and Sketches of
Spain from 1959. It111-F1 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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AR goes beyond the Itstening experience Na only are AR pnducts designed la music lovers, they are designed lor those music lovers
who also demand first rate built quality, attractive appearance and commence of operaron Dunng design the ne« AR efectronns
[mew, comprtsing 3arnpliets, tuner, recerver. CD and Cazette Dedc. have been reedy °amused to ofler the best as audio
engineering al affordalx penes and then appearance speaks la itelf

The Spirit

Au your nearest dealer whear the sport of AR

Captured

ACOUSTIC RESEARCH 330 TURNPIKE STREET CANTON MASSACHUSETTS 02021

U.S.A.

